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ffcekJSX -42 Described by hams who have o perated it as
"the first real postwar receiver." One of the finest CW receivers yet
developed. Greatest continuous frequency coverage of any communications receiver -from 540 kc to 110 Mc, in six bands
FM- AM -CW. 15 tubes. Matching speakers available . $21500
/lee

/mil S- 40 A Function, beauty, unusual radio performance and reasonable price are all combined in this fine receiver.
Overall frequency range from 540 kc to 43 Mc, in four bands. Nine
tubes. Built -in dynamic speaker. Many circuit refine$8950
ments never before available in medium price class.
WINO

.,1de/S -38

Overall frequency range from 540 kc to 32
Mc, in four bands. Self contained speaker. Compact and rugged,
high performance at a low price. Makes an ideal standby receiver
for hams. CW pitch control is adjustable from front
panel. Automatic noise limiter

$4158

Prices slightly higher in zone
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THE HALLICRAFTERS CO., MANUFACTURERS OF RADI

AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, CHICAGO 16, U. S.
Solo HallicsaNers Representatives m Canadt
Ropers Majestic Limited, Toronto-Mon

I WILL TRAIN YOU TO START
A SPARE TIME OR FULL TIME

RADIO SERVICE BUSINESS
WITHOUT CAPITAL

J. E. SMITH
PRESIDENT
National Radio
Instituto
98rd Year of

Training Men
for Serena
In Radio.

The men at the right are just a few of many
trained, at home in their spare time. to
be Radio Technicians. They are now operating
their own successful spare -time or full -time
Radio businesses. Hundreds of other men I
trained hold good jobs in practically every
branch of Radio. Doesn't this PROVE my
"60 -60 method" of home training can give you
BOTH a thorough knowledge of Radio principles and the PRACTICAL experience you
need to help you make more money in the fast.
growing Radio industry?
Many Beginners Soon Make Extra Money
In Spare Time While Learning
The day you enroll I start sending EXTRA
MONEY JOB SHEETS. You LEARN Radio
principles from my easy-to- understand, illustrated lessons -PRACTICE what you learn by
building, testing and experimenting with parts
I rend-USE your knowledge to make EXTRA
money fixing neighbors' Radios in apare time
While still learning I From here it's a short step
to your own full -time Radio Shop or a good

I have

You Build These and Many

Other Radio Circuits with
Big Kits of Parts I Supply
By the time you've conducted 60 nets of
Experiments with Radio Parts I supply.

made hundreds of measurements and adjustments. you'll have valuable PRACTICAL Radio experience for
good full or

part -time Radio job!
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You can get this training right in
your own home under G. I. Bill.
Mail coupon for full details.
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Future for Trained Men Is Bright
in Radio, Television, Electronics
You build the
SUPERHETERODYNE CIRCUIT

above

You build MEASUR-

ING INSTRUMENT

above early In
Course. useful for
Radio work to pick up

EXTRA

epee time

It la vacuum tube multlmeter,
measures A.C.. D.C..
R.F. volta D.C.
rents, routante,, remoney.

=-

containing

preselector oscillator muer -erst detector.
1.1. stage, diode -detector- a.v.c. stage and

audio stage. It will
bring in local and
distant stations. Get
the thrill of learning

at home evenings in
spare time while you
Put

cinating listel

mire: output.

Building the A. M.
SIGNAL GENERATOR at right will give

you valuable experience. Provides ampli-

tude- modulated sis.
pats for test and experimental purposes.

It's probably easier to get started in Radio
now than ever before, because the Radio Repair
Business is booming. Trained Radio Technicians
also find profitable opportunities in Police.
Aviation, Marine Radio, Broadcasting. Radio
Manufacturing, Public Address work. Think of
even greater opportunities as Television. FM,
and many new. war -developed Electronic devices
become available to the public! Soon. there will
be more Radio equipment to install, operate.
maintain and repair than ever before in all
history I Get the facts on all these opportunities.
Send for FREE books now!
Find Out What NRI Can Do For You
Mail Coupon for Sample Lesson, "Getting
Acquainted with Receiver Servicing." and my
FREE 64 -page book. It's packed with facts
about Radio's opportunities for you. Read the
details about my Course. Read letters from men
I trained, telling what they are doing. earning.
See how quickly. easily you can get started.
No obligation! Just MAIL COUPON NOW In
an envelope or paste it on a penny postal.
J. E. SMITH, President, Dept. 7EX, National
Radio Institute, Pioneer Home Study Radio
School, Washington 9, D. C.

SAMPLE LESSON FREE
I will send you a FREE Lesson, "Getting Acquainted with Receiver Servicing," to show
you how practical it is to train for Radio at
home in spare time. It's a valuable lesson.
Study it -keep it -use it- without obligation!
Tells how Superheterodyne Circuits work,
gives hints on Receiver

Servicing, Locating Defects, Repair of Loudspeaker, I. F. Transformer, Gang Tuning, Condenser, etc., 31 illustrations.
My Radio Course Includes
TELEVISION
ELECTRONICS
FREQUENCY MODULATION
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E. SMITH, President. Dept. 7EX
National Radio Institute, Washington 9, D. C.
Without obligating
a
mall your Sample Lesson and e4 -page book
FREE. I am particularly Interested in the !,ranch of Radio checked below.
(No salesman will call. Please write plainly.)
( ) My Own Radio Service Rusi(
roadcasting
) Operating
station
(
) Industrial
Electronics
( ) Spare Time Radie servitine
(
) Service Techn,c,an for Radio
(
Public Address Systems
Stone or Factory
Ship. Harbor. Gov't., Military
(
(
Radio
) Aviation Radio
(If you have not decided which branch you prefer -nail coupon for facts

J.

1

1

to help you decide.)
Name

Age

Address

City

Zone

State

Approved for Training Under GI Bill
1
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Model lSDNC

NEW
Noise Canceling Microphone by TURNER
Transmits only when spoken to at close range
Turner development ... Now factories,
machine shops, engine rooms, trains, aircraft, etc.,
can have sharp, clear communications. Turner
engineers have solved the problem of effective
speech transmission under adverse noise conditions. The Turner Model 15D -NC is so expertly
designed and balanced it amplifies only sound
originating close to its specially engineered diaphragm. Random sound (noise) arriving from
a distance strikes both sides of the diaphragm
A new

simultaneously and is canceled out. This new
microphone transmits only when spoken to at
close range from the front.

-the

BETTER the results
By speaking directly into the front side of the Turner

The LOUDER the noise

Model 15D -NC clear cut results are achieved at ordinary
levels of conversation. The din, clatter, and clang of
machinery and other disturbances are canceled out. In
fact, the higher the noise level, the more effective will
be the results observed.

Designed for Convenience
The Model 15D -NC is a rugged dynamic built to stand
severe operating conditions. It is housed in an attractive
hand held case of light, tough alloy. When not in use,
it may be hung on a hook. If desired, a "push -to- talk"
thumb switch is built into the handle for on -off operation or relay work. Available in 50, 200, 500 ohms, or
high impedance.

SPECIFICATIONS Turner Model 15D -NC
EFFECTIVE OUTPUT LEVEL; 56 db below
I volt /dynersq cm.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 50 tó So00 c. p. s.

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE 50, 200, 500 ohms,
or high impedance.
DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS: Close

talking only
DIAPHRAGM. High quality corrosive resist.
ant aluminum.

CASE: Smooth, die cast alloy.

FINISH: Gray gunmetal enamel.

MOUNTING: Hand held. Hole provided
top of case for hanging on hook.

at

CABLE: 7 foot attached, single conductor,
shielded.
DIMENSIONS: 7" long x 2s/e - wide x lth' deep.

MAGNETIC CIRCUIT High energy magnetic

WEIGHT: Approximately 24 ounces.
circuit with moving voice coil Both sides of
OPTIONAL: "Push -to- talk" thumb switch for
diaphram exposed to balance out random
on -off or relay operation,
sound
semi- directional dynamic without noise canceling
Also asadab /e as Model
leatare. Lerrl: 56 db brleu l rot t / dyne, rq cn. Rerponsr. 40 to 7500 r. p. I.

I5

1

Tait

at the
Exhibit otl+ 49-ts Show tBel,
1`+
Stevens May 13, l4r
°
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.

THE TURNER902 COMPANY
E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa
17th Street
N.

Company. and '.stems
Microphones licensed under ti S. patents of the American Telephone and Telegraph
the,..
aidakendia,Sompany
of
fisollt
Electric Company. Incorporated Crystals Ilcersed under patents
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PHOTOFACT FOLDERS
a

IOW

PHOTOFACT

VOLUME 1, containing first len sets of
PHOTOFACT FOLDERS in deluxe binder,
$18.39. Individual sets Nos. 1 to 10,
$1.50 each.De Luxe Binder alone, $3.39.

RESEARCHERS
CHECIIING OVERA
PERFORMANCE

COMPLETE
Everything you need in one handy,

PARTS ANALYSIS

CODING

AT WORK

PICTORIAL
VIEW

OR YOU

unified fora -large schematics. pictorials keyec to parts lists and align.
ment data complete listings of parts
values anc replacements, alignment,
stage gain, circuit voltage and resistance analysis, coil resistances, dial
cord stringing, disassembly instructions, record changer analysis and
repair.

ACCURATE
All sets are taken apart and analyzed by experts in the Sams
laborator'es. Every pert is measured,
tested and triple- checked for accuracy. All data is original. This means the
data you get is

new instruments.

$403,531.05f- that's what it actually cost us
to create, print and distribute Volume 1 of

right.

Sams PHOTOFACT FOLDERS. Every penny
of that money has been spent to bring the industry the most accurate, complete, up -tothe- minute data ever produced for radio
servicemen. And this continuing service, designed to help you make up to twice as many
repairs daily, actually costs you less than 9
cents a day.
PHOTOFACT FOLDERS could not be produced without the support of America's leading replacement parts manufacturers-without the support, too, of thousands of enthusiastic PHOTOFACT subscri±ers. With their
cooperation, we will continue to place in your
hands ALL the information you need to do a
better job- facts, figures, photographs, full
page schematics -information compiled

CORRECT
PHOTOFACT FOLDERS are issued
twice monthly as the new receivers
come off production lines. You don't
have to wait for information. As receiver cha-tges are made, you get correction and addition sheets for your
files. Your data is always up to the
minute.

EASY TO USE
All diagrams and pictures are coded to
numbered parts lists. Everything is
positively identified for fast work. All

folders are set up in uniform, easy -tofollow style: big type, big illustrations
-no huning, guessing or eye strain
-no more loss of time and temper.

-

from actual first -hand analysis of all

Institute.

Set No. 17 will be ready for mailing April
10th. Set No. 18 on April 25th. Sets Nos. 11
to 16 inclusive, also priced at $130 each, are
available for immediate order.
Start using PHOTOFACYS to make more
profits. Remember, PHOTOFACT FOLDERS
actually cost you nothing: they pay for
themselves over and over! See your replacement parts distributor -or write us direct. In Canada, address A. C. Simmonds es
Sons, 301 King Street East, Toronto, Ontario.
Canadian price, $1.75.
fC.P.A. Statement Available

Trade Mark Reg.

HOWARD W.
2924

EAST

SAMS

&

PHOTOFACT FOLDERS

cover all radios, phonographs, record changers,
recorders, communications systems and power
amplifiers -and are timed to reach you as
these instruments are released. The cost
is only $1.50 per set of 30 to 50 folders and
includes membership in the Howard W. Sams

CO., INC.

WASHINGTON STREET, INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

PHOTOFACT SERVICE
"Tito sarvica that pays for itself over am/ wow wan"'
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SILVAXIA NEWS
RADIO SERVICE EDITION
MAY

Prepared by SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC., Emporium, Pa.

1947

BRAND NEW SYLVANIA TECHNICAL MANUAL NOW

AVAILABLE TO RADIO SERVICEMEN!

Handy Volume Describes Over 500 Receiving Tubes
Is Full Of Helpful, Essential Data
Here's the new, handy volume of valuable radio tube information radio

servicemen everywhere have been
waiting for. This bigger, better -thanever latest Sylvania Technical Manual
-listing over 500 radio tube types (old
and new) -has been made available
as a result of the solution of extensive

and elaborate tube engineering
problems.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
You'll surely welcome this handy ref-

erence manual, with its important
features including: Fundamental Properties of Vacuum Tubes; The Charac-

teristic Curves; General Tube and
Circuit Information; Resistance Coupled Amplifier Data -and many more.
AVAILABLE NOW
We urge you to get your copy right
we know you'll find

away- because

this volume chock- full of invaluable
information -facts that will be helpful
to you day in and day out.
See Your

Sylvania Distributor or order from Radio Tube Division, Emporium, Po.

SYLVANIAELECTRIC

MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES: CATHODE RAY TUBES; ELECTRONIC DEVICES: FLUORESCENT LAMPS. FIXTURES, WIRING DEVIOES:
ELECTRIC LIGHT BULBS
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NOWI An
I

SEND YOU

Amazing Opportunity to

8

BIG KITS OF RADIO PARTS

TRAIN YOU
RIGHT by PUTTING
I

YOU TO WORK with
REAL PROFESSIONAL

EQUIPMENT!

R" BUILD CIRCUITS! TEST! REPAIR!
NSW TO
LE

YOU DO OVER 175 INSTRUCTIVE EXPERIMENTS

You BUILD THIS USEFUL

TEST- ÇOUIIPMENT!

'--i
0.-

give you
fine, moviescoil We Meter Instrument
I

Jewel Bearings- with
complete Analyzer Circuit Continuity Tot
on

parts for

HERE'S THE EASIEST, MOST PRACTICAL WAY OF ALL TO PREPARE
FOR GOOD PAY in RADIO ELECTRONICS and TELEVISION:
train your mind by putting you to work with your
hands en a big 6 -Tube Superheterodyne Receiver.
And, believe me, when you get busy with real
Radio Parrs
B big Kits of them
you really
LEARN Radio and learn it RIGHT! You get the
I

-

-

practical s.uff you need to be useful In Radio, and
that's what It takes to make money. You don't
have to worry about what to do with these B Kits
of Parts. Step by step,
show you how to build
circuits, test, experiment, trouble- shoet. And you
don't need any previous experience. The Sprayberry Coup starts right at the beginning of
Radio! You can't get lost! Simplified lessons,
coupled wits reel "Shop" practice, makes every
subject plan and easy to understand and remember.
Soon after you begin Sprayberry Training, I'll
lend you my sensational BUSINESS BUILDERS.
1

`

A BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN

pave the way for a Radio Service business of your
Ow". But with Sprayberry Training, you're net
limited. You con swing into any one of the swiftly

expanding
Electronics

branches

INCLUDING

Whe

you

construct

this

Filter ResisCondenser Tester,
etc., you get
really prat
tital slant on Radio
Rect tier and

tor

nd

Rodio,

You'll get valuable exParlance and pretties
building this Signal

fully qualified

Generator end

muttt

purpose Tester.

ELECTRONICIAN. Get full details
about my Training al
once! Mail coupon below for my 2 big FREE

Makes
b
out
of Sting Radios end
you don't have to

spend money on

outside,

redy

made equipment.

Books.

Saabs

MAY,

Radie -

...

RADIO

which plainc in simple English how te read and understand any Radie Set Diagram. Includes translation of all
Radie symbols. Send for this volume at once. It's (reel
Along 'with it, I will send yes another Big Free
book describing In detail my Radio
Electronic Training.

for

mummy

Sold ring wiring, connect
Ins Radio parts
build
Ing c rcuits- you can't beat
this method of learning.

Decide now to become
a

professional

and speed.

Tslevisien, FM, Radar, Industrial Electronics. Be wise!

"Hew M Rood Radio Diagrams and Symbols"
Heres e voluable end wonderfully complete new book

RADIO -CRAFT

of

with

OR A GOOD RADIO JOS

You'll find eu) how te get and de neighborhood
Radio repair jobs for nice profits and rich expert
once while learning. This sort of work can easily

CET THESE VAL UABL E

FREE

...

er. You learn how to check
and correct Receiver defects

1947

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO
L. Sprayberry, President, Room 2057,
Pueblo, Colorado
Please rush my FREE copies of ''How to MAKE MONEY in RADIO,
ELECTRONICS and TELEVISION," and "HOW to READ RADIO
DIAGRAMS and SYMBOLS."
F.

Name

Age ........................

Address
City

State

(Mail in envelope or paste on penny postcard)

5

PROFIT-MAKING

GET YOUR

FEDERAL SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
FROM THESE JOBBERS!
in AC -DC, Portable, Table, and
Console radio receivers.
It's the modern way to give
better service, improve set performance, get instant starting and
longer life.... Get in touch with
your nearest jobber today.

There's an authorized jobber near
you who can supply your Fedand
eral Miniature Rectifiers
give you free selling -aids that will
help you cash in on the big
market for this new component
that replaces the rectifier tube

-

ALABAMA
Mobile-Radio

Labs

ARIZONA
est Wholesale Radio
& Appliance Co.
ARKANSAS
Ft. Smith-Wise Radio Sunni?
CALIFORNIA
Long Beach -Fred S. Dean Co.
Los Angeles -U. S. Grant Supply Co.
Radio Equipment Distributors
Radio Products Sales Co.
Radio Specialties Company
United Radio Supply Co.
Sacramento -Sacramento Electric
Supply

Phoenix-Sou tha

-Electronic Distributors
Radio Parts Co.
San Francisco -Leo J. Meyberg Co..
San Diego

Inc.

Schuyler -Wilson Co.
Zack -Radio Supply Co.
Santa Ana -Radio & Television Equipment Co.
COLORADO
Denrer -Inter -State Radio & Supply
Co.

Radio Products Sales Co.
CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport-R. G. Scell & Co.
Hartford -R. G. Scell & Co.
New Britain- United Radio Supply
DELAWARE
Wilmington -Radio Electric Service
Co of Pennsylvania

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington-Capitol Radio Wholesalers
Emerson Radio of Washington

FLORIDA

Xtami- Herman

Radio Supply Co.
Thurow Distributors. Inc.
Jacksonville- Thurow Distributors. Inc.
Orlando-Thurow Distributors. Inc.
St. Petersburg -Welch Radio Supply
Tallahassee- Thurow Distributors. Inc.
Tampa- Thurow Distributors. Inc.
W. Paint Beach -Goddard Distributors
Thurow Distributors. Inc.
GEORGIA
Radio Corp.
Augusta- Prestwood Electronics CO.

Atlanta- Concord

IDAHO
Boise-- Craddock's Radio Supply

ILLINOIS

Chicago- Allied Radio Corporation
The Lukko Sales Corp.
Walker -Jimieson, Inc.
INDIANA

Anderson -Seybert's Radio Supply Co.
Evansville -Wesco Radio Parts
Jndiana lis-Kiefer- Stewart Co.
Radio Distributing Company
Rodefleld Co.
Van Sickle Radio Supply Co.
Muncie -Standard Radio Parts
South Bend -Colfax Co.. Inc.
Terre Haute-Terre Haute Radio

KANSAS
*Wichita -Radio Supply Company

KENTUCKY
Loutsvlile -P. I. Burks & Co.
Universal Radio Supply Co.
Otcensboro- General Electronic Supply
LOUISIANA
New Orleans-Radio Parts. Inc.
Shuier Supply Co.
Southern Radio Supply Co.
Walther Bros. Company
MAINE
Auburn -Radio Supply Co.. Inc.
Bangor-Radio Service Laboratory of
New Hampshire & Maine
Portland -Radio Service Laboratory of
New Hampshire & Maine
M
Baltimore- Kann- Ellert Electronics.
Inc.
Wholesale Radio Parts Co.. Inc.
Cumberland-Radio Wholesaler
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston-De Mambro Radio Supply Co.
Louis M. Herman Company
Hub Cycle and Radio Co.. Inc.
Radio Shack Corporation
Cambridge-Electrical Supply Corp.
The Eastern Company
Fall Ricer -Flint Radio Co.
Roxbury -Gerber Radio Supply Co.
Worcester -De Mambro Radio Supply
Co.

MICHIGAN
Detroit- Ingram Distributing Co,
Grand Rapids -Milton Bursma
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis -Lew Bonn Co.
MISSOURI
Kansas City-Potter Radio Company
St. Louis- Radonics
NEBRASKA
Omaha -General Appliance Co.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Manchester -De Mambro Radio Supply Co.
Radio Service Laboratory
NEW JERSEY
Camden-General Radio Supply Co.
Radio Electric Service Co.
of Pennsylvania
Newark -T. A. O'Loughlin & Co.
Variety Electric Company
Perth Amboy- Bennett's Radio Supplies

Manhattan -H. L. Balls. Inc.

Federated Purchaser Inc.
Harvey Radio Company. Inc.
Milo Radio & Electronics Corp.
Newark Electric Co Inc.
Television Inc.
Radio
Radionic iEqu ment Co.
Stan -Burn Radio & Electronics
Co.

Terminal Radio Corporation
Queens- Peerless Radio Distribu-

tors
Rochester-Hunter Electronics
Masline Radio & Electronic Equip.
ment Co.
Rochester Radio Supply Co.
Schenectady -M. Schwartz & Son
Syracuse -Broome
W. E. Permit

Distributing

Morris Distributing

Co.

Co.

Syracuse Radio Supply Co.

Troy -Trojan Radio Co.. Inc.
Utica- Beacon Electronics. Inc. Co.
Electronic Lab's & Supply
Vaeth Electric Co.
White Plains-Sound Products Co.
Westchester Electronics Supply Co.
NORTH CAROLINA
Chariot te-Rad iotronic Distributors.
Inc.
Raleigh-Supreme Radio Suppliers
OHIO
Akron -Brighton Sporting Goods Corp.

Cincinnati-Herrlinger Distributing
Co.

Holub & Hogg
Cleveland --Gold ham mer. Inc.

Columbus-Hughes-Peters. Inc.
Thompson Radio Supplies

Dayton-Hughes-Peters, Inc.

Standard Radio & Electronics
Products Co.
Toledo -Lifetime Sound Equipment Co.
Warren Radio Company
OKLAHOMA
Lawton -Reynolds Radio Supply
OREGON
Portland -Lou Johnson Company
Tracy A Company, Inc.
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown -Radio Electric Service Co.
of Pennsylvania
Ardmore-O. K. Griffith Radio
Erie-Warren Radio Company

Harrisburg-Radio Distributing Co.
Lancaster -Geo. D. Barbey Co.
Mt. Carmel -Big Boys Auto Parts Co.

-

A::no Radio Co.
Emerson Radio of Pennsylvania
Lectronlc Research Laboratories
Radio Electric Service Co. of

Philadelphia

Pennsylvania

Pittsburgh- Cameradio Co.
Tydings Company
Reading -Geo. D. Barbey Co.

-Fred P. Pursell
Sunbury -Big Boys Auto Parts Co.
Wilkes -Barre-General Radio &
Electronic Co.
York -J. R. S. Distributors
RHODE ISLAND
Providence -Wm. Dandreta & Co.
De Mambro Radio Supply Co.
Scranton

(Branchi

W. H. Edwards Co.
SOUTH
Rapid City-Giraud Supply Co.. Inc.

TENNESSEE

Memphis-Bluff City Distributor Co
Nashville- CurreY's, 109 16th Ave.
TEXAS

Dallas- Crabtree's Wholesale Radio
Huey & Philip Hardware Co.

Wilkinson Brothers
Ft. Worth -Fort Worth Radio Supply
Co.

Houston -Sterling Radio Products Co.
San Antonio -Mission Radio. Inc.
UTAH
Salt Lake City -S. R. Ross
VERMONT
Burlington- Vermont Hardware Co.
Rutland -Rutland Radio Center
VIRGINIA
Norfolk -Radio Parts Distributing Co.
Radio Supply Company
Roano'ce- Leonard Electronic Supply
Staunton -Southern Electric Co.
WASHINGTON
Seattle- Seattle Radio Supply. Inc.
Herb E. Zobrist Co.
Yakima-Lay A Nord
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee -Radio Parts Co Inc.

OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES
HAWAII
Hilo- -Photo Radio Products. Ltd.
Honolulu-Radio Wholesale & Supply
Co.

Phillipsburg -Carl B. Williams

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque-Radio Equipment Co.
NEW YORK
Albany- Hudson Valley Asbestos Corp.
E. E.

GET THESE FREE SALES HELPS

Taylor Co.

Binghampton- Broome Distributing
Co

Federal Radio Supply
Morris Distibuting Co.. Inc.
Buffalo-Genesee Radio & Parts CO.
Radio Equipment Corp.
Standard Electronics Ce.
Elmira -Fred C. Harrison Co.
Le Valley- McLeod -Kincaid Co.
Glens Falls-Ray Distributing Co.
Hempstead- Standard Parts Corp.

New York -Bronx -Slate and Company
Brooklyn- Benray Distributing Co.

Electronic Equipment Company. Inc
Green Radio Distributors
Hornbeam Distributing Co.

SELF- SERVICE COUNTER DISPLAY

SERVICE MANUALS

Holds 12 individually boxed units. Show how to apply and install
Federal's Miniature Rectifiers.

-a 17 -by -22 inch 3 -color window poster, that gives all sales
jobber!
points at a glance. Available from your flea
ALSO

federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
100 hinterland Read,
Clifton, New Jersey

In CansNt- fedora. Ileefrk Manetastwtfg Company, Ltd.. M.Mrea..
Import Dktrlbvtwas- International Standard Ileetrk Corp. 67 Mead St.. N. Y.
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RADIO
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Modern Radio

FM Broadcast and Reception

Television
Industrial Electronics; Power,
Control, Communications- new equipment
and methods demand new technical ability and
experience. Keep up to date with the latest.

MODERN

Shop Method Home Training

RADIO

EQUIPMENT

FOR

By a Real Established Resident School

YOU

with its own FM Studios, Shops and

TO USE AND KEEP

Laboratories.

TRAIN WITH ADVANCED
TECHNIQUE
The good ides in Radio Electronics
now go to the men who are equipped to

handle them. It takes training and experience. Natlrrnal Schttole. one of the
oldest and largest )rule schools in the
country. makes it possible for you to
get this training right in your own

IN Wilt SP.tltl< TISD:.
National maintains modern resident
training Studios, Slaps and Lahore
home

tortes where instructors and eng-.peers
are
corking constantly to improve

training

ERODYNE, signal generator, miniature
radio transmitter. audio oscillator. etc.standard

actual

METHOD
logical exten-

practical National Training really is
Get one of the many NEW JOBS
that demand new techniques and moth
oils in Modern Radio. Get your share of
the NEW BUSINESS that senicing
the new sets anti equipment demands.
Experts agree that Radio. Television
and EIeet routes prt.unt opportunities

actual experience by working with modern
Radio and Electronic equipment- building
mahy types of circuits. You may build
fine, long distance MODERN SUPERHETother

51101'

110SIE TRAINING is a
sion of this practical system.
A FREE Lesson that shows you how
practical and systematic this new training method in will be sent you without
obligation. You may keep and use this
lesson to prise to )'ourself lust how

The very essence of National Shop Method
Home Training is EXPERIENCE. You pet

many

methods.

operating

pieces of equipment -conduct cathode ray
and other experiments. This practical work
advances with your training -YOU LEARN

I

SECURITY.

FIND OUT WHAT NATIONAL
TRAINING CAN DO FOR YOJ
you stand today In molt industrial progress l0'hal doe's the
future hold for youl You one It to
Where do

yourself to investigate this otumrtu
nit)-. With National Training YOU
GE:'r AHEAD

Into

even

befwo you wcomplete your National

Fit yourself for

e-

labliahed

rrds

coupon and mail D TODAY.

in

make up your

endorsement

believe
Offers

tourte

tional's
thorough
Joseph

a

as

fm

Saltota

best
to be had

the

"I

month

$

u

was

iiradin

f

or

MAY,

will

National. The book is FREE
with your sample lesson. Clip
and mail the coupon TODAY:

NATIONAL SCHOOLS

operator

send yon.
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LOS ANGELES 37, CALIFORNIA EST.1903

e

MAIL OPPORTUNITY COUPON FOR QUICK ACTION
I

National Training in the big

40 page book we

and
that

equip

u

4000 South

Read what other enthusiastic
.students have whiten abort

inlaboratory work
Marines."

it

mina

rill

NATIONAL SCHOOLS. DEPT. 541C

enthused

and hrinieian and 4211 a work
more In my slurp at home.

foot. Idaho: 'hero
to my training at
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lchel.

wsoing

a

R.

Black

National I
agile Creil to
struct in the
of Navy and

training.'

with htuNational
training.
I
am

state-

ment front It

M

-

encouragement and

Jr.. Granite Pity.
Illinois. writes:

:

Keep up the goat work."

Wright

Ibo

In

Read

o

Training

for a great future. No
salesman will call on you from
you

another nine thanks to Na

Front D. E. Ivry
W a s h i n g Un.
D. (.. comes thi.

Freres

National

brought results

Im

This Book

trona Training.

Cllmord ltunnah.
Portage La Pral
rie. Manitoh a.
writes:
Canada,
"My training has

Electronics.

of Inuit

career

FREE

Training

their Favorite Radio. Trievlhon. or other branches of

a

penitence. good earnings. s
and
security in one of the fastest growing
fields its industry. For full information.
just send your name and address on the

This bop book presents the
facts about the field of Electronics and your opportunities
in It together with full co lor
nation about the advanced Na-

Has Done For These Men
have

step

little capital.

Course.

TRAINING

National Shop Slethod home
Training wins stool lobt. Indepmtenre and security. Take
the word or National men who

you may
to start a

u

UNDER CI BILL

See What National

FAST-

position
t Fool
yo r o n. with

a

Get

APPROVED FOR

BY DOING:

r

than ever before!
tutw.
expanding with far-reaching imp rosement, in reeepUonn. No one
knows yet how great the Televisimr
at ken will be. Electronics will touch
almost every walk of life -in Industry
anti in the hunie.
TURN YOUR I N T E R E S T IN
11.51,10 INTO A CAREER THAT
WILL ASSURE YOU SUCCESS AND

Figueroa Street, Los Angeles 37. California
Mall me FREE: the two hooks mentioned in your ad including
understand no salesman will call of me.

Mall In envelope or paste
mn

a

penny post card)

sample lesson of your course.

N.tME

AGE

ADDRESS
CITY

ST LTD

Include your zone number

Check here If veteran of World War

II
7

/

% icat°ns
10°111un
HOUSE OF

MICROWAVES
Magnetruns!! Type 2J32 (Jan.)
just released. The 2J32 is designed
at
for 10 cm. operation. RatedCom800 kw peak pulse power.
plete information sup-

plied. Listed at $200.
Our Price New $25.00
8J81's. One cm. magnetron listed at $95.
OUR PRICE $20.00
720 Magnetron Value
$200. Special

220.00

2J38 (8245 -3263 mcs) Complete with mag$37.50
net
$37.50
2J42 (3 cm) complete with magnet
$25.00
2J26 (10 cm)
Magnets for Magnetrons
$12.00
Klystrons! 2K26/723AB (3 cm) new; with data
$7.75
listed at $38. Our price
$15.00
707B. Limited quantity
$3.50
External Cavity for 707B
$9.50
716B Pulse Power Tube
80 me oscillator -amplifier with 2 6AC7's. Uses
728ab. Wave guide input, xtal detector With
$10.00
6AC7's
$16.50
With 6AC7's and 728ab, IN24
with
UHF
Thermistor Beads (13- 170396). for use
and Micro-Wave equipment (List $3.00). In sep.95
arate sealed containers

WAVE GUIDE PLUMBING
3 centimeters
T Section with choke terminations
$5.00
3 cm TR Box (cavity) silvered for 721A

TR tube
23

foot silver plated with 180° bend (2"

radius)

150° bend with 90° twist

31" radius with

2.50

4.50

pressurizing nipple and coax coupler 3.95
21/2 foot 3 cm wave guide choke to cover
4.50
fitting
1.95
5 foot 3 cm wave guide section. per foot
4.00
Slotted Dipole Antenna 3 em
4.00
90° bend in wave guide 15"
Silver Plated Directional Couplers with a 20 DB
drop with:
$4.00
A. Wave guide 90° bend 15" long
4.40
B. 16° bend in wave guide 15"
3.95
C. 80° bend in wave guide 10" long
D. 90° bend in wave guide 15" long also
5.00
90° bend in coupler
1.15
Choke flange for 3 cm. 1 "x1/2". 2 for

1.25 Centimeters

$3.00
Flexible section 1" long, choke to choke
Mitred elbow and "S" section. cover to
3.50
choke
4.50
T- section, choke to cover
2.00
Section -1" long, cover to cover

10 Centimeters

Wave Guide per ft.
16 foot lengths
Coax Coupler 9/16" to %" coax
Coax Rotary Joint with mounting plate

$2.00
2.50
8.00

SO RADAR
Transmitter unit (10 CM) includes 2326 magneteon, TR-ATR section, pulse transformer.
McNally Klystron, IF strip all tubes, blower
$150.00
motor. Used but in good condition
SO Radar antenna assembly (10 Cm) dipole.
parabolic reflector 24 in. diameter. Drive and
selayn motors, wave guide couplings, rotary
joint. Masking dome, 30x80x40 ". Used and in
good condition
New
SO Radar 10 cm echo boxes

$45.00
$90.00
$15.00

SO Radar indicator unit, with CR tube, focusing and deflection coils, azimuth scale, all
controls, tubes and components used and in good
$100.00
condition
SO Radar accessory range unit, with AC volt$35.00
meter on front of cabinet
In fact we have the complete SO Radar. New
and used. Ask us for quotations.
APS -10 Modulator assembly: Includes 2J12
3824s, 8C45, relaya, blower n0
magnetron,

2-

Together with Low Voltage power supply assembly for APS -10. Chokes. condensers, transformer.
$50.00
Both units, a buy for
Signal Generator. 2700 to 3000 MC. Regulated
power supply, 116V /60C. Contains output meter.
Made by Western Electric. Value $400. Our
$75.00
price
e

Values in All Frequencies
SPECIALS FOR THIS MONTH

NEW ARC -5 SUPERHET
RECEIVERS-NEW!

66

-

--

Tubes (included) 3
12SK7; 1
12K8 ; 1
12SR7; 1 -12A6. Fron.

range;

A different re-

ceiver for each of these
bands: 1.5 to 3 Mc ; 3 to
6 Mc; 6 to 9.1 Mc. Any
ne receiver ; specify
frequency. Tubes and
schematic are $1
included .
W 2.00
Extra to go with ARC -5

Visors for 6 -inch scopes
8 .76
.98
Tube shields for 2AP1
Broadcast band push-button tuning units
1 98
inductive types
Mushroom rubber earphone cushions for
lightweight set
.89
pairs for
Oscilloscope chassis. completely punched
for use with a 2 -inch tube. Octal sockets
included 16 "x11 "x9"
1.50
Microphone element T -30 -K for throat
.50
mike selling 2 for
Microphone unit MC-419 for lip micro.98
phone
140 mmf split stator variable midget con1.49
denser
Silver button mica condensers, 175 -185
mmf, each
.05
4.50
Lots of 100
Silver button mica condensers: 500 mmf

-2

Dynamotor
Control Box
Drive Cable
Mounts

82.25
1.00
2.50
1.00

(SCR- 274 -N) Transmitters

ARC -5 Transmitters ; 26 watts CW: 15 watts
phone. Tubes: 2 -1625; 1 -1629; 1 -1526; 1

crystal. Range (specify frequency desired) .5.8 Mc; .8 -1.3 Mc; 1.3 -2.1 Mc; 4 -5.3 Mc; 5.3 -7
Mc; Power: 24 -28 VDC. Less dyna;

$12.00
motor
Dynamotor for Transmitter
$14.00
Modulator unit (with tubes)1- 162614.50
1- VR150; 1 -1215
These units are BRAND NEW!!!
SONAR SOUND DETECTION

each

6.3 V

$6.95

for SD -1

New US
Navy
Model
RAK -7
Ship
Receiver

Oil Filled Condensers
mf800 vdc
2 mf 800 vdc
4 mf 300 vdc
4 mf 400 vdc
6-5 mf 400 vdc
2 mf 660 vdc
.25 mf 600 vdc
1

..$ .25
.. .30
.. .35
.. .55
.. 1.15

2
1

2
1

m1600 vdc
.40
mf 1000 vdc
.85
mf 1000 vdc .
.98
1.05
mf 1500 vdc
vdc
.20
mf 1600
mf 660 ac/1000 .9.',
1.30
mf 1500 vdc
1.10
mf 2000 vdc

.4
.30
2
.25
4
vdc
.30
.86 mf 600
1
.35
1 mf 600 vdc ..
.1-.1 mf 7000 vdc GE. Pyr
90v/60c
10-10-10 mf synchro cap

..
..
..

2.00
2.50

Hi -Volt Mica Condensers
F3L .0003 mfd 8000V list $29.00
Solar type SX .0015 mf 3000V list $9.95
Sangamo G -3 .006 mf 10 kv list $87.50
0008 mf 5000 vdc C -D No. 599 -6H
.0002 mf 5000 vdc Aerovox

$ 3.75

75

17.50
.80

Tube Special
Tube

Type
2AP1
813P1

8FP7

-

Ice to 600 kc, 6 -tube receiver with: AVCBand pass filter -Audio filter -Noise limiter
Precision tuning with a Vernier dial -Voltage
regulated power supply, with three tubes, for
60 cycle. 115 volts. Can be battery operated.
Complete with spare parts box weighing 73 lbs., tubes and instruction book
15

&BPI

6ßP4
5CP1

RA -58 -A HI- VOLTAGE POWER
SUPPLY

rr-

continuously vara-

able voltages between 500 and 15,000 volts DC at 35 ma. A voltage Doubler circuit
using two 705a rectifiers and two 1 mf condensers is employed. RMS ripple voltage at maximum power is 6%. THIS UNIT OPERATES
FROM 115v /60c. Variable voltage is obtained by
means of a Variac in the primary circuit of the
high voltage transformer. Size is 21 "x171/2"x29"
deep. Net weight 314 lbs. This unit sells
$116
for the low price of
We have unbelievable bargains in 400
cycle transformers. Ideal for pulse work.
At this price you can figure out your
uses for them. Most sizes at 50 cents each.
Send us your voltage requirements.

Your

Appro.
List
$12.00
15.00
27.00
20.00
29.00
45.00
32.00

$

Cost
3.75
3.95
3.50
4.95
7.95
4.95

Tube
Type

Appro.

Your

2.80
$ 1.35
2.45
7.50
872A
3.95
12.00
3B24
6.75
22.60
705A
85.00
40.00
-B
-WE
241
50.00
155.00
861

837

$

8.00
304 TL
425
6FP7
Sockets for 5CP1. 5BP1. 3ßP1, 705A, 829 8.95 ea.

69.95

Ideal for breakdown insulation testing, or as a
source of power for a
pulse transmitter.
This unit supplies

1.89

Hy Choke 60 MA. to match above
.65
I-F Crystal filter for BC -312. BC -342
Resonant at 470 kc. Crystal included 6.95
6

UNIT
Ideal for detecting underwater sounds, such as
fish swimming in schools,
within a 16 mile area.
Using a Rochelle salt
crystal, which is about
1000 times more sensitive than quartz, as the
active unit the sound is
transmitted up a 60 ft.
length of cable. It At
completely enclosed in a
solid rubber sheath. This sound detector was
originally used in harbor defense. Coupled to
an audio amplifier, this can be found to
have many valuable applications, Ask

.10

Lots of 100
9.50
Whip antenna-2 sections fasten together
for
10
meters
1.25
-Ideal
B -29 computer amplifier contains 8- 6SN7s,
6 neon.. 8 relays completely wired. new
9.95
116 volt 60 cycle transformers for plate
and filament 570 V CT. 60 MA -5 and

Hi Volt Transformers

to
2 EVA Transformer and choke -116 V. 60 V.
70 cycle input, single phase. Output 17,000
OCR
0
current.
H
4,000
6
choke
(3 144 Ma
4600 ohms. Dimensions 26 "x29 "W. x13 "D.
$94.50
Amertran
8200 volta. AC 150 M.A. 115 volt. primary. 60

cycles. Designed for half wave operation with
160 M.A. output each. two transformers hooked
up with secondaries in series and primaries in
800
parallel will give 3.000 volts. output at conM.A. from a full wave rectifier. These are
servative, continuous commercial ratings $7.25

Relays
SPST Latching relay made by Kurman.
Make coil 115v /60c ; DCR 1600 ohms
Break coil 116 vdc 10 ma: DCR 6000
$255
ohms
DPS'I; Telephone type: 2 p. 1 cl: I open
cont. rating 5a at 50v, coil rating 3.5
1.05
ma (at 12K ohms). 1000 vac.
Edison -Sealed Tube Type Thermal Relays -45 to
60 second delay. Normally open. $10. value
83.45
Our special price
24 Volt Relay Grab Bag Bargains: SPST. ea.,
.50; DPDT, ea., .60; TPTT, ea.. .70.

All merchandise guaranteed. Mail orders promptly filled. All prices F.O.B. New York City.
Send Money Order or Check. Shipping charges sent C.O.D. Send for Flyers.

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT CO.
131-C LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK 7,

N. Y. TELEPHONE WH
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USE

EARN REAL
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'2mm,

Mo,
ri
valuable 'LEARN -Bll
EPjONtion Pic titre Protector Jñd 12 reels of ac
BY-SEI IND- instructive movies to speed" lTr underst
of imp tant principles, (3) many easy -to -read loose-le
sons all strrted with handy fold-out diagrams. and (4
effectiv EMPLOYMENT SERVICE to help you get
start toward agood Radio Job when trained-or to assist
yo
starting Your own Radio Business where you can
your own boss.
This Cham onship method has started many men toivard Real Py, Fascinating Work, and a Grand Future
it may do the same for you. Mail coupon
or big free book that shows you the way.

S

r;

tça liyclihood for
In the prize ring, as in the bigger. baîddl,p
b4 gs the real PAY (WI,
and families, training makes -the chain
rty
one
You can prepare for bigger winnings, too, 13; training for oneuf
ECTRO Cs t't
lea's great championship fields- RAD(
n tkr ma k.
billion dollar opportu ly- packed indus
Mait coupon bolo right now, for la
in F.M. Radio. Br dcast Radio, Iv
Saun :ElttVOnit =.
Radar and
Sound Recording,, h, future develotima ls1W"Fel evisi r nWevt'n',
pay,
other branches. Sot', too, how you may .score a knock outae Tost
uninteresting work, an uneventful tuf ure.
You don't have to know a thing about Radio and 'Electronic.
present. Ov at;g`'rrv,d of 15 years. IkeFOREST'S-TR.jINI NG. 1` <t
has perfecte a'tsban 'unship- methoíl of home training that (F
I
RESULTS
wn home, with a BIG Y(1
We provide you, for use in
training method that includes _ry
uni {_parts and ctsrmhh,9"f.
Hach
(1) commern:J

MAN

MONEY

BETTER JOB
L

.

FUTURE 5EEURIIY
...

N h. o
FREE EMPLOYMENT SERF)ICK
you complete your course, our free rmptoym,.u

service goes to work to help you

sr

started.

f

-

DeF
Inc. Wins
is Training, One.
Coveted "Certificate of Merit ".
Forest's Training. Inc. is the first school of its
kind in the country to win the "Certificate of Merit"
of the New York Museum of Science and Industry.

This award is granted "in recognition of outstanding achievements in the pioneering, development
and use of home study and laboratory courses to
train men for the fields of Radio and Electronics."

f

.r¡a'a

,..

ser

YOU CAN BUILD 13 3
FASCINATING EXPERIMENTS
You use 8 Big Kits of Radio -Electronic parts and assemblies. Build
and operate SEVEN different Radio Receiver Circuits. Electric Eye
Devices, Radio Telephone, Wire-

k

less
and dozens of
a char fascinating
g projects.

LEARN

__.

ies to help you grasp

faster, easier. You enjoy
one of today's most mod-

effective training
wn
home.

VETERANS

right In
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DeFOREST'S
INC.
2533-41 N. Ashland Ave., Dept. R.C. -DS
Chicago 14, Illinois, U. S. A.

!

Mine Study and Chicago Laboratory courses of DeForest's Training. Inc. are
approved for your training. If you qualify
nder the "G. I. Law ", you can obtain this
without cost.
Both the
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TRAINING,
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Without obligation, send for our valuable, Information- packed book, "VICTORY FOR YOU"
MAIL COUPON TODAY!

im-

portant fundamentals
aids,

/

FASTER_AT HOME_WITH

YOU USE A 16 MM.
MOTION PICTURE
'PROJECTOR with 12
reels of instructive mov-

ern,

rt

s
ta

Send me both your big book "VICTORY FOR YOU" and Kit Supplement, showing how I may make my start in Radio-Electronics with your
modern home training plan. No obligation.

Name

City
m

Age

Apt.

Address

....

..
Zone
State
D If under 16. check here for special information.
f-1 If a discharged veteran of World War 11, check here.
.
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Greater Knowledge means Greater Opportunities!
Yes, Mr. Radioman, there are innumerably more and better jobs in the Field of Radio
as a result of war -developed techniques- Mobile Communication Systems for Automobiles.
Busses, Trains, many Industrial Applications, Micro-Wave Relay Systems, FM Broadcasting, Television -these are just a few of the many new opportunities open to you who

are alert-and are qualified!

Let Cleveland Institute Take Over Your Personal Up- Grading
Problem! Qualified, competent instructors, ample, personalized instructional aids, or-

-

derly, progressively arranged study assignments in recognized, approved technical texts
these are only a few of the many superior advantages of CIRE'S plan of personalized
spare -time home study training for professional self -improvement.
CLEVELAND INSTITUTE COURSES OFFER COMPLETE
TECHNICAL TRAINING RANGING FROM LOW -LEVEL
TO COLLEGE- LEVEL.

ENROLL FOR INDIVIDUAL SECTIONS OF
COURSES, IF YOU

If you need only highly specialized training, you can study one
or more of the following sections Instead of a complete course.

A. Master Course in Radio Communication.
Covers complete preparation for broadcast station employment including
preparation for FCC License Examinations.

1.

B. Advanced Course in Radio Communication Engineering.
A college -level Radio Engineering Course.

Mathematics of Radio.

2. Fundamentals of DC and AC Theory.

C. %%xi.Iizea Television Engineering.
Including post -war Television Techniques.
All Courses Include
The Remarkable Workbooks of Instructional Aids, prepared by the instructing staff of Cleveland Institute.
Choose the course best suited to your needs -Start with the section you are
qualified to enter-Use the economical CIRE "Pay-As- You-Go -Plan.

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE
OF RADIO ELECTRONICS

PREFER

3.
4.

Essentials of Radio Communication.
Communication Networks.

5. Advanced Radio Telephony

for the Broadcast Operator.

and Radio Components and Systems (Deign of Receiver
and Transmitter Equipment).

6. Audio

(MAIL THIS COUPON)

ir

Cleveland Institute et Radio Electronla,

11C -5.

Terminal Tower, Cleveland

13. 01,10.

Gentlemen: Please tend Information about your tome courses In Radio Electronic..

Contractors to the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation

I desire training in
I have had experience in
mfg.
operating

NAME
ADDRESS

Terminal Tower
CLEVELAND 13, OHIO
RC -5

ZONE

of Rights"

servicing
Army -Nary

C

o

CAA CI
amateur
other
I am a
High School Grad. 13 College
Degree
Check here for Veteran Enrollment Information

CITY

Approved for Training under "G -1 Bill

A
O S
broodssting.

STATE

IT'S EASY IF YOU FOLLOW OUR PLAN!
Thousands of new jobs are opening up-FM, TELEVISION, MOBILE COMS'IUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, are only a few of the radio fields which require licensed operators.

TIME IS IMPORTANT TO YOU!
Assures a MINIMUM of time in getting your ticket.

get your License quickly with
NILSON'S MASTER COURSE in RADIO
and exclusive CIRE
COMMUNICATION
Workbooks of Instructional Aids. Saves you
many hours of random, undirected study.
You

can

MAIL THIS COUPON

Approved for Veteran
Training under
"CI Bill of Rights"

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS
RC -5 Terminal Tower. Cleveland 13. Ohio

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE
OF

Gentlemen: Please send Information about your llome Study Course for preparation for I'Ct
License Ecaminations.
(Does not cover Amateur License Examinations.)

RADIO ELECTRONICS

Nurse

Contractors to the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation
RC -5

Terminal

CLEVELAND

RADIO -CRAFT

Address
If

OHIO

for

MAY,

Zone

Cite

Tower

13,

FREE BOOKLET tells you the Government Requirements for all classes of commercial licenses -Sent
immediately upon receipt of coupon.

s.

1947

a

Veteran cheek here

Si ata.

Commercial

n-MAú;,:

IeA0r0111D1

---' 2wn -:'

.

AIRCRAFT RADIO RANGE FILTER FL.8 -A
ton helpful
I11ached

2

APN -4 RADAR SCOPE

C -1

AUTO PILOT AMPLIFIER

control surfaces of the airplane

in one

direction or the other

r.

I3/4".2% "1344 ".

$2-25 n.

Unless otherwise noted this merchandise was

sutra l t and

removed from surplus

n

is sold

used.

$9.95
MARKER
BEACON RECEIVER
Idol

for controlling

or model air

2
I

r

RECTIFIER UNIT RA-63.A
Charges 12V batteries at

mote circuits

raft, boats.

2

Ope-

a

51.".
pyre

For 24 V. DC
as

amp. rate hi charge or

oe

for

radio

u

.

ni ing in

Sturdily built dry plate ctrfor pro
tested by overload circuit breaker. Thew units re.

l-

e

moved from famous SC8.299. Used but in good con.

Also sensitive relay. Cite rt dograns
included mud. case. 5iee 5%

5

Easily cm tested to caw as 6V. charg

your shop

mew. band. Tubes used and included.
-65147,
6SL7GT,
125N7GT.

l-

amp. Heckle

er or battery el,mi

om 75m<. Signal easily t altered to

ra

-891 ARN

v

Will panusignal of 1020 CPS. eliminating *Men.
Will paw mice frequencies and eliminate 1020 CPS code

.... $17.95 o.

sit relays. four control pots chokes. condensers
Convert for use on radio controlled models. doors etc. Operates
from 24 V. DC. Si. 91/4"a61/40.71/2". Complete with tubes as described.

R

CW bands. When

..ce tome

SOLD OUT

in response

to the signala reserved. The complete amp includes one rect. 7Y4. eh w
7fTa for amplification end control, three 7N7-s for signal discrimination.

-

on crowded

Price..

one power transformer.

Price

c

9 "a1l "a111" -

Pr:.

Used te control the operation of the Servo Ut. is causing them to more the

of any

0

.ignal.

27
for conrtrr+en lo wince scope or salvage foe pain Con
tubes such as 65N7GT, 6N6GT, 6SL7GT, 6517GT and SCPI scope
In aluminum
tube. 21 pots, switches, condenser, transformers etc.

.rie

reductor el QRM

Compact. hght weight, with switch. Sin

Idol

case. approe.

-

to

".3%',

down.

*pennon. Coin.

shown.

SA GLIDE PATH RECEIVER

$3.95

formerly used for blind landing but adap'able to nuns ether uses
such es recent, lot new police or citizen's band. Band of ope a
sen 126-135 ma on any of three pen-deternoned crystal c
trolled Irma-moms. Conbins eleven tubes. 6 felap and other

valuable paru. for 24 V. DC operation. Site

13a1a5'.47.6%7

$12.45

Peke, complete as shown

INTERVALOMETER
t lec Ironic tlming

vim

deán for releasing

model train controller

e

c

bombs at preset intervals.

Contains

rely,,

switches.

Idol

for da,k room

plot light. musters.

.Ii, etc. Appeoaiinate weight, 71ba.
Pr

ice..._._........._..__..

_..

_

__ _.

$3.95

ea

LOCALIZER RECEIVER BC -733 -D
pert of aircraft blind landing equipment manufactured by WE. Operates on any sm of its predetermined crystal controlled frequencies in
the range of 108 -120 etc. Contains 10 tubes, three of which ate WE
717 -A's
and crystals. Ideal MC Me/ for conversion to 144 me. buns
For 24 V. DC opera.on. Size
band et mobile telephone bands
14Ya "s7 "N',h ". Complete with tubes.
A

-

Price. complete with dynamotoa

____.

_ _..$12.45

On orders less than 510

OD

allow additional charge of 250 to cover

handling

12
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KIT
Con

-

24 TUBE SOCKETS

ring the following new Ceramic lolose rockets:

2- Acorn, 6 octal
Amphenol, 4.6 prong Millen, 4.5 prong wafer. 4.4 prang wal.r, 2 moldoctal female plum and 2.7 prong robe Meer seams with
center socket for chocking oiler lamp.
ed bakelme. 2

MC ELROY CODE EQUIPMENT

SIGNAL CORPS TIME INTERVAL UNIT ML-138

BRAND NEW

This

.nit

b housed In a sturdy metal case. 7!'s"n6' .51/4" wIM
top. Includes n nary adjustment tools.
Pwertul
mechanism
dock
rum several days. Audio Ton.. ontml1d by
relay, i, omitted for several seconds once mery few minates.
Two flashlight cells needed. Has many possib.htier for Radmmen or Model Makers. Parts alone sea worth more Ma. our
price.
himged

A proud addition to any Ham Shack. Use it to Ink paper tape
foe logo speed sending or receiving. or 000,0,1 to other uses.
Onginal once serval times this low price. Shipped as skew.
le

indnidual wood carrying

2 -11717

-not

case.

Tubes used: 1.1117Z6í

rka.__._._,_,.--" -...._..$4.95 e.

included.

Price for both _

_,.__... ._.New
Used_._

_$50.00
..__$35.00

KIT -TWELVE

Price.

FREQUENCY
CRYSTALS

Complete
Kit
$3.35

Contum assorted heacencies between 3.000 Kc. end 8,000 Kc. in FT
243 crystal holders. We pick

select Ireovencie.

at random from mixed supply

and cannot,

BC-348 POWER SUPPLY
To convert the

RADIO ALTIMETER APN /1

8C348 receiver for

A complete 460 Sc. mats receiver

110 V. AC operation. Constructed es-

pecially for toe lise Redro Company
bec fending transformer company.

INTERPHONE AMPLIFIER AM- 26 /AIC
Convert to

Three power supplies have gained
great popularity due to quality, price
and simplicity in conversion. Filament

supply 24V. Rectifier tube used: 6,5

bugs

'delay

phone amp. or speech amp. Case

93/4".44/4' .5S1-. Tubes used and included:
2-12A6. Complete with dynamotor as sown,

Nn

2- 1253507.
la

24 V. DC

operas...

1rw...__-

__._.-..__..$4.85

mad

enns.itiw

wslek can be con

verted Ior Mm or commercial use. Tubes used and included: 4.12947.
3.12517, 2 -616. 1.V1150. 2.955, 2.9004. Other components suck es
relays. 24V. dynamotor. manformon, pots, condensen. Mc. make Mu
a buy on which pa can not go wrest. Complete as *hewn in . lumini.
case

IC.7 ".7V.'.

Pria-.____._._. ._._......_....._..._._......_- .$14.95

ee.

'not included/,

Unless otherwise noted this mercbedise was
removed from surplus

..

Pria

On orders less than

$1000 allow additional charge of 25C

to cover

Radea
130 W. New York
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for
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aircraft and is sold nosed.

handling.

1GZ
St. Indianapolis 4, Ind.
13

GASOLINE GENERATOR
Plumber

PraW lors

Attention

Miners,

etc.

.

Olt Companies. built.
Met

Eleetdul starring when connected 1,

mine detector

Ideal for

metal dotectln9

The floret

-70 AMP.

27.5 V. DC

po.,,

-

24 V.

battery

ancnft,

for eme,genq.

nil.

ding etc. There units were usedcab,ns,
for arm Lary pone,
on bombe,,.

SCR.625 MINE

DETECTOR

Metallic Objects

- BRAND

NEW

Only

P

_

use sag

Its private
mira es.
and ore
metallic
buried
pipes, cables
detect
to
materials.
underwater
or
the Armo
In scrap
by
Used
IragmeNS
of underground
o1 mesa!
location
metallic
Carrying
gents the
the coca
person ncl in plants for
rock,

boating

1

.....572.53

tir, i.rh,, :l

MOTOROLA POLICE TRANSMITTER
AND RECEIVER -AM

amp and

screening
and the

logs. etc
obis Cts.

a two
balbri ge
the bridge
in
inductance
dates lis
tubas
a balanced
metal
me
of
o4
slots
tone. The
Con
cycle
presence
The unit
1
Ilator.
cireur may
change 01 the
000 stele esse
INS. The

a

.

Yoh
me

1

drain typa
low b acte

beenresulting
ance,

and

suc

I
stooping
106d

01

he

circuit

An ideal unit to convert from its ...gout 9 meter 6y. N
the 10 meter amateur band for mobile nod. Complete tends
antenna relay, high voltage vibrator supply lee both maim
and transmitter and most all tubes. These units were mud by

arc.

and 103
batteries
of ca
used.
flash light
used are
for control
Iton two f
V. m i y be
110
d,etal
rom
rid.
Operates
be coo
and lnsnuc
operating

when

V..

mellsdpp¡
..

Comes

However,

n

resonator

1h spare tubes. ?0..016

complete
wooden

manual
lS lbs. New

s

1t,

operation

Army M,btary police and are sold

Prue. Complete

s

C..#

as eoowo 105ed1

565.02

LINK FM POLICE TRANSMITTER
AND RECEIVER Not Shown)

1

Re<eioed,n same purchase as above equipment Tor 17.31 me.
operation. Complete ready to epenate

the
for using
tot 5166.00.
gravi
Droccdife
Assets
logs and
ly sold by War
ce has recommended
m
metal
S. Forestry
to find concealed
The U
ea.
Detector

W" a

received.

e

Weight
ma
Nin or.Otig
g

ß1,i t.28sh packin C
l overseas
in engin,

ch est

as

good except for occasional missing tubes.

p r,

,,

n

r her essalt

579.50

timber products.
{{WO

MINE DETECTOR AN'PRS.I
BRAND NEW
Foe

detection of metallic and non metallic objects

Used to locale buried pipe. cables. sewer tile etc

nsmit er and indicates object,
a UHF transmitter
deflection of the m. r mm ter either to left
of right depending upon c whether metallic of n n
metallic Audio indication n also even by a chance
rolume of 1000 cycle tone Ready to operate
The unit n
by

with addition of 1.6

V and 3 45 V. batteries. Comae
complete nah spare tubes, antennae reflectors and
instruction book
wooden chest 9'x .

21'

a"15'

-

2". Weight, in operation

Slopped

in

original

22

lb,

mo,110,0

Proof container.

Peke

14

$14.95

e..
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Where Do YOU Go From Here?

Streamlined, spare time training is the DIRECT
COURSE to that Secure, GOOD -PAYING JOB You Want
CREI

NEVER was there such widespread opportunity as exists
today in every field of radio -electronics. Not only are
there countless new jobs
but more jobs with good
salaries. The demand, however, is far beyond the number of radiomen qualified to fill these positions.
You may have "gotten by" up to this point. But if you
want to progress with the industry
if you want an important, good -paying position and the security that goes
with it-you must acquire up-to -date technical training.
No matter if your interest lies in broadcasting, aviation,
manufacturing, television or radio service, or in any
of the many other radio -electronics applications that are

...

...

...

open today
you can enroll with CREI confident that
this high- calibre, professional, practical radio -electronics
engineering training will give you proper and sound
qualifications for the field of your choice.
Decide today "where YOU will go from here ". You
can assure your future security .
end the threat of
competition challenging you for your job. CREI is prepared to train you for a better place in this new world of
electronics. Mail the coupon today for details of the
CREI self -improvement program. Yes, a 3c stamp can
result in more security
a better job
happiness.
Write now.

..

...

Mail Coupon for FREE BOOKLET

If

you have bad professional or amateur radio experience
and want to make more money, let us prove to you we
have the training you need to qualify for a radio job. To
help us intelligently answer your inquiry- PLEASE STATE

BACKGROUND OF EXPERIENCE,
EDUCATION AND PRESENT POSITION.
TRAINING

CREI

AVAILABLE

UNDER

THE

" G. I."

BILL!

Capitol Radio Engineering Institute
An Accredited Technical Institute
DEPT RC-I,

, 16TH

Branch Offices:

RADIO -CRAFT

AND PARK ROAD,

MAY,

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
16th & Park Rd., N. W., Dept. RC-5, Washington 10, D.C.
Gentlemen: Please send me your free booklet, "CREI
Training for Your Better lob in RADIO- ELECTRONICS",
together with full details of your home study training.
I am attaching a brief resume of my experience, education
and present position.

CHECK
COURSE

PRACTICAL RADIO ENGINEERING
PRACTICAL TELEVISION ENGINEERING

NAME

N. W., WASHINGTON 10, D. C.

New York (7): 170 Broadway

for

w

s-

BRIEFLY YOUR

VETERANS!

...

1947

San Francisco (2): 760 Market St.

CITY
ZONE
STATE
I am entitled to training under the G.I. Bill.
IS
.

SPRAGUE TRADING POST
SWAP -BUY
OR SELL

WHAT'S THIS ABOUT MIDGET
TUBULARS?

FOR SALE -National SW -3 short were
revolver with lancer supply. three Bela
band spread volts for 20, 40. 80 meter
bands, one general call for 20 meters
Good condition. $20 as is. George KenhenMemo.

11011

Albany

Ilartford

Ate.,

FOR

BALE- Hulllerafter,.
and I.l'.

conditin. B.F.
uD"

FOR

.1.

Eisen.

SALE-Teltuel

aligned
WHIN'.

S -20 -R In good
stages "souped -

with M -calo tubes. Want

SX -28A. A.
Ithaca, N. Y.

r

410

18 -A

to boy
Thurston.

scandant

fre-

mmncy. Brand new Its original carta,, will.
extra tube., $20. Samuel Strauss. 91 -tes
3111, Ilu.d,
Flushing, N. Y.

ACTUAL SIZE

SALE - 2-meter Transmitter -recel,
7193° Ow.. 20 watts, 955 lte°iver 0l'5 -61.6. eommon audio. Switch for
fixed or mobile. ltd. kcrackle case. Sletel
FOR

Type 68P Capacitors

2' p.m. speaker; plus Power supply. $45.
R. Lowe, 12311 2/3 North Flutes St..
Hollywood, Cal °.

0.5

.001

Ranges from
mid. 400V to

ofd.

100V.

FOR SALE -halt ieruftel. SX -32 receiver
unit
Sias°. 35 -watt :anpl i der and
Turner 33X mike. Thordat soli T83122 modulation ti mi.furmer; Thnrdat amt 10001
it e lower supply: Kempis 101111V
power supply Millen Mal mitred exciter
with mils for sil bands. SI. W. 5hd1Iwmer, 224 l'in St., Tamaqua, l'a.

time electronic assemblies. .
But, even more important, they offer concrete evidence
of what you can expect from Sprague in the future. No
manufacturer was called upon to engineer as many unique
capacitor types for war equipment as was Sprague. The
Type 68P Midgets are the first of these to be converted
for everyday service and amateur radio use. Many more
are coming.
best?
newest -and
Look to Sprague for

tit

J.

FOR SALE -- ILllinattets sic) Haunter S 59
In good condition, $70. Robert Goron,

Mottecelio Hotel, Boulder. Colo.

inet:

FOR SALE -- ttr:md so-w. SteSlurdo Sliver
Nbsiel 91111 Voulax. $49; .halrl 903 Sperx,
5:14; S111de1 9111 Bridge. $44. All three
b, role person, for $1 25. S. R. Bernstein,
319 19th St., Ih- oBdln. N. Y.

FOR SALE- Webatrr phono with model
-all changer,
plays up to 12 recorda. fast
hanging, 8' speaker. 3 -tube amplifier.
leatherette cabinet, 24' x 17'. Bargain at
$65 complete. David Otan, 2219 Sunset
Ave., Utica 4, N. Y.

tennas;

WANTED -Solar CF, or VTVM. Have now
Superior signal generator for trade. Iarson. 11 E. 30th St., Nov York 16, N. Y.

Winner

lapes and oscillator. Want
nr Howard 490 in Rod working
sedllhn. Wm. H. Lorimer, P.O. Box 361,
Williamsport. l'a.
S -19 -R

cisco,
FOR

SALE-ltallhrafters reedier

SX -32
d new cab-

modified with SX -28A panel
inet. Jahn 1,1m. P.O. Boo 23Ó7r, San Fran-

Calif,

FOR SALE-- Amerban code reader with
110V. 60ry. motor- key attachment with
12 leariens
tapes.
3-01 signal beginHO's unite. earphones. T1'711, TCSR tuner
units. OSTs 1923 to elate. H. E. Leigh.
Sr., 197 N. I lib. San Jose. Calif.
-

SALE -Gardner model "S" rode
ender: Speedex key: R14 cathode ray
elate with socket
and leads.
Supreme
multi- meter. Write for Information on
FOR

otter equipment. Edson W Steeling,
N.,,-tee
N _ Itn+ko-n, II.us.

977

SALE

-

SELL OR SWAP- We.tem Electric sig.
50 -100

generator,

MI'

$35; Sola voltage

reg.
transformer, 300 watt, $20. 500
watt. $35. G. E. 8V battery charger. 1 to
1927 -1932:
OST's
batteries,
12
$45;
IRE. s 1927 -1997. A. J. Gerd, 278 E. Co"
lumbia St., Hempstead. N. Y.

FOR SALE-Supremo 40011 Dlagnaneter
in ease. A -C cord missing, otherwise minMete: 3 fine Jewell meters A -C. D -C,
Ma. Iladlonlc Engineering Co., 620 North
u1

.J

',mill lid.. l'nitrrdly t'14

The Sprague Trading Poet
free advertising service

is a

it to radio subjects. Make sure

your meaning is clear No
commercial advertising or the
offering of merchandise to
the highest bidder is acceptable. Sprague, of course, assumes no responsibility in conmerchandise
nection with
bought or sold through these
columns or for the resulting
transactions.

this service. we'll gladly run
your own ad in the first available issue of one of the six
radio magazines in
which
this feature appears. Write
CAREFULLY or print. Hold
It to 40 words or less. Confine
Send your ad to Dept.

RC -57

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS COMPANY
North Adams, Mali.
(Jobbing dietributtnp organization for products of the
Sprague Electric Co.)

SELL
2

-8

Vo

SWAP- T,abselilter,

OR

,
me:

phones;

New Precision 200 signal
tracer. $25: Simpson 313 shmai generator new, $66; Simpson 260 Voll -ohmnneter. $35; New Precision set tester:
teed equipment: 535 Simpson 'scope, $30;
Hamilton
$35.
RCA 156 Tube Tester,
Rollo Clinic. Whit Cheer. Iowa.
FOR

YOUR OWN AD RUN HERE FREE
for the benefit of our radio
friends. Providing only that
it fits in with the spirit of

r,,,.,t

xa

89 at the Chicago Show!

See Us in BOOTH

FUR
SALE New RC -375 transmitter.
3. In Ibn nunk., cooterted for 110V, a
operation with a o. power atlptlly. Iomplete
iwok tubes. key. mike and tuning units.
Iwme a c power supply. Arthur Buck. 413
N. Second St.. 1Vormleysba g. l'a.

with ten neec

th

`käiwíaFreJ-saa?it.tarkearw'"

l,

FOR SALE- New Abbott T11 -4 transmitter and recela -r; new Abbot I)K 3 portable Iranseehrr anpletc: I nst roel ograph

t

There's more about the new line of Sprague Type 68P
Midget Tubular Capacitors than appears on the surface:
They're the smallest, most dependable midgets yet
offered for normal applications. They're the direct result
of Sprague engineering experience in developing capacitors for the famous VT fuse and other miniature war-

I.mn1.

FOR SALE- RVIE -69 with
speaker. $93.00 F.O.B. Radio
I.ykesland. S. C.

N1

me transceiver, same cabphome/ew mew 25 watts: headmike; varlrnurterI internats; an233

o

na -k, 35.53

v

dynamotor. Iseo° Bo88th St., Jackson Heights,

SELL OR SWAP - Duuuwll 5 sropo 271;
Supreme combination tester 599a; RCP
AIR generator 630; tie Forest's 1946 radio
course. All perfect condition. Need comautomunications receiver. typewriter,
matic 22 rifle or target plstoL John F.
aptise, Jr., 167 Washington St.. Fall

ltiver, Mass.

FOR SALE -Fellers sig. trading analyzer
TS -2, slightly used, good a new, $25:
Chicago Instrument VON! 371, s new $2.50;

SELL OR SWAP -!'slim auto radio for
1933 -37 Ford; Pilot 0-100-0-100; Kurz

with tubes and 5
liullleraflera 8 -28 receiver.

denser,; I.F. mils; 11 F. coils. Many oth
er Items. list free. Smald Radio, 724
Meadow Ave.. Joliet, Ilk

emplete
land
Va.

3 -tube

midget

Sur

Bowman,

wired.

radio,

Route.

colts,
$45.

$10;

Gar-

Rocky'mount,

Kash

0

-100

and

0 -180.

wiring
manual,
other ,lata pertaining to Hickok tube tester 51X.
James W. Hoskins, 212 Middlefield Rd..
Palo Alto. Calif.
WANTED -Instruction
diagrama,

parla

list,

portable
radio
SALE -Motorola
FOR
uses 1113,
1NS.
411).
gras) rendition.
1A7. lU5 tubes, $20: good P.A. and in-

-

St., Lorain, Ohio.

urplus aircraft
SALE -IoW -aeld
batteries, new. dry charged for long StorFOR

age life. 12V 34.117. $10.50; 12V 17AH,
$8.50; 24V 11A11, $15. Special pria for
orders for more than net. R. N. Esneault,
229 N. E. 70th St., Miami 38, Fla.

FOR SALE-T.T.I. television chassis with
7' tube in fair working (-condition with

schematic. less than parts cost $75. Cash or
C.O.D. J. L Frienman, 5025 Arch SL.
Philadelphia 39, Pa.

strument amplifier 15 watt; and Turner
BN mike, $50. J. E Decker. Chattanooga.
Okla.

FOR SALE -Brand new

WANTED -One original Nathaniel Bald ein phone unit In good condition. type
or G. condition of case unimportant.

N. J.

Sxrite

E.

L.

Neill. Box

33.

Cleburne.

rond

Teleplex telegraph
OR
SWAP
machine A -1. John Zudell, 1968 E. 34th

SELL
WANTED -Used sig. generator he ¡moot
enndltlun; condenser tester leap. resistor bridge/. Pay cash or trade. What do
you need? ]our Radio Doctor. 397 Met rose St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Used var.

1 KW motor -gencratm. from army tank. 24 V., 75 Amp. D -C
motor and 230 V.. 4.5 Amp. D -C -emotes.. Rewind two roils for heavy duty welding. $42. 11. Balerleln, Roc 415, Camden.

SWAP --Ber electronic

multi- tester 660,
30 days. In good mnditlm. Want
late model signal tracer. Chas. C. Butler,
616 E. 5th, (term-ale, Kan.
used

WANTED- IBrkok tube teeter
counter nr portable type.
.Ildltlon. Also Rider's manuals

Cash. Leonard Peak. 1920 N.
ding, Chicago 47, Hl.

510

In
2,

or

good
3, 4.

Spaul-

-

10,000 V.
23MA
SELL OR SWAP
transformer taken from oil burner. Onat
condition.
suitable
for
experimental
work. Geo. Wechsler, 1729 E. 17th St.,
Brooklyn 29, N. Y.

SELL OR SWAP -Portable single play
photo, with 3 -tube amplifier, °dame, tone
3^ speaker.
lightweight pietyop $25 or °peal in trade. H. Kanter.
1301 E. 57th St.. Brooklyn, N. T.
.

FOR

SALE -Write for surplus list con brand new Westinghouse meten
other items. Alfred C. Den38 n Park Place, Rockville.

..eining
nul
-

1.

SELL OR SWAP -Vonax VTVM In A -1
shape. used 3 months, ralibratlan perfect
Need portable teeter Ilke Supreme 592.
Say F. Knoepiler, 1059 Markman Pl.,
Rork Hill 19. Mo.
SWAP --Small kleig lights:
gift Items; mouse( U.S.
tread
8mm
projector.

SELL

OR

kinky,

527 (Belfor d Pl.. Brooklyn,

speakers: tubes;
postage; {Pant

Y.

SWAP -21 jewel Elgin pocket watch and
14 k. white gold chain for tube tester or
Robert R.
vacuum tube volt-ohmmeter.
Mud, 1713 W. 15th St.. Topeka, Kans.

ASK FOR SPRAGUE CAPACITORS and *KOOLOHM RESISTORS by
'Trademark Reg. C.S. Pat.

.i.

PreciWANTED -t'sed volt ohmmeter:
sion or Supreme mite hecker: H. Wafer.
211 Tulip Ave.. Franklin Sq., L. L. N. Y.
State price and details.

name!

OIT.
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400 MILLION U.S. RADIOS?
Radio saiuratiam is mot «r sight
By HUGO GERNSBACK

EVERY few years, unimaginative radio people -who
really should know better -begin to have grave
doubts about the future of radio. This hoary, old
depresser has been paraded before the radio world
ever since the boom of 1922. It continues to pop up with

irritating regularity.

To show how foolish and completely without merit
these dark forebodings are, let us look at the record.
From the best available estimates there are now at
least 35 million homes equipped with radios. This leaves
out automobile radios, radio sets in factories, commercial
institutions, and others. The total number of radio receiving sets in the United States in 1946 was computed
to be somewhat above 60 million.
If we look at the curve of radio sets in use in the
United States we will observe that ever since 1922, when
radio broadcasting started, the curve has been one of
practically uninterrupted ascent. This curve will not
change appreciably in this country for a long time to
come, for the following simple reasons:
There was the time when radio sets were used strictly
for receiving purposes; news, entertainment, music,
etc. Times have now changed. In the future there will be
many new and different types of radio sets aside from
the ones now in vogue. Take, for instance, the rise of
radio amateur sets, which now run into the hundreds of
thousands.
In the late 20's we started to install radio sets in cars
purely for entertainment purposes, like the radio in the
home. Already the radio telephone set, for communication purposes, has been added and is now expanding at
an extraordinary rate. With some 26 million passenger
automobiles in the United States today the time is not
far distant when a very large percentage of automobiles
will be equipped with these two-way telephone radios,
plus a radio set for entertainment and news, etc., which
means that soon there will be two radio sets in an auto-

mobile.
How many millions of the two different types of car
radios there will be during the next ten years is a guess
today. At least every business man who owns a car will
want to have a communication radio set in his automobile. The limit is apparently only the ability of the
telephone companies to manufacture these sets fast
enough and install them.
Originally we started out with one radio receiver in
the home. Now a very large percentage already has two
and three sets; one in the living room, one in the bedroom and children's room, and in the servants' rooms
-even an appreciable percentage is in the bathroom.
Where this tendency will stop no one knows, but the
chances are that three radio sets in the home will certainly be the average before very long.
We next come to a type of radio which was not on the
RADIO -CRAFT
for
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horizon even a few years ago. That is Citizen's Radio
the type with which a person can communicate directly
with another, by means of ultra -short waves. How
many of these radios will come into use during the next
decade is difficult of computation, but there certainly
will be millions of them.
Next on the list we have the facsimile radio. Already
newspapers are broadcasting the printed word over facsimile sets in a number of cities in the United States so
that with your breakfast in the morning you have spot
news on a sheet of paper issuing from your radio set!
This is a comparatively new type of radio set on the
market, and although it has been known experimentally
for several decades, no practical set has been turned out
in quantity until recently.
Another type of specialized radio set which is about
to make its appearance is the small receiver, the size of
a cigarette pack. This will be kept either in your pocket
or on your desk at home or in the office and will be designed for only one purpose -time and brief news announcements. You pick up the tiny set any time during
the day or night and you will have the time, weather reports and other news shorts. Only a single station will
be received with such sets. It is conceivable that anywhere between 30 to 50 million of such receivers will
be sold during the next few decades, for the important
reason that they are really a necessity in this country.
Still another type of radio -now already beginning
to emerge
the pocket type broadcast receiver. This
small type of miniature set-forecast in these pages for
several years
now a reality. When we speak of pocket
sets we really mean the type of radio receivers small
enough to fit into the vest pocket
set not much bigger than a pack of cigarettes. There is an enormous demand for such novelty sets. Whenever news appears that
someone is bringing out such a receiver the manufacturer is immediately swamped with mail. It probably will
be another five years before these radios have been perfected so that they will stand up under all conditions
and that the reception will be entirely satisfactory to the
public. That over 50 million such sets will be sold in this
country within an appreciable time is a foregone conclusion.
Add to this the utility sets, such as are used in factories, offices, restaurants, and other commercial houses.
In factories where there is. tedious work, radio has
been found to enhance the morale of the workers. It
speeds their work and improves general conditions. In
many plants, where there is much noise, the ordinary
type of public address system is often not feasible and
in smaller factories individual sets are used right alongside the workers.
If we add up all these different types of radio sets it
becomes apparent that
(Continued on page 91)
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- CARD RADIOS were
demonstrated by Dr. Cledo Brunetti at
the annual meeting of the Institute of
Radio Engineers early in March. Not
only did he operate a receiver printed on
a card 3 inches long and 2 inches wide,
but he operated it with a transmitter
small enough to be kept in an old lipstick

CALLING

rRADIO ELECTRONICS
Items Interesting to
TWO FM RADIO STATIONS in FCC'S LATEST MEMBER is ComNew York City were asked last month modore Edward Mount Webster, who
by the FCC to adopt new frequencies to was formerly in charge of Safety and
avoid interference with aircraft instru- Special Services for the Commission.
ment landing systems. The interference
Commodore Webster has been in the
is due to technical shortcomings in the communications field from the time of
aircraft receivers-designed before FM his graduation from Coast Guard Acadmoved to its present frequencies-and emy in 1909 to the present. He served
the use of new frequencies is to continue as assistant chief engineer of the FCC
only until March 1, 1948, by which time from 1938. Like his former chief, Ewell
it is expected that all aircraft can be K. Jett, now also a Commissioner, he is
equipped with apparatus of modern de- an independent in politics, and has never

A complete "calling- card" radio receiver.

case! Dr. Brunetti spoke into a lapel
microphone as he walked about the
stage, his words being picked up by the
calling -card receiver and further amplified through a standard amplifier to fill
the large ballroom in which the meeting

was held.
The radios are all constructed by the
"printed- circuit" technique first de-

sign.
Since the users of ILS equipment
concede that FM broadcasters are technically blameless for the flying hazard
created by their transmissions and that
the aviation industry simply has been
caught in the unfortunate position of
equipping itself with war -time receivers
which did not have to contend with the
problem of FM interference, they are endeavoring to work out a method whereby they can defray the cost of the FM
operators' temporary frequency shift.

RADIO TECHNICIANS of San
Francisco last month embarked on a
plan of study designed to prepare them
for the new world of frequency modulation. Seventy members of Radio Division No. 1245 of the Brotherhood of

Electrical Workers registered for night
school courses at Radio KALW in the
Samuel Gompers Trade School, San
Francisco.
The courses are being handled under
a three -cornered co-operative arrangement between the Board of Education,
the union and the manufacturers of
FM equipment. Courses are being
taught under the direction of Kenneth
Nielsen, chief engineer of KALW. Various manufacturers have pledged their
assistance in making the studies effective, and the General Electric Co. has
supplied each student their FM instruction booklet, as well as service notes
applying to current G -E FM receivers.

COMMERCIAL MICROWAVE relay circuits are being installed for the
first time, officials of Raytheon Manufacturing Co. announced last month.
"Lipstick" transmitter used by Dr. Brunetti.

scribed in

June,

RADIO-CRAFT
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1946. The lipstick-size

transmitter

actually has the coils painted on the
glass of the tube itself. A fiat disc shaped condenser, less than a quarter
inch across, and a painted resistor complete the circuit. Battery and microphone complete the equipment.
The little radios, of which Dr. Brunetti had nearly a dozen on hand, were
built by a group of Bureau of Standards
scientists working under his direction.
IS

The microwave links, which will represent the first commercial use of such
relay circuits, will operate between the
Canadian Marconi Montreal office and
two other points, Yamacaiche, about 35

miles away, and Drummondville, 100
miles distant.
Installation of the new circuit follows
experimental work by Raytheon on its
New York -Boston microwave circuit.
The company is carrying on extensive
propagation studies, looking toward the
elimination of noise through use of
high-power magnetron units.

voted.

VLADIMIR K. ZWORYKIN, lead-

ing American television engineer, re-

ceived two signal honors during the

past two months. The first, award of
the Potts medal of the Franklin Institute, occurred March 3. On March 7,
RCA's president David Sarnoff announced that Zworykin had been elected
Vice President and technical consultant
of the RCA Laboratories, where he has
done much of his important work.
Besides his achievements in the field
of television and the electron microscope, Dr. Zworykin has been interested
in other branches of the electronic art,
and during the war directed research
in the development of aircraft fire control, infra -red tubes for the sniperscope
and snooperscope, television guided missiles and improvement of radar systems.
He is now directing work on an electronic calculator which he believes may
make possible accurate meteorological
predictions and ultimate control of
weather.

IGNITION INTERFERENCE in tele-

vision and high- frequency radio receivers can be eliminated, a joint committee of the Radio Manufacturers Association and the Society of Automotive
Engineers reported last month. The
committee made four recommendations:
1. Locate the high- tension coil to permit
an 8 -inch or shorter lead from coil to

distributor.
primary electrical wiring metal
rods and conductive tubing as far
from high- tension wiring as possible.
3. Use a 10,000-ohm suppressor in the
distributor-to -coil high -tension lead.
4. Use a 10,000-ohm suppressor at each
spark plug.
The Automobile Manufacturers Association has adopted the recommendation
in principle, and has asked all bus,
truck and car manufacturers to begin
immediately to prepare their vehicles to
meet the recommended tolerable interference limits by Jan. 1, 1948, but asked
that installation of resistors be deferred
until tests now under way have been
2. Keep

completed.
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MONTHLY REVIEW
the Radio Technician
TAXATION ON TELEVISION in
.

public places will not be levied, the
Bureau of Internal Revenue announced
last month, putting an end to earlier

rumors.
Under the law, the tax applies to all
establishments which provide entertainment "other than instrumental or mechanical music." An answer of the
Bureau to an inquiry by a New Jersey
collection official made it appear that
television was therefore considered taxable, but the Bureau later formally
stated that television is not "live" entertainment and therefore not subject to
tax.

The new Microtherm u.h.f. waves are
directed at the patient like a beam of
light, eliminating electrodes or "pads"
which have to be strapped on. Due to
its faster absorption than lower frequencies, less power is required, and a
small portable unit can be used.
The FCC has made available the frequency band of 2400 to 2500 megacycles
for industrial and medical applications.
Use of the magnetron oscillator at these
frequencies will not give rise to the
objectionable radio interference which
has been so common with the older type
of diathermy.

FIRST ALL-RADAR airway will be
installed in Alaska, the Army Air
Forces announced last month.
The AAF will use "racon" type radar
navigational beacons at Shemya, Adak,
Anchorage, Ladd Field (Fairbanks)
Nome, Fort Randall and Point Barrow,
providing radar coverage over the entire Alaskan airways system.

AUSTIN C. LESCARBOURA, one of
the earliest editorial associates of the
Gernsback publications, last month received from the Republic of France the
order of Officier de l'Instruction Publique. The honor is in recognition of
technical and literary services rendered
for many years past.
Mr. Lescarboura was one of the first

ELECTRICAL UNIT CHANGES
will be introduced January 1, 194g, the
plus radio-phonograph combinations Bureau of Standards announces. The
were placed on the market for the first electrical units of the "international"
time last month by a Chicago depart- system will be superseded by those of
ment store and mail -order house. Price the "absolute" system derived from the
of the combination, described as a low - fundamental mechanical units of length,
cost item, is in the order of $17p, and mass and time.
The changes will not be great enough managing editors of the original Gernscomprises a straight record player
(without record changer) a superheter- to be noticeable in most practical mea- back magazine, MODERN ELECTRICS,
odyne radio and the magnetic recorder. surements, but will affect those of high and was later managing editor of Scienprecision. The new values as compared tific American and editor of Popular
those now recognized by the Science Monthly. He has written and
MICROWAVE DIATHERMY equip- with
edited a number of books on radio subment was released for the first time to United States are:
I international ohm = 1.000495 absolute ohms
jects, and is a frequent contributor to
the medical profession last month, a
international volt = 1.00033 absolute volts
technical publications both in the EngRaytheon report states. The apparatus
international ampere = 0.999835 absolute ampere
lish and French languages. As coroperates at 2,450 mc, almost 100 times
International coulomb = 0.999835 absolute coulomb
respondent for the Physics Department
higher than the present 27 -mc diainternational henry = 1.000495 absolute henries
of the University of Lyons, he has kept
thermy band.
International farad = 0.999505 absolute farad
that faculty in touch with the progress
international watt = 1.000165 absolute watts
Diathermy investigators, including
of radio -electronic science in America.
International joule = 1.000165 absolute joules
Dr. de Forest, have suggested that extremely high -frequency treatments
New units for the measurement of More recently he has acted as consultant
might be especially valuable, but have light will be introduced at the same for visiting members of the French
been hampered by lack of suitable time, according to the Bureau of Mission for Industrial Production. He
holds a second French decoration, Ofequipment.
Standards.
feier d'Académie, awarded for services
to France and the Allies during World
War I.

MAGNETIC WIRE RECORDERS
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COLOR TELEVISION is not yet
ready for commercial exploitation, the
Federal Communications Commission
decided last month. The FCC decision
came after several hearings in which
Columbia Broadcasting System led the
proponents of immediate color television
and RCA spoke for those who believe
color is not yet ready for the public.
Both sides backed their arguments with
showings of color television.
"The commission cannot escape the
conclusion," the FCC said in a fourteen page decision, "that many of the fundamentals of a color -television system
have not been adequately field -tested,
and that need exists for further experimentation."
Television broadcasters and manufacturers interpreted the ruling as giving
a green light to black-and -white television and some predicted that greatly
expanded production would result almost immediately.
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AN ECONOMY
TRANsMri°rr:R
This 225 -watt transmitter
can be built for only $16
By R.
ASTAND-BY transmitter was oscillator operation even with the most
needed to keep W2PWG on the sluggish crystals.
air while rebuilding the regular rig. A little thought, plus The buffer stage
The 6L6 buffer -multiplier is capacitycareful selection of parts and use of
those already on hand, produced this coupled to the oscillator. Parasitic sup225 -watt c.w. transmitter at a cost of pressors, Rsp, in the grid and screen
grid leads consist of 6 to 8 turns of
a little more than 7 cents a watt.
The panel and the coil turret were No. 16 enamel wire wound around a 50purchased at amateur net cost. Four ohm, 1 -watt resistor. The plate of the
crystals, an 811, three 500-watt tank 6L6 is series fed through a Barker &
Williamson Type 2A band-switching
coils, and the tank tuning condenser
purchased at bargain prices from gov- turret. This stage is tuned by a 140 -µµf
ernment surplus stocks -brought the receiving type variable condenser contotal cost to slightly over $16.00. All trolled by a knob on the front panel.
other parts were resurrected from the The knob on this control should be
a good electrical insulator with its
junk box.
Three stages are used in the trans- setscrew well removed from possibility
mitter. A 6C5 Pierce oscillator simpli- of physical contact with the operator.
fies operation by eliminating both tun- The turret permits the 6L6 to work as
ing in the oscillator circuit and neutral- a buffer when working "straight ization of the buffer -multiplier stage. through" and as a multiplier on 40, 20,
Any one of four crystals may be 15, or 10 meters. With this arrangement
switched into the oscillator circuit from and a suitable crystal, W2PWG hopes to
the front panel. A 50 -µpf mica conden- be one of the first signals on the proser across the grid leak provides suf- posed 16-meter ham band when it is
ficient regeneration to give trouble-free officially opened.

-

I-

Fig.
Schematic of the economy transmitter. 8andswitching is used on fhe buffer and
plug -in coils on fhe output tank. The 4-prong
socket is a male receptacle for the a.c. line
supply to the filament transformer, also the
low-voltage leads from the pack. The 1.500volt lead is brought in separately.

6.3V,6A.TO FILS
2

I

2

53

-'-I-

&í400W

METER -SEE TEXT

- COMMON
20

NEGATIVE

F. SCOTT,

W2PWG

Final amplifier stage
The 811 was chosen as a final amplifier because it has a reasonably high
plate dissipation factor (55 watts), can
be driven by the 6L6 -even when quadrupling -and its high -mn characteristics permit operation without fixed
bias although preceding stages are
keyed. Other triodes, such as the HK54,
T55, T40, TZ40, and 812, can be used

with minor changes in voltages and
circuit constants. The 811 draws 35 ma
grid current through its 3,200 -ohm grid
leak to produce 112 volts of operating
bias with 1,500 volts on the plate. Zf
the plate voltage is reduced to 1,250 or
1,000 volts, the grid leak Rl should be
replaced with a 2,500-ohm, 10 -watt unit.
A series -fed, plate -neutralized tank
circuit is used. The rotor and stator of
the tuning condenser are connected to
the high -voltage lead and the r.f. is bypassed to ground through a 0.002 -µf,
5,000 -volt condenser. The tuning condenser was originally a 160 -µµf, single section unit with 3,500 -volt spacing between its plates. The present connection
reduces the required condenser spacing
by about 50 percent. It was salvaged
from a Type A -27 phantom antenna
unit formerly used with Army radio
sets SCR-193 and SCR -506, and converted to split- stator connection by removing the center stator plate and cutting a % -inch gap in the center of each
stator connecting bar. It is mounted on
sk -inch standoff insulators to insulate
it from the chassis.
The tank coils used in this rig are
available at most radio surplus stores.
They are fitted with special terminal
blocks which will not fit standard jack
bars. Substitute bars may be made by
drilling properly spaced holes in % -inch
bakelite or mycalex strips and mounting
shallow banana jacks in the holes. The
assembly is then mounted on the frame
of the condenser with L- shaped brackets.
The neutralizing condenser NC has its
rotor connected to the grid of the 811
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and its stator to the bottom end of the
tank coil to prevent the operator from
coming in contact with high voltage.
An insulated knob is used to avoid ri.
burns.

Almost any available meter may be
used if shunts are
wound to provide
the required range
or ranges.

Special construction features
The 9 x 12 x 3 -inch chassis permits
all parts to be mounted without crowding. Four sockets are mounted in the
left front corner. Two of these are for
oscillator and buffer, the other two for
crystals. Each octal socket will hold
two crystals if they are mounted in the
new type holders -most surplus stock
crystals are. Five symmetrically spaced
boles are drilled in the front skirt of

Tuning and tuning coils
The transmitter
is connected to a

400 -volt, 100 -ma.
power supply for
the oscillator and
buffer stages and
to 1,500 volts for
the final amplifier.
The filaments are
allowed to preheat
The transmitter's front panfor a few seconds
el wilt fit a standard reck.
and plate voltage is
applied to the oscillator. A key in the
cathode circuits of the low -power stages
If manufactured coils are undesired
is closed and the final amplifier neutral- or unavailable, coils may be wound
Pg. 2-A simple cathode modulation hookup. ized by conventional methods with the from data given in the table below. In
current meter indicating neutral- this event separate plug -in coils are
the chassis for mounting the key jack grid
ization.
wound for the buffer stage.
and the crystal, and the band-changing,
After neutralization, high voltage is
meter and filament switches.
BUFFER COIL TABLE
WINDING
A 4 -prong socket in the rear skirt is applied to the final amplifier and the
TURNS
WIRE SIZE
SPACE
BAND
the input terminal for a.c. leads to the antenna coupling is adjusted to draw
80
30
No.
22
en.
I'a inch
ma
of
Under
150
plate
current.
these
filament transformer and the common
40
15
No. 22 en.
Inch
20
e
No. 16 en.
Inch
ground and low -voltage connections. conditions, the grid current is between
IS
51/2
No. 14 en.
Inch
power
and
35
ma
and
the
output
ap30
The positive high -voltage line enters the
10
3
No. 12 en.
Spaced to
hit band
chassis through a ceramic feed -through proximately 170 watts. When operating
with low C.
straight through, it may be necessary to
insulator.
The 10 -meter coil is air -wound and
The internal shunt was removed from detune the buffer to avoid overdriving
an old 3- ampere meter, which was then the final grid. With active crystals and self- supporting. The others are wound
(Continued on page 73)
found to have an 8 -ma movement. A a high-C buffer tank circuit, it is often
shunt was wound to give a 90 -ma full - possible to excite
scale deflection. When the meter switch, fully the final grid
S-3, is in position 1, it is connected on 10 meters with
across a 50 -ohm, 1 -watt resistor in the the oscillator oper811 grid return, making it possible to ating on 80. For
read the grid current without opening 15 -meter operation,
the circuit. To read plate current, the the 6L6 may be
meter is switched across R2, a shunt used as a tripler
wound to give 300-ma deflection. With with 40-meter crysthe meter used, the shunt consisted of tals in the oscillaabout 2 feet of No. 22 enameled wire. tor.
1'+144

I

11/2

ISH - 100MA

8+400V.

R

Jr:

8/450V.

201V 25w.

8

SV.3A.
H.V. SEC. 2KV

- 3KV, C.T..200

MA

52f1HA

usw

10H200MA
9+IKV.-1.51W.

+

+

4/21Ñ.

r

20K/e5084

I7V.AC TO POWER AMR FIL.TRAtS.

Fig. 3, above -The power supply used for the standby transmitter.
Right-Underchassis view shows filament transformer, buffer coils.
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Efficient Test And Repair Bench
By C. A. BROWN

THE radio service bench has always
been the object of many discussions,
arguments and opinions. Scores of articles have been published on what
should constitute a radio service bench.
We built up several experimental
benches and installed them in a radio
service shop. The reactions of radio technicians and customers alike were carefully noted, and those ideas which did
not meet with their approval, were
weeded out. We came to the following
conclusions:
1. A radio service bench must be more
than just a bench. It must be a place to
test any electronic device efficiently. The
test equipment must be permanently
mounted to do away with dangling wires,
cumbersome connections, and other haphazard devices. Instruments must be
placed so they can be easily read, either
standing or sitting. Lighting must be
glare -free.
A slightly tilted panel, with a satin
white finish, made of a nonconducting
material, which is strong but easily cut
and drilled, was found most suitable.
At the top of this panel a fluorescent
light is mounted.
flervelux Mfg. Ca. Grand Rapids. Michigan

King

of

increasing
THE
use of kenotrons
has increased in

Tube Checkers
COVER FEATURE

turn the need for equipment with which

they may be tested. The kenotron is a
high- vacuum rectifier, especially built
for high voltages. Ratings are from 40,000 to 150,000 volts, with outputs from
100 ma to % ampere. One of the most
important uses of kenotrons is for the
concentration of uranium for development of atomic energy.
They are used in the
electromagnetic plant at
Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
one of the largest units

of the atomic project.
Power supplies for
this uranium- concentration equipment were especially designed, and
special tubes had to be
developed for them.
Naturally a checker to
test and measure .the
characteristics of these
tubes became a necessity. The instrument on
our cover is that tester.
This equipment, developed by the General Electric Co. to check their
G-E kenotron high-voltage kenotrons,
GL-411, e 150; subjects the tube under
000 -volt tube. test to a continuous
22

2. One must have a place to perform
any operation the radio or other electronic device needs. The space must be

series of impulses
of various duration

and magnitude.

The operating cycle of the equipment is
completed in 60 seconds, and consists of
6 5-second intervals, 3 seconds of 60cycle impulses, followed by 2 seconds of
continuous voltage application; a 17second rest period, followed by 2 seconds
of 800- to 1500-cycle impulses, with the
remaining 6 seconds as a rest period.
This cycle is repeated automatically for
the specified test time and for the conditions of voltage and current required.
During this test a tube which is normally rated at 20,000 watts plate dissipation receives impulses of a maximum of 50 kilovolts and 75,000 watts.
The tube must withstand these impulses
without change in the tube current and
without excessive arc -backs.
The test cycle is automatically controlled by the timing switch mounted on
the inside test panel. The operating controls and meters are all mounted on this
control panel which is located so that
the operator can observe the tube during the test period.
The high voltage required for the test
is obtained from two 6 -tube rectifier
units mounted in the back of the test
cage. These rectifiers may be placed in
series or in parallel, depending upon
the conditions required for test. These
(Continued on page 74)

large enough to accommodate several
radios at once, or a large multiple -unit
job, and still have ample room to
maneuver. The surface must be smooth,
easily kept clean, and nonconducting.
Battleship linoleum was chosen as the
ultimate in top surfaces.
3. The problem of where to keep tools.
Certainly not just anywhere, especially
not on the working surface where they
are always under the thing you are
working on. That goes also for those
bottles of speaker cement, solvent, contact cleaner, etc. A tool and chemical
rack has been incorporated in the instrument panel, in a smooth basic design,
not tacked on. It is an integral part of
the equipment. The parts storage problem has been licked too. Two large, deep
cabinets of drawers form the supports
for the working surface and the instrument panel. These drawers are of varying depths and are compartmented.
There is a drawer for special tools, those
not used in every job, but very important when needed. Besides being compartmented these drawers are labeled
as to specific values and form a perpetual inventory of parts. Two tray drawers in the front edge of the working
surface receive parts removed from
radios, such as bolts, nuts, knobs, dial
glasses and pointers.
4. Here are two problems very often
overlooked: The radio service unit must
be at least semi -portable and should be
constructed so instruments can be easily connected to the power line and easily serviced.
The instrument panel can be cut and
drilled for any instrument, and power
outlets for instruments are provided in
(Continued on page 74)
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Easy-To-Build Oscilloscope
VERT. POSITIONING
E XT.

By B. W. SOUTHWELL

-

HORIZ. POSITIONING

SYNC. INTENSITY

FOCUS

THE 8 -inch oscilloscope diagrammed
in Fig. 1 uses a single -stage 6J7 is
the horizontal and the vertical amHORIZ.
VERT.
plifier. This single tube provides
INPUT
INPUT
ample amplification for a cathode -ray
tube of the size used. The gain of the
horizontal and vertical amplifiers is in
FREQUENCY
the order of 30.
SWEEP
The cathode-ray tube, together with
SYNCHRONIZATION
its amplifiers and gas-triode horizontal FREQ.
sweep generator, is built on a 12 x 17 x 3 SELECTO
RIZ.GAIN
inch chassis. The front panel is 12 x
XT-INT.
SWEEP SWITCH
193 x % -inch steel. The power supply
EXTrINT.
SPARE SW SYNC.
was originally built on the right side
VERT. GAIN
of the scope chassis, but it was later
rebuilt on a separate 7 x 16 x 3-inch All controls end input and output connections are clearly marked hi the photograph above.
chassis because the transformers' magnetic field was strong enough to in- 31/4 inches in diameter and 1 inch deep minimize a.c. pickup. An extra tube
fluence the electron beam between the projects in front of the panel over the socket was installed for the incorpodeflection plates and the fluorescent protruding tube, and serves both as a ration of an external Z -axis (blanking)
screen. This magnetic interference was protection and as a light shield. For de- amplifier at a later date. A portion of
very bothersome and interfered with tails of construction of shield see Fig. 2. the signal on the plate of the 884 gas
interpretation of patterns on the screen.
Fig. 3 is the dimensional diagram triode is fed through a 60 -µµf condenser
Magnetic fields cause depositioning, of the support for the 3AP1 tube socket. (1,000 volts working) to the intensity
relative tilting of the deflection axes, The bakelite panel for making direct grid to blank out the return trace of
and other spurious deflections, and can connections to vertical or horizontal de- the beam during its tracing of a patmagnetize the cathode-ray tube elec- flection plates is a great convenience tern. This is internal blanking. This
trodes.
when working with d.c. or high-fre- signal is opposite in polarity to that at
Looking at the front -panel view, the quency applications. The tube socket the plate of the horizontal amplifier.
controls are: top left, intensity control; support itself is constructed of 16 -gauge Peaking coils containing 55 turns of
directly below it, vertical positioning; galvanized sheet metal.
No. 34 enameled wire, wound on a
top right, focus control; below it, horIfs -inch bakelite form, are inserted in
izontal positioning. Below the vertical Amplifiers and sweep circuits
the plate circuits of the horizontal and
position control and going from left to
All wiring in deflection amplifiers to- vertical amplifiers to prevent loss of the
right are the sweep-frequency selector gether with the filament supply of the high frequencies. Peaking inductances
switch, synchronization and frequency 3AP1 are run through shielded wire to are used to compensate for the decrease
controls. The bottom row contains the
vertical (Y -axis) gain, toggle switch
.25 REAR rbÑ
(not connected, for future use), sync 16_i25 6J7
Vóß
TERMINAL
ONO
selector switch (3 -pole, single -throw for
PLATEinternal, 60- cycle, and external), single J
L°
MEG
Tr.
pole, double -throw toggle switch for
J-v
horizontal sweep (internal or external),
.003
1250
and horizontal (X -axis) gain. To the
left of the intensity control is external
sync binding post. Below it are the
6J7
vertical input binding posts. Horizontal
.25
input binding posts are on the right o0K
hand side of panel.
The 3AP1 cathode -ray tube is located
4M
1.1200V.
in a horizontal position midway between
MEG
the intensity and focusing controls. The
PEAK.
tube is enclosed in a stovepipe shield of
10
THIS POWER SUPPLY ON SEPARATE CHASSIS
SEEL
3 -inch diameter which extends to its
TEXT
10K
base. The pipe shield is supported at the
panel end by insertion into a snug -fit EX6-0
80
80
hole in the panel and by a piece of
05
6/16 -inch brass rod, drilled and tapped
and fastened to the pipe and chassis at
15K
TO
T0884 T03API
BJ7'S
the tube base end. The cathode -ray tube
measures 3-1/16 inches in diameter
5u i 350J.35
across the face and hence will not fit
o,
000boo0V.
into the shield at the front. The shield
.2.04.01J2t }
25
0061
should be lined with a strip of sponge
254
.000125/
rubber 1/4 inch wide and 3/16 inch thick CONDENSERS 4504. EXCEPT AS NOTED
117V.PC
SW.°ON INTENS. CON TROL
at the front -panel end to form a shockabsorbing mount for the 3AP1. A flange
Fig. -This efficient oscilloscope circuit is simply designed and uses a minimum of tubes.
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in plate -load impedance with frequency.
Too large an inductance for a given
resistance will cause nonuniform gain
as a result of peaking in the network
response at some frequencies. Too small
an inductance will not give maximum
band width for uniform response.
The vertical or Y -axis amplifier
should reproduce faithfully square
waves from 10 to at least 100,000
cycles/sec. For perfect square -wave reproduction an infinitely wide band of
frequencies must be passed without at-

3

Fig.

2

-How

1

/8 -DI

Va

4

DI

the light shield is constructed

time-base signal from the 884 sweep
oscillator or any externally provided
signal.
The linear time-base horizontal sweep
has 7 changes of frequency in rough
steps. These are approximately:
Position 1 -Sweep off
Position 2-20 to 70 cycles
Position 3-60 to 250 cycles
Position 4 -220 to 950 cycles
Position 5-900 to 3,200 cycles
Position 6-3,000 to 11,500 cycles
10,000 to 33,000 cycles.
Position
In series with the switch arm controlling these steps is a 4-megohm
potentiometer which permits a fine frequency adjustment over each frequency
position range of the 7- position rotary
switch. The sweep circuit proper utilizes
a grid -controlled 884 gas-triode tube in
a synchronized relaxation oscillator.
The sweep condensers are connected
from plate to cathode of the 884 separately by a rotary selector switch for
the determination of sweep frequency
desired. The condenser is allowed to
charge up to a potential determined by
the breakdown potential of the tube.
This voltage output, which consists of
saw -tooth waves (see Fig. 5) from the

7-

tenuation or relative phase shift. A
square wave is analyzed in terms of its
harmonic content, taking the repetition
rate as fundamental. The horizontal or
X -axis amplifier should be capable of
reproducing a linear sweep of saw-tooth
voltage up to 100,000 cycles /sec. A wave
form resulting from a nonlinear sweep

apply a positive or negative voltage to
the free deflection plate of each pair.
As the electron beam in a cathode -ray
tube consists of negative charges of
electricity, it can be readily seen that,
by applying a positive or negative voltage to either deflecting plate, the spot
position on the screen can be controlled.
The intensity control controls the brilliancy of the pattern by applying to the
control grid of the 3AP1 a greater or
lesser negative voltage.
The power supplies are conventional.
One 80 operates as a full-wave rectifier
supplying 250 volts. The other 80 operates with plates tied together as a half wave rectifier. The output voltage of
this half-wave supply is 850-900 volts.
Scope applications and patterns are
too numerous to cover completely in this
article, so a brief resume of some of the
more commonly encountered wave forms

Fig. 4

Wave form caused by non -linear sweep.

Fig. 5
The

correct saw -tooth sweep wave form.

ti
Figs. 6 and

7

Good and bad synchronization.
How the tube looks in its stove-pipe shield.

f.--rv2
I-I/2" D

A. HOLE

ADJUSTMENT SLOTS FOR

6-32-AlfsÇHINE SCREWS

I/2-

L

Fig.

3

/2" WIDE

-Rear support of

FOR

6-32

SCREWS

the cathode -ray tube.

is shown in Fig. 4. Pattern is bunched
together at one end. A saw -tooth sweep

gives a deflection linearly proportional
to time. A sinusoidal sweep is used for
phase and frequency determination. The
horizontal and vertical amplifiers should
have phase characteristics of identical

nature.

The horizontal amplifier may be
switched to amplify either the linear
24

Fig. 8
Vertical to horizontal frequency I:2.

Synchronization and positioning
A portion of the output of the 6J7
vertical amplifier tube is coupled to the
grid of the sweep tube to provide synchronization to maintain a stationary
pattern on the screen of the cathode -ray
tube. Synchronization provides for 180degree phase shift. Oversynchronization
(sync -control potentiometer advanced
too far) results in a poor wave form.
Figs. 6 and 7 show properly synchronized and over synchronized patterns.
A single-pole, 3 -throw switch on the
panel provides for internal synchroni-

Vertical fo horizontal frequency 1:4.

.

:4

FLANGES I

plate of the 884, is coupled to the grid
of the horizontal amplifier to be amplified before reaching the horizontal
plates of the 3AP1.

zation in position 1. Position 2 switches
in 60 -cycle or line frequency through a
10,000 -ohm, 'k -watt resistor connected
to the ungrounded side of the filament
leads. A separate filament transformer
is required for the 884 tube as the filament is not grounded on one side. Position 3 connects the grid of the 884
discharge tube to the external sync
binding post on the front panel.
Horizontal and vertical positioning of
the pattern is obtained through a voltage divider circuit using two 4- megohm
potentiometers. These potentiometers

Fig. 9

It is general practice when
observing wave forms to use several
waves on frequencies of 1,000 cycles and
will be given.
above.-

Some oscilloscope applications
Fig. 8 shows the pattern obtained
when vertical frequency is half the horizontal sweep frequency. For example,
a signal of 60 cycles is applied to the
vertical plates and a saw-tooth wave of
120 cycles to the horizontal plates. Fig. 9
shows a pattern with vertical frequency
one quarter that of the sweep frequency.
When the vertical signal frequency is
3 times the sweep frequency, 3 complete
wave forms will appear.
By switching the horizontal amplifier
(Continued on page 90)
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MULTIVIBRATORS
By O. B. MITCHELL
THE multivibrator offers more possibilities for practical application in
the field of electronics than possibly
any other circuit, so it is desirable
that we make its acquaintance. This
simple circuit played an important role
in the design of radar and other wartime electronic devices.
Let us consider the basic multivibrator schematic of Fig. 1. The circuit con-

of generating 10-kilocycle calibration
points. This technique has been ade-

quately covered in technical radio publications and will be touched on but
briefly in this article.
In Fig. 3 the circuit operation is
graphically illustrated by a time-plot
analysis. If what is taking place on the
grid and plate of V1 or V2 were observed with a cathode -ray oscilloscope,
the oscillogram would be similar to the
wave of Fig. 3. The vertical lines TO,
T1, and T2 are time designations, and
intersect points on each of the waveforms occurring simultaneously.

Analysing the multivibrator
Assume that at a given instant

Fig.

I

-The

multivibrator circuit.

standard

lists of a 2 -stage amplifier with the out-

put of V2 fed back into the grid of VI.
Due to the phase reversal of 180 degrees
in each stage, the feedback voltage is
in phase with the original impulse on
VI grid. Thus, the circuit satisfies the
conditions necessary for oscillation

-

amplification with positive feedback.
If we examine the multivibrator

-

Fig. 2-Form of multivibrator plate current

plate- current wave form of Fig. 2, we
will better appreciate its possibilities.
The current makes rapid excursions
from one stable condition to a second
stable condition. These rapid excursions
produce a highly distorted output wave,
which makes possible the many applications of the circuit.
To many radiomen, the multivibrator
is primarily a useful means of generating harmonies for frequency measurement& It is the most practical means
Ti

TO

T2+GRID

r

VI GRID

Ue

BIAS

B+
VI PLATE

-

O+Ga1D
v 2 GRID

BIAS

r: ?PLATE

Fig.

3- Analysis

of voltage over one cycle.
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the grid of V1 goes slightly negative,
causing a positive increase in the plate
voltage of Vl. The positive increase is
applied to V2's grid through Cl, causing its plate voltage to drop. Vl grid is
now driven far below cut -off by the
negative pulse fed back from V2's plate
through C2. All of the preceding action
takes place instantaneously at TO.
The grid of VI is held below cut-off
by the negative charge of C2, which
must leak off through RG1. During the
interval from TO to Tl, the discharge
of C2 takes place, and the circuit remains stable. The actual length in seconds of this time is approximately the
product of RG1 x C2. This portion of
the cycle ending at Ti is known as the
slow-phase action.
Another action occurring during the
first half -cycle of operation is known
as the rapid phase. At TO, when the
grid of VI is driven below cut-off, the
plate voltage of VI would ordinarily be
expected to rise immediately to the
B -plus value. As seen from Fig. 3, this
is not the case, since the plate voltage
tapers off exponentially as it rises. This
phenomenon is caused by the charging
of Cl through the grid circuit of V2.
The charging path of Cl consists of
RG2 in parallel with the internal gridcathode impedance of V2. At the time
V2 grid is in the positive region, this
impedance is low in comparison to RG2.
Therefore, Cl charges rapidly as the
grid is driven positive. This charging
phenomenon of Cl, during the first half cycle, is called the rapid-phase part of
the operation.
When the voltage on the grid of V1
rises above the point of cutoff (T1), the
first half -cycle of the multivibrator
operation is completed. Vl now begins
to conduct, and the plate voltage drops,
driving the grid of V2 below cut -off.
The remainder of the second half -cycle
is identical to the first half, with VI

1947

and V2 exchanging places, so to speak.
From Tl to T2 the grid of V2 is below
cut-off and is held there by the charge
on Cl. RG2 now provides the discharge
path for the second slow phase. Note
that since V2 is now cut off, the internal
grid -cathode impedance is extremely
high and doesn't affect the discharge
time of Cl. V1 grid goes through the
rapid phase on this half -cycle since this
grid is positive at Tl.
The grid of V2 reaches its cut-off
point at time T2, as determined by
RG2 x Cl. At this time, the original
half -cycle will repeat itself, and oscillation will continue as long as power is
applied to the circuit.
One complete cycle of oscillation takes
place during the time from TO to Tl.
The total length of this time, or the
period of one cycle of operation, is equal
to the sum of the two slow phases of
operation. These in turn are determined
by the RC constant of the grid circuits
of V1 and V2. The frequency of the self oscillatory multivibrator is determined
by the equation f equals l /t, where f
100KC
OsC.

Fig.

4- Synchronized

10KC
M.V.

-*

100 KC.

Ju0KC
IZOKC,

ETC.

multivibrator circuit.

equals frequency in cycles per second
and t equals time or period of one cycle.
In our case t approximately equals
(RG1 x C2) plus (RG2 x Cl). Actually,
other factors are involved, but the above
method is satisfactory for approximation.

Controlled multivibrators
If the circuit of Fig. 1 is triggered
by an external impulse approximately
equal, or harmonically related, to the
natural frequency of the multivibrator,
the circuit will oscillate in synchronism
with the applied frequency. When this
circuit is triggered, the frequency output of the multivibrator may be very
accurately controlled by the exciting
frequency. Either harmonics or sub harmonics of an exciting frequency may
be generated in this manner.
It is common practice to employ a
100-kilocycle crystal oscillator as the
exciting frequency for a 10- kilocycle
multivibrator harmonic generator. Such
a combination, as shown in Fig. 4, provides accurate calibration points every
100 kilocycles throughout practically
the entire useful radio spectrum.
In many electronic applications, it
may be desirable to employ a multivibrator that will not oscillate unless it
(Continued on. page 58)
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Simple equipment makes realistic sounds

I

WAS alone' whispe rs a hus ky
voice from the radio. `It was

late at night. Through the fog

carne the faint swish of small
waves, and a distant vessel hooted mysteriously. I slipped cautiously into an

fig. -Bell board produces several effects.
I

alleyway.' The voice ceases. Lapping
water and a foghorn blend with the
tinkling of a channel buoy. Footsteps
ring sharply against the stones ..."
So commences a recent books which
tells how to make the sound effects for
home recordings, excerpts from which
are printed in this article. In the studio,
the authors explain, an ingenious sound
effects technician has flipped his fingers
How to Create Sound Effects for Hama
Recordings. by Ed Ludes and Hallock B. Hoffman.
The Castle Press, Pasadena, Chlif.

in a pan of water, blown a wooden
whistle, struck a metal plate with a
tack hammer, and marched along in a
single spot, getting nowhere. Amplification and suggestion have converted the
sounds to a waterfront scene.
Sound effects are to radio what seasoning is to food -without them it would
sink into meaningless monotone, and
many types of presentations would become impossible. Many of these effects
are achieved very simply, and with apparatus which can be constructed by the
home recorder or the small experimental
studio operator.
Bells are among the commonest sound
effects. A bell board is shown in Fig. 1.
These two bells will serve you well as
telephone bells, doorbells, riveting machines, buzzers, and rattlesnakes. Mount
the bells on the board so the clapper of
one will strike both gongs when that
bell is rung. It becomes a telephone. The
other can be used for doorbells.
All sorts of other bells, such as clock
bells, dinner gongs, and school bells can
be made with bowls and cake tins to be
found around the house. A useful pair
of bells appears in Fig. 2. One of these
is a siá x 6 x 10 -inch metal plate. The
other is a piece of small pipe bent into
a U- shape. Both are hung from a bar
with leather thongs (never with wire).
The U- shaped bell is particularly useful where a quick clang is needed. The
plate can be used for a variety of effects, depending on how it is struck and
with what. Strikers can be bought from

a music store, and are referred to as
xylophone mallets, chime hammers, soft hard mallets, and felt mallota. All are
useful, and can be supplemented by a
tack hammer and an ordinary pencil
with an eraser.
Carry the eraser -tipped pencil around
the house and strike flower vases, brass
bowls, ash trays, and other objects.
Every house is full of bells and chimes
and gongs! If not enough are available,
short lengths of brass or iron pipe may
be hung by thongs with the two bells
already described. By cutting pipes to

various lengths, any desired pitch can
be obtained.
A good ear and a little imagination
will help to audition household objects
for sound effects. The microphone gives

Fig. 2 -Two of the most useful bell effeets.

them their realism; unamplified they
may not display their real character.
All the effects depend on the mike, and
in many cases on special placement of
the mike. Once the ideal effect is preduced, do not depend on getting exactly
the same layout of mike and instrument,
the same technique and the same amplification, at a future date when you may
need it. Record your effects-then you
will have them when you need them.

Squawks, squeaks, and gripes

At left
26

is

the "thunder ball," used also for explosions. The squeak board is seen at

Time was when the first sound heard
when you turned on your radio was the
opening or closing of a "screechy door."
Produced by the squeak board illusstrated in Fig. 3 and one of the photographs, this equipment can be used also
to imitate the creaking of a ship's timbers, rusty hinges, and other sounds.
To build it, you need one board, i/z x 8 x
14 inches (plywood is best) ; one board,
1 x 2 x 20 inches; one piece of stock,
1 x 1 x 16 inches; one 1/4-inch dowel, 12
inches long; one 8/32 machine screw,
Ph inches long, with washer and screw
to fit.
The drawing explains the construetion. The trick is to drill the hole in C
so the dowel fits tightly, and to drill the
hole in D so it fits loosely. A nail is used
to hold the dowel firm in C. Piece P'
is put on the dowel and turned till the
saw-cut is up. The cut is filled with
powdered rosin, and the board A rotated
till the rosin is worked well into the
right. dowel and its socket in F. Then the
1947
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Fig. 3, above
Details of
squeak board construction. Sound
is produced by friction between
dowel E and wing F, and is further amplified by resonating with sounding board A.

screw is adjusted for the desired range
of notes.
An ear -splitting squeal can be made
with the simple device shown in Fig. 4.
The points of the nails should be bent
forward ever so slightly- toward the
point of the triangle. Put the block on a
piece of glass at least 8 inches square,
held off the table by a couple of strips
under its edges. (The squeal -block oan
be used also on a window.) Try running

Fig.

4 -This

block can make unearthly squeals.

it over

a smooth, unpainted piece of
metal, for the squeal of automobile
braked- skidding.

The twang or squeal box
The box of the instrument is 4 x 8 x
10 inches. The top is made of % -inch
plywood; the remainder may be made of
% -inch wood or plywood. The neck is of

bladder between
the hands and snap
wrists sharply, so
the shot is thrown
from t h e bottom
and then falls back
on it. For an explosion, one snap will
usually be enough. For thunder, snap,
then roll the shot gently around the inside by tilting the bladder.
A rattlesnake also is imitated with
BB -shot. Put about half a teaspoonful
of shot in the cellophane wrapper of a
cigarette package. Attach to the clapper
of a doorbell (with the gong removed),
and push the button.
A small chamois -skin sack of cornstarch is used to make footsteps in the
snow. Hold the bag in both hands, near
the microphone, and squeeze it with the
thumbs, alternately, in walking rhythm.
The effect is extremely realistic.
Rain is produced with a large piece of
tissue paper, some scotch tape, a supply
of salt or sugar, and two cardboard
boxes. The drawing (Fig. 7) is comletely self -explanatory. By making the
tissue -paper slide flatter or steeper, the
rain may be made hard or gentle. The
steeper the slide, the faster the salt
moves and the harder the rain seems.
For a railway locomotive, two blocks
of wood, about 3 x 4 inches each, the
surface of each covered with rough

or 3/16 -inch plywood, 2 inches wide
and 2% feet long. The string is No. 8
piano wire. Fig. 5 explains all construction details.
To make squeaks, the string is bowed
with a violin bow. The pitch is varied by
pressing down on the end of the neck.
Twangs are made by plucking the
wire, tuning the string with the eyebolt
at the end of the neck to produce a medium sound. For best results, the box
should be secured to the table with a C
clamp, which will leave both hands free
to produce sound.
The twang box is well shown in the
photo. Note especially the position of
the mike, which is very important. With
all sound effects, great variations can be
produced by slightly changing the mike
position. Experiment!
Other sound machines may be made
very easily. Wind is produced with an
electric fan motor and a block with 4
dowels inserted and firmly fastened into
it. See Fig. 6.
To produce thunder or an explosion.
use a half -teaspoon of BB -shot in a
basket -ball bladder. This is shown in the
photo of the squawk board. Hold the Construction
RADIO -CRAFT
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Fig. 5-The twang boa, another
easily -constructed instrument.

sandpaper, are used. Rubbing the faces
together, close to the microphone, will
produce a convincing train.
Fire is produced by twisting a piece
of cellophane before the mike. Water, or
waves, can be produced with another
handful of BB -shot in a thin oval cardboard box such as a man's hat box. Hold
the box at the ends and tilt it slowly
so the shot rolls around on the bottom,
near the outside edge.

Things are what they seem
An early sound -effects story tells of
the attempts of one studio to imitate the
sound of water being poured from a
pitcher into a glass. The BB -shot could
not produce a convincing sound. Crumpling a newspaper was no good. Everything in the sound -man's repertoire was
tried without effect. Finally someone
suggested pouring water from a pitcher
into a glass
!
Here is a lesson for the amateur
sound -effects man! Hammer a piece of
board with an ordinary hammer, and
you are carpentering. For sawing, use
(Continued on page 88)

...

and use of the twang box can be easily understood from the photograph above.
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A.C.-D.C. SERVICING

A few short -cuts in midget radio repair
THE a.c.-d.c. radio is the most f requent visitor to the service shop.
Not only is it the commonest type
of radio, but many parts are often
weakened by heat in the smaller and
less well-ventilated a.c. -d.c. midgets.
The first cost of these sets is so low
that the customer is unwilling to pay
a great deal to have them repaired.
The question then is: how can the serviceman make any money servicing
these receivers?
The answer is -turn out more sets
per day! Perhaps you are already turning out all you possibly can. But by
using a few good short cuts, these
small sets can really be serviced much

faster.

By JOHN BOWLES
This same test may be used for open
ballasts or series line resistors.
In some cases the rectifier tube fails

Fig.

I-A

quick way to find an open filament.

without the filament opening. Often this
can be determined just by looking at
the tube. A bluish or pinkish glow between the elements indicates a shorted
filter condenser or an overload due to
some other cause. Usually this has already damaged the tube.

The larger part of the time used in
servicing a set is spent finding the
trouble. Therefore the main concern is
to locate the fault as quickly as possible.
Then the job can be completed quickly.
Microphonic or noisy tubes can be
Defective tubes cause the majority
of a.c.-d.c. set failures. Burned -out fila- found by tapping them lightly or they
ments cause the most trouble. To find may be moved around slightly. If a blast
them -remove the chassis from the of noise or a squeal is produced, it is
cabinet. Usually little can be done with- best to replace with a new tube. Reout this. Turn the bottom of the chassis peat the tapping or movement with the
up to get at the tube bases. Plug in the new tube. This tells the story quickly.
set and switch it on. The leads of an
a.c. voltmeter capable of reading the Filter condenser troubles
Faulty filter condensers come second
full line voltage are placed across each
tube filament in turn. (See Fig. 1.) in causing a.c.-d.c. set failures. Open
When the voltmeter reads approxi- condensers occur as frequently as
mately full line voltage, it is across the shorted ones. If the set has a bad hum,
open filament. Replace the tube.
chances are that one or more of the

filters are open. The quickest way to
check is to connect another condenser
across the circuit. You know this method, of course. You also know that it is
tedious. It is extremely hard to touch
the correct points with the leads. They
slip off, causing shock, or perhaps a
disastrous short. This difficulty can be
overcome by making a filter condenser
test box. Five 8 -µf. condensers are connected as shown in Fig. 2. A test cord
is brought out with polarized markings.
The capacities are additive by throwing
the toggle switches, in steps of 8µf.
Test first across the input filter. If
the hum does not stop and the volume
increase, try it across each of the other
filters in turn.
If one part of a multisection condenser block is bad, it is always wise to
replace the entire pack.
The quickest way to find a shorted
filter condenser is to take an ohmmeter
reading between the cathode of the rectifier tube and the chassis. A reading of
less than 1,000 ohms would indicate that
the filters were shorted. In some a.c.-

Fig.

2-Substitution

box for filter tests.

d.c. sets the speaker field across the
rectified voltage supply has a resistance
as low as 1,000 ohms. For these sets

this reading may be expected. The
quickest way to find out which condenser is causing the trouble is to cut
the positive leads, one at a time, until
the ohmmeter reading increases.

Faulty paper condensers
By -pass condensers are

another

source of trouble in a.c.-d.c. sets. Placing another condenser across the suspected one, or across each one in the
set, is slow. The job can be speeded up
by using a by -pass condenser check box.
Five condensers, with a selective switch
and a pair of leads mounted in a small
box can test the usual sizes. The ca-

Test panel and service bench constructed by pupils of the Electric Shop. Dover
High School. Power panel supplies 117 volts, 6 volts for farm and rural sets, and
28

pacities are .0001, .00025, .01, 0.1, and
0.5 µf. A rotary switch with at least 6
contacts is needed. The leads may be
brought out to test prods or alligator
clips. Refer to Fig. 3 for details.
This test box may be used to check capacities other than those contained in it.
If a 0.25-µf condenser is to be checked,
the 0.1- or 0.5 -µf test condenser can be
used. Results may not be perfect, but
you can determine whether or not the
condenser is open.
(N.H.)
(Continued on page 77)
2 volts.
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Part VI
VI- Directive arrays with metalmetal-screen
screen reflectors
By JORDAN McQUAY
THE reflector elements considered
in our previous article on the subject were single pieces of rod or
tubing, dipole -like in construction
and slightly longer than the radiating
dipole.
A prominent characteristic of u.h.f.
waves is that they are reflected by almost any type of metal screen, object, or
surface The metal functions much as

an ordinary mirror when light waves
impinge on it.
Thus, when desired, the dipole-like reflector element can be replaced by a
metal screen or surface of suitable area,
properly spaced behind the radiating
dipole. Length of the metal screen or
surface should be such that the reflector
extends about a half wavelength beyond the extremities of the radiating

RELECIOR SCREEN

(WIRE MESH

OR SOLIO

METAL)

-The reflector may be a flat screen.
dipole. Height of the metal screen or
surface is not critical, but should be at
least half the length of the reflector. See
Fig.

1

case of rod or tube reflectors.
Typical uses of metal -screen, wire,
or mesh reflectors are shown in Fig.
1, and photos A, B and C.

Phased arrays
The simple horizontal arrays previously described provide various amounts
of directivity of the field intensity pattern in the horizontal plane. The vertical plane also is unidirectional, but the
pattern of radiation is extremely wide
and not too useful.
Such arrays are adequate for low power or limited-range applications,
where extreme directivity in both horizontal and vertical planes is not required.
But for high -power operation, extreme directivity in both planes, and
general increased efficiency-upright
and much larger arrays (consisting of
many radiating dipoles) are used for
the transmission and reception of
u.h.f. waves.
Included in this group of important
microwave antennas are: The broadside array, the colinear array, the billboard array. Differences in the arrays
are primarily those of arrangement and
number of radiating dipoles.
In general, the half-wave dipoles are
constructed of conventional metal rod or
tubing. They may be center -fed or end fed, but all dipoles must be fed in phase
-by suitable spacing and arrangement
of feed or transmission lines.
The dipoles are arranged within the
same plane with respect to the earth.
They may be stacked parallel, or
mounted end-to -end. The position of all
dipoles within that plane determines the
polarization of the u.h.f. waves being
transmitted or received. Horizontal
polarization-used in most u.h.f. applications-is obtained by mounting the
dipoles in a horizontal position. For vertical polarization, the dipoles are
mounted vertically.
For unidirectional operation, individual and separate reflector elements can
be used behind each radiating dipole.
It is more practical and efficient to

Fig. 1.
At u.h.f. operating wavelengths of
less than 1 meter, the metal reflector
need not be a solid surface. It may be
perforated with holes no larger than
X/8. Or the reflector may employ a screen
of wire mesh, again providing that
spenings are no larger than X/8. Many
types of ordinary fencing material are
satisfactory for the construction of reflectors for arrays.
Metal- screen reflectors are spaced in
the same manner as the dipole -like reflectora. The reflectora are not connected
to the electrical circuit, since their operation is parasitic in nature, as in the
RADIO -CRAFT for
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Photo

B-A

J
Photos by U.S. Army Signal Corps

Photo

A- Billboard

antenna's screen reflector.

use a reflector screen, particularly if
there are a large number of dipoles.
Such a nonresonant reflector is easier
and cheaper to construct, and provides
a better broad -band response than a
resonant reflector.
The wire mesh of the reflector is often
made the main support of the entire array by mounting the radiating dipoles
on quarter-wave metallic insulators
which are short- circuited at the reflector screen. This rigidity of construction permits use of larger, heavier radiating dipoles -in turn providing oper-

simple horizontal four -element colinear array with

a

wire- screen reflector.
29

(Fig. 2) are chosen to place the dipoles
a half-wave apart. By reversing connections on alternate dipoles, they are
effectively fed in. phase.
The billboard array exhibits many
colinear array. It is essentially an arrangement in width, and provides ex- directional characteristics of both the
treme directivity in the horizontal field. coliear and broadside arrays. It comTypical example of the colinear array bines the directivity and power gain of
antennas A and C- resulting in an exis shown in Fig. 2.
Quarter-wave stubs are used between tremely narrow, directional beam in the
adjacent dipoles. Thus current is in horizontal field of intensity. It also exphase in each radiating section of the hibits similar high directivity in the
vertical plane. But, except for radar and
array.
Sharpness of the radiation pattern is certain types of navigational equipprimarily a function of the number of ment, the horizontal field of intensity is
half-wave radiating dipoles arranged in of prime importance.
a horizontal line. The greater the number of dipoles, the greater the horizon- Feeder systems
Maximum efficiency of the u.h.f. antal directivity-with no regard for the
tenna system requires a low-loss, nonvertical directivity pattern.
This relation is shown in Fig. 2 by radiating feeder system between the
antennas C and D with their relative output of the transmitter and the acturadiation patterns plotted in the hori- al antenna array and between the array
zontal plane, where antenna C provides and the input of the u.h.f. receiving
greater directivity and consequent in- equipment.
At fairly low frequencies in the u.h.f.
crease in power gain.
This is the outstanding characteristic band -from 300 to 600 megacycles
is possible to use rigid, spaced, open of the colinear array.
wire transmission line. Such feeder lines
consist of metal tubing. They must be
Billboard array
nonresonant,
otherwise leakage current
When a considerable number of halfwave dipoles are arranged geometrically will damage the insulators.
Polystyrene can be used for all inboth in height and width, the result
a combination of the broadside and coli- sulators, attached to the feeder line at
near types -is known as a billboard voltage nodes. However, a much more
satisfactory insulator is the metal stub
array.
It may consist of 4 or multiples of 4 support, or metallic insulator, which
dipoles. Some months ago when radar also helps keep the feeder line rigid. A
contact was made with the moon, Sig- stub support is a quarter -wave section
nal Corps engineers used a billboard of line, short -circuited at one end by any
array consisting of 64 half-wave di- kind of metal frame or surface. The
poles. Another arrangement is shown in opposite end-connected to the linePhoto B. In general, the greater num- represents a very high impedance. Thus
ber of dipoles in a billboard array, the no energy is lost through use of such an
greater the power gain and directivity. insulator at ultra -high frequencies.
The feeder line is matched to both anVertical spacing between parallel dipoles is about a half wavelength, and tenna array and the transmitter output,
feed points along the, transmission line with matching stubs placed anywhere
along the feeder

Colinear array

When any number of half -wave dipoles are placed end -to-end along a horizontal line, the result is known as a

-it

-

Photo C -High- elevation 32- element billboard.

ation over a broader band of frequencies.

Directors are seldom used with large,
phased arrays. This is mainly because
of mechanical difficulties of construction. Any added benefit of directivity
can be equaled
not surpassed -by
careful design and arrangement, spacing, and phasing of dipoles.

-if

Broadside array
When any number of half-wave dipoles (or pairs of half-wave dipoles)
are stacked one above the other in
parallel, the result is known as a broadside array. It is essentially an arrangement in height, and may consist of two
or more dipoles.
Vertical spacing between parallel dipoles should be close to a half -wave
length. To preserve phase relationships
without unnecessary lengths of transmission line, polarity is reversed between alternate dipoles as shown by
antennas A and B in Fig. 2. Thus the
array is fed with equal currents in the
same phase.
The broadside array is used to obtain
extreme directivity in the vertical field.
Sharpness of the radiation pattern in
the vertical plane is primarily a function of the number of stacked dipoles.
The greater the number of dipoles, the

Ì
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ANT.7i

BROADSIDE ANT

:E 4.

line.
The principal disadvantage of the
open -wire feed line
is a sporadic tendency to radiate
because of the
spacing between
conductors. U.h.f.

4

ANT.'A

feeder lines must

HORIZONTAL FIELD'

:r- }í+rANTENNAS

10

be nonresonant.
The best remedy
to employ a concentric line or coaxial cable.
T h e concentric

.

'

BILLBOARD ANT

/-"

line may contain
ceramic or poly-

styrene insulators
between inner and

tiKtt
4*Iu14%%:,

greater the directivity in the vertical
plane with no regard for the horizontal

plane.
This relation is illustrated by antennas A and B and their relative radiation patterns in the vertical field,
where antenna A provides greater directivity and greater power gain. This
is an outstanding characteristic of the
broadside array.

BROADSIDE

A"

0

BILLBOARD ARRAY

MINOR SIDE LOBES

2
''HORIZONTAL FIELD"
ALL FIELD INTENSITY PATTERNS IN SAME RELATIVE SCALE
ALL PATTERNS CALIBRATED IN DEGREES

1

2-

thus raises the
breakdown voltage.
1947
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Fig.
Showing how characterisics of broadside and coliear arrays
are combined in the billboard to give excellent sharpness and grin.
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t e r conductors.
Often the line is
sealed shut after
injecting an inert
gas. This prevents
collection -of moisture inside the concentric l i n e and
on
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STUDIO

Ill-Cutters, volume level indicators and compensation circuits
By J. C. HOADLEY

WITH the equipment described
in Part I of this article on
hand, it is necessary to con-

nect the different units in
such a way that a maximum of fidelity
and utility may be obtained.
Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a typical
recording layout. This is a basic setup
which may be added to from time to
time. It consists of several studio microphones, a recording amplifier with level
indicator and monitor speaker (or
phones), dual recording tables with
playback pickups, a high -quality playback speaker, receiver, and switches to
perform the switching operations required for maximum usefulness.
The most important considerations
are to connect the cutters to the amplifier properly and to connect-between
the cutters and the amplifier-suitable
networks which control the cutter's
characteristics in order to provide the
best possible recording.
First, it is necessary to match the
impedance of the cutter so frequency response will be smooth and distortion
low. There are several types of recording heads and their connections vary.
If you have chosen a crystal type, you
can connect it to the amplifier in various ways. We will assume the use of a
push -pull recording amplifier, as it is
markedly better than a single -ended
one for recording and not much more
expensive. We will further assume the
use of either triodes or beam tetrodes
with sufficient negative feedback as output tubes.

such as the Brush RC -20, to reflect not
over 4,000 ohms to the cutter. It is desirable to reflect a lower impedance, of
the order 2,500 to 3,000 ohms. This

constant -velocity recording characteristic with a turnover frequency of 500
cps, the transformer should have a
secondary impedance of 22,000 ohms
PHONES

TALK BACK MIKE
MONITOR

$PHR
MIKE N

°2

MIKE N °1

ATTENUATOR
I

IRECORDING AMPL
PLAYBACK
SPHR

o

o

o
PLAYBACK PICKUP N °2

CUTTER N °2

IITURNTABLE

N

°2

CUT TER N °I

PLAYBACK PICKUP N °I

TURNTABLE N

RECEIVER

°l

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF RECORDING STUDIO

Fig.

I

-Block diagram of

a

recording studio with sufficient equipment for professional work.

happens to be the plate -to -plate output
impedance of push -pull 2A3's, so we do
not need a special output transformer
for these tubes. We can connect the cutter as shown in Fig. 2 -a.
To cut commercial modified constant velocity recordings (similar to shellac
pressings), we must insert Rx in Fig.
2 -a. As the crystal presents a capacitive
impedance, this constitutes an RC network. Voltage across the crystal will
decrease with frequency above a certain turnover frequency. This frequency
will be determined by Rx and the
crystal's capacity. The RC -20 crystal's
internal capacity is 0.007 pi at 100 cycles. Therefore, for this type crystal
to provide a turnover frequency of 600
Connecting the cutter
cps, in Fig. 2 -a Rx would equal 44,000
Fig. 2 shows two methods of connect- ohms. For other turnover frequencies,
ing a crystal cutter. For a constant - consult the Brush technical bulletin No.
amplitude recording characteristic, we 291 which is supplied with this cutter.
omit Rx or Ry, because the crystal cutIn Fig. 2 -b, the transformer T2
ter has a uniform stylus displacement matches the crystal to a 500 -ohm line,
with constant applied input voltage and for constant amplitude recording
within its frequency range. It is neces- should have a secondary impedance of
sary, with a conventional crystal cutter 3,000 to 4,000 ohms. For a commercial

and Ry also should have a value of
22,000 ohms.

These recording characteristics may
.5

C

oal

RR

Oa TO

Ra SPKR

5
a

600a

600a

2b
Fig. 2 -How crystal cutter may be connected.

be modified for special purposes by
varying the frequency response of the
recording amplifier with frequency controls or external equalizers. It is conventional to emphasize the high -frequency response in constant -velocity
recording. The high frequencies are
(Continued on page 83)

o.

F.-_

Typical specimens of high -quality recording and playback apparatus.
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TELEVISION FOR TODAY
Part XII

- High

and low- voltage power supplies
By MILTON S. KIVER

ATELEVISION receiver, because ping off voltages for the focusing (first)
of its construction, requires two anode and the accelerating electrode.
types of power supplies. All the Second, it discharges the condensers
tubes, with the exception of the when the set is turned off. Since the
cathode -ray tube, are low -voltage units. voltage is high and the current low, the
Hence, all of these circuits can be bleeder resistance must be high. Values
bunched together and supplied from the between 4 and 10 megohms are norsame source. This is generally a conven- mal. The low current drain permits the
tional power supply capable of supply- use of 1 -watt resistors, at 1 and 2.2
ing the required current. A commercial megohms. The resistors are series -connected, as in Fig. 2, and taps or suitable
unit is shown in Fig. 1.
potentiometers are
8+350 400V
inserted at the apSW
5U4
117V AC
propriate voltage
ADJUSTABLE B+vOLTAGESJ
points.
BLEEDERi -20K
The only differ-

/

ence between a
high -voltage supply
designed for elec-

Fig.

l

-A

conventional power supply suited to low- voltage circuits.

2X2/2Y2

IoOK

2ND ANODE SKV -7.5KV

RI

R2
R3
R4

R1.R2.R3.R5,R6 =IMEG,IW;

Fig.

R4 =500K,IW.

2-High -voltage cathode -ray tube

OCUS ST ANODE

supply.
RS

creasing capacity. Hence, a compromise
value is used. A typical high-voltage
circuit is shown in Fig. 2.
A bleeder resistor is placed across
the high-voltage power supply terminals
for two reasons. First, it permits tap32

R6

ACC

R7
TO ONO

t. GRW

IF USED

ORL.V.B+
PDAIFR SUPPLY

DIRECT DC PATH

nNALvow
AMR

C.R.T.

trostatic deflection
tubes and that used
for electromagnetic

deflection is in the
The high -voltage unit must be cap- centering system which must be provided
able of supplying 5,000 to 7,500 volts. for the deflection plates. The necessary
However, the current drain is extreme- circuit was shown in the preceding artily small -generally not more than 750 cle of this series. These controls are
microamperes. This permits modifica- placed as close to the second anode potion of the component values in the tential as possible, since the deflection
high-voltage unit to result in a rela- plates are physically located near the
tively small and compact assembly. For- second anode in the cathode-ray tube. A
tunately. the small current drain per- large difference in voltage between the
mits the use of half-wave rectification deflection plates and the second anode
would slow down the electrons in the
with very little filter difficulty.
Filtering is accomplished by a `brute beam and distort the image.
The centering controls provide a
force" unit (one with large series elements and relatively small shunt con- method of varying the d.c. voltage bedensers). When the voltage reaches the tween the two plates of each set. The
values called for in television, extreme electron beam, in passing between the
care must be exercised that the energy plates, is subjected to the electric field
in the filter condensers does not exceed caused by the voltage difference and
1 joule, since this is sufficient to kill shifted accordingly. If the electron
most people on contact. Energy storage beam does not require this additional
varies directly with capacitance; con- shifting in order to reach the center
sequently, the smaller the capacity, the of the screen, the centering voltage can
better. The smaller capacitance is also be reduced to zero volts difference beeconomical. However, filtering ability of tween the plates. Note that the centera condenser decreases directly with de- ing is accomplished by the voltage dif17V AC

the position of the beam as it appears
on the screen.
One final word about the power supply of Fig. 2. Many manufacturers connect the negative end of the high -voltage supply to some positive point on the
low-voltage unit, instead of directly to
ground. As a result of this connection,
every point on the high-voltage unit is
raised by an amount equal to the po.
tential at the point of attachment. Why
this is done can be understood best by
reference to Fig. 3.
In Fig. 3 -a, the control grid of the
cathode -ray tube is directly connected to

FINAL VIDEO AMP.

F

8+300V.

30 -50v

Figs.3 -a and 3-b--How voltage may be gained
attaching to positive of low -voltage supply.

the plate of the final video amplifier.
This places a high positive voltage on
the grid of the cathode-ray tube and
necessitates an even greater positive
voltage on the cathode. The positive voltage on the control grid comes from thé
low- voltage power supply. The required
positive voltage for the cathode can come
either from the low-voltage supply, or by
tapping up on the high -voltage bleeder
chain. If we tap up on the high-voltage
bleeder chain, we decrease the positive
potential of each of the other elements
in the cathode-ray tube. The effective
voltage of these other elements is measference between ured from the cathode of the tube, not
each set of plates ground. Hence, in this latter method,
and not by the po- two hundred to three hundred volts of
larity or value of the high-voltage supply is used only té
this voltage with counteract the positive control -grid
respect to the cath- voltage and not for accelerating the
electron beam.
ode.
If we connect the negative end of the
In electromagnetic deflection, the high -voltage unit to the B -plus of the
centering controls low- voltage supply, then the cathode can
receive their volt - be placed at the lowest point in the
ages from the low - high -voltage bleeder chain, or even at
voltage power sup - some lower positive voltage in the low ply. By controlling voltage unit. This permits complete
the amount and di- utilization of the high voltage.
If the control grid is not subjected to
rection of the current through the the d.c. potential of the preceding video
(Continued on page 50)
coils, we can alter
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Multi- Station Intercoms
Part III-Intercom installation and maintenance
By RICHARD H. DORF
IN the last two articles

-

we discussed
the construction of two types of
intercommunication master stations
and three types of switching systems.
This part will deal with the problems of
installing and maintaining intercom
networks.
Whether custom -built units or factory-built commercial jobs are to be
used, the initial step is to appraise
the requirements of the particular installation. Each user's needs should be

carefully tabulated.
The principal question is whether to
use a master-to- master or a master -toremote system. In installations which
consist of only two stations, this problem answgrs itself, since it would be
foolish to use two masters. In other
cases there is always the consideration
of cost versus utility.
In a home, for example, where a person in any room may want to call a
person in any other room, the master to- master system is almost obligatory.
If the user wants communication only
between each of several master bed-

0.

rooms and the kitchen, however, the less
expensive master -to- remote setup can be
used, with the master in the kitchen.
In a typical factory installation, the
production manager may want to be
able to call each of several assembly
rooms; that would permit use of the
cheaper intercom system. But if communication were needed among several
executives, master-to- master would be
indicated.
Where master -to-master is decided
upon, a choice must be made -where the
custom -built units are used-of either
the 3 -tube or the 1 -tube master. Either
will perform very satisfactorily, and in
operation there is no difference. However, with the 1 -tube masters, failure of
any station amplifier will incapacitate
that station entirely. With the 3 -tube
amplifier the station will still be able to
hear calls, even though its amplifier is
dead. In this case, the choice is one of
price versus reliability.

It is always necessary to confer with
the buyer of the system, to explain all
these factors, and then to base the final
choice upon his informed decision.
The next consideration is the physical
layout of the area to be covered. Fig. 1
shows block diagrams of an installation
with five stations. Examination will
show that Fig. 1 -a obviously uses less
connecting cable. The installation shown
in Fig. 1 -b would be justified only if
some barrier such as a stone wall, body
of water, etc., prevented the more economical cabling route.
The usual method of connecting each
station to the cable is through a junction
box.A standard black -crackle finish steel
box, 4 x 4 x 2 inches, was conveniently
made into such a junction box (see
drawing). A terminal strip with
the required number of lugs (1 more
than the total number of stations) is
fastened to the inside of the box. The
holes required for entry and exit of the
cable are made, and the box is screwed
to the baseboard as near as possible to
the location of the station unit.
In the box pictured, a standard 8-contact tube socket is mounted in the upper

wall. Under the chassis of the station
unit is a 6-lug terminal strip, to which
one end of a 6 -wire cable is soldered.
The other end is soldered to an 8 -prong
plug, which fits into the junction -box
socket. The socket is wired to the
junction -box terminal strip, as is the
cable which runs between stations. With
this arrangement, the station unit can
be removed for cleaning or repair by
simply pulling out the a.c. plug and the
cable plug. No unsoldering or tampering
is necessary.
Another factor which makes the use
of junction boxes almost imperative is
the difficulty of cutting into or splicing
multiwire cables. A junction box should
be used at any place in the system where
the cable must be tapped. It is entirely
practical -as an alternative -to mount
a socket on the rear apron of the amplifier chassis and plug a cable from the

junction box into that. The difficulty is
that the plug will usually jut out unpleasantly from the rear of the cabinet.
Richard H. Dorf was born in New
York City in 1921. Being thrown several feet after inserting a hairpin in
the a.a wall socket at the age of 5

started his interest in electricity. Progressed through model train control
systems and model stage set lighting
setups to audio amplifier construction.
Has been announcing and handling
programs at New York radio stations
since the age of 17. Spent 31/2 years
in the Air Forces as communications
officer, teaching radio and maintaining
airborne v.h.f. equipment. Now is programming FM station WMGM.
About eight hours a day are spent on
his hobbies, audio, radio. and good manic. Specializes in the design and construction of audio equipment, including
recording systems, but creates a bit of
r.f., too, now and then, with the call
W2QMI.

Several manufacturers make intercom
cable with almost any desired number
of conductors. This cable is color -coded
OCT

L

SOCKET

TERMINAL STRIP
FASTENED TO INNS
WALL

ABLE TO
OTHER

JUNCTION

it

BOX(

4

boxes simplify maintenance problems.

(a necessity) and usually cloth -insulated. It is very satisfactory for all
indoor installations, but actually any
(Continued

on page

80)
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-a- Economically -wired intercom
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system.
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b- Wiring

system due fo blocking walls.
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Canberra's Mobile Radios
Firemen and plumbers respond to radio calls
ices, uses radio

communication

with its service vehicles just as police
departments do in
other cities. An
electrician, for instance, who has
just finished a job,
doesn't go straight
back to his baso.
He tunes his radio
to find out if there's
another job in the
immediate neigh-

borhood. The department has been
astonished to find
net.
municipal
mobile
radio
Central control station of Canberra's
how often there is.
It all came about because of the big
SOMETHING has gone wrong with
the main fuses in your house. forestry projects that have their headYou report to the electricity peo- quarters in the capital. The country
ple by 'phone, and almost before round about is wild and set among
you've had time to put the instrument rugged hills, and it was difficult for
down, there's a ring at the door, and a forestry patrols to keep in touch with
each other and with their base.
man has come to do the job.
It sounds like a housewife's dream,
doesn't it? But in Canberra, Australia's Readymade sets lacked power
R. G. Fowler, radio engineer to the
planned capital, it often happens. And
not only with the electricians, but with department, fitted up a few cars with
the plumber and the ambulance, the po- small imported commercial sets, and
lice and the men who repair refrigera- the problem was solved. Therevas only
one difficulty. The little sets had a short
tors and other mechanical appliances.
The Government department that is range and the patrols worked over wide
landlord of most of Canberra's houses areas, so cars were often out of range
and which provides all the normal serv- of the base station. Because of war de-

mands, no further
units were obtainable. Fowler set
about designing and
making his own.
The result was
even better than
he had expected.
His sets, although
worked off car batteries with vibrator
units, and not much
bigger than a car
radio, had a range

that far exceeded anything that could
have been bought. Forest patrols often
speak to each other across forty-mile
skyline distances, over thickly -wooded
hilly country, unfavorable for radio
communication.
Shortly after the successful trials of
the first seta, the department realized
that radio control could be usefully applied to all the ordinary services. After
the road and bridge maintenance cars
had been fitted, Fowler turned to the
water and sewerage services, and the
electrical and mechanical fitters.
Now the police, fire brigade and ambulance services are having their turn,
and soon every emergency that can happen to Canberra people will be dealt
with swiftly and efficiently by radio. Incidentally, the department has found
that by being able to go straight to his
next job, the average serviceman saves
as much as forty miles of driving each
day.

Ordinary citizens have also had rea-

son to bo glad of the service. Recently
some hikers were lost for days in the
densely wooded country outside the capi-

tal. When they were eventually found
by airplane, the pilot radioed messages
that were relayed to forestry cars working in the vicinity. The wanderers were
soon picked up. Had it not been for
speedy radio service, help might have
arrived too late.
Radio electrician's helper
Some weeks earlier, an electrical
maintenance man, installing a windpowered battery charger up on the Bag
Range, damaged some of his essential
equipment in an accident.
Bag Range is a wild place, almost inaccessible, and to reach it, he'd been
obliged to transfer all his gear, including the radio, on to a mule -drawn sledge,
and drag it for miles. The sledge capsized and all his equipment rolled down
(Continued on page 75)

Above -The large transceivers are conveniently installed as shown.
Left -Top view of transceiver unit. The 8- battery is inside the case.
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WORLD -WIDE STATION LIST
Edited by ELMER
CON.DITIONS have been improving
in the past few months and perhaps some good dx will be heard
one of these days. Sun spots have

been bothering at times, but there have
been a few good days. The Australians
have been heard very fine business on
15.200 mc from 0200 to 0400 hours EST;
and in foreign -language broadcast on
15.230 mo and 15.310 mc from 0230 to
0345 hours. Ponta del Gada in the
Azores is being heard from 1700 to 1900
hours on 4.845 me and puts in a very
good signal, on this new frequency. PGD
in the Netherlands gives the news in
English at 2300 hours except Saturday
on 6.020 mc. Ceylon is still being heard
Sundays from 1330 to 1530 hours to
Location

ALASKA

ALBANIA
Tirana
ALGERIA
Algiers
Algiers
Algiers

Station

WXFO

12.250

1800

to 0100

ZAA

7.850

1400

to

6.040

9.540
11.830

ANDORRA
ANGOLA

Benguela
Locanda

ARGENTINA

Buenos Aires
Buenos Aires
Buenos Aires

5.980
9.160
9.470

CRBRB
C R6 RA

LRSI
LRY I

LRYI

Rosario

to 1900

1330 to 1430
0115 to 0230; 0630 to
0745; 1400 to 1530

to 2300

0545
2100
1600
0600

to 0715; 1800 to

0230

to 0830

VLQ
VLQ
VLG3

7.210
7.240
9.580
11.710

Melbourne

VLA4

11.770

Melbourne
Perth

VLG6
VLW7

15.230
9.520

Shepowon

V LC8

1500
1100

to

tu

to

to 1200; 1530
1830; 2315 to 0045

to

0345
1100

2300

1030;

1700

lu

2045

to

CLR

7.280
9.540

1015
1620

to 1045
to 1300;

Bhepparton
Shepparton
Shepparton
Shepparton

V LC8

9.1110

0220
0830

VLC7
V LC4

9.680
11.840
15.310

to 1200

VLB2

09110

to

6.1100

ISLANDS

Santa Cruz

CHILE
0230

Shepparton

CFCX

CBFW

EA143

Colombo
Colombo

1800

to 1900
to 1200

2100 to
0530 to
2045

Free.

CEYLON

11130

0109 to 0145;

Station

Montreal
CKLO
Montreal
C K CX
Montreal
CKNC
Toronto
CFRX
Vancouver
CKFX
Vancouver
COAX
Winnipeg
C1R0
Winnipeg
CKRX
CANAL ZONE
Quarry Heights

CANARY

11300

6.090

Brisbane
Brisbane
Melbourne
Melbourne

V LQ2

to 1700
to 0300; 1200 to

5.981)

9.080
11.880

LRR

AUSTRALIA

Montreal
Montreal

1800

1290 to 1800
1230
0030
1800
0500

England on 7.190 me, coming in at a
very convenient time.
Dx on the ham bands has also been
very good at times. Several countries
have been heard on 10 and 20 meters
including G6WT in England, as well as
G2MF, G2BB, G3BK, G3IY and G8JB.
From Scotland GM8MN and GM4AN.
Denmark was heard via OA6PX. Several hams have been heard from Germany on 10 but notably D4ACD, who
seems to be on most of the time. PAHS
has also been heard several times from
the Netherlands as was LA4FB from
Norway. D4ARN is also heard often
from Germany. On 20 meters we have
numerous reports of the following:
G6BY and G6AY from England; XE1A
Location

Schedule

Free.

R. FULLER

Santiago
Santiago

CHINA

Canton

Chungking
Chungking
Chungking
Chungking
Goochow

Kwelyang

CEI174

CE 089

0.090
9.630
11.101
17.820
6.070
6.080
0.160
6.110
11.720
2.390
7.570

Schedule

to

0800 to

18)10

1200
1500
2341

to
118110
to
0930 to 0300
0830

0910 to 0200
2200 to 0300
1000 to 2000
0530
2305

to 0700;

0630

to 6ß01: 1100
1230 to DAM

1210;

1000 to

to

0600
0715
0145

t1

11.740

1700

12.1810

0.111

to 2400
to 0800; 1600 to

1930

t0

XGOY
XGOY
XGOA
XGOY

XGOL
XPSA

0400

9.7311

110110
121110

11.900

lu

to

11Y311

0630:

1015 to

1145

10.000
7.010

0460 to 1000
2330 tu 0030; 0430

to

00110

1100

0800 tu 0915
N. American beam, 2041
to 2115; 0010 to 1145;
.talallc beam. 1730 to
1800; 1'Idlippine beam,

Shanghai

XGRS

11.090

to

COLOMBIA
Armenia

0300
2400

HJFH

4.880

0600

to 2200

0930;

1830

to

Station

Free.

H1AB

4.780

H1CH
H1CW

1.8911

MCA

4850
1910

Schedule
1700

to 2255

1910

to 2200

18181

I1 2200
I. 1115;

Ie41
2315

Bogota

H1C0

I.OLn

Bogota

H1CX

6.1e20

Bogota

H1CD

0.100

Bogota

H1CT

6.200

Bogota
Cartagena

H1CF

6.210
4.020

Cartagena

HJAE

H1BB

HIDE

1.900
1.820
1811,
6.140

TIRH
TIPG

6.150
0.010

213(1

COJK
COBZ

8.7211

2000 to 0030
1000 to 2300

COCD
COCW
COCO
COCA
COBZZ

6.1:R1
1:.336

117110

7 011

1171111

5.0:10

01311

Cucuta

12911

to 1200:

to 0915
030 to 1130
0;30 tu 1030

11.650
7.130
9.650

Barranquilla

Bogota
Bogota
Bogota

Cali

3.390
6.070

2300

XTPA

your requests for further information
to the Shortwave Editor, c/o RAnloCRAFr, 25 West Broadway, New York 7,
New York. We would especially like to
hear from oms, yls, and xyls from overseas. So until next month, best of luck
and lots of fb dx. AU time is given in
24 -hours EST.
Location

0700 to 2115
0730 to 1945: 2000 to
2400
1000

and XE1CK from Mexico; EI6G from
Ireland; VO2AF from Newfoundland;
YV5ADX and YV5AE from Venezuela;
HK3BF from Colombia.
Listening Post Certificates will be in
the mails by the time that you have read
this, but more observers' services could
be used. We never can have too many
reports. The more we have, the better
picture of conditions we can print. Send

Modell n
COSTA RICA
San
San

CUBA

Jose
Jose

Camaguey
Havana
Havana
Havana
Havana
Havana
H avana
Havana
Havana
Havana
Havana

Havana

HJAP

HAD

6.,1411

11.9:0u

9.230

CoCX

11.270

9.390
9.830
COCY 11.740
ICmttin+ud ml.

COBL

to

1600 tO

1400; 1700

"300

COBA
COBC

11.19
07101

1400

to

Io 0800;

1600

to

to 1400;

1800

to

1700

to

2315
97110

2330
111011

°'15

to

to 7800;

1700 to
0000 to

2300

to
1900 to
1700 to
1100 to

2230

210

16110

1300;
2300
2200
2300

to 2100

0700 to 2330

I600

to 24110
to 2400
tu 2330

to 11030
0700 to 0100
08110

to 1200; 2000 to

2200
0700 to

0030

0700 to 2400
0715 to 0045
0630 to 0100

rage 79)

1900 to 1915

AUSTRIA

00011 to 0200; 0600 to
08011; 1000 to 2080
9.820 2345 to 2030
12.210 1145 to 2030

7.160

Vienna

Vienna
Vienna
AZORES
Ponta del Gads
Ponta del Gada
BELGIAN CONGO

4.040
11.090

1700
1500

to 1900

0000

to 0200; 1045 to

Leopoldville

OTC

9.380

Leopoldville
Leopoldville
Leopoldville

OTC
OTC
OTC

9.740
11.720
17.770

to 1600

16110

BOLIVIA

Cochabamba
Lopez

1300

0530
0500

to 2015
to 0730
to 0930:

CP40

6.510

CP49

6.770

1930
0700

1200;

BORNEO

Bal ikpapea

9.120

0700 to 0935

4.860

0000

Fortaleza
PRE9
Rio de Janeiro ZYCS
Rio de Janeiro PRL7

6.100
0.610
9.720

Rio de Janeiro PSH
Rio de Janeiro PRL8
ZYB7
Sao Paulo
BRITISH GUIANA

10.220
11.720
6.090

Belem

b

to 2200
to 0900; 1100 to
1730 to 2100

FRCS

BRAZIL

1130

1215

to 1100;

1530

to

21500

Georgetown

if

BRITISH
SOMALILAND

Edmonton

0945

to

1945

121111

to

1300

Rangoon

Calgary

to 0715;
1145: 1415 to
0545

7.130 0800 to 1030;

Hargeisha

BURMA

CANADA

6.000

to 2100
to 2200
0430 to 0600; 1415 to
1445; 15011 to 2100
1700 to 1800
heard t 0.100
1600 to 1950
1530
1500

CFYP
CJCA

RADIO -CRAFT
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Happy Station" of Huizen, Holland, covers the earth with this array of antennas.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC FARM RADIO
MODEL 280
ALIGNMENT CHART
Test
Oscillator
Setting

Pointer
Setting
On Radio

Adjust Por
Max. Output

1N5GT r.f. grid in

455 kc

"BC" Band
550 kc

let Lt. transformer trimmers

IRS cony, grid in

455 kc

"BC" Band

2nd I.f. trans former trimmers

1N5GT r.f. grid in

1710 ko

H.f. End

C18 (osc,)

1N5GT r.f. grid in

1500 ke

1500 kc

Cll

1N5GT r.f. grid In

600 kc

600 kc

1500 kc

1500 Ire

C4 (r.f.)
C21 (oec.)

Connect Test
Oscillator To

Step

SPECIFICATIONS
OPERATING FREQUENCIES:
Broadcast Band
Shortwave Band

.540-1710 kc.

1

.5.8-18.3 mc.
....455 kc.

I.f. Amplifier...
POWER OUTPUT.

Undistorted ...
.. ...
Mailmi.m ..... ..
R.F. STAGE GAINS:
Antenna post to NS -GT r.f. grid
INSGT r.f. grid to IRS.....
IRS grid to IN5-GT Lf. grid
IRS grid to IN5 -GT i.f, grid
IN5.GT grid to IHS -GT i.f. diode plates
.

..

....
..........

2

series with .05 mid.

0.16 watt
0.27 watt
3

at 1000
10 at 1030
46 at 1000
. 60 at 455
80 at 455
3

I

series with .05 odd.

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

series with .05 mid.

4

series with .05 mid.

5

series with .05 mid.

550 kc

(cony.)

*

**C16 (osc.

Adder)

6

Antenna Post in
series with 200 mint,

7

1N5GT r.f. grid in
series with .05 mfd.

18.3 me

H,f. End

8

Antenna post in
series with 400 ohms

16.0 me

16.0 me

C12 and CS

(Cony, and r.f.)
*Rock gang condenser when making alignment.
steps 3 and 4 for best results.

* *Repeat

o

°Ce11rg11

rs00ac

IN5-GT
R-F, AMP.

2
8á.
4

(Sput 2ea

/15K

1

I.1

IN5-GT

IR5 MIN
CONV OSC.

LE, AMP.

IH5-GT
DET.- AUDIO

3Q5-GT
OUTPUT

1

1

f11(a1,
blu

ÌoCji4Çg9

i

'l
r

ro°

L69

T4

IB

rd

11

16

Ti

J

2

.05

b1-I(-

27uuf't
10NMEG

t`
RESISTANCE VALUES NOTED ON EACH
COIL WINDING; VALUES MISSING ARE
LESS THAN I OHM.

T.05

T6

3.3

MEG

1

M

_T6

WIRED TO SPKR

FRAME.

-

90V.

19

+

rd

ALL SWITCHES SHOWN IN COUNTERCLOCKWISE C BROADCAST ) POSITION.

N: black; blu: blue ; br:braan;

rd:red; yel:yellaw; v.:green.
SPKR
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RADIO

Includes

Choose one of these
3 GREAT NEW DEALS

EQUIPMENT, TUBES, PARTS, TOOLS

TEST

3 complete going -in- businss packages.

(If neussory they can

be changed to suit your

nds.)

There never was a better opportunity than now to start a profitable
business of your own. No fuss, no worry. Here's everything you need.
Details upon request. Write, wire or phone!

TURNTABLE STAND

-

Compact

Accurate

-

391

e

TEST INSTRUMENTS

V. M. AUTOMATIC CHANGER

Priced Right!

Range Selector Switch
Jeweled Meter
All multipliers bridge tested for 1'; accuracy
Zero adlustrnent -built in batteries
Molded bukelite case only 3- 15/16' a
2 -7/8- s

2'

450A

MODEL

-

With each stand we send
a stroboscope free.

Volt -Ohm
Milliammeter

All steel

-

volt.

Ranges: Volts DC,

0-5/10/50/500/1000;
Mills DC. 0-1;
Ohms füll scale.

complete with

PHILCO BEAM OF LIGHT
$ 1 .80

batteries10.90

Selenium cell only, no holder, postpaid...
(Puts new life into Phileo Changer,,
Sapphire needle only, no mirror, pstpuld

$1

.20

SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS

MODEL 451A
AC -DC

-

-

-

SPECIAL
!

0- 5000/50.000/500,000;
Ohms center scale,
30/300,3000.

NET

-

-

Volt Ohm
Milliamrneter

-

Two Post Changer with well -made mechanism
plays 10' or 12' records intermixed. Low pressure
crystal pickup. Site 14' x 14'. Packed two to a factorysealed carton, factory guaranteed.
A

adjustable - holds turntable 15' glove tan,h
tilts to any punition - speeds work - saves time
prevents damage to parts - pay's for itself on first job
you need several at this low price.

fine Instrument having a
sensitivity of 1000 ohms per
A

-A('II

1595

CARTON
OF TWO

I

'

Television Kit
Proven Circuit

A dependable instrument of
wide utility sensitivity 1000

7' Picture Tube

-

ohms per volt.
Ranges: Volta AC, DC, and

Pre -tuned RF

Output Ranges,
0-10/50/100;500/1000;
Ohms full scale, 500,000.
Ohms center scale, 7200.

NET

Special Antenna

Hallieraf tors S33_

complete with batteries

1

4.90

Same instrument as above but has 2500 ohms per

sensitivity.

FX-42 (It epinee,SX-2C:5L

..

.

$47.50

100% Complete

275.00

Famous Television Kit as advertised by 7Yunseision,
inc. complete with all tubes, panel, everything -now

89.50

..,-...

ejtSELENIUM

volt

RECTIFIERS

Direct permanent replacement for 11726
1723 etc. No filament -no socket
lo trouble.

-

-I

16.60
MODEL 452A

complete with batteries

toi'O$

l

4

Volt -Ohmmeter

superb instrument -100
microampere meter gives
10000 ohms per volt sensiA

61.040
net

98e 50nrmorelC
net

Crowe No. 634- direct ratio
drive -antique bronze escutcheon 2,;,¡' z
painter

Ranges: Volta DC,
0- 10/50/100/500/1000;
Ohms full scale,
0-2000/20,000/200,000, ;2

travel

3!4'

NET with pilot
lamp bracket...

Melts;
Ohms center scale,
30/300/3000/30,000.

4'-

! .74
1

Volt -OhmMllliammeter

111

An economy pocket motet
featuring a 2' moving vane
meter.
Reads: AC-DC volts,
0 -25/50 /125/250;
Mills AC-DC, 0-50;

KA'

Ohms, 100,000;

mfd..05-15.
Jacke provide range selection.
and plug

TEST LEADS (Removable Needle Points)
Excellent for above instrumenta.
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JEWELLED PILOT
LIGHT ASSEMBLIES
Candelabra screw base for 110 volt
lamp.
Mount in
hole.
Lamps removable from front of panel.

Available marked 1.23 or
of lens.

YOUR CHOICE net

4 on

bark

19e

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

SUPPLY &

ENGINEERING (O., Inc.

6.75
.59

MAY,

$159.50

Include full remittance with orders of ¡3.00 or levy.
Include 25% deposit with all C.U.D. orders of
Prices subject to change without
$3.00 or more.
a

14.90
MODEL 312

complete with batteries

NET Comple with cord

available from our stock. Another
Radio Supply "First"
When ordering, specify station channels neevled.

l'

SLIDE RULE DIALS

tivity.

NET

........

S-40 (Replaces S52011)

MODEL 451B
NET

A995

125 SELDEN AVE.
1947

DETROIT

1,

MICH.
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Transatlantic News
From our European Correspondent, Major Ralph Hallows

SA stands

MUfor

multiple -

unit steerable antenna. The system was installed
at a site in Kent
by the British
General Post Office to ensure at all
times and all seasons distortion -free
and fading -free reception of telephonic
transmissions from the United States.
The quality of these, as relayed to all
parts of Britain by the BBC, is now

excellent.
The principle of Musa is theoretically
quite simple. With a high -frequency
transmission, the vertical angle of arrival of the wave trains at the receiving antenna varies constantly owing
to rapid changes in the under surface
of the F- layer. At any instant there is
a particular vertical angle at which
incoming'signals are at their strongest.
But wave trains may be (and probably
are) arriving simultaneously at other
angles. Fading occurs when there is a
phase difference between wave trains
arriving at different angles after traversing paths of different lengths. A
fruitful source of distortion is the more
or less rapid change of polarization of a
transmission which may occur during
reflection by the F-layer. By making
use of superdiversity reception, Musa
responds at every instant (A) to the
signal, whatever its arrival angle,
which has the greatest amplitude, and
(B) to the signal that has undergone
the smallest change in polarization.
This is accomplished by what
amounts to making the narrow major
lobe of the receiving antenna's vertical
polar diagram sweep rapidly and continually through a wide arc. The receiver accepts only the best signal at
any instant, rejecting all others.
Our Musa station works with the
transmitter at Lawrenceville, N. J.
Frequencies of the order of 19.82, 14.59,
9.87, 7.55, and 5.08 me are used, the particular one in operation at the moment
depending on the optimum for the state
of the sunspot cycle, season of year, and
time of day.
The Musa receiving equipment consists of 16 rhombic antennas, spaced
at regular intervals over a distance
of two miles on the great -circle path to
Lawrenceville. These antennas are connected to the receiving apparatus by 16
co-axial transmission lines, the lengths
of which depend on the distance between individual antenna systems and
38

the receiving set. The 16 signals are
combined after introduction of appropriate phase shifts. These phase shifts
cause the major lobe of the vertical
polar diagram of the whole antenna
system to swing up and down, constantly changing the angle of elevation.
The system is equipped with calibrated cathode -ray tube display units
to measure accurately both the optimum
wave-angle and the field strength. Records of these have been made at quarter- hourly and hourly intervals ever
since the station opened in July, 1942,
and are available to both radio engineers and ionospheric physicists.
Russian radio and television
At the moment the USSR claims
that big advances in both radio and
television have been achieved by Russian scientists. Large -scale plans to extend broadcast services of both kinds
are also under way. Twenty-five television stations, it is announced, shortly
will be in operation, 21 in European
Russia and the rest in Siberia. It is
known that work on color television has
been going forward for some time, and
the latest report is that a color transmitter working in Moscow has a service
area with a 75 -mile radius. Much attention is being paid to both land-line and
radio links between main television and
v.h.f sound transmitters and relays sited
at considerable distances away. FM has
been adopted to a large extent, particularly for the coverage of big cities,
where man -made static due to electrical
machinery presents
almost insuperable
problems with AM.
How much of all
this is fact and how
much

FM is superior to AM for v.h.f. relays
in the quality obtainable and in freedom
from interference; (2) that it has also
advantages over any form of pulse modulation; (3) that horizontal polarization is very much better than vertical
for suppressing the effects of interference. The BBC has now decided to start
regular FM broadcasts from a full sized
transmitter as soon as it can obtain delivery of the apparatus. A 25-kw transmitter has been ordered from the Marconi Wireless Company. Where it will
be erected is still a secret. My guess
is that the selected site will be on high
ground in one of our midland districts.

Meteors and radio
I was much interested to see a reference to this subject in the February
number of Rnnio-Ca&Fr because some
very important and interesting work
has been done on it. One of the most
puzzling problems in radio is the continued existence after dark of the ionized E-layer. If the recombination rate
of its atoms is calculated, this should
be complete and the reflecting properties of the layer brought to an end
very soon after sundown unless something happened to prevent deionization.
During the showers of meteors last October from the Giacobini- Zinner stream
it was established that each left a trail
of ionized air from which radar echoes
could be obtained. Recent work by four
separate teams of physicists, working
under the direction of Sir Edward Appleton and using a variety of methods,
(Continued on page 73)

wishful

thinking it is impossible to say.One
must however, bear
in mind that Russia is the home of
many first -rate radio physicists and
radio engineers and
that almost unlimited funds are
available for research and development on approved
lines.

FM in Britain
AsIhave already
reported, our BBC
has been making
experimental FM
transmissions on45
and 90 me for some
time. The conclusions reached as a result of extensive
trials are (1) that

Suygeeted by (h-ego Handpick. New York City

"There must be

a

fire

h

the television studio."
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RADIOMEN'S HEADQUARTERS
SERVICEMEN
Check This Column for Lowest Prices on Quality Parts
TUBES: A warnhouso full. including the new miniatures.
urdcr all typte lw need. We'll try to supply yon emeldetoly.
Special this month: Sylvania 6V6gt -3 for $2.00; RK -75 or 307
Transmitting tubes only $2.50 each; GL6G -998: °SD/ (replaces
6SK7) --59c.
POWER TRANSFORMERS -Half-shell type. 110V 60 W,
t:ntertapped BV winding. Specify either 2.5 of ¿.3V Mament, when ordering.
For 9 -5 tube sets -650V 40MA, 6V & 9.5 or 8.3V
31 .49
For 5 -6 tubo sets- -650V, 45MA, 5v & 2.5 or 6.3V
1.75
For a -7 tulle sets -675V, SOMA. 5V & 2.5 or 6.3V
1.90
For 7 -8 tube seta -700V, SOMA. 5V & 6.3 or two 2.5
2.35
For 9 -11 tube sets 700V, 100MA. 5V & 6.3 or two 2.5V
2.85
For 9 -15 tube sets-600V, 150MA. 5V & 6.3V
2.95
TRANSFORMERS -All types In stock AUTO -TRANSFORM
ERS; Steps up 110v to 220v. or steps down 220v to 110v-$1.95.
FIL TRANS.: 6.3v, 8 Amps. --- 31.88; 5v, 10 Amps.- 4I.98;
Universal Output Trans. 8 Watt -89e; 18 Watt. --41.29. 30 Watt
$169, AUDIO TRANSFORMERS: S. Plate to 8. Grid. á:179e; S. Plate to P.P. Grids-79e: Ileavy Duty Class AB Or
B. P.P. Inputs-$1.49: Midget Output for AC -DC sets-69e;
MIKE TRANSFORMER for T -17 Shure microphone, similar
to U7C dancer type $2.00.
CONDENSERS -PAPER TUBULAR 800 WV-.001, 002. .005
-8e; .01. .05-9e: .1 -108: 25 -23e: 5-36e; ELECTRO.
LYTICS: 8mfd 200v -20e: lOmrd 35v -20e; Somfd 150v-23e
20 /20mfd 15ov -35e; 30/30 150v-46e: 50mfd 150v -43e; Scold
475v -34e; 16mfd 350v-65e; OIL CONDENSERS: 4mfd 600v
49e; BATH TUB TYPE CONDENSERS: 3R.lmfd -20c: RESISTORS: All types In stork at the lowest prices; Resistor
Kits; 100 2 watt resistors- 31.95.
FILTER CHOKES: 200, B00, 400. 500 dim light duty-5B.;
200 or 300 ohm heavy duty-99e; 250 ma 35 ohm, made for
P.S. Nosy, fully shielded-$1.95: 75 ohm 126 ma-25e or 25 for
94.25: ' Melesner type" tapped filter chokes -25e; 8 amp. Iron
Coro A filter -25e; Choke -soutanes combination. Ideal to replace any sire speaker field when installing PM speakers-79e.
110 V. CIRCUIT BREAKERS of Magnetic type: Following
Current Ratings in Stock; 1.25, 3, 4, 8 Amps. Please specify.

-

91.95.

SEVEN ASSORTED I.F. TRANSFORMERS -21.901 Five
Am't. Oacilletor Colis -698.
PERMEABILITY TUNERS -Attractive slide -rule dial. compactly replaces dial, tuning condensers, oscillator and antenna
coils in broadcast band receivers. Special $3.43.
WILLARD rechargeable 3 volt storage batteries for G.E.
SPEAKEradios Mdynamle lope -4^-41.55; 5" $1.55:
8-$3.05; 10"- 95.95. 12'- f7.50.
CRYSTAL PICKUPti^7vo nationally known makes. one $1.90,
the other at 92.29.
PHONO -MOTOR$ -11OV, 60 Cycle. with

turntable- 34.25.

HEADPHONES -Highest quality Signal Corps headaeta with
sponge rubber ear cushions. I? cord and plug $1.00. 5' rubber
covered patchcords with phone plug and socket-25e.
RELAYS -Guardian SPST 12 -24v. has heavy duty 15 Amp.
Contacts-31.25. Guardian 12 to 24v D.C. triple make. single

break relay, 5 for 93.75; Sigma supersensitive 2000 ohm D.C.
.PDT Relay. (May be adjusted to operate on less than 1

Milliampere) -92.50.

POLE, DOUBLE THROW, Telephone Type 2000 ohm Rolays, Super Sensitive. $2.50 each, or two for $4.50.
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS-Dry disc type ltfa by 1', 1.2
Amp. maximum, suitable for converting DC relay. to AC, for
supplying filament source In portable radios. converting DC
meten to AC application.. and aleo may be used la low current
chargers -90e.
METER RECTIFIERS -Full wave. may be used for replacement, or in construction of all typos of test equipment,-$1.25.
llalf Wave -90e.
FILTER CHOKES-200, 800, 400. 500 ohm light duty -598;
200 ohm hey. duty -99e: 250 MA. 35 ohms DC res. liedo fa
U. B. Navy. Fully shielded -21.95.
LINE FILTERS-110V--each unit contains two 2 mfd. oil
6

filled condensers and a 15 amp. iron coro choke. This filter
has innumerable uses such as oil humor line filter. etc. A ten
dollar value for 98e.
PHONO AMPLIFIERS -A real AC. 110V. 60 Cycle. 6 Watt
Amplifier suitable for PA systems and phonograph.; with e
husky power transformer. Complete with tubes-912.95.
PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIERS -25 Watts peak output, 5
tubes, separato controls for Microphone and Phono Inputs.
365.00 value for only $32.00.
WIRE-No. 18 POST 2 conductor parallel zipeord. brown. 250'
pools$5.25, 500' spools-49.95. No. IA l'O brown rayon
covered parallel lampeord, 500' .pool. -412.25. No. lA SV
round rubber covered double wire for wash machines, vacuum
cleaners. etc. 250' spools--36.96, Rubber covered mike cable.
250' spools- 915.00. All kinds hook -up wire Is per ft., trans ml ahn line. 50 ohm impedance RGBII, cut to any length, 8e
po ft. Single stranded conductor shielded lead with brown
rut ber over shield, super special, 91.20 per 100 ft., 910.00

rrr

1000

ft.

MICROPHONES-All o
t
.
brands Bullet crystal-$5.45;
Bullet Dynamic-27.45;
93e; Handy
93e;

alk

:

Lapel

Mike-

with push

d-99e.

A88T'0 COIL FORMS. Including
Li ceramic, 9 polystyrene. and 6 fiber,
20

E
VARIABLE
all useful
3

.
CONDENSERS:
C

gang-$I.95: 4
gang-63e 2 gang-79e:

SLMFD,

5

MMFD,

350
1.49:
7.5 to 20
arm long

1750v spacing.
shaft
H
miniature
variables, 25 5151FD -39e: 50 MMFD

-49e:

69e; 140 SING RF9e.

75

21M2I}-590;

100

21MFD-

TRANSMITTING RF CHOKES. 4 PIE. $60 Ma -258 or
4 for $1.00.
INTERRUPTION FREQUENCY COILS for euper
nlive receivers or the tremendously popular FM adept." for
standard broadcast nets. Iren core with a resonant frequency et 50 KC-39e; Air Core. 100 KC --29e.
30 MC IF TRANSFORMERS, double slug tuned -25e.
VIDEO AMPLIFIER PLATE COILS -shag tuned -25e.
REMOTE CONTROL UNIT: Aluminum rase 4.3x? containing 2 potentiometers, triple polo switch. 4 knobs, gear

-

counter and phMe jacks59c_
MODULATION TRANSFORMERS: 10 watt. metal ease
Its watt, open typo-$1.95: 90 watt, cast aluminum

mechanism,
96e:

ca,--52.95.
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WORLD WIDE MAIL ORDER SERVICE!!!
5" Receiver Indicator Oscilloscope with 31 Tubes
This unit, sold by Western Electric for $2500.00, includes a 13 tube
receiver with 7 IF stages; 2 tube multivibrator sweep generator;
2 tube sweep amplifier; video amplifier; pedestal
impulse and
vweep generator; and 115 V, 60 cycle supply with 2X2 for high
voltage. Makes a wonderful laboratory instrument, or can be more
easily converted to a complete home television receiver than any
ether war surplus item.
Only $69.95
13 Tube BC412 Radar Oscilloscope- Easily converted to a superb
laboratory oscilloscope by just a little work. Already 110V, 60
cycle
359.95
RADAR OSCILLOSCOPE APN4. Complete with 27 tubes including
5" cathode ray tube. 18 "x9"x12 ", Shipping Weight 50 lbs
339.95
BC -947 3000 MC ULTRA

HIGH FREQUENCY TRANSMITTER

This unit contains amplifier tubes and rectifier tubes, 116 V, 60 cycle power supply, 6
meters including 260 MA, 60 MA, 1 Amp thermo, for input modulating current, 150 V
AC and 1500 V for plate & screen at 1000 ohms per volt. Interior temperature controlled
by heater resistances and blower. Plate supply automatically cut off if blower fails. Western
Electric charged $1600 for this unit. Your cost only
369.95
BC 221 FREQUENCY METERS with calibrating Crystal and calibration chhrts. A precision frequency standard that is useful for
innumerable applications for laboratory technician, service man,
amateur, and experimenter, at the give away price of only $39.95
6ßP4 CATHODE RAY TUBE,
tube at the lowest price ever
offered
$3.95

6

GENERAL ELECTRIC RT -1248 15 -TUBE
TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER
TERRIFIC POWER -(20 watts) on any two instantly selected.

easily pre-adjusted fre-

quencies from 435 to 500 Mc. Transmitter uses 5 tubes including a Western Electric 816
A
as finaL Receiver uses 10 tubes including 956'e, as first detector and oscillator. and
7H7's as IF's, with 4 slug -tuned 40 Mc. IF transformers, plus a 7H7, 7E6's and 7F7'e. In
addition unit contains 8 relaye designed to operate any sort of external equipment when
actuated by a received signal from a similar set elsewhere. Originally designed for 12 volt
operation, power supply is not included, as it is a cinch for any amateur to connect this
unit for 110V AC. using any supply capable of 400V DC at 136 MA. The ideal unit for use
in mobile or stationary service in the Citizen's Radio Telephone Band where no license is
necessary. Instructions and diagrams supplied for running the RT.1248 transmitter on
either code or voice, in AM or FM transmission or reception, for use as a mobile public
address system, as an 80 to 110 Mc. FM broadcast receiver, as a Facsimile transmitter or
receiver, as an amateur television transmitter or receiver, for remote control relay hookups, for Geiger -Mueller counter applications, and it sella for only $29.96 or 2 for 368.90.
If desired for marine or mobile use, the dynamotor which will work on either 12 or 24V DC
and supply all power for the set, is only 316.00 additionaL

8-

--

GENERAL ELECTRIC

WATT
TRANSMITTER
150

Cost the Government $1800.00
Now only $44.50!
This is the famous transmitter used in U.S.
Army bombers and ground stations, during
the war. Its design and construction have
been proved in service, under all kinds of
conditions, all over the world. The entire frequency range is covered by means of
plug -in tuning units which are included. Each tuning unit has its own oscillator and
power amplifier coils and condensers. and antenna tuning circuits-all designed to operate
at top efficiency within its particular frequency range. Transmitter and accessories are
finished in black crackle, and the milliammeter, voltmeter, and RF ammeter are mounted
on the front panel. Here are the specifications: FREQUENCY RANGE: 200 to 500 KC
and 1600 to 12.500 KC. (Will operate on 10 and 20 meter band with slight modification).
OSCILLATOR: Self -excited, thermo compensated, and hand calibrated, POWER AMPLIFIER: Neutralized class "C" stage, using 211 tube, and equipped with antenna coupling
circuit which matches practically any length antenna. MODULATOR: Class "B"-uses
two 211 tubes. POWER SUPPLY: Supplied complete with dynamotor which furnishes
1000V at 850 MA. Complete instructions are furnished to operate set from 110V AC.
SIZE: 211ax28x9% inches. Total shipping weight 200 lbs., complete with all tubes, dynamotor power supply, tuning units, antenna tuning unit and the essential plugs.
These transmitters are priced to move fast: Order today and be the proud owner of one
of the finest rigs obtainable.
BENDIX SCR 522 -Very High Frequency Voice Transmitter-Receiver --100 to 156 MC. This
job was good enough for the Joint Command to make it standard equipment in everything
that flew, even though each set cost the Gov't. $2600.00. Crystal Controlled and Amplitude
Modulated -HIGH TRANSMITTER OUTPUT and 3 Microvolt Receiver Sensitivity gave
good communication up to 180 miles at high altitudes Receiver has ten tubes and transmitter has seven tubes, including two 882's. Furnished complete with 17 tubes, remote control
unit control unit, dynamotor and Ant. 387.96. We include complete instructions for conversion to 110v A.C.
SCR -274 N COMMAND SETS, including 8 separate 6 tube superhet receivers. 2 separate
transmitters, each with 40 watts output, modulator and DC power supply. Bargain price
for all 6 pieces complete with tubes
$39.95
300 MILLIAMPERE METERS-G.E. or Westinghouse, 3,F. inch diameter, flush mounting.
Priced at $2.25 each, or 5 for $10.00
AIR CRAFT MARKER BEACON-Complete with 8 tubes and sensitive relay to control
external circuits from received signals. Just the receiver you have been waiting for to
control models, open doors from a distance, etc. Priced at only
$ 4.95
AIRPLANE INTERCOM AMPLIFIER -with 4 tubes in aluminum case
BC-654 TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER-Complete with 17 tubes and 200 Kc. calibrating
crystal
$39.95

-
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ANEW FRENCH RADIO PARTS
Frenchman is essentially an inis why France is an
artisan's country. The radio industry
proves this rule. There are about 50 big
radio manufacturers and approximately

Editor Tout,.

200 medium -sized ones. Besides these,
one counts literally thousands of small

coils, the specialists

THE
dividualist-that

(4)

constructors who compete -often successfully -with the big brands.
These small firms occupy themselves
largely with assembling 'receivers from
standard components found readymade
in commerce. Their artisans do not
actually manufacture any of the elements which go into tile set. Yet from
these readymade parts they design a
great variety of receiver models.
From this one understands the great
importance of the parts manufacturer
to the French radio industry. The postwar shortages, particularly in tubes
and all components that require copper,
has had a very serious effect on the
small constructors. They have had to
buy everything they could find-without
being too particular about quality. The
black market therefore naturally flourishes in the radio field, as it does, alas,
in many others, for official allotments
give the manufacturers only a small
part of the material they need.
What is remarkable under such conditions is that the parts manufacturers
have made real efforts to better the
quality of their material, even though
they know in advance that anything
will sell. This is an encouraging sign
which proves that the moral stability of
the French has not been broken by the
trials of the war years.
All this was proved at the recent
Exposition Professionelle des Pisces
Detachées (Professional Radio Parts
Show) held at Paris in February, 1947.
Not many technical novelties were featured there. The Show was rather characterized by a better quality of material
and also that the material was more
readily available.

We did see, however, a few original
items which presage the new tendencies of the day.
In the domain of

high

- frequency

By

E.

AISBERG
ht

Nadio

have presented
superheterodyne "blocks" (1) which contain all the tuning and oscillator coils
with trimmers, padding condensers, etc.,
grouped around the switch. These blocks
-which are very compact -facilitate
construction of the receivers. Most of
them have the three usual frequencies:
long waves 1,000 to 2,000 meters, medium waves 200 to 600 meters, short
waves 10 to 50 meters. Nevertheless, one
sees also blocks with higher frequencies.
These are generally in the short -wave
bands which are again divided into two
or three sub -bands. One also finds blocks
having a number of spread -bands in the
20, 25, 30, 40, and 50 -meter bands.
The variable condenser scales are becoming longer and longer. The style
usually shows a horizontal dial, more or
less slanted backward, placed at the
lower part of the receiver.
One constructor exhibited a dial composed of a luminous tube which carries
a number of scales (2). Change of
ranges is effected by turning the luminous tube around its axis so that the listener always sees the scale of the corresponding frequency band. The pointer
is a ring encircling the tube, which is
moved along as the set is tuned.
An interesting novelty is presented by
an oscillating quartz crystal (3) whose
frequency remains rigorously stable in
spite of temperature variations. The
support of the quartz has a bi-metal
(thermostatic metal) armature which
flexes more or less, depending on the
temperature. The deplacement of this
armature with the temperature variation modifies the thickness of the air
space of the quartz mounting. Thus
variations of frequency which would
otherwise have been caused by temperature changes, are compensated by
variation of the air space.
An amusing economizer of electric
current for a soldering iron (4) was
another item which drew attention.
(Continued on page 68)
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Chicago Parts Show
The 1947 Radio Parts Show at the Hotel Stevens in Chicago chalked up the
unprecedented advance registration of 2054. This marks it definitely as
predestined to be the most successful parts show held. Of the 2,054 registrants, 885 are member exhibitors, 39 are guest exhibitors, and 489 are
members of the National Electronic Distributors Association (NEDA).
The new operating plan of the show, used this year for the first time, confines'
attendance during the first four days to distributors, exhibitors, and manufacturers who operate through distributors. On Friday, May 16, the show
is being thrown open to radio servicemen, amateurs, engineers, and the
.general public. Exhibitors have been requested to have attendants on

hand Friday who can be particularly helpful to these groups.

Program for the show:

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY, May 10 and

sales meetings.

11- Organization meetings and

12-NEDA Day-No sales meetings to be allowed.
Breakfast sponsored by NEDA for member exhibitors and NEDA
members.
12:00 noon Luncheon meeting of members of sponsoring groups of
the show corporation.
7:00 p.m.-Keynote dinner for entire industry, featuring Bill Cunningham, noted sports writer and radio commentator, as guest speaker.
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, AND THURSDAY, May 13, 14, and 15-No sales
meetings to be allowed on these days. Attendance in Exhibition Hall
to be confined to members of sponsoring manufacturers, their booth
attendants, and their sales representatives and distributors.
Exhibition Hall open from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
FRIDAY, May 16 -Open House Day -Radio servicemen, amateurs, engineers, and the general public will be admitted to the Exhibition Hall
without registration. Exhibition Hall open from. 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
NEDA Day, Monday, May 12, will feature a breakfast for manufacturer guests
of National Electronic Distributors Association members and a luncheon
Manufacturers A,s,atiar., ales
for sponsoring organizati
'
Pmts. and
of EPéctiast
sociation
on
*
Di
Managers Club Eastern
n).
i Electiunic Distributors As oci
Equipment Manufacturers, and N"
The products displayed cover the whöle %gamut of radio components sound
equipment, land special types cf radio systems. Home and auto receivers,
hotte phonographs, hearing aids, and health and diathermy equipment
ip
of regularly handled by radio parts and electoni
are not exhibited at the show. However, interco
communications receivers, PA an
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LIST OF EXKIBITORS
Company
Booth
Advance Electric & Relay Company.
47
Aerovox Corporation
85
Alliance Manufacturing Company
123
Aipha Metals, Inc.
144
Alpha Wire Corporation
125
American Coil & Engineering Co.
116
American Condenser Company
41A
American Microphone Company
4
American Phenolic Corporation
65
American Radio Hardware Co., Inc
75
Amperex Electronic Corp.
67
Amperite Company
60
The Astatic Corporation
95
Atlas Sound Corporation
23
Audio Devices. Inc.
148
Barker 6 Williamson
77
Beiden Manufacturing Company
128
Bell Sound Systems, Inc.
66
Bliley Electric Company
78
Boland & Boyce, Inc.
1541
David Bogen Co., Inc.
40
William Brand & Company
13
British Industries Sales Corp.
,112
Bruno Tools
Brush Development Company
Bud Radio, Inc.

Burgess Battery Company
Burlington Instrument Co.
Caldwell -Clements, Inc.
Camburn, Inc.
Allen D. Cardwell Mfg. Corp.
Carron Manufacturing Company

Centralab
Chicago Transformer Division
Cinaudagraph Speakers, Inc.
Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc.
Condenser Products Company
Continental Carbon, Inc.

Cornish Wire Company. Inc.
Cowan Publishing Corp.
Croname, Incorporated
Dial Light Co. of America, Inc.
Drake Electric Works, Inc.
Dumont Electric Corporation
Duotone Company. Inc.
Eastern Electronics Corp.
Eckstein Radio & Television Co.
Eitel- McCullough, Inc.
Electric Soldering Iron Co.
Electronic Engineering Co.
Electronic Laboratories, Inc.
Electro Products Laboratories
Electro- Voice, Inc.
Electrovox Company, Inc.
The Erwood Company

76
118
39
34

22
20 1/2
143
134
57
68

International Resistance Company
Jackson Electrical Instrument Co.
Jackson Industries, Inc.
J -B -T Instruments, Inc.
Jensen Manufacturing Co.
J. F. D. Manufacturing Co.
E. F. Johnson Company
Kenyon Transformer Corp, inc.
Kings Electronics Company
Lectrohm, Incorporated
Lenz Electric Manufacturing Co.
P. R. Mallory & Company
42

Conference and

124
153
15g

84
109
61
12

20
111
29
14

23

I

Ir

18

24

I

I

25

26

I

MI

MP

111

17

145

144

123

146

143

147

111

122

99

124

121

100

142

125

120

148

141

126

119

102

149

140

127

118

103

150

139

128

117

104

151

138

129

116

16

I

15

1001/2

141/2

1011/2

131/2

,

13

12

\

11

10

152

9

137

58
62

/

,

105

115

106 111

131

114

107

132

113

108

133

112

\109

130 V2

56
81
15
122

22

I201kI211/2 1
I

48
1301/2

20

19

1I.
3

153

8
1531/2

105

Federal Telephone & Radio Corp.
64
Freed Transformer Corp.
113
General Cement Mfg. Co.
96
General Electric Company
32
General Industries Company
110
General Transformer Corp.
63
Guardian Electric Mfg. Co.
51
The Halldorson Company
37
The Hallicrafters Company
86
Hammarlund Manufacturing Company 90
Hardwick, Hindle, Inc.
36
Herlec Corporation
9
Hickok Electrical Instrument Co.
Hytron Radio & Electronics
Indiana Steel Products Co.
Industrial Condenser Corp.
Insuline Corp. of America

"1947 Radio Parts and

142
91
38
141

114

88A
98
156
5

44
117
73
6

94
132
104
106

7

154

I/2

136A

155
136

6
156

5

135A

157

4

135

158

3
134
2 V2

159
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Electronic Equipment
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P
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LIST OF EXHIBITORS
Company

Booth

John Meck Industries. Inc.

133

Meissner Manufacturing Co.
Merit Coil 6 Transformer Corp.
Tames Millen Mfg. Co., Inc.

Milwaukee Stamping Company
National Company, Inc.
National Union Radio Corp.
Newcomb Audio Products Co.
Ohio Tool Company
Ohmite Manufacturing Co.
Operadio Manufacturing Co.
Oxford Radio Corporation
Panoramic Radio Corp.
Park Metalware Co., Inc.
Par -Metal Products Corp.
The Parts Jobber, Inc.
Permo, Incorporated
Philmore Manufacturing Co.
Potter & Brumfield Mfg. Co.
Precision Apparatus Co., Inc.
Premax Products Division
Price Electric Corporation
Pyramid Electric Company
Quam -Nichols Company
Racon Electric Company, Inc.
Rad- EI-Co. Manufacturing Co.
Radiart Corporation
Radio City Products Co., Inc.
Radio Corporation of America
Radio -Craft
The Radio Craftsmen. Inc.
Radio 6 Electronic Jobber News
Radio Essentials, Inc.
Radio 6 Television Weekly
The Rauland Corporation
The Recordisc Corporation
Recoton Corporation
Reiner Electronics Co., Inc.
Rek -O -Kut Company
Resistors, Incorporated
John F. Rider, Publisher, Inc.
Howard W. Sams 6 Co., Inc.
Walter L. Schott Cosloany
Shur -Antenna -Mount, Inc.
Shure Brothers
McMurdo Silver Company
Simpson Electric Company
Mark Simpson Mtg. Co., Inc.
SNC Manufacturing Co.. Inc.
Snyder Manufacturing Corp.
Solar Manufacturing Corp.
Special Products Company
Spirting Products Company
Sprague Products Company
Standard Transformer Corp.
Stromberg-Carlson Company
Supreme Instruments Corp.
Sylvania Electric Products
Talk -A -Phone Company
Technical Appliance Corp.
Telex, Incorporated
Thordarson Electric Co.
Trimm, Incorporated
Triplett Electrical Instrument
Tung -Sol Lamp Works, Inc.
The Turner Company
United Catalog Publishers
United Transformer Corp.
University Loudspeakers
Utah Radio Products Div.
Vaco Products Company
Vertrod Corporation
Ward Leonard Electric Co.
Ward Products Corporation
Waterman Products Company
Webster- Chicago Corporation
Webster Electric Company
Weller Manufacturing Company
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Weston Electrical instrument
Wirt Company
Workshop Associates, Inc.
Ziff -Davis Publishing Co.

93
52
33

136A
147
10
7

135
74
139
59
115
136
24
281/2
41

119
53
152
18

145
157
140
158

87A
79
8

135A
211/2

25
451/2
99
1291/2

83
27
26
35
55
70
120
31
71

42
87
138
149
46
72
30
92
103
159
89
88
108
102
50
151
19
131

126
100
121
107
49
271/2
1

16

97
82
69
127
80
101
155
137
43
17
54
146
129
441/2

43

Radio Items on Exhibition
Alpha Metals, Inc.

The

Astatic Corporation

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Booth No. 144

Conneaut, Ohio
Booth No. 95

Tri -Core Solder

Microphones, Pickups, Etc.

Tri-Core, a solder with three independently
filled cores of pure rosin flux, is the chief
exhibit of Alpha Metals.
A continuous supply of high-grade noncorrosive rosin flux is always present in
Tri -Core solder, since the three cores are completely independent of each other. With
these three cores, occurrence of "dry" sections in more than one core at a given point
is mathematically unlikely, making Tri-Core
more efficient and less wasteful than the
usual single -core solder.

Astatic Corp. is featuring a large line of
pickups and pickup cartridges. including the
new Nylon I-J cartridge and the QT (quiet

existing smaller amplifiers, the PU10 and
PU20A and the GX50 and G50. The SM
school sound system, the LC -LA DeLuxe
intercom, and the SA paging systems corn prise other interesting exhibits.

Clarostat Mfg. Co.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Booth No. 124

talk) cartridge. Phonograph pickups include
Models 400 and 508. A line of microphones,
featuring the 600 -, 820 -, and 840 -S, is on
exhibition.

Bell Sound Systems

Variable Resistors, Controls
Clarostat is exhibiting its line of variable
resistors, pads, and controls, featuring the
new Ad -A -Shaft system.
The Ad -A-Shaft controls are being stocked

Columbus, Ohio
Booth No. 66

Recorder
Bell Model RC -417 RE- CORD -O -f one
provides for permanent recording of sound
from any source. It records 12 minutes on
a 10 -inch disc at 33 -1/3 r.p.m. '(the equivalent to four 12 -inch commercial records). It

The

American Coil
Engineering Co.
Chicago, Illinois
Booth No. 116

Transformers, Reactors, Etc.
American Coil and Engineering Co. is exhibiting a line which includes all types of
small and medium transformers, reactors,
chokes, and autoformers, as well as r.f. coils
and transformers.

copies a 12 -inch commercial record on a
10 -inch blank at 78 r.p.m. One central control permits instant selection of all functions:
recording, playback and PA use. Plugging
in a pair of headphones allows operator to
judge every setup. The unit is entirely self
contained in a two -piece, portable case cov-

American Condenser Co.

an assortment of flatted,
round, knurled. and double -flatted shafts. The
tip of the shaft slips into the hole in the
control bushing until the keyway is engaged,
whereupon a sharp blow on the end of the
shaft, or hitting the shaft on a hard surface,
drives the shalt securely into place.
in conjunction with

Chicago, Illinois
Booth No. 41A

Plastic Capacitors
American Condenser Co. announces its
small Amcon plastic capacitor. Measuring
only 21 inches high and with a diameter
of only 1?e inches, this new unit is specifically intended for top chassis mounting,
where space is extremely limited. Self
insulating because of
its molded plastic case,
the unit resists high
temperatures and has
a wide climatic range.

Collins Radio Co.
L

-

(

Working voltage of
these capacitors is 600,
they are tested at 1800
Other Amcon
volts.
capacitors include tubular and metal -cased
(bath -tub) units and 1600 -volt vibrator capacitors.
44

ered with tan leatherette which blends with
the rich brown tone of the unit

David Bogen Co., Inc.
New York, N. Y.
Booth No. 40

Sound Equipment
The David Bogen Co. is exhibiting a full
line of sound systems. intercoms and amplifiers. Featured among the amplifiers are the
G050 and G0125 boosters- to be used with

Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Booth Nos. 80, 89, 90

Transmitters, Receivers
Equipment to be town by the Collins
Radio Company is divided into live categories representing the five principal fields
of endeavor of the company. Much of the
equipment being exhibited in the 1947 show
has not been shown previously before any
radio group.
Among the featured items are the new 20T
AM broadcast transmitter (1,000 or 500 watts),
the 3 -kw FM broadcast transmitter, the 30K
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and 32V ham transmitters, the 75A amateur
receiver, and the 188 aircraft transmitter.
receiver. Speech input consoles, turntables,

improved efficiency, higher current rating,
smaller size, and elimination of the power
transformer in some circuits. This minature
type selenium rectifier offers manufacturers
and servicemen a new source of profit and
makes available to the amateur a component that will both improve the performance
of his equipment and cut down his costs.
Wire and cable for television and FM,
battery chargers, and d.c. pcwer supplies
are other exhibits at the Federal booth.

Indiana Steel Products Co.
Chicago, Illinois

railroad entertainment systems, and amateur
equipment occupy important places in the
exhibit.

Booth No. 38

Magnetic Recorder

Electronic Laboratories, Inc.
Ind.
Booth No. 56

Indianapolis,

the set. Neither snow, sleet, nor rain affect
the operation and efficiency of the antenna,
as it is completely weatherproofed, with a
neoprene de -icing skirt completely surround.
ing the head.

J. F. D. Manufacturing Co.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Booth No. 117

210-110 -Volt Ballasts
The J.F.D. Co. is featuring a new step -down

resistor ballast, designed to enable operation
of 110 -volt radios on 220 -volt circuits, common in foreign countries.
These ballasts come with American,
British and Continental male plugs; the
female sockets are American. They may
be used with radios, electric razors. fluorescent fixtures, phono -radio combinations,

Intercommunicators, Etc.
Electronic Laboratories exhibits a line of
both war and postwar developments. Among
the items featured is a combination radio
and intercommunicator. The master unit is
a 6 -tube radio as well as intercom. and
slave stations may be added up to the num-

Indiana Steel Products is featuring the
Hyflux magnetic tape recorder. Hyflux is a
finely divided magnetic material with qualities that compare favorably with those of
Alnico. Tests now being made with the

recorder indicate that besides being a high
fidelity musical recorder, it may be adapted
to the following uses: recording audio signals or pulses of any duration or wave
length: seismograph investigation; memory
record for electronic calculating machines;
retention of telegraph signals: multiple
single -tone reception (as in electronic organs):
control signals for industrial machinery; and
continuous advertising or announcing equip.
-

ber of four. Other Utiliphone intercommunicators will be exhibited.

ment.

Federal Telephone & Radio

Booth No. 147

Communications Receiver
A

new post -war communications receiver

for amateur use, the NC -173, is exhibited

by the National Company.

Roto -Beam Antenna

Selenium Rectifiers, Etc.
Leading the list of Federal's products is
the miniature selenium rectifier, which replaces all conventional receiver rectifier
tubes, and represents one of the first real
advancements made in home radios since
the end of the war. Its
improved features are
longer life, more
immediate rec
tfficalion.

Kings Electronics announce its Roto -Beam

antenna for television reception.
The antenna covers all the television
bands and rotates either clockwise or counterclockwise through 360 degrees, giving
optimum reception from stations in any direction. It is operated by a rugged 24 -volt
motor, which is controlled by a d.p.d.t. spring loaded switch located in the control box at

rl

for

Malden, Mass.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Booth No. 94

Newark, New Jersey
Booth No. 64
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The new NC -173 is a 13 -tube superheterodyne model with a calibrated band spread
covering the 6. 10 -11, 20, 40 and 80 meter
amateur bands. Its frequency range extends
from 540 to 31,000 and from 48,000 to 56,000
kilocycles for both amplitude - modulated
phone reception.
Outstanding among the special features of
the new National receiver is the automatic
volume control, which is operative for both
phone and c.w. reception. In addition the
S -meter on the NC-173 will also work on
both phone and c.w.
Voltage regulated circuits give the NC -173
a minimum of drift and the pitch of code
characters does not change appreciably
over extended periods of listening time. An
additional feature is a new adjustable threshold noise limiter.

45

Pyramid Electric Co.

plifiers, record amplifiers, power amplifiers,
pre -amplifiers, Alnico V cone speakers, and

Jersey City, N. J.
Booth No. 157

Capacitors
Pyramid's main

display

is the

"Twist- Mount" Ca-

pacitor, an ultra compact, meta (-

sealed,

microphones.
Among the featured items are the Model
750 and Model 1200 sound systems (the
latter for schools, the Model 33 amplifier,
and the Stromberg- Carlson intercommunicat
ing system.
-

Sylvania Electric Products
New York, N. Y.
Booth No. 50

easy to -

mount dry electrolytic unit. Each
of these units is
supplied with metal a n d bakelite
mounting plates.

The Telex pillow speaker is a flat plastic
electromagnetic sound generating unit designed to reproduce sound normally when
placed under a pillow or cushion, giving the
listener a private loudspeaker. It is a low
impedance unit designed to work from the
secondary of the output transformer, and is
supplied with a closed-circuit jack, permitting
it to be hooked up in the output circuit so
that the regular speaker is cut out when the
pillow speaker is plugged in.
-

Test Equipment

The Turner Co.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Booth No. 49

Noise -Cancelling Microphone
A new hand microphone, designed for use
in factories, machine shops, railroad yards,

aircraft, and other places where background
noise prevents intelligible communication
with standard equipment, is being exhibited
by The Turner Company. The Model 15D -NC
cancels out background noise, permitting only
close talking speech to be transmitted. It is
a hand -held dynamic microphone, housed in
a tough, lightweight alloy case finished in
gunmetal enamel. The 15D-NC is available
in 50, 300, 500 ohms or high impedance.

Rad -EI -Co Mfg. Co.
Cleveland, Ohio
Booth No. 87AA

Auto Aerials
Rad -El -Co is exhibiting a new concealed
of automobile aerial in two models. The
FM -3 is a 3-section aerial extending to 55
Inches: the FM -4 a 4- section aerial which
extends to 72 inches. The antenna in the
center of the photo is the FM -4: it is flanked
by other antennas made by the same manu
ieCturer.

type

-

Three new additions to Sylvania's line of
test equipment are exhibited for the first time
at the Chicago Radio Parts Show.
The 7 -inch oscilloscope type 132, the audio
oscillator type 145, and the signal generator
type 150 are shown in handmade models.
Announcement of the availability dates on
these new pieces of test equipment also is
being made at the show.
The new 7 -inch oscilloscope is designed
for general purpose use by laboratories and
radio service dealers. The new audio
oscillator and signal generator has unusual
stability, wide coverage, and a high degree
of accuracy.
The signal generator also
possesses several novel calibration features.

Telex, Incorporated

Stromberg- Carlson Co.
Rochester, N. Y.
Booth No. 108

Minneapolis, Minn.
Booth No.

131

Headset, Pillow Speaker

Sound Systems, Etc.
Stromberg- Carlson is displaying at the
show its new standard sound systems, three
new centralized systems for schools, new
amplified intercommunicating systems, new
intercommunicating telephone designs, a new
line of reproducers and reproducer housings,
as well as its complete line of universal am-

Webster- Chicago Corp.
Chicago, Illinois
Booth No.

155

Recorder, Record Changers
Webster's leading exhibits are its Model
wire recorder and Model 70 record
changer. Model 80 wire recorder is an all
purpose, self -contained portable magnetic
wire recorder and player. It consists of a
simple, efficient wire -transporting mechan.
ism, recording amplifier. playback amplifier,
and 51/4-inch speaker built into a compact
carrying case. Furnished complete, ready
to play with microphone. power cord, and a
supply spool of wire.
The Model 70 is a single -post, cushioned
spindle intermex record changer. Simple in
operation, it provides automatic or manual
playing of both 10- and 12 -inch records intermixed or in full stacks of either size, or
individually. Home recordings, children's
records, or "inside out" records up to the
12 -inch
size may be played manually.
80

-

The Telex Monoset is designed to 'reduce
head fatigue and ear pressure for operators
who wear headsets for long periods. Weigh-

ing only 1.2 ounces, it uses two stethoscope like tubes that end in clear plastic ear tips,
and a single magnetic unit.
The standard unit has an impedance of
128 ohms per receiver and a sensitivity of
18 dynes per square centimeter for 10 micro watt input per receiver. The miniature plug in cord attachment and the durable plastic
insulated tinsel cord are made of the finest

materials.
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JOBBERS AND DEALERS DIRECTORY
FOR READERS OF RADIO -CRAFT
This list of Radio Jobbers and Dealers has been compiled ;Is a stn Ice tut IL \Din -CRAFT readers. The Itlagazine is sold
by the stores listed below where they are displayed on counters and shelves for your convenience. At these stores
you will also be able to buy standard parts, sets and every other product of the radio and electronic industry
ALABAMA
Decatur
Radio & Tel. Sup. Co.
717 Bank St.
Dothan
Hand Wholesale Radio
& Retrig.
707 S. Oates St.
Tuscaloosa
Allas & ern Ian Co.

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport
Coastal Radio Service Co.
1559 Stratford Ave.
C. Seel! & Co.. Ina.

Radio SpeNaltiss

Hartford

Packard Radio Co.
205 Garrison Ave.
i'esarknna
Lavender Radio Sup. Co.
Ash at 4th Sts.

as

C.

Arbuckle

Broadway

Iiolh wood
Hollywood Radio Sup.. Inc.
5521 Hollywood Blvd.
Yale Radio Electric Co.
6616 Sunset Blvd.
Lone Rem h
Fred S. Dean Co.
969 American Ave.
Scott Radio Supply
226 Alamitos Ave.

Lo. dngrle,

M. Kemp Co.
St.

115 R.

Sacramento Elec. Sup. Co.
711 Capitol Ave.
San Ber rdir,
George s D. Bagley Co.
1216 D SI.

Thwow Dls'r. Inc.
134 S.

Harold W. Burt
Radio E,ectronic

Thurow Distr. Inc.
308.310 :o. Clive Ave.

Electronic Equip. Distr.
1228

India St.

1415

Sun

Elec. Co.

Fruucisro

Associa ed Radio
1251 Fo:son St.

Diet.

1326

7lncn

Fin:

Guy Whl

e

Frank Gisement Whole-

sale Radio
156 W. San Francisco St.
Sawa Ana
Radio & Tel. Equip. Co.
207 Oak St.

Oakland
Electric Supply Co.
149
12 St.

COLORADO

Ave.

Radio

ILLINOIS
/.'.,:roes

Lamp'ey Radio Co.
8 \2 N. MoLeanstoro St.
Pant ille
A:len Electric Co.. Radio
Supply
109 N. Haret St.
Ile ,.tue

McGee Radio & Elect. Co.

Broadway
Radio Products Sales Co.
1237 16th St.
Weslere Electronic
Lab. Co.
913 18th St.
Grand Junction
Radio & Electronics
Supply Co.
1330

7th St.

Variety Electric Co.

for

St.

hi.,

KENTUCKY
Kentucky Radio Supply Co.

ils

Georgetown St.

Randolph St.

Electronic
Equip. Co.
So. Second

Young of Mass.

Melrose Saes Co.
Franklin St.

407

.

\r
C.

E.

Jin

.anal

Lew Boon

Co.

LaSalle Ave. So.
Northern Radio Lab.
1211

East Lake St.
Radio Electric supply
hlcol.e. Ave.
Ron's Radio Supply
4001 Bryant Are., So.
3927

24.1

M.SSISSIPPI
Jackson
Cabell

Electric Co.

St.

Radio Supply

Co.

MISSOURI
Cape Gi,ad,ao

Suedakum Electronic.
Supply Co.
902 S. Spring St.
St. Joseph
/tome Radio Supply
110 N. 91h St.
St. Louis
Napper Radio Co.
3117 Washington

Spring /tels
Harry Reed Radio &
Sappy Co.
833.37 Boonville Ave.

Beckman Co.

Commercial St.
S)Sprloieid

Dt,old Radio Co.. Inc.
465

w:ght Si.

Sprltglleld Sound
14, bwigut st.

Co.

an esnv
Radio ulslrtenance Supply
19.2, Central St.

MONTANA
Bust,
Geo. Steel

M, CH IGAN

Arbor
dPurchase

Radio &

Lame, Shop
605 Church St.
Ber klry
7..e J. M. Morel Co.
1949 Woodward Ave.
M.. N. Duffy & Co.
2040 Grand River Ave.

...'0

East Davidson

W.

126

Great
Gee.
109

21

Peerless

912.914

Inc.

639 Lues St.
.ale Lose

Electronics Inst. Inc.
Henry at Woodward
Radio Center

Louisrislr
'

LOU, VIICe
Hairy &

D:

L. sin von

ectronle Distributors
Randolph
Lake Radio Sales Co.
615 W. Randolph St.
E

B,.+hn,
Hub Cycle &Radio Co.. Inc.
596 Commonwealth Ave.
Sager Electrica. Sup. Co.
201 Congress St.

R

e ate
Ciste. Inc.
Douglas
Radio Supply Inc.
1125 -27 E. Douglas

620 W.

1947

12 h

1236 E.

Concord Radio Corp.
901 W. Jackson Blvd.

MAY,

So.
r CL

In'e

Blvd.

See
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American Par s. Inc.
610 W. Randolph St.

630 W.

MASSACHUSETTS

Pittsburg Radio Sup. Oo.
103 N. Broadway
Topeka
Acme Radio Supply
516 Quincy St.

Pilled Radio Corp.

Radio Shack

Broad St.

I

1

Co.

E. Superior St.
Northwest Radio
109 E. First St.

tlr, idra

KANSAS

Chicago

833 W. Jackson

inc.

Ce.

Parts

311 W. Baltimore St.
Gum brnand
Cumber and Radio
Wholesalers
143 N. Centro St.

Pi t.d,urgh

To k Radio Distr. Co.
801 -805 N. Broadway St.

Renter

Penna. Ave.
Who.eaale Radio

Dukes Radio Co.
114 W. Ith St.
Power City Radio Co.
13 7th St.
Sioux City Radio
& App lance Co.
31: Fif.h Street
If rte, loo
RaMac Radio Supply
:b :4
W. 4th St.

Cil Mulberry St.

San Jose

601

I

Si

Radio Sales & Svee. Co.

Market St.

418 South

auge stn
Preewood Electronics Co.
727.29 Reynolds St.

E.

Radio Pars Ce.
234 S. Second St.

Lew Bonn

941

Boe Din ributing Co.
498 N. Grandview
Fort Dodge
Ken -Ela Radio Sup. Co.

GEORGIA

Lolombia

San Francisco Radio
& Supply Co.
1284

Tampa St.

p'..., P,dn, Reach

4162.64 Park Blvd.
2nd Ave.
Western Radio &

Tampa

801

228

MARYLAND
R,dtim ore
Henry O. Berman Co.. Inc.
12 E. Lombard St.
D. & H. Dint. Co.
31 L. Lee St.
Royal Radio

Couv,v/ R'ulis
World Radio Labs
Des Moines
G. W. Onthank Co.
Ilth & Cherry
D buque

213 E. Te. ceree St.

Dsirlbutinp Co.
Senate Ave.

Orem

Duluth

IOWA

Thurow Distr. Inc.

Saein

MINNESOTA

Radio Service Lab.

Cepl:ol

Ohlo St.

501

408 91h St. So.

Fulton Radio Supply Co.
707 S. Blackstone St.

Deer St.

13

45 A Free St.

Ri hmond

Thurow Distr. Inc.
131 South Court St.
Sl. Petersburg
W.:ch Radio Supply

Jackson

1839 Pack St.

Maine Electronic
Supply Corp.

Rodefeld Co.

(bland

roto

Clifford

Sheldon Radio & Appliance
2914 N. Saginaw St.

Industrial Electric

Bangor
Radio Service Lab.
45 Haymarket Sq

Indinn,poll,

420 S.W. 8.h Ave.

Radio Tube Mdse. Co.
508

Supply

517 Locust St.
Gary
Cosmopolitan Radio Co.
524 Washington St.
Hammond
Stanton Radio Supply
521 State St.

Rinehart Inc.
511 -513 Main St.
South Rend
Commercial Sound
& Radio Co.
534 E. Colfax Ave.
Terre Haute
Terre Haute Radio

Michigan Ave.

Flint

.Muskegon

Inc.

MAINE

Franklin St.
Montoux Auto
& Machine Co.

Thurow Distr. Inc.
15 -17 E. Church SI.
Jt iami
Thurow Distr. Inc.

Westeld Radio Supply

Radio Supplies
2408 Line Ave.

1014 W.

614 N.

Seiden Ave.

129

6724

Lansing
Electric Products Salen Co.
427 E. Michigan Ave.

327 Market

Cutrup's Radio Sup.

kson rill,
Radio Parts Co.

Electronic Supply
1112 Warren West
Radio Specialties
456 Charlo.te St.
Radie Supply Co.
6724 Michigan Ave.
Radio Supply & Eag. CO.

Koelemay Sales Co.

Slvrrepnrt

INDIANA

FLORIDA

Howard Ave.

807

Anderson
Seybort'e Radio Supply
19 E. 12th St.
Evansville

and Tatnall Ste.

712 Main SI.

Paget Bros.
2639 E. 4th St.
Radio Tel. Sup. Co.
1509 So. Flguero St.
Electric Supply Co.
149 - 12th St.
E.

Harold Bruce
E. Monroe
Wilson Supply Co.
108 Jefelnon St.
W. Prunklord
Radio Hospital
1107 E. Main St.
303

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
It ashingson
Capitol Radio
W holeea.en
2120 14 St. N. W.
Intercommunications Co.
2027 Nichols Ave. S.E.
Kenyon Radio Supply Co.
2214 14th St. N.W.
Sun Radio
938 N.W. F St.
lac

General News Agency
326 W. 5th St.

Sa

506 Walnut St.
Springfield

Radio Electric Service Co.

th

no

1427

MidWest Associates

DELAWARE
R'ilmingion

St.

Monroe
Hale & McNeil
301 Pine St.
/1 en. (Means
Wm. B. Allen Supply Co.
916 -918 W. Claiborne Ave.
Radio Parts Inc.

510 Klehwaukee St.

Rockville
Alfred C. Denson
38 Park Place

CALIFORNIA

1419.21 Cameron

H. Electronic Supply

H. &

Congress Radio
& Battery Co.
207 Congress Ave.

Jackson

LOUISIANA
L,d'n cur
RadioElectronle Sup.

Rocklord

,w Haven

ARKANSAS
Fort Smith

Ave.

Century Supply Co.
Main St.

R. G. Scell & Co.

& Appt.

15th

Owensboro
Central Eleotronies Supply
203 W. 4th St.

Radio

Gore rille

\em Britain
United Radio Supply
53 E. Main St.

Phoenix
W.

Laboratory
933

Radio

Apex Distributing Co.

506 York St.

Ave.

L. Swanson

C.

Elm St.
L. N. Waldhaus
1132 Norman St.

317 Asylum St.

ARIZONA

401

Loyola
East .Clotto,
1253

R.
84

.1

\raper'

Radolek Co.
W. Randolph St.
Schuh Radio Parts

601

& Co.

Broadway

falls

Lindgren Co.
Central Ave.

NEBRASKA
Lincne,
Hicks Radio Co.
1422

"0"

St.

Omaha

Alm Radio Inc.
4011

Coming St.

A.1 -Slate Distr. Co.
2857 Farnum St.
H. C. No:1 Co.
226 Harney St.
Omaha Appliance Co.
C. St.
Mary's
Radio Equipment Co.
2820.22 Farnum St.

18.1,
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Newark

(Continued)
NEW JERSEY
Bridgeton
Jee's Radio Shop
67.69 S. Pearl
Camden
Radio Electric Service Co.
513 Cooper St.

Hackensack
Trade Radio Service Co.
IV, Morris St.
Newark
Con Inental Sales Co.
195 -197 Central Ave.
Radio Wire Telen. Inc.
24 Central Ave.
Ph illi Lrug
Carl B. WEiionn Co.
154 Soulte Main St.
Red Bank
Bradley, Radio Service
Newman Springs Rd.
r

Trenton
Allen & Hurley
25

South Warren

100 Sixth Ave.
Rad.onic Equipment Co.
170 Nassau St.
Rises Electronics
22 Warren St.
122

Wilco Radio Dist.
383 E. 138th St.

al'""
Wanamaker

Ois /rlbuting

NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte

Henry V. Dick & Co. Inc.
311 E. 5th St.
Goldsboro
Signal Radio Supply
124 S. James St.
Raleigh
Supreme Radio Soppllars
103 W. Hargett St.
RYnaton "Salem
Dalton -liege Radio Sup.
340 oBrookstown Ave.

Elmira

NORTH DAKOTA

Fred C. Harrison Co.
108 W. Crurch St.

Fargo
Fargo

Hempstead
Standard Parts Corp.
235 Main St.

511

Merrick Rd.

Ashtabula
Morrison's
Brighton

Radio Supply
St.

Sporting

Goods Corp.

Market St.

E.

110

Chambers Radio Supply

Broadway
Herr-linger Diet. Co.
15th & Vine St.
Holub & Hogg
1104

Davis Radio Dist. Co.
E. 3rd St.

Neu York City
Adorn Radio
221 Fulton St.

Reading Rd.

500
r

Arrow Radio

Cortlandt St.

Northern Ohio Labs.
W. 85th St.
Radio Surplus Co.
648 Prospect Ave.
Strong. Carlisle &

Wholesale Radio
E. Fordham Rd.
Blan Radio
64 Dey St.
Douglas Radio Supply Co.
B-onx

470

Greenwich St.
Eagle Radio
St.
Cortlandt
84
128

Electronic Marketers Inc.

Ií0 Greenwich St.

Inc.

Park Place
Grand Cen ra: Radio

80

St.

Harrison Radio Corp.
12 W.
Broadway
Harvey Radin Co.
W. 43rd St.
Highrlige Radio
105

Te orison & Appt.
340 Canal St.

Lar

ureenwch

Milo Radio & Electronics
200 Gree.wich S..
Natio.na: Radio Dist.
Blvd.
Ratllo Sup. Corp.
NI
160 Greenwich St.

Hammond

Co.

St. Clair Ave.
Winteradlo Inc.
2801

1468 W.

25th St.

Columbus
Electronic Supply Corp.
219 N. 4th St.
Whitehead Radio Co.
East Long St.

120

arren
Radio Specialties
136 S. Pine St.
Dayton
Standard Radio &
Elect. Prod.
135 E. 2nd St.

Kent
I(Iadag Radio Labs.
W.

105

Erle St.

Ferguson Radio Inc.
14553 -51 Madison Ave.

Marion
Bell Radio Supply
N. Main St.

527

Steubenville
D

&

R

Radio Supply

S. 3rd St.
210 Cherokee St.
156

Bomar Appliance Co. Ise.

Union Ave.

this, r,1!,
Frost Electric Inc.
1922 West End Ave.

OREGON

TEXAS

Amarillo
Tom Thomas Sound Sates
& Service
410 S. Jackson

Beaumont
R. C. & L. F. Hell Co.
961 Pearl St.
Dallas
All -State Dist. Co.

N.W. Irving

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
Radio Electric Service
1042 Hamilton St.
Altoona

Holionback's Radio Supply
2221 8th Ave.
Kennedy Radio Supp y

Fifth Ave.

1500

Easton
Radio Electric Service
916 Northampton St.

Co.

Erie

Clay St.

Radio & Electrons.
: uppiy CO.

Radio Parts Co.
17th St.
Almo Radio
509 Arch St.
Flanagan Radio Corp.
N.E. Cor. 7th & CheE.nu:
Herbach & Rademan Co.
522 Market SI.
M. & H. Sporting Goo( s
3515 N.

Nesle Electronic Dist.
N. Chestnut

Supply Inc.
W. Gorham St.

Radio Inc.
St.
Tom Hopkins Radio
324 Nacogdoches St.

326

So. Presa

Ilan iron ac
Harris' Radio Company
I1;lv,mkre

Acme

Texas Radio

510

Supply Co.

Pittsburgh
Tydings Co.
632 Grant St.
Scranton
Broome Dist. Co.

T tIer

Seryice Supply
University Place

Radio
111

11

For

Ballard & Carter Co.
203 24th St.
Salt Lake City
0 Laughlin's Radio
Supply Co.
Broadway
Radio Supply Co.
45 E. 4 South
E.

Market St.

Standard Radio Parts Co.
1244 State St.

WYOMING
Casper
Golden Power Oil &

Supply Co.

260 S.

Distributors

VIRGINIA

Wl.11am Dandreta & Co.
Regent Ave.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston
Radio Laboratories
215 King St.
Greenville

Arthur Rixon & Son
Washington

Ashman Distributing Co.
807 Granby St.
Radio Parts Dist. Co.
128 W. Olney Rd.
Radio Supply Co.
711 Granby St

Richmond
Johnston
1402 E.

G

Co.

Main St.

Roanoke

H. C. Baker Sales Co.
Franklin Rd.
19 W.

Leonard Electronic
Supply Co.
106 Second St. S.W.

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga
Curls Radio Supply
825 Cherry St.

Salt's

Richie Radio Supply
Main St.
s(au,, ton
Southern Electric Corp.
14 E. Johnson St.
306 E.

Co.

Center

Cheienne
Houle Radio & Supply Co.

Norfolk

Providence

Lac Ave.

Electra- Pliance Dist. Inc.
2458 W. Lisbon Ave.
Electronic Supply Corp.
436 W. State St.
Taylor Electric Co.
112 N. Broadway

The Hargis Co., Inc.
1303 Austin Ave.

UTAH

RHODE ISLAND

Supply Corp.

S1.e St.

1723 W. Fond du

ara

113

Radio

Central Radio Parts Co.

Co.

Ogden

Lackawanna Ave.
Fred P. Purse!!
550 Wyoming Ave.
Sharon
Helga* Bros. Inc.
1344 E. State St.

N.

Acme Radio Supply
310 W. State St.

445 E. Commerce

Radio Electric Service Cr.
7th & Arch St,.
3145 North Broad St.
5133 Market St.
Warner Radio Co.
631 Market St.

No. 10th St.

115

R. L. Ross Co.
118 7th St.

South

Walnut St.

Stark Radio Supply Co.
131 S. 6th St.
Iladison
Satterfield Radio

Mission
814

H. Larson Co.

109
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Co.
512 Market St.

Radio Elec'rlc SUP.

Green Bay

LaCrosse

Proc or St.

309'.

A. G.

210 Cherokee St.

WISCONSIN
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706

Philadelphia

King.port

St.

Hodson

R Supply CO. Inc.
Main S..
Port Arthur
Lapham Radio Co.
R

209 W.

1016

Appleton
Valley Radio Dist.
518 N. Appleton St.
Chipper.a Frills
Bughland Radio Spec.

l.ubbork

Eshelman Sup0.Y Co.
110 N. Water St.

656 W.

General Distributors

312

Lincoln St.

12.9

Lancaster

I.R.S.

if herling
21

Sterling Radio Prod. Co.
1602 McKinney
Laredo

Co.. Inc.
311 S. Cameron St.

York

554 7th St.

Electronic Equip. Co.

R. C. & L. F. Hall Inc.
1873 Tremont
Houston
R. C. & L. F. Hall Inc.

Distributing

& H.

John A. Cox Radio

E. 5th St.

301

1306

Jordan Electronic Co.
201 W. 4th St.
W
Radio
12 & Stale Sta.
D.

Commerce

The

Virginia St.

10

Parkersburg

Caltetton

1700 7th Ave.

Harrisburg

Radio Sup. Co.

Ft. Worth

Bearer Fail.
Reliable Motor Parts Co.

VIRGINIA

Clarksburg
Trenton Radio Co.
791.93 W. Pike St.
East Charleston
Hicks Radio Supply

Supplies

Fort /Forth
1201

Spokane
Columbia Electric
& Mfg. Co.
P. 0. Box 1441 S.
Tacoma
C. & G. Radio Sup. Co.
123 Wall St.
714 St. Helens Ave.
A. T. Stewart Co.
743 Broadway
Wlble Radio Supply
909 Tacoma Ave.
WEST

2405.07 Ross Ave.
R. C. & L.' F. Hall lac.
2123 Cedar Springs
Southwest Radio
18:0 N. Harwood

Co.

First Ave.

2609

Shobe Inc.

S97

Grand Ave.

Seattle
Harper- Meggee
960 Republican St.
Western Electronic
Supply Co.

Jackson Ave.

1117

Bellingham
Waltkus Supply Co.
110

Memphis
Bluff City Dist. Co.
903 Union Ave.
McGregor's Inc.
1071 Union Ave.
Radio & Electronic
Supply Co.
1001

26

l

2023

Beam Radio
185 Na9'e Ave.

899 Southern

Cen "re

331

I kron

Electronic Fount.
48 -50 Harrison Ave.
Mount Vernon

210

Co.

OHIO

Hillside Ave.

Jamestown
Johnson Radio &

B.

-515 Third Ave. N.

Radio Equipment

Norman Radio Dist.
94 -29 Merrick Rd.
Peerless Radio Dist. Co.

E. 44th

Radio Service

624 2nd Ave. N.

Jamaica
Harrison Radio Corp.

124

St.

hu.. Plains
Wes cheater Electronic
Sup. Co.
333 Mamaroneck Ave.

Co.

Standard Elec'ronics
Dls. Co. Inc.
1497.1!01 Main St.
Cortland
C. A. Wlnchell
37 Central Ave.
Croton on Iforison
WRO Radio Laboratory
8 Hamilton Ave.

Purchaser

Wow

238.40 W.
U

Radio Supply
Ave.

C

Oklahoma City
Electronic Supply Co.
212 N. W. 10th SI.
Radio Supply Inc.
724 N. Hudson. Box

1506

blooms Dist. Co.
912 Erle Blvd. E.
Stewart W. Sml.h Inc.
325 E. Water St.
Syracuse Radio Supply

Bedford Ave.

Federated

Reynolds
9091/,

609 N. W. 14th Ave.
Harper Meggee

Roches.er Radio Sup. Co.
114 -118 St. Paul St.
Syra

219 E. Genesee St.
Dynnac I c.
2329 -31 Main St.
Schellen Padlo Co.
269 Oak S .

82

OKLAHOMA
Larron

Maalino Radio &
E.ectrIc Equip.
192196 Clinton Ave. N.

Bp//silo
Buffalo Padlo Supply

66 -70

Lifetime Sound Equip. Co.
911.9:3 Jefferson

Appaanee Wholesalers
el Oregon

Chico/ Electron!.
104 Mahn S,.

WASHINGTON

Knoxville
520 Western Ave.

Portland

East Ave.

Binghamton
Broome Dist. Co.
221 Washington St.
Brooklyn
Electronic Equipment
Co. Inc.
1460 Bushwlek Ave.
Green Peelo Distr.
482 Sut er Ave.

92 -32

Hauetield Radio Supply
230 N. 4th St.
Toledo

Redstone

ugit rrl.,

Hunter Electronics

NEW YORK

172 -31

&

Third Ave.

413

lh

Roch, tier

E. T. Taylor Co.
465 Central Ave.

1639

Radio
Duane

Sun

St.

Albany

Hornbeam

Elects le Co.

Fulton St.
Newark Electric Co. Inc.
250 W. 55th St.
North Radio Co.. Inc.
172 Washington St.
Rad:o Wire Telev. Inc.
224

2008 Carey Ave.

CANADA
Radio Supply Co. Ltd.
Grd. Floor McLeod Bldg.

Edmonton, Alberta
Western Radio Supply Co.
328 -330 King St. E.
Hamilton. Ontario
Delray Sales Ltd.
203 Rideau St.
Ottawa. Ont.
Electronic Supply Co.
(Ottawa Ltd.)
244 Slater St.
Ottawa. Ont.
Electro -Voice Sound
Systems

Dundas St. West
Toronto. Ont.
Hygrade Radio Ltd.
673 Homer St.
Vancouver, B.C.
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7 VOLUMES NOW

GET ALL

Ama3in9 Ltatgain t1 #bet in l.«gtam Manuals
ALL NEW 1947 CIRCUITS SERVICE DATA

YOU NEED TO GET AHEAD

Speed up and simplify all radio repairs with the inexpensive
SUPREME Manuals. Service radios faster, better, easier, save
money and time, use these most- oftenMost Popular
needed diagram manuals to get ahead and
Models Made by:
earn more per hour. At unbelievable low
R.C.A., Zenith.
cost (only $2 for most volumes) you are
Philco, Sears, Fada,
assured of having in your shop and on the
Emerson, Belmont,
job, needed diagrams and other essential
Detrola Radio,
United Motors,
repair data on 4 out of 5 sets you will ever
G.E., Westinghouse,
service. Every popular radio of every make,
Arvin, Majestic,
Stewart -Warner,
from old- timers to new 1947 sets, is inAdmiral, Delco,
Clearly printed circuits, parts lists,
cluded.
Stromberg- Carlson,
Western Auto,
alignment data, and helpful service hints
Sparton, Motorola,
are the facts you need to improve your
Wards, Gamble,
and many others.
servicing ability. Save hours each day,
every day, let these seven volumes furnish
r
diagrams for 80% of all sets. See pictures
Pre -War Record Players,
Changers, & Recorders
of these attractive manuals above. Each volJust what you need to ropair
ume has between 192 and 240 pages, large
quickly thousands of pre -war
automatic record changers,
size 81/2 x 11 inches. Manual style binding.
manual units, pick -ups, wireSend coupon today. Complete satisfaction
ued
}7
corn,.
less oscillators, recorders, and
M. S. Bel

Be prepared to repair quickly all new 1947
sets. In this big single volume you have clearly
printed, large schematics, needed alignment
data, replacement parts lists, voltage values,
and information on stage gain, location of
trimmers, and dial stringing, for almost all
sets released between June 1, 1946, and March.
1947. A worthy companion to the six previous
volumes used by over 100,000 shrewd radio
servicemen. There is no need to spend large
sums for bulky, space -wasting manuals or to
buy additional drawings every few weeks
get this low- priced new SUPREME PUBLICATIONS manual and you have all service
information on popular 1947 sets. Covers 327
models of 52 different manufacturers.
Large size: 81/2 x 11 in., 192 pages $200
+ index. Manual style binding

-

Post -War Automatic
1945 -1947 Record Changers
Service expertly all n e w

(1945 -1847) record changers.
Follow simplified factory instructions to make needed adjustments and repairs. Hundreds of photographs and
exploded views; thousands of
test hints; service instructions for all popular makes.
Large size: 81 x 11 ", 144
fact -filled pages. At
50
your jobber or post- S
paid, only

i

V

See

1

combinations. Hundreds of
mechanical and electrical diagrams. Instructions for adjustments and repairs. Most
popular units of all makes.
128
large pages.
$
854 x 11 inches.
Price, only

ac er
leh

&

J

--

Sur, tee num.

PUBLISHERS OF RADIO BOOKS. MANUALS, AND DIAGRAMS
8. KEDZIE AVE.
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CHICAGO 12, ILL.
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guaranteed.

SUPREME PUBLICATIONS, 9 S. Regal. Ave., Chicago 12, ILL.
Ship the following manuals: (Money back guaranteed)
1947
1942
1DD 1926 -1938
1941
1940
D 19391
Cl 1946
L
Price each volume only 12.00, postpaid
1
L
$2.50 J
Post -War Automatic Record Changers, $1.50.
Pre-War Record Players, Changers, & Recorders. $1.50.

Supreme Publications
9

r.

NO RISK TRIAL ORDER COUPON

150

Your Radio Jobber or Send

a.
ln

es

I

am enclosing

S

Send C.O.D. I am enclosing

Bend postpaid.
1

deposit.

Name:

- Address :
49
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INSULATED

COMPOSITION RESISTORS
RESISTANCE AND \
WATTAGE MARKED
ON EVERY

amplifier plate (as in Fig. 3 -b) the
cathode needs only 30 to 50 volts. Under
these circumstances, the end of the
high-voltage unit may be grounded directly, since the 30 to 50 volts bias need ed is negligible in comparison to the remainder of the voltage.
Ieon

n

--

x-11
.002

UNIT!

1

5V4-.G
2

6Y6-G

óóze'oj

volts necessary to drive the 6Y6-G oscillator tube. The oscillator itself is a conventional tuned plate, untuned grid tickler coil arrangement. The secondary coil
L2 contains more turns than the tuned
primary, and steps up the oscillator
voltage to approximately 10 kv. Voltage
step -up is set at
LI
half maximum oba
8016
tainable to provide
high efficiency and
good voltage regulation.
The feedback coil
Ll is coupled to L2
instead of L3 di-

"11.q

L3

lOÓI'

°

6v.

°

ISOMA

°oL4

loon

OK
6MH

2.0005

20=

TINY but

DEPENDABLE
You never have to guess about the
resistance and wattage of any Little Devil
resistor. Every unit is not only color-coded,
but individually marked for quick, positive
identification. Millions of these Little Devils
have proved their ruggedness and reliability
in critical war equipment. Available from
stock, in standard 11 MA values from 10
ohms to 22 megohms. Tolerance +10'
Available only from OHM¡TE Distributors
See them

RADIO

at the

SHOW

and ELECTRONICS
Stevens

Chicago, May

13 -16

Booth

-if

I

No. 74

color codes.

handy

OHMITE MANUFACTURING CO.
4896 Flournoy Street

Chicago. III.

fI

Ee Reykt

RHEOSTATS

RESISTORS

uitl..

.

TAP SWITCHES

Fig.
50

=L-di

dt

.E

Gives complete data and list
of RMA values. Includes dimen-

sional drawings and

relationship
C,.

Tut

Send Now for
Bulletin No. 127

T 5n

V.AC'

L1

Hotel
.

501'.

-r

ficiency. The 6Y6
(or 6L6) beam
Fig. 4-An .f. power supply. The filament also operates on r.f.
power tube can
develop 15 watts of power with 80 per
R. F. power supplies
cent efficiency at 350 volts, The screen As we increase the voltages of the grid voltage is made self -regulating by
high -voltage supply, the cost and the a series resistor, and during operation
bulkiness of the unit also increases, but varies from approximately 65 volts at
at a much greater rate. Projection tubes, no load to 120 volts at full load.
which require voltages as high as 27,The high- voltage rectifier is a half 000, v,-ould
the previous conventional wave unit employing an especially dedesign were followed -lead to a unit signed 8016 tube. Standard high -voltage
far out of proportion to the rest of the rectifiers, such as the 2X2 and 2V3 -G,
set. Two types of power supplies prom- require considerable heater power (3.1
ise at least partial relief from the cost watts for the 2X2 and 12.5 watts for the
and bulkiness of the conv: ntional sup- 2V3 -G). The 8016, however, takes only
ply. Both units develop high -frequency 0.25 watt. This can be supplied directly
voltages, which are rectified to obtain from the oscillator. At the relatively
the d.c. high voltage. The formation of high frequency of the oscillator, approxthe voltages, however, differs consider- imately 300 kc, a 500 -µµf condenser and
ably in each system.
a 100,000 -ohm resistor provide filtering.
Tho first type of r.f. power supply is
second high -frequency power supshown schematically in Fig. 4. A 5V4 -G plyThe
is ased on an idea conceived by
full -wave rectifier operating from the P. T. Farnsworth about 1930. Only re60 -cycle line supplies the 300 to 350 cently, however, has a good practical
model been evolved. The voltage induced
ill tiny inductance is governed by the
II7

(Actual Size)

8.5H 2

lón.v.

rectly, for greater
stability. See F,g.
5. The oscillator
tube is biased for
Class C operation,
resulting in relatively low plate
loss and greater ef-

L2

As the time interval dt is made smaller,
er becomes greater. In the horizontal deflection coils, the retrace interval dt is
quite small and a large pulse of voltage
is produced. By rectifying the pulse,
voltages to 30 kv can be obtained.
A circuit schematic of an "inductive

kick" power supply is shown in Fig. 6.
The horizontal -sweep amplifier, an 807,
is driven by the saw-tooth voltages
which are developed in the preceding
sweep oscillator. The saw-tooth plate
current of the 807, flowing through a
portion of the transformer Tl, develops
a large inductive pulse during the retrace period. Two 8016 rectifier tubes
are connected in cascade across the full
Courtesy Essex Electronics primary. These tubes rectify the pulses
5 -The high -voltage step -up transformer.
(Continued on page 69)
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TELEVISIONDoes ñ'//o/d
.4 Fu/upe
For You.
SPECIAL INVITATION TO WAR VETERANS
With extensive new training facilities under the personal
supervision of the famed inventor of the radio vacuum tube,
Dr. Lee de Forest, we are able to accept additional applications from Veterans for Television training under the G.I.
Bill of Rights. For qualified men who are seriously considering entering a residence school, we have a limited number
of Home Study Courses which are available free of charge.
Your success with this course will not only help you to decide your own future in Television but will also aid us greatly
in qualifying you for residence training.
Send your name and address for your Eligibility Question aire. If you qualify under the simple rules, you may start
ur Home Study Television Course at once and entirely_
hout cost or obligation to you.

American Televisli n Laboratories, Inc.
5050 BROADWAY

CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS

MIN

ELEIIIMOTOR
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REPAIR;
A

PROFITABLE
ADDITION TO

HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY
A 2,000 -colt r.f. lore- current unit

ANY RADIO SERVICE

37. BUSINESS

L2

5011

L3

LI

.01+

.001

!L lC TRM
MOTOR REMIR

This big
book shows
you how -every
step of the way

-

only

IT PAYS TO SPECIALIZE
IN

SOMETHING

DIFFERENT

There's good money in electric motor repair!
The field is not crowded-and what could be a
finer more profitable addition to your already
established radio service business? Every home
you visit on radio work has many motor- driven
appliances. Be the man who can repair them
ELECTRIC MOTOR REPAIR, the unique new
book by the publishers of the famous Ghirardi
Radio-Electronic books, teaches you the work from
the very beginning. Explains every detail of motor
trouble diagnosing, repair and

rewinding. Covers

a -c

The core of the coils is a polystyrene
rod 5/4 inch in diameter and about 1%
inches long. The secondary winding consists of a total of 500 turns of No. 9/44
Litz wire wound in three pies to prevent high -voltage breakdown between
turns. The feedback and plate windings,
each consisting of 60 turns, are pie wound on opposite
ends of L2. All diloon
200u.0 TOTAL
N.V.mensions are given
in the figure.
5A.
8016
The coils should
be shielded with a
4 Ky.
O.F,
coil shield that will
HV.+
allow at least %inch spacing from
I.21442 A.
the nearest conduc-

THE high -voltage, low current power
supplies required for operation of
cathode-ray tubes in large oscilloscopes
and in television receivers are costly.
High-voltage insulation in power transformers and filter condensers adds to the
bulk and weight of the supply. An r.f.
power supply is less cumbersome and

B+

y

Circuit of the r.f. high voltage supply. Coil

s

more economical. This advantage increases in proportion to the output voltage. An interesting r.f. power supply
was designed experimentally by the
Amalgamated Wireless Valve Co. (Australia). This circuit uses a 6V6-GT in
a self- excited tuned -plate oscillator circuit operating at a frequency of approximately 1 megacycle. The frequency
N.V.-

OD

/8

DIODE

GRID

P.

B+

P.

ALLPe,S

and d -e

motors, synchronous motors and
generators and mechanical and
electrical control systems.

A

"BENCH"

BOOK

Based on what you can learn
from this big book alone, you
train for prompt, profitable
motor service. Quick reference
guides for use right at the
bench show exactly how to
handle specific jobs. Invaluable
for beginners or for daily reference in busy shops. Unique Duo Spiral Binding divides book into 2 sections permitting text
and the more than 900 diagrams

can

and illustrations to be seen AT

THE SAME TIME.
"BORROW" IT FOR
5 FULL DAYS!
Send coupon now! Practice
fs o m ELECTRIC
MOTOR

REPAIR

return

book and

5 days. If not
more than satisfied,

for

every cent will be
cheerfully refunded.

Dept. RC.57. Murray Hill Booty. Inc.
232 Madison Ave., New York 16. N. Y.
Enclosed i. 115 015.50 foreign, for a Copy of
ELECTRIC MOTOR REPAIR Book; or O send C.O.D
for 1115 plus pontage (no foreign C.O.D..). In
not eatisaed.
myes
en4bookn
5
for completreretrefu,n,
of mymoney.
Name

Address

City

Diet. No

State.

L3

shown

below.

tor.

All leads

should be kept as
short as possible and sharp bends in
the high-voltage wiring should be avoided to prevent power losses through
corona discharges.
The high- voltage output of the unit
may be adjusted roughly by varying
the screen-grid voltage of the oscillator
tube. Precise adjustments are made
with the tuning condensers across Ll.
The positive output of this circuit is
grounded. If grounded negative is required, 4,000 -volt insulation should be
used on the filament transformer, or a
battery, well insulated from ground,
may be employed.
This circuit appeared in the January February, 1946, issue of Radiotronics
Technical Bulletin, published in Aus-

10'

RADIO TERM ILLUSTRATED

L2

Dimensions of the high -voltage transformer.

of operation is determined by the inductance of the output coil L2, tuned by
its distributed capacity and the stray
capacity of the circuit wiring. The plate
circuit is resonated to the operating
frequency by Ll tuned by parallel fixed
and variable capacities totaling 200 µµf.
The grid coil L3 provides sufficient feedback voltage to the grid to sustain oscillations.
The ri. voltage in the plate coil is
transferred to L2 with a step -up ratio
of 8.3 to 1. This produces about 2000
volts which is applied to the high-voltage
rectifier. This voltage is rectified in a
half-wave circuit and filtered in an RC
filter consisting of a 100,000 -ohm resistor and two 0.01 -µf 4,000 -volt oilfilled condensers. Although an 8016
rectifier is shown, an 879, 2Y2, or a 2X2
may be used with changes in the filament transformer.
After the coil has been wound, it
closely resembles the harmless oscillator coil of a broadcast receiver. This
appearance should not be deceiving because the high voltages across L2 are
sufficient to cause serious injury or
DEATH.
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Signal Generator
Suggested bg: W. H. Althouee, Bainbridge, Ohio
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this magazine
is published

just for you
it's yours

Mail coupon

and

NOW
so your
subscription
will start at once

absolutely FREE

-

Here's one of the greatest "no strings attached" offers
ever made to professional servicemen. All you have to
do is mail the coupon below -and we'll put you on
the subscription list for "The Capacitor" -the magazine published by C -D to help you with tough servicing problems -and to provide you with a steady flow
of money-making ideas. That's all there is to it. No
cost. No obligation. This is C -D's way of repaying

WHAT THESE
THE CAPACITOR "

1910

SUCCESSFUL SERVICEMEN

SAY ABOUT

"Your magazine carries much of

interest to the serviceman. Keep up the good work."
From a Maine serviceman.

"The C -D Capacitor is a Fine Paper. My apprentice
it to good advantage." From a Philadelphia service shop.

uses

HELPS TO SPEED UP SERVICING PROCEDURES-BUILD

servicemen everywhere for their loyalty to C -D
Capacitors.
Don't wait. Be the first in your territory to receive this
valuable magazine every month absolutely FREE.
MAIL COUPON TODAY! Cornell- Dubilier Electric
Corp., Dept. RC-5, .Conti, Plainfield, New ¡erse )'.

-

-

READ

BUSINESS- Every issue of "The Capacitor" brings you
the kind of professional "Know -how" that speeds up
servicing procedures -and builds profitable business.
Also contains up -to -the- minute data on test instruments, scientific circuit analysis and trouble -shooting,
parts repair and substitution, information on new -type
tubcs. Clip coupon now.

-

1947
-1
Cereell- Dubllier Electric Corporation

Dept.

RC -5

South Plainfield, New Jersey

Please

start my FREE subscription to "The Capacitor"

at once.
Nome...

...

Addren
I

'

City

Zone

State

I
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EXPERTS
CHOOSE
"VOMAX"

is
the overwhelming
choice of experts because it's the
befinest perfected v.t.v.m
cause greatest
demand makes

greatest production and lowest cost
to you.
"VOMAX" gives you o total of 51
ranges to directly measure d.c.,
a.c., a.f., i.f. and r.f. volts up
through hundreds of megacycles,
resistance
ronges
covering
six
2 10ths ohms through 2,000 megohms, three output meter -decibel
ranges from -10 through - 50 -db.,
six direct current ranges measuring
from 50 microamperes through 12
amperes. Most important is the absolute stability, complete freedom
from usual grid current errors
and its astronomical input resistance
an honest 6.6 megohms
upon a.c., a.f., i.f. and r.f.; 51 and

....

Let's look at this matter of what meter you buy seriously

....

....

for your choice of tifis, the service technicians basic instrument, con spell either peace and profit
or annoyance
and loss to you. You must have the best meter to meet
overwhelmingly
'smart" competition. And "smart" competition
uses "VOMAX." The reason is simple. Other manufacturers
have hod to copy "VOMAX" inventions to try to satisfy your
demand for a modern, post-war, obsolescence-proof universal
meter. Yet, " VOMAX," the perfected v.t.v.m., stands head
and shoulders above oll other meters. This is proved by its
heavy purchase and use by the Bureau of Standards in Wash-

...

upon d.c. Voltage
ranges meosure from .1 through
volts
3000
d.c., .1 through 1200
volts o.c.
If you wont to guard your meter
to make it
dollar investment
only once for many years to come
then " VOMAX" at its present
low 559.85 net price is yorr logical
choice
as thousands more
wise technicians like yourself have
proved to their profit.
126 megohms

A 300 -OHM FOLDED DIPOLE
The folded -dipole antenna has definite
advantages over the straight dipole. It
covers a wider frequency range and its
impedance is increased to 300 ohms so
that it can be connected directly to
standard 300 -ohm transmission line.
However, it is a more elaborate antenna
than the straight dipole, and is more

difficult to make.
The construction of a folded dipole
may be considerably simplified without
sacrifice of efficiency by using a length
of 300 -ohm line for the antenna itself.
Many amateurs are using such an antenna for receiving and transmitting on
high -frequency bands, and the same design makes a very effective FM or television receiving antenna. Only about 5
feet of line is necessary for the new
FM band which is now being incorporated in many receiver models. Reception is at least as good as with a straight
dipole, and it is often much more convenient to match to the 300 -ohm line.

se"
29"

....

s.

.

ington, by Western Electric, G. E.. Westinghouse, university
after university, by top -ranking industrial lobo-otories, F.C.C.,
C.A.A., Veterans Administrations, schools, colleges

....

Fig.

CONNECTIONS
TO BE
SECURELY
SOLDERED

I

NEW IMPROVED

Thousands of technicians today rely
on "SPARX" dynamic signal tracer to
save time
increase efficiency
cut their costs. It lets you hear and
see signals .
troces signal right
on thru every receiver circuit from antenna thru voice-coil
is shop test
speaker, too. Continuous laboratory
research has now improved "SPARX"
immensely
created the Improved
Model
tremendously increased
.
sensitivity
greatly expanded gen.
eral usefulness. And the SILVER policy of prctecting your dollar investment pays out handsomely
a free bulletin tells every user how to convert nis "SPARX" into the new, Improved Model in o jiffy
goes to prove that for the really serious, prof- conscious technician there's no substitute for SILVER, that
"SPARX" costing you only $39.90 is outstandiegly the world's best signal tracer. "SPARX" will earn you,
too, more profits in less time than any other irstrument you can buy.

....

.

.

.

.

.

....

Fig. 1 shows how the antenna is
macle. The 300 -ohm twin -lead transmission line may be type K -1046 (Federal Telephone and Radio) which is
especially suitable because of its flexibility, weather -resistance, and very low
loss. A 58-inch length of line is shorted

at Itsth ends after stripping the insu-

lation as shown. The ends are twisted
and soldered. Then one of the conductors

....

.

.

.

....

....

'

....

Thanks for your patience. Model 906 Signal Generator is now flowing to your favorite
.. 90 kc. through 170 mc. on fundamentals
jobber. And what on instrument
built -in
amplitude modulation
.. variable ': 400
8 air-trimmed bands
loborotoy triply adjustable attenuotor
variable electronic FM sweep
multiply shielded
volt
metered microvolts
output 's microvolt to over
strays lower than $500.00 laboratory generators! Yet oll this costs you only $89.90
net. Better order your 906 now for demand far exceeds production capacity on this
precision instrument for months to come.
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1249 MAIN ST., HARTFORD 3, CONNECTICUT
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Send Post Card for Catalog of new measuring equipment, communication receivers, transmitters, kits, parts. See the,, at your favorite Jobber.

OVER 36

,t, ,,,
(r ','I 7', II phonc and Kndi r'orp.
Dipole is installed on the floor under a rug.

is cut at its center and the insulation
stripped to expose the two ends which
are soldered to the transmission line.
The distance between the two ends is
equal to the distance between conductors

of the twin lead. All connections should
be lacquered alter soldering.
The folded dipole should be erected
as high as possible and away from obstructions. It is mounted to any suitable
insulator such as wood and is supported
at the two shorted ends. In some cases
sufficient signal strength may be available to use an indoor antenna. The folded dipole then can be placed under a
rug or behind furniture, as shown in the
photo.
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TIC

CAQACTORS

Here's the latest addition to

the Pyramid family -an

ultra- compact, high quality,
metal- sealed, easy -to -mount capacitor!
Pyramid Type TM units are

available in

a

wide range

of capacity and voltage ratings,

for every application.
And, like all other Pyramid

capacitors, they're modestly priced!
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PYRAMID
ELECTRIC COMPANY
JERSEY CITY 6, N.
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TECHNOTES
SPARTON MODEL 667

When the full -wave output i.f. transformer opens or burns out it is almost
impossible to get replacements. I use a
standard 456 -kc i.f. transformer with
its secondary loaded with two 1- megohm
resistors in series. A tap at the junction
of the resistors provides a source of
a.v.c. voltage. The resistors load the
transformer sufficiently enough to permit it to be tuned to 345 kc.
GEORGE E. BROWN,
Lonaconing, Md.
Written by Alfred
r

A.

ch,

ardi, servicing expert

aathor of the mast
widely used books in radio
training history.
d

and a lot MORE PROF/TAM?

RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER'S
HANDBOOK quickly helps you diagnose and
common
troubles in over 4M00 receiver
repair
models and automatic record changers of 202
manufacturers.
6hirardi's

¡. y_.t!

. ZENITH 6DO30E

On this set, the tuning condenser is
insulated from the chassis by mounting
it on the dial. The dial sometimes permits the condenser to sag and make con-

tact with the chassis at the rear, causing
the set to stop playing. This may be
cured by cementing a piece of sponge
rubber to the chassis just under the
rear of the tuning condenser.

4 radio repair Jobs out M every 5 can be handled as east'.
as falling off a log-- without tedious testing. Try tills nervier,
short cut that really works-the one that pays for Itself in to
saved on the sery first Job! There's nu magic about it. J
al -s.:
In this big, 4 lb., 744 page
common sense

HAROLD

n

TBOUBLFSIIOOTEIt'R HANDBOOK. I;Idrardi supplies
with a carefully tabulated and Indexed compilation of
comrron Troubles (and their Remedies) that occur in over

.

models of home radios, auto radios and automatic record changers
M 202 manufacturers-the sets that amount for well over 911t7
of all service work today! Clear instructions tell you exactly
WHAT the trouble Is likely to be- exactly 110W to fix It
No guessing or to -t i.

.

,

. AIRLINE 04BR51 IA AND 04BR5I2A

Persistent audio oscillation and feedback that does not respond to ordinary
methods can be cured by replacing the
12SQ7 tube. Try several tubes. It will
not be necessary to discard the offending
tube, as it will usually work well in
other sets.

NO OTHER SERVICING HANDBOOK LIKE IT
This priceless Trimble lase History str Ion M the HAND BOOK eliminates the need for all trouble shooting and laborious
tearing on 4 Jobs MO M 5. Tells you HOW to make the nines'
DIRECTLY!
SIMPLY
.
eery repairs QUICKLY .
.

passes of to you rite priceless experience from thou
sands M hours M tedious troubleshooting so you can save MORE
THAN HALF roar precious limo and do your work Easier.

Ghirardl

ARTHUR L. JOHNSON,

Faster, more Profitably.

Hutchinson, Kansas

NOT A STUDY BOOK!
Over 300 additional pages contain parts repair data, diagrams.
tube charts. tuning alignruent and 1.f. transformer data for
than 2220.000 receivers. complete BMA color codedor,ms of graphs, diagrams and other service data. all
.i
EVER M urti
help 't ur repair ANY
twice as fast! 'I r, net all tit l=

Learn Professional Servicing by MODERN,
SCIENTIFIC Methods
MODERN RAbIO SERVICING is A. A. Ghirardï s famous illustrated and simplified course

in professional radio -electronic service work. 92
big chapters, 1300 pages and over 700 illustrations
complete in 1 vol. -sold for only $5! It explains
the construction and operation of all types of test
instruments
and how to use each one. Shows
how to analyze circuits scientifically; how to test,
repair and replace components; how to do every
phase of home and auto -radio repair work from
A to Z by most expert, time -saving MODERN
methods. Worth its weight in gold in giving you
a real, honest-to1300 pages
goodness complete
706 Illus.

-

Doty

"'-

course in the

KNOW HOW of
radio - electronic
service work!

Trouble Case History repair
instructions on over 4800
models of all these makes:
Admiral
Airline
Arvin

Howard
Majestic
Motorola

Belmont
Brunswick
Capehart
Chevrolet
Clarion
Colonial
Crosley

Philco

Emerson
Fada

Farnsworth
G.E.

Pilot
RCA

Silver -Marshall
Silvertone
Sonora
Sparton

COMBINATION
OFFER!save you

HANDBOOK
Let the
service jobs.
time on common
RADIO SERVI
Let MODERN

nal
sioCING

truly
train you forBOTH 9 books at
Combinawork. Get
special Money-Sovin9
59.50 for the
of only
tion Price
coupon today.
two by mailing

Baton Rouge, La.

Strom. -Carlson
Westinghouse
Wilcox -Gay

SPEAKER REPAIRS

General Motors Zenith
. and 172 more!

for books checked; or
_11 Enclosed find $
send C.O.D. (in U.S.A. only) for this amount plus
postage. If not fully satisfied. I may return either or
both books within 5 days for full refund of my money.
RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK
$5 ($5.50 foreign)
MODERN RADIO SERVICING
$5 ($5.50 foreign)
MONEY -SAVING COMBINATION OFFER:
Both big bucks over 2040 pages total
$9.50 for the two ($10.50 foreign).

-

Nome
Address..
Zeno
City

MCCLESKEY RADIO CO.,

Stewart Warner

DEPT. RC'57, MURRAY HILL BOOKS, INC.
232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y., U. S. A.

MON

SMALL COMBINATIONS

Cabinets of many table model combinations are constructed so that needles
and other trash can slide between the
player panel and the cabinet wall and
fall into the speaker assembly, lodging
between the voice coil and the pole piece.
This often causes a loss in volume and
distortion. After cleaning the speaker,
make a cover of light cloth and place it
around the speaker. This protects the
speaker from dust and other foreign
matter. (A speaker cover of this type is
standard equipment on many European
sets.)

TEDIOUS TESTING
ON FOUR JOBS OUT OF 5

,

A MACH!

.

WVGOODBYE TO

I

Don? DE

State

-only

I
I
I

I
I

I

When replacing speaker cones, it is
often difficult to remove dirt and filings
from around the pole piece. I find it
helpful to take a piece of scotch tape
and probe around the pole piece. Foreign matter will adhere to the sticky
side of the tape, leaving the air gap
nice and clean.
JEROME COOPERMAN,

New York, N. Y.
.

EMERSON 1940.1941 MODELS

Many of these models use 25AC5 output tubes which are difficult to replace.
I tie the No. 3 and No. 4 pins together
at the socket and use a 25A6. No other
changes are necessary since the filament
voltages and currents are identical.
CHESTER

T. MARTOWICZ,

New York, N. Y.

AM
Se

L. Buss,

Francesville, Ind.

th,-

48011
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RADIO PARTS RADIO SETS
RECORD CHANGERS PLAYERS
HAM GEAR AMPLIFIERS TESTERS
It's here -ready for you now -the new, comprehensive, 1947
Concord Catalog displaying a vast, complete selection of everything in Radio and Electronics. Send for your copy now. Select
your needs from value -packed pages showing thousands of
items available for IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT -hundreds of
them now available for the first time- featuring new, latest
1947 prices. See the new LOWER prices on finest -quality
RADIO SETS, PHONO- RADIOS, RECORD CHANGERS,
RECORD PLAYERS, PORTABLES, AMPLIFIERS, COMPLETE SOUND SYSTEMS, TESTERS. See complete latest listings of all the well -known, standard, dependable lines of radio
parts and equipment -tubes, condensers, transformers, relays,
resistors, switches, speakers -all available for IMMEDIATE
SHIPMENT from huge stocks in CHICAGO and ATLANTA.
Whatever your needs in Radio and Electronic Parts, Supplies
and Equipment- before you buy -SEE THIS GREAT NEW
CONCORD CATALOG. Mail coupon for your FREE copy now.

Radio Hams Service Men Engineers
Sound Men
Maintenance Men
Schools Institutions Manufacturers

THIS CATALOG IS FOR YOU!

diali COUPON TODAY!
dis
Concord Radio Corporation, Dept. RC -57
901 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, III.
Yes, rush FREE COPY

of the comprehensive new Concord

Rodio Catalog.
Name
LAFAYETTE
901

Address

RADIO CORPORATION

7, ILL.
W. Jackson Blvd.

CHICAGO

ATLANTA
265

3,

GA.

Peachtree St.

City

State
J
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SAVE AT

RESCO!
Farm and Home

BATTERY
CHARGERS
Insure Engine Starting
a Improve Lighting
Prolong Battery Life
Save Money
Improve Auto Rodio Reception

MODEL 6AC4
-volt, 4-amp. For
the overage cor
whose battery needs
6

occasional

MULTIVIBRATORS
(Continued front page 25)
is triggered externally. The previously
described circuit may be "locked in" by
an external source, but will continue
to function when the excitation is removed. Fig. 5 illustrates a single -ended
or one -kick multivibrator. The name is
derived from the fact that such a circuit will complete one cycle of operation with each triggering pulse. When
the triggering pulse is removed, the
oscillation ceases.

boost.

97
5-Circuit

of

one -kick multivibrator.

MODEL 6AC6

Fig.

-volt. 6 -amp For
cors and trucks

Fig. 5 is similar to Fig. 1, with one
exception. In Fig. 5, V1 is normally
cut off while in Fig. 1 both tubes are
normally at zero grid bias. In the latter
circuit, bias for V1 is provided by the
voltage drop across RC caused by V2
current. V2 is conducting because the
grid is connected directly to the cathode
through RG2. Due to this bias, VI will
remain cut off whenever V2 is conducting and oscillation will stop.

6

sublected to
greater -than
overage

roods

1063

MODEL

6AC 10

6 -volt,

ID -amp
servicing several
teries regularly.

For
bat-

MODEL

12AC5
For
12 -volt batteries.
12 -volt,

S

amp.

1863

1330

BATTERY EUMINATOK
For Demonstrating, Testing

and Servicing Auto Rodios
Can't be beat os o power supply for rodio sets,
aircraft instruments, relays, motors, and other
electrical equipment. In the laboratory tor supplying various low D C voltages by simply using
a rheostat on one side of the A C
ord Will
eliminate rodio interference and hum cPlug into
any standard 115 volt A
cycle for D C power.

a

The one -kick multivibrator
Fig. 6 is a time-plot analysis of onekick multivibrator operation. The resting potential on the plate and grid of
each tube is indicated on each oscillo0

TI
0 GRID

VI GRID

-CUTOFF

.

ATR

Model 120C
output,

volts.
14 -amps or 14 volts,
7 -omps.
D

6

3

B+
VI PLATE

3720

0 GRO
V2 GRO

E

Model 9761

-L

D.C.
volts,

output,
7

6.3

8+

-amp.

V2 PLATE

2097

Fig.

SCHAUER
Model AR -1
D C.

volts,

output, 6.
15 -omp

3750
Write for Biq, Volue- Pecked Bulletin
Include Postage with Cash Orders

aalio-vilecLcic

SERVICE CO. OF PENNA., INC.
7TH AND ARCH STREETS, PHILA

6, PENNA.

3145 N. Broad St. in Plids.
Also it Mdmmftow, Ott Easton. Pa Allentown. Pa Camden, N.1

Branches 5133 Maisel
,

58

CUTOFF

St. and

,

6-Analysis

of one -kick vibrator action.

dition until another positive triggering
pulse is applied to V1 grid.
From Fig. 5 it is seen that only one
slow phase is present in the one -kickmultivibrator operating cycle. This slow
phase is determined by the RC grid constants of the tube that is cut off during
the cycle.
The one -kick multivibrator provides,
among other uses, a method of producing pulses of a definite frequency and
time duration. For example, in a certain electronic application it is desired
to operate a pair of thyratron mercury vapor rectifier tubes for 500 microseconds and have them inoperative for
1,000 microseconds. Such regulation is
easily accomplished by the one -kick
multivibrator. The positive pulse from
the plate of V2, as shown in Fig. 5, is
applied to the thyratron grids, causing
the tubes to conduct for length of time
from TO to T1. This time is limited to

(
14- -500MSEC

-44-

ISOOI.SEC

Fig. 7-The multivibrator as pulse generator.

the required 500 microseconds by adjusting RG2 and Cl. The necessary
wave form is shown in Fig. 7. The total
length of the pulse would be 2,000
microseconds, since the negative portion
would be 1,500 microseconds. By again
referring to formula: f equals lXt, we
find f must equal 500 pulses per second
for our purpose. This will be the frequency of the triggering pulse applied
to the multivibrator.
The preceding example illustrates
only one of the many possible applications of the multivibrator to electronic
circuits. Additional similar applications
for industrial and other uses should
suggest themselves.
From a more conventional point of
view, the multivibrator, as employed in
cathode -ray sweep circuits, is of practical interest. This circuit provides one
of the better means of producing a
high-speed sweep. Such a sweep voltage
is required in the television receiver.
Fig. 8 illustrates a variation of a multivibrator -type sweep generator that is
suitable for extremely high -speed sweep
applications. This circuit operates like
that of Fig. 5.
Between triggering pulses, while V2
is cut off by the voltage drop across RC,
sweep condenser C charges to B -plus
(Continued on page 96)

gram by a dot. A positive pulse is applied to the grid of VI, which is normally below cut -off. The following
operation is almost identical to the secoB+
ond half-cycle of the circuit in Fig. 1.
V2 grid is driven below cut-off by the
000
multivibrator action and the cathode
bias on VI disappears, since V2 is no
longer conducting. The charge on C1
leaks off through RG2, and, at T1, V2
begins to conduct, once again completing
the cycle. Current flows through RC
oti
and the resulting voltage drop biases
VI grid below cut-off as before. The
circuit will remain in this original con- Fig. 8-Adaption to high -speed sweep circuit.
1947
MAY,
for
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Never so much radio
for so little money

Mir

SUPER -HETERODYNE

$1095
Including Tubes
Postpaid in U. S. A.

no cabinet, wire or solder supplied

FOUR TUBES and

SELENIUM RECTIFIER

110 Volt AC -DC KITS

direct from factory
to you
Never before has BELLTONE packed so
mach quality and value in a $10.95 complete package. This four tube and selenium
rectifier super -het kit of parts (chassis
1C1/2 "x51/2 "x7 ") has proven its selectivity,
sensitivity and high quality radio reproduction in tens and tens of thousands of receivers sold during the past months. Today
you can have this same chassis with all

post -war improvements
at virtually cost of component parts, draw ings, instructions, packing and mailing costs
-complete except for cabinet, wire and
solder.

three big assembly and
hook -up prints and
ABC detailed instructions
supplied
:luding schematic circuit, picture wiring
diagram, top chassis layout, dial cord instructions and cabinet layout suggestion
makes assembly, wiring and final adjustments easy, instructive and foolproof.

-

direct from factory to you

-

RECTIFIER

-

eliminates troublesome

rectifier tube -it's unbreakable -lasts the lifetime

in

only

-

circuit improvements and parts include
SELENIUM

no sales to jobbers,

dealers or surplus outlets

of your set-starts instantly-increases sensitivity.
PROTECTIVE FILAMENT RESISTOR -prevents current surge through filaments -eliminates tube burnouts and increases tube life.
3. ALNICO PM SPEAKER -1.47 ounce 5 inch speaker
for high quality voice and music reception.
4. GRIP -STRAIN RELIEF- securely anchors power line
cord to chassis- preventing short circuits.
5. TUBES SUPPLIED -one each 12SA7 - 12SK7 - 12597
2.

and 50L6.

BELLTONE RADIO and TELEVISION CORP.

ORDER YOUR BELLTONE

583 Ave. of Ehe Americas, New York

Yes,

SUPER -HET CHASSIS KIT--TODAY

I

want

money order

II,

N. Y.

BELLTONE chassis kits. Enclosed find
check for

$

SHIP TO

SHIPPED BY RETURN MAIL
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New Radio -Electronic Patents
By I.

QUEEN

TELEGRAPH REPEATER
William

P.A. SOUND EQUIPMENT
FOR ALL REQUIREMENTS

Simpson, S. Ozone Park, N. Y.
Patent No. 2,404,754

E.

It is often necessary to receive high -speed
telegraph signals on one channel and transmit
them on a different channel. This may be done
electronically with the circuit shown.
Assume first that no signals are coming in.
The triode and thyratron grids
are nt ground potential, so both
TONE FRE2
tubes

conduct.

When

an

allows the thyratron to de- ionize rapidly because
both tubes are in series.
During the time that the thyratron is cut off.
the voltage drop across potentiometer P is higher
than during conducting periods due to the abGENERATOR

inOUTGOING
TONE SIG

INCOMING
TONE
SIGNAL

;`.ems

o

rued of voltage drop n the plate resi- tance. The movable contact of P is
originally adjusted so that the doubletriode tube
cut off during moments of
no signal. When a signal does appear,
the increased positive potential out of l'
removes the bias and permits the outgoinl. tone signal to be transmitted. This system
allows keying of the local generator rapidly and
in accordance with the incoming telegraph signal,

MASCO DE LUXE 35 WATT

AMPLIFIER RECORD
CHANGER TOP EQUIPMENT
AMPLIFIER SPECIFICATIONS
FOR MODEL MA-35 RC
Power output: 35 watts
Cain: Microphone. 125 DB, Phono. 78 DB
Controls -Five: Two microphones. Phono,
Dual -Tone
Separate on -off switch
Input- Three: Two Microphones, Phono
Tubes: 2 -7C7, 1 -7131, 1 -7F7. 1- 6V6GT,
2- 6L6CA. 1-7,1'1G
Output: Tapped-2- 1 -8 -15 -500 Ohms
Power Consumption: 130 Watts
Hum Level: Below zero level -20 DR

Frequency Response: 50 to 10.000 cycles
Asiatic LP-6 Low Pressure Cartridge with
Permanent Sapphire Stylus
Changer Plays-10.12" or 12 -10" records
Dimensions: 15" z 15" z 9"
Complete

with tubes

79.00 List

$1

MASCO 25 WATT 6 AND 110

VOLT
A M PLIFIER
Phono operation on
both 6 volts D.C.
and 110 volts A.C.

Two Mike Inputs
Outputs 2.4.8.15500

Ohm

Extra Heavy Duty

Vibrator
A truly un
sal
amplifier tor l sound

$147a"

car. outdoor

List

use

or

in.

Complete

with tubes.

No wires to connect.
in and play
through radio. 45
minutes of uninterrupted plays of 10 or
lust plug

12

inch records

reloading.

110 V. -60 cycle

with

For

oiler

ation. Coin niece with
open type cabinet.

S28.50
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK

Covers

®Globe

509 Arch St., Philadelphia 6, Pa.
LOmbard 3.9225
60

RADIOTELEGRAPH A.G.C.
R.

Riverhead, N. Y.
Patent No. 2,404,712

Lee Hollingsworth,

The requirements for
automatic gain control
circuits are different
for code reception than
for "phone." In the

S.G.

former case a sudden
burst of static or increased signal strength
may block the receiver
and cause the loss of

II

the first few characters
of a high -speed code
transmission. Also, the
charge on the condensers of an a.g.c. system

\

3+

t

leaks off during spaces
between signals so that
the gain of the receiver

varies.
The difficulties are
eliminated in the circuit shown. The signal is heterodyned, amplified
and rectified in a conventional three-stage circuit.
Note, however, that the amplifier grids are isolated unless either tube A or B conducts. These
tubes have special functions.
The detector output flows through B and develops an a.g.c. voltage at point P. B conducts
only when a signal is received, and may be ad-

\

i
OLTPCT

justed for delayed a.g.c. Tube A is adjusted to
be cut off without signal input. It conducts only
when a powerful signal or surge of static appears. During these intervals the tube bypasses
current and prevents the receiver from blocking.
Due to amplifier grid isolation, this receiver
maintains its sensitivity without regard to the
length of spaces between signals.

TIME -INTERVAL MEASUREMENT

WIRELESS PHONOGRAPH
WITH AUTOMATIC RECORD
CHANGER

out

coming signal appears, the output of the full wave rectifier is applied to the grids as a negative voltage, cutting off both tubes. The triode

J

William S. Wilson
(Assigned to Radio Corp. of America)
Patent No. 2,412,1II
This circuit greatly simplifies the equipment the first tube. It assumes an average indication
and therefore measures the time during which
needed to measure short time intervals between
pulses. It may be required, for example, to
the first tube is cut off. The shorter the time bemeasure the interval between a transmitted pulse tween transmitted and reflected pulses. the shorter the interval during which there is a high
from an aircraft and that of the echo received
from ground (as used in altimeters to determine plate voltage. and therefore the lower the average voltage reading. Note that no condenser is
the height of the airplane above ground).
used in the plate circuit of the first tube. The
Two triodes are used in a multivibrator cirsecond grid is affected by the weak reflected
cuit. They may be in separate envelopes or a
pulse and not by a charge left on a condenser.
Transmitted
pulses
are
single unit such as a 6J6.
applied to the first grid as negative potentials
-t
through a coupling condenser. Such a pulse cuts
off plate current and causes the voltage to rise
T
sharply. The abrupt change produces a positive
MA
voltage on the second grid and therefore increases
the plate current of the second tube and causes
a sudden decrease of plate voltage. This negative
%BITTED
I REFLECTED
pulse is fed back to the first grid through a
PULSE
PULSE
voltage- dividing network, charging the condenser
C and thus maintaining the tube at cut -off.
The echo pulse is applied to the second grid.
It causes plate cut-off and produces a positive
pulse which also affects the first grid. The first
tube then returns to its normal conducting state
and is ready to receive the next pulse.
A d.c. voltmeter measures the plate voltage of
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Long- distance
Television
is twenty

years old
At the 1927 demonstration, Dr. Herbert E. Ives explained the
television system developed in Bell Telephone Laboratories.

APRIL 7 is a notable day in communication history, for
on that day in 1927 was the first demonstration of television over long distances. Large -scale images were flashed
from Washington, D. C., by wire and from Whippany,
N.J., by radio to a public demonstration in New York
City. "It was," said a newspaper, "as if a photograph had
suddenly come to life and begun to smile, talk, nod its
head and look this way and that."
That was the first of many public demonstrations,
each to mark an advance in the television art. In 1929
came color television, and in 1930 a two -way system
between the headquarters buildings of A. T. & T. and
Bell Laboratories. When the first coaxial cable was installed

in 1937, television signals for 240 -line pictures were trans-

mitted between Philadelphia and New York and three
years later 441 -line signals were transmitted. By May,
1941, successful experiments had been made on an 800mile circuit.
End of the war brought a heightened tempo of
development. Early in 1946 began the regular experimental use of coaxial cable for television between New
York and Washington, and a few months later a microwave system for television transmission was demonstrated
in California.
Transmission facilities will keep pace as a great art
advances to wide public usefulness.

BELL TELEPHONE
EXPLORING AND INVENTING, DEVISING AND
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LABORATORIES
IMPROVEMENTS AND

ECONOMIES IN TELEPHONE

SERVICE
61

F.

Question Box queries will be answered by mail and those

of general interest will be printed

A fee

in the magazine.

of 50c will be charged for simple questions requiring no

estimate on questions that may

schematics. Write for

gcfx

require diagrams or considerable research.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111n 1111111111111111 111

.,

plate winding of No. 36 s.s.c. interwound.
It is not an easy task to wind and
track three stages over this band. It
will be necessary to experiment with
the spacing of the grid windings to get
good tracking throughout the range.
4 -turn

MIXER CIRCUIT

I

II

1

S
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1.-8005
SEE NOTE

OUTPUT
TUNING

R.F.C.

2jMH SW.
I would like to replace the 6A7
j40TWÌREL
100uut
oscillator-mixer in my receiver with the
o
2p.. -ka
2K
single -ended 6SA7. Will you kindly
f
draw a circuit shouring how this tube
OW 1.51VIOW
LÌ
ßF4
may be used without electron-coupled
2,5MH
RADIO- THERAPY CIRCUIT
oscillator coils?
O.G.F., Oakland,
Please print a diagram of a dia°PATIENT"
Calif.
PLATES
A. The 6SA7 may be used with your thermy or radio -therapy machine such
.o0a
de
Forby
Dr.
Lee
present oscillator coil. Connections are as the one described
est in the Augaist 194.4 issue. This should T2500V
shown in the drawing.
.1250V.
be powerful enough to produce artificial
. -DEATHDCLURKS HERE!
vari6SA7
should
be
fever
and
the
frequency
e
H(SO0V.
DANGER!
able between 5 and 18 meters.- J.J.S., DEATH IOV,TSA
M0.750MA
DEALING
Sharon, Pa.
II400MA
VOLTAGES/
A. A radio-therapy circuit is shown
to the right. When properly adjusted,
the power will be approximately 300
160
TUNING
TSOuut
watts.
As in the case of most circuits of this
nature, some experimenting is neces- 866 (2) 'or
sary to obtain the best results. The grid
1550V.
B+I0014-12MA
and cathode resistors and the grid exPADDER
6
450V.
,I
citation taps should be adjusted for optimum performance.
Ll consists of 15 turns wound on a
COIL DATA
I would like to have coil-winding 2% -inch form spaced to 4 inches. L2 is
data for a superhet receiver tuning wound with 4 turns spaced to 11,4 -inch
from 18 to 42 mc. I am using a 6SK7 long. This coil should be well insulated
r.f. stage, and a 6SA7 oscillator- mixer. and placed on the inside% of Ll. Both
-inch copper
I have some % -inch low-loss forms that coils are wound with
I would like to use. -J.W., Tripp, tubing.
V.A
S. Dak.
THREE -TUBE RADIO
A. Here is the coil data that you deprint a eircvr
t three - s, SET FOR 2 -VOLT TUBES
sire. It is designed to cover the range tube Kindly
regenerative
receiver
using
a 6C6 e Please print a circuit of a small
you require when using 450 -µµf condetector, 76 first audio, and 42 or 6F6
iver using a t.r.f. amplifier, a redensers and a 456 -kc i.f. stage.
standard
plug -in generative detector, and a power amoutput
I
have
stage.
of
the
antenna
coil
The secondary
for use with a 140 -µµf tuning con- plifier stage. I have a 32, a 33 and a 34.
consists of 3z/2 turns of No. 14 enamel coils
a small magnetic speaker, and -C.A.S., St. Michael, B. W.I.
wire spaced to cover about sia inch. The denser,
250 -volt power supply. -L.J.S., Do- A. This circuit uses the tubes you
primary is 1 turn of No. 28 d.c.c. wire anora,
Penn.
specify. Regeneration is controlled in
interwound with the secondary. The de- A. Here
is a circuit that should meet the screen -grid circuit of the detector
tector coil secondary is identical with your specifications.
is con- and the r.f. gain in the grid return on
that of the antenna coil. The primary trolled in the 6C6 Regeneration
screen grid circuit. the 34. Standard four-prong coils are
of this coil consists of 2 turns of No.
If band spread is desired, a 35 -µµf used in the r.f. stage and six-prong in
28 d.c.c. interwound with the ground end
across the the detector circuit.
of the secondary. The secondary of the trimmer may be connected
oscillator coil consists of 3% turns of main tuning condenser as shown.
32 500K Y C TO PM SPKR
No. 14 enamel spaced to 'S inch with a

-

ó

-

.1

9

117

r

76

6C6

.-.

34

42
-4
05

450V.

..

PHONES
SPHR

5-70uu

\

AUDIO

02
00

I

3:I

F

1

.002-

tlPRI.

E

50K
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HERSHEL

CONDENSERS
WMing
GI.

G1.

MID.

Ne.

CI,D

all
Ctl]

,DOD

1

.

-

Th.rdanoa

NY 175M ch.b

C

49c
$7.95

i

TA«11amen 17 NY 23M choke. Cal
He. PC-203

Ne. PC-204

.h.6.,

DI

O.clne1« end 80I

..

Fwgeacl« and Master

0

49

N this lour prim.

BC

1

-C1. N.

ii95

]! «

FT-11

Si

;

Therden.n rA. 110 V 60 .y.<. 6.3 V 6 A, CT-Cat. N.
fT -1]
Therden.n 110 V 60 .y. pr1,
s «./1-2 1 V, 10 A CI, 3000V
Ins., see

Two
Car.

#2

3V 3A;6.3V

N.

A-

1

FT.13

KW
MODULATION
TRANSFORMER
1

illMICA CAPACITATOR
-101íD 7000W VDC. Cot. Ne.49C

TRANSFORMER

IF

I
Men1300

hn..d.

N. T19

n

I,Neluf n

d

hlmAmNw
coupled type. C

t

$1

95C

495

RECEIVER AND

MC receiver
and transmitter. Used, in rood
condition. Cat. No. RT -10..

i

SCR-522.

1
RCA modulation transformer N
that new KW sips

$995

SItration.
2SA.

cnseevetivly rated at 550

Wen audio

2

for

1'

'I

d. 7'-

..
ti

receiver. Patterned after S-36A by Nelllt,Nters.
Rer.ivs TM and AM signals In the spo<tram
between 24 and 145 mg.rycl.. Circuit has
14 tubes including voltage regulator for high
Tregnnncy oscillate, Nos Ice position soleslivity control. Contain. no Internal power
poly. teas acorn tubes IF., O.c, and Minn.
foe pew

h.n,f.em«,
lute

IY

including

choke. IN.. e
and mstiA..

oo

j,

//
W

-k'

tg

+

y
w- r .phi
-

ORDERS F.O.B.

MINIMUM ORDER

ß/e1
l'-

J

-

`

I

M

TUNING UNIT

IFF

C 373. Appetite.
A
63
D..tend., coils,
choke.

Terming
M W

Transmitter á Receiver

]300

MM.

II

If

eol'd mica canNnsn

dials,

Tnnimr W n[ONr. TM hams flat sates,
*MN aUl m141 MC Nat. SYFjq 4511 IN
As. Wei tip. NU labs W

WVD C, over $50.00
Cat. N.. TU -101

In

3,715

porertran.fOrmM.

-r-f

CONDENSERS
typo
.e " y
ones
r1 10°0
megacycle* he M
used with 36ÁS
door knob tube

DETROIT

-

vg.

.

IUTTERFLY

ALL

$2.00

DYNAMOTOR

Pecan supply-inputs
w
6 or 12 V, enMo s
300 VDC N 160 MA. mounted .n bee
wins circuit bmhor.,

tare" interference

MM

alt

M

10 A.
1O:
0O
N. DM-

995

ld

i
HERSHEL RADIO

Mich. Sales add 3

J.
.

Sales Tax

Cat. No. SC -2.

caN.s.

LL

,plus. CM.
101.

R

u

.

c

95ea.

5249 GRAND RIVER
209ó

for

S.

_

Write for FREE Bulletin
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hb.

HOT SPOT SPECIALS
Ass', resisters h wen fully In.ulaNd.
in popular ohmage.. Cat. No. II-3.per 100
$1.49
,

Cat.

N..

C

-12

$1.93
Far 100
end I Meng.
,
WNW
$2.95
Cat. No. Wf -hoer 100
IV Utah P. M. Speaker, Aline 5
with 6f6 output transform
Car.
No. ST-100
$6.95
As 't knobs push on cod end plastic.
$1.95
Cat. No. KI.10° -per 100
$1.50
u4
610
95c
N..
sockets
-25W.
Cat.
1nnn.an
,210
49.
13.71°
T
-99
65c
953 -9004 tubes. Cal. N..
Sockets for acorn tubes. Cat. N.
AT -10
19.
1 -1
350 WVDC. 20 MFD 170 WVDC.
sound
round wits GI. No. RC -U
Nc
NellioaNer volume knob -SK 71 15<
Pet. -screw driver .heft, 2 nip,
150M, 50M, 33M. 5M,
200 ehm3°
A 144 MC Radar Osc., uses 15 1
Nee
Hy 73. Inclosed staler
with minable coupling. Complete
Nss tube
$7.93
13.
lacks Pl. 53, Pt 60
Powdered Iran Aug with IselenNte call
form N mesh, Ideal ter Mead tuning

4.47

j395

Is

59 f
As:l Init..nd

R44 ARR -5 HIGH FREQUENCY

fete with tom

IR5

6SN7
6SA7

/lea

way of indicating the nominee N
beams, wind indicator, erc. 1400
cycler line cord end

Iv
r.n.n

S5

6JL7
304

t model*

SELSYN MOTORS
110
VAC
furnl.hed. -Cat. Ns. SM-

3 $4

9

The ideal

Innru<lin.

IT4
I

Pri: Sm. 02 -3:1 Fri: Sec. /2 Tap -25:1.
Impedance Rehr N:
Soso N: S... I2abn /ri: Sec. f2 Tap-625:1.
DC Resist.n<4 -Fri: 133 ohms Sec: /1, 112 ohms; Soc. 02, 99 ohms.
Transformers insulation tested, ri. 1000V.; Sec. S1 "11 "000V; Sec. r2- 2000V. to IM
met of the coils end con. Primer c.nt.r. tap Pel for Clam
"mNNat....Se00000Mr
d2 will < arty 80 Mils 1 mode oft screens of boom pew., or .e.e n gridd tubes.
Primary will match any Class .. " lobes up ft 10.000 ohms plot. to plate, such as
410's, 73r., 1005'., 21170'., 707'e. NY512'., 21 Vs, 817'., 121's, 1103'., 7072'..
Sim 9%. wide, 7hhigh. Heavy channel iron mounting brackets.
Weight pews. 4016.. Catalog umber MT -100.

39

4.95

10

n

selectivity A.V.C. and A.M.L. .F.O. atteme after SK2SA NNlmralter, voltage
compete wtn
comeregulator
eoes power
far
.00.
50
No.

368AS

Reelly rugged construction with protective A«hwer paps, whisk an Nlnet ble.
Terminals end gaps are mounted
a "Mycaly" terminal board. The laminedfen.
IAN maim up this transformer «m el
audio quality and an extremely thin,
making it Impossible for the stem le ".keno or talk."
Audio Watts-330 Sec. 01 --430 Mils Soc. 02 -10 Mils Turns Relic -Pri: Sec# 1.1:1

HALLICRAFTER RECEIVER
4S. APR7 -contains stet niter, variable I.F.

Catalog

211

E

Na T -70

TRANSMITTER

(

NSAOVW

AUND

30MC IF TRANSFORMER
olus Weed. C.I.

2.95
.69
2.45
1.95
1.45

$795

_

.49

t'4,95

10 V 3.23 A.

calibration every
Frequencies range 3800 -5800
Kt. -with crystel oscillator checked every
200 Ke.-power output 17 watts, voice
or CW. Less tubes

..

.-

1.25

654 TRANSMITTER & RECEIVER
Kt.-

TAFILAMENT
«rson 6.7

V-4 amp.,
6.3 V.4.S amps., 9.7 1/.3
Onips, mi. 110 V AC

/.

54.95

Col.

5.45

RK60
VT127

872

L) A
7 q5

alt

39C

813

VR150
829

Pew ArnplISem, 2-40 Modulators end 1.46 Speech ArnplMor 4 X.t
Oscillator on selector switch. 10 to 30 wNN
pit. Tone Voice .. C. W.
MN. INN for
meter bend. Comm with 3 <eik TU 17A 2000.
7000 K.. TU I. 3000.4500 Kr. TU 23 3500.5230 Kr. Wash wrinkle
/rte
Includes 2 ..pirate cases to store
Gelb.
s
thaw .M The InstrrdN, pecked In or1111wa1 cases. less
loss crystals
<ry.NM
TTT

95c
7

TRANSFORMERS
y.

.
.

-i'-

-

$12.N

tt

$

PC-202

NY 350M

_.

-

NEW BC 223 AX TRANSMITTER

NY ISOM choke, CM.

Deniern

-

des

Mc
9!c

CHOKES
TAWNn I
N. /C201

N.

1

.

54.93

Oil

600011
CII!
4
600 Oil
Westinghouse 1 MFD 6000 melts WVDC
Wesnnghwse 1 IND 10,000 volts WVDC

BUYS
Cc
TUBES
V LJ

-

Cost
$7.93

.000 Oil

7

CI14

---

yew

Volts
Oil

SDOO

1

... BIGGER

BETTER BARGAINS

a

MAY.

DEPOSIT
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tea.

0.4

E.C.O.

PowdrN,ren
1

% slug

10c

Mry.SWtrns AOa-OM win nose littler/
±1w

894

CO.

DETROIT 8, MICHIGAN

REQUIRED ON

ALL

C. O. D.

ORDERS
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RADIO4LRTPQOI( DtViOS
or audio output meters. The TS -2 uses
two 1T4 and one 3Q4 tubes; the TS -3,
Leach Relay Co.
General Electric Co.
two 1T4, one 6K6 -GT and one 6X5 -GT.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Schenectady, N. Y.
Speaker is a 5 -inch PM dynamic (for
both models). The probe is 1 inch in
is
a
relay
-534
Type
7064
The
new
The new GE flaw detector can condiameter, 4% inches long, made of
tinuously detect and count holes, weak light- weight solenoid d.c. type.
Designed for feeder type planes and aluminum. It houses the miniature tube,
spots, and conducting paths in thin masmall
personal aircraft. It is capable of isolating network and associated cirterials, such as paper, sheet rubber,
cuits for the special detector -amplifier.
sheet mica, varnished cloth, plastic ma- operating at altitudes up to 50,000 feet Cable is 3 feet long, heavy rubber between
minus
temperatures
and
at
terials, and enamel films on wire durcovered.
ing manufacturing processes. It can be 54 C and plus 71 degrees C.
Size of both models, 8 x 11 x 6 inches.
relay
-534,
this
7064
Designated
Type
applied to sheet materials up to 0.025
of TS -2 with batteries, 5% lbs.;
Weight
inch thick moving as fast as 450 feet is supplied with intermittent duty coils of TS -3, 101/2 lbs. Case is steel in brown
for motor starting applications. Type iridescent finish, with beige control
7064 -534 -C has duty coils for battery panel. -RADIO -CRAFT
switching, motor control, aircraft and
marine radio switching and lighting.
CHASSIS RACKS
Contacts are made of special silver
Aetna Radio Service
alloy, are % inches diameter, and rated
Chicago, Ill.
at 100 amperes at 12 volts d.c. or 75
amperes at 24 volts d.c. Contact arThe Changerak and Chasirak are
rangement is s.p.s.t., double break, chassis racks for record changers and
normally open. Dependent upon the small radios respectively.
voltage and operating requirements, the
coils have a resistance of from 9.5 ohms
per minute and to wire moving up to to 110 ohms. On intermittent duty, coils
consume approximately 15.12 watts and
100 feet per minute.
It consists of an electrode assembly 5.23 watts for continuous duty. Each
through which an adjustable voltage is relay weighs approximately 81,2 ounces.
applied to the material undergoing test, -RADIO -CRAFT
and an electronic circuit which indicates
the flow of current through the material
when a flaw passes under the electrode.
The detector can be made to sound an
L
alarm, operate a recorder, or shut down
The Changerak is quickly adjustable
the manufacturing process when flaws
to any size record changer, locks posican
be
arranged
and
are encountered,
tively in any position, and permits norto indicate when flaws exceed a given
mal operation of the unit while in the
total.- RADIO-CRAFT
rack. The changer may be left in the
rack till final delivery, which will preHIGH- FREQUENCY PROBE
vent damage or change in adjustments.
The Chasirak is a small sheet -metal
Alfred W. Barber Laboratories
Flushing, N. Y.
device into which a midget chassis can
be clamped quickly. Large radios may be
The Model 29 high- frequency probe
handled by using two Chasiraks.
is designed with an input capacity of
-RADIO-CRAFT
% to 1 µµf, which extends its useful
range to 500 mc.
it is designed to replace the standard
SIGNAL TRACER

FLAW DETECTOR

D.C. RELAYS

_......_...

ati

Feiler Engineering Co.

Chicago, Illinois

The TS -2 and TS -3 are battery and

a.c: operated signal tracers, respective-

ly, with jacks for attaching phones, r.f.

probe used with the Model \ "M -27
v. t. v. m. It has one -tenth the sensitivity
of the standard probe. Consequently,
all measured voltages are ten times the
indicated values. With the new probe,
the Model VM -27 voltmeter has fullscale ranges of 10, 30, 100, 300 and 1000
volts. -RADIO-CRAFT
64
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SIGNAL GENERATOR

TOP BUYS!

Premier Electronic Laboratories
New York, N. Y.

The Model 570 Signal Generator puts
out modulated or unmodulated r.f. .on
fundamental frequencies from 75 kc to
50 mc, and up to 150 mc on harmonics.
The 6.15 oscillator, with air trimmers,
feeds into one section of a 6SN7 which
is used as a buffer amplifier. The a.f.

U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS ELECTRON TUBES
Your
Cost

Typt'

3AP1
3BP1
5BP1
5CP1
5FP7
7BP7
9LP7
304TH

$2.95
2.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
4.95
5.95
... 7.95

Your
Cost

Type

$6.95 5Y3
12DP7
..
3.50 50L6 ..
829B
6Y6G
.59 6AG7 ..
6AK5
.95 2X2
.59 6SJ7 ..
51J4
.49 12SH7
78
.69 6SS7
12A6
.49 7S7
6K7 ...
-

RADIO RECEIVERS

$6.95
$8.95
$6.95

BC- 455 -A;

100 -550
6

kc

-9.1 mo

RADIO TRANSMITTERS
BC- 457 -A;

oscillator, using the remaining half of

4 -5.3

BC- 458 -A; 5.3 -1 mc

the 6SN7, provides 400 -cycle modulation
5- percent

distortion. Prowith lesa than
vision is made for applying external
audio modulation to the r.f. signal. The
power supply operating from a 117-volt
a.c. Mine, uses a 6X5 rectifier.
The dial is direct- reading with a
knife -blade pointer driven by a springloaded vernier knob. A smaller dial,
geared to the main pointer, helps to provide reset calibration accuracy up to
0.5 percent to 1,600 kc and 1 percent
on higher frequencies. -RADIO -CRAFT

$6.95

BC-456-A

BC -946 -B

3-

e 12.95

In addition to RMA color coding, these
insulated fixed resistors are now individually marked with resistance and
wattage for quick, positive identification.
Little Devils are small -size of the
% -watt is only %- inches long by 9 -64thinch diameter-the 1 -watt, only 9-16inch long by 7-32 -inch diameter-the
2 -watt, 11 -16 -inch long by 5-16 -inch
diameter. -RADIO -CRAFT

'Y

2 tubes and sensitive relay to conexternal circuits from received signals. The
to control models, open dors from
distance, etc. Special

rO1

a

$4.95

COMPLETE

4

Deer fit Taylor Co.
Berkeley, California

-TUBE INTERPHONE

AMPLIFIER
an aiumna.. cabinet, 94.a49,x5ty inches
with two 12.J5OT and two I2A6 tubes; also Electric
Dynamotor 201)(' Volt input and 250 V
A. Yours for only ..
DC output nt 60

Cornes in

$7 95

Glide Path Receiver used In the Instrument Landing
System covering the frequency range 33.2 to 335 mc;
complete with the following tubes: 7-41A.15; 1- 1213R7;
2.125M; 1 -28D7 and including three crystals
A -1

6522KC: 6547KC-rmfu
condition for only

WEST HUBBARD STREET

24
Fahnestock clips,
making a large
number of combinations possible.
Among the circuits
which can be made

1947

In

ere

$6.95
P

ARMY SURPLUS. principal comportent. of radio
Stilt- 274-N; Includes 2 transmitters, 3 remodulator. 4 dynametore, control box.
1

etc.-original

NMI,- -complete

cost

over

$600.00.

$34.95

TRANSIETTER AND

SCR -522

RECEIVER

q ^blab frequency slrtarne receiver
transmitter. 100 to 156 megacycles. 4 crystal-controlled channels mimed front remote son - S 1
box. In excellent tmolnim --ONLY W

.

end

SETCHELL CARLSON

RADIO

9.95

RECEIVER

RC- 1206--C

rendre .\ N brun signal.. 21 21 vac. 21. It
i l e. Tube complement:
14117 or I4AT. RF amplifier:
;Ili or 14J7. mixer; 14A7 or 14117. IF sou tille,
IIL, detector alud tat SUMO ansplitler; 2514lamplifier. 195 to 420 Ke. 4' high a 4'
ong -wt. 3 lbs. 11 me used
-1 e.
.n

nod

LO

I

-A

ditlon

BRAND

NEW

In

Complete with tube.

original

$4.95
$7.95

mrton.

$1.95

DYNAMOTOR DM 32A
Each

RADAR OSCILLOSCOPE

Complete with 27 tube' Intoning
Cathode Ray Tube -used -each

5

Complete stint 20 tubes includlua
Cathode Ray tube -used -each

$24.95
W

RADAR OSCILLOSCOPE

,-

$24.95

ALL ORDERS

ARROW
SALES, INC.
59
CHICAGO 10,

run out to

MAY,

GUDE PATH RECEIVER
1189 /ARN -5

ALL SHIPMENTS F.O.B. CHICAGO. 20% DEPOSIT REQUIRED ON

transformer, a 50L6 power amplifier
The Magi -Klips experimenter's kit tube, a 35Z5 rectifjer tube, a plate circonsists of a chassis on which is mount- cuit relay, a 2-gang tuning condenser, a
ed a 4 -inch PM speaker with output 12SL7 twin -triode tube and a tunhsg
coil socket. A number of extra resistors and condensers are supplied,
as well as two
plug -in coils.
Leads from the
components a r e

for

$ $.00

Telephone: SUPERIOR 5575

ELECTRONICS KIT

RADIO CRAFT

1- %R105: 2 -1)21; unit is (wand new,
late with tubes, tito unites alone are worth Q 1
more than this 1.0W PRICE Or ONLY

I

$9.95

Complete with

retirer

49c
49c

39-44

2B7

1

I

t

77

The standard

MARKER BEACON RECEIVER -AIRCRAFT

Ohmite Manufacturing Co.
Chicago, Ill.

89

ceivers,

ARMY AIRCRAFT RECEIVER

IFF RADIO RECEIVERS

59e
49c
49c

set

Broadcast band front 520 W 1500 Kg. Tube :smtpiement:
12SK7. 1- 12SR7, 1 -12A6, 1 -12KO. Designed for dynamotor operation. but Is easily con
verged to 110 or 32 vo.t operation. Iles two I. I
stages and three gang condenser. Comca paired
sealed carton complete with tubes and
Instruction manual, but less dynamotor.

Signal Corps, complete with 13 tubes.
Model BC- end -A- -only

-

9 -6AC5;

$2.95
Model

59c

.. 69c

RADIO TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER
APS -Id
Light weight air -borne radar system, radio transmitter and recelaer Alto -13; tube complement: 5 1.11

REMOTE CONTROL BOX
RC-450-A

...

6SF5
6V6GT
12SQ7

6407KC:

MODULATOR UNIT

MARKED RESISTORS

s

$7.95
$7.95

mc

Your
Cost

Type

.43
.69
.69
.79
.49
.49
.49
.49

.

.

BC- 451 -A; 5.6 me

BC- 433.A;

Your
Cost

Type

ILLINOIS

up are a- regenerative receiver, home

broadcaster, code practice oscillator,
photoelectric relay, signal tracer, and
remote control relay.-RAnto -CRAFT
TUBE TESTER
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.
Bluffton, Ohio

The Model 2425 tube tester provides
transconductance readings through a
simple measurement directly proportional to Gm and a properlx calibrated
measuring instrument. No possibility of
grid overloading. Short and open tests
of every tube element. Gas tests of all
tubes.
Metal case, 10 x 10 x A% inches with
tan hammered enamel' finish, brown
trim. Removable cover. -RADIO -CRAFT
65

SPECIALS
REDUCE

C.W.
QRM!

RECORDING AMPLIFIER
In perusing my article: "Small Recording Studio, Part I" I find the resistor values in the 6SN7 voltage amplifier are incorrect as printed. I am
enclosing a correct circuit diagram for
the amplifier, together with an additional feedback resistor for use if a builder
encounters oscillation in the tone control circuit. Rxl and Rx2 should be
from 20 to 30 thousand ohms each.

X-315 AIRCRAFT RADIO BEAM FILTER
marker beam stations.
BRAND NEW

fr

$4.50

47H

RX2

WESTERN
ELECTRIC SOUND
O

W

E

R

ft

50 ft.
length
t ble $7.50.

BRAND

of

NEW

COMPLETE ASSORTMENT for ONLY $4.00

ALTEC LANSING SPEAKERS, AMPLIFIERS
& TRANSFORMERS. MAGNETIC WIRE &
TAPE RECORDERS... SOUND EQUIPMENT
SEND for our BARGAIN FLYER
30.0 Deposit with COD's. Min. Order 53.00. Many
other items L specialties. Quality sound & recerdiny

equipment.

CLARION SOUND ENGINEERING CO.
Victory Boulevard.
Phone:

Staten Island
7 -8975

I,

N.

Y.

aibralter

7a4e rzez cl'oice

470H

2H

J.

C. HoADLEY,

7- Prong, 2

Planters Peanuts

PEERLESS RADIO DISTRIBUTORS. INC.
MERRICK 10., JAMAICA 1, 5. V.

-

NEW, 200 -PAGE

HANDBOOK

e

7ree

with your purchase of
$10 or more in Radio
Parts. A practical guide

with your purchase of $10
in Radio Parts; o $20 purchase brings you TWO

-

$197
ea.-

G I F T StOrmfL O L S O N

CIGARETTES

Help yourself to a gift from Olson Radio Warehouse,
and get a square deal in Radio Parts too! These
gifts are free to our customers proving that you
get MORE for your money when you buy from
OLSON. Try it and see!

Volt

07.37

experts.

Strikes, Camels or
fields
smoke 'em
or give 'em away! Make
up an order and use the
coupon TODAY.

ca.

GE -TYPE VIBRATOR
Used in. GE self-charging
portahtcs. Special

If a television receiver refuses to work
well, ten to one the fault is a poor antenna installation, say television service

t.ieQe FREE

$229

List $7.65
Synchronous Vibrator. Adjusted to handle high output voltage. Used in Mallorìt
and Radiart Vibrapaclls.

West Newton, Mass.

with your purchase of $15
or more In Radio Parts.

a.

Your cost

Rx2 whether there is oscillation in the
circuit or not. It should then be about
25,000 ohms.

Tee

79c

MALLORY VIBRATOR 534C
Same as Radiart 5605

Good results will follow installation of

Vacuum -Packed Tin of

Lucky

$2.25

470H

100 POPULAR

Ch

4.67017

89c
vv

List

Your cost

II

-'000,--

tt w.w., 5 -100 ohm, 4.200 ohm,
CnntatOing: e
0.4000 ohm, 1.000 ohm. 4.500 ohm: 10 watt w.w.,
hm, Tapl
4000 ohm. 420'hw.,
Tsp.
ohm; Cartridge
1 -400
ohm, 1w.; 15 Assorted Carbon Resistors.

.

6AK6

600 colt
TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS
G.E. PYRANOL

SPECIAL ASSORTMENT OF FIFTY
RESISTORS

363

.89
.98
1.19
1.59

4 1111(1.

of

mike

$6.50. With

cable.

$ .89

2051
6SU7
6L7

}'uur cost

ewithrhra.

plate & 20
high grado

6AL5

.27
.89
.79

D

E

MICROPHONES.
Complet

$ .27

CORNING PYREX NSULATOR
71/4" OVERALL

20H

M -110
P

TUBES
991
1629

4
RXt

)/íwí.1,

Hard -to -Find and Special Purpose

5R4GY

6SN7

1

POWER PACKS.

6AK5

Filter tuned to 1020 cps. and can be used to eliminate
interfering C.W. signals. Used with aircraft receivers.
,to fly radio marker beam, or receive voice signals
from

re-

to help you operate a shop or store
successfully. Packed

tins, etc. Big ya lb. can
of fresh, delicious Salted
Jumbo Peanuts of famous
quality! Use the coupon
TODAY.

with valuable information! Use the
coupon today.

catalog (you should have one) and make up an
order in the amount specified for the gift you want.
Mail this order to us and enclose the coupon below.
Do it NOW!

Here's how to get your Free Gift: Look through our

IF YOU DON'T HAVE A COPY OF
OUR LATEST CATALOG, SEND FOR IT.
NO CHARGE, OF COURSE.

OLSON RADIO WAREHOUSE
enclose an order totalling $
checked below.
I

100 CIGARETTES

(

IIIIIIIIIIIIII'lln',1

,

"

73 E. MILL ST. , AKRON, OHIO
. Send me FREE the gift

Luckies
PLANTERS JUMBO PEANUTS

Camels

Chesterfields)
200 -PAGE HANDBOOK

NAME
ADDRESS

73
66

E.

MILL ST., DEPT. 79, AKRON, OHIO

79J

STATE

CITY
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S'Qniatianal

BUILD YOUR OWN
VOLT -OHM

MILLIAMMETER!!
The model KT 20 kit provides all components, including meter, panel,
cabinet, resistors, condensers, tip jacks, control, selector switch, copper oxide rectifier, precut wires
fact every component and part
needed to complete the unit.

-in

THE HIT COMES COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED. Can be
wired in 15 minutes. Components and circuit guaranteed to
meet the following specifications:
4 A.C. VOLTAGE RANGES: 0- 15/75/300/1500 volts.
4 D.C. VOLTAGE RANGES: 0- 15/75/300/1500 volts.
2 A.C. CURRENT RANGES: 0-15 /150 MA.
2 RESISTANCE RANGES: 0- 10,000 ohms; 0-1 Megohm.
Complete kit including all parts assembled and ready for
wiring, circuit diagram, easy-to- follow instructions and detailed operating data for the completed instrument.

The New Model B -45
SIGNAL GENERATOR
Self-modulated-provides a highly
stable signal. RF frequencies from
160 Kc. to 12.5 Mc. on Fundamentals and from 11 Mc. to 50 Mc. on
Harmonics. Modulation is accomplished by gridblocking action
equally effective for alignment of
amplitude and frequency modulation as well as for television receivers. Self-contained
batteries. All calibrations are etched on the front

-

panel.
Complete, ready to operate

$2775

The New Model CA -11
SIGNAL TRACER
Simple to operato

. because signal intensity readings are indicated directly on
the meter I
TO OPERATE -only 1 connect* SIMPLE
ing cable -NO TUNING CONTROLS.
SENSITIVE -uses an improved
* HIGHLY
Vacuum Tube Voltmeter circuit.
* Tube
and resistor-capacity network are
built into the Detector Probe.
* COMPLETELY PORTABLE weighs I
lbs. and measures
x 6" x 7 ".
* Comparative Signal6" Intensity
readings
are indicated directly on the meter as the
Detector Probe is moved to follow the Signal from Antenna to
phones.
* Provision is made for insertion of
The Model CA -11 comes housed in a beautiful hand rubbed wooden cabinet. Complete with Probe, test leads
,nd instructions

-

We do not advertise any unit which is not
available for immediate shipment from stock.
Less flowery adjectives, more detailed specifications.
All units are sold subject to one year guarantee except when
components are damaged through misuse.

OUR

POLICY

20% DEPOSIT REQUIRED

ON ALL C.O.D. ORDERS

RADIC-CRArT

fer

MAY

The New Model 670
SUPER-METER
Combination VOI1I'- OHM- MILLIA3IMFTER
plus CAPACITY REACTANCE INDUCTANCE
and DECIBEL MEASURESIENT9.
D.C. VOI/IS: 0 to 7.5/15/75/150/750 /1500/7500 Volts
A.C. VOLIS: 0 to 15/30/150/300/1500 /3000 Volts.
OUTPUT VOLIS: 0 to 15/30/15013001150013000 Volta
D.C. CURRENT: 0 tc 1.5/15/150 Ma: 0 tc 1.5 Amperes.
RESISTANCE: 0 to 500/100,000 ohms: 0 to 10 5fegohms.
CAPACITY: .001 to .2 Mid.. .1 to 4 MId. (Quality test
for eleetrohytlpi.
REACTANCE: 700 to 27,000 Ohms: 13,000 Ohms to 3 Megohms.
INDUCTANCE: 1.75 to 70 Henries: 35 to 5.000 henries.
DECIBELS: -10 to +15. 10 to +38. +30 tu +58.
The Model 670 comes housed ln a rugged. crackle-finished steel
.ahlnet conplete with test laids and operating Instmethns.
A

>r

5,-.7=- :3 -.

The New Model 450
TUBE TESTER
Speedy operation -assured by newly designed rotary selector switch which replaces the usual
snap, toggle, or lever action switches.

SPECIFICATIONS:
* Tests all tubes up to 117 volts. * Tests
shorts and leakages up to 3 Megohms in all
tubes. * Tests both plates in rectifiers. * New
type line voltage adjuster. * Tests individual
sections such as diodes, triodes. pentodes, etc.,
detects
in multi -purpose tubes. * Noise -Test
microphonic tubes or noise due to faulty elements and loose internal
connections. * Uses a 4%" square rugged meter. * Works on 90 to
126 volts 60 cycles A.C.
5O
EXTRA SERVICE -May be used as an extremely sensi- $ /g
`,(/,yi J
tive condenser Leakage Checker. A relaxation type oscillator incorporated in this model will detect leakages
even When the frequency is one per minute

/

We do not solicit orders for any unit that does not meet our
requirements for accuracy and honest value. Any item purchased from us is sold with the understanding that it may be
returned for full refund after a 10-day trial.

GENERAL ELECTRONIC
98 PARK PLACE, Dept.
I

94 7

$2840

DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
R. C -,5 FLEW YORK 7, R.Y.
67

NEW FRENCH RADIO PARTS
(Continued from page 40)

4,CoRfie.
RADIO STATION STANDBY

POWER
PORTABLE, STANDBY
OR STATIONARY

When you put the iron on its support a
contact opens which puts an open -wound
resistor in series with the heating element. The current decreases, remaining
just sufficient to maintain the temperature of the iron.

Measuring apparatus
Contrary to the practice of previous
years, measuring apparatus and test
equipment was exhibited at the Parts
Show. Before the war France was much

for
Electronics Uses

MOBILE RADIO UNITS

The 71/2-inch potentiometer described below.

behind in this domain. But the technicians have done a very fine job in this
field, and the measuring apparatus now
presented compares well with foreign
production. We particularly noted an impedance bridge -(5) on page 40 -which
permits the measuring of all the induetors and capacities over a very large
range. The leading feature of the instrument is a potentiometer of which the
diameter is 71 inches and which makes
it possible to obtain precision results.

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY

Another highly interesting apparatus

-(6)

MUNICIPAL SIGNAL STANDBY

RAILROAD RADIO

Onan Electric Plants-sire-completely
self- contained, dependable power units
built in a wide range of sizes and standard voltages.
Lightweight, one or two -cylinder, air cooled models offer the maximum in
portability for many applications. Portable A.C. models -350 to 3,000 watts;
portable D.C. models -600 to 5,000 watts.
Although widely used for intermittent service as standby units, Onan two,

alignment of receivers.
To sum up, the French Radio Industry, despite all difficulties, is developing
favorably.

four, and six -cylinder water -cooled
plants are built for continuous heavy duty operation ... stationary or mobile.
models-3.5 KW to

lieved.

-3

KW to 35 KW; D. C.
10 KW.

WRITE FOR FOLDER
ONAN Electric Plants ore available in many sires and
models. ALTERNATING CURRENT: 350 to 35,000 watts in
oll standard voltages and frequencies. DIRECT CURRENT,
600 to 10,000 watts, 115 and 230 volts. BATTERY
CHARGERS: 500 to 3,500 watts; 6, 12, 24 and 32 volts.

D. W. ONAN & SONS INC.
243Z Royolston

68

ing as a multivibrator to facilitate

ANOTHER SPECIALIST
Specialization in radio has reached
such a level that even radio thieves are
specializing, if a last month's report
emanating from Britain is to be be-

A.C. models

"SPOT" RECORDING

is a universal generator
on page 40
-which covers radio frequencies 50 Ice to
50 me with an output variable from i µv
to 1 v, six different modulation frequencies and the possibility of function-

Ave.

Minneapolis 5, Minn.

According to a story in the Scottish Radio Trade Digest, an unemployed
truck driver, Robert A. Fisher of Norwich, stole a receiver from one radio
shop and sold it to another dealer. Returning a couple of days later, he sold
the dealer an electric iron, then on leaving left the door open so the bell would
not ring. Returning a few minutes later,
while the dealer was busy in the back
of the shop, he re-stole the radio and
decamped.
Specialization in crime does not go
unrewarded. The brand-conscious thief
was captured and sentenced to 12
months in jail. The cell is not to be
radio -equipped.
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK!

THE NEW MODEL

670

M ETER

SUPER

Combination VOLT -OHM -MILLIAMMETER
plus CAPACITY REACTANCE INDUCTANCE
A

and

DECIBEL

MEASUREMENTS.

Added Feature: The Model 670 includes

a special GOOD -BAD scale for
checking the quality of electrolytic condensers at a test potential of 150 Volts.

Specifications
D.C. VOLTS:
A.C. VOLTS:

to 7.5/15/76/150/750 /1,500/7,500 Volts.
to 15/80/150/300/1,600/8,000 Volts.
OUTPUT VOLTS: 0 to 16/30/150/800/1,600 /8,000 Volta.
D.C. CURRENT: 0 to 1.5/15/150 Ma.; 0 to 1.5 Amperes.
RESISTANCE: 0 to 600/100,000 ohms; 0 to 10 Megohms.
CAPACITY: .001 to .2 MM., .1 to 4 Mfd. (Quality test for electnAytics.l
REACTANCE: 700 to 27.000 Ohms; 13,000 Ohms to 3 Megohms.
INDUCTANCE: 1.75 to 70 Henries; 35 to 8.000 Henries.
DECIBELS: -10 to +18. +10 to +38. +30 to +58.
Housed In is rugged, crackle-finish steel cabinet complete with
teat leads and operating instructions. Size S34" z 73íe" z 3 ".
0
0

PLEASE PLACE YOUR ORDER WITH YOUR REGULAR RADIO PARTS JOBBER. IF YOUR
LOCAL JOBBER CANNOT SUPPLY YOU. KINDLY WRITE FOR A LIST OF JOBBERS IN YOUn
STATE WHO DO DISTRIBUTE OUR INSTRUMENTS OR SEND YOUR ORDER DIRECTLY TO US.

SUPERIOR INSTRUMENT CO., 227 Fulton St., Dept. RC-5, New York 7, N. Y.
and convert them into the necessary
high voltage. A pair of parallel tubes
are placed across the deflecting coils to
damp out any oscillations after the retrace period. A centering control is contained in the same circuit. It functions
as previously described.
Note that this power supply does not
depend upon oscillations in the transformer (since none occur), but only on
the high voltage which is developed during the retrace interval. In 1 second,
15,750 of these peaks occur. The problem
of filtering these from the final d.c. output voltage can be readily solved by the
addition of a 500-µ4if condenser and a
bleeder resistor.

A voltage doubler circuit

potentials on each. In this instance,
under the conditions assumed, each differs by 5,000 volts from the other.
For projection tubes, it is customary
to design Tl for a peak pulse voltage of
may be higher, depending upon the de- 7,500 volts. Then, four 8016's are connected in cascade, and the output potensign of Tl.
The plate of the second 8016 also re- tial is 4 X 7,500, or 30 kv.
Typical voltage regulation curves for
ceives the same pulse potential. Under
the impetus of this force, electrons flow the two types of high -frequency power
through the tube, down through the re- supply are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Acsistor Rl, through C2, and back to the cording to the standards of conventional
tube. Current flows until the condenser low- voltage 60-cycle units, the regulaC2 is charged to the peak applied volt- tion of the high -voltage supplies is not
age. Note the polarity of the charge good. However, the current requireacross C2. If a connection is made to ments of the'cathode -ray tube are small
the cathode end of C2, the voltage ex- and the variation in current during opisting between this point and ground is
(Continued on page 78)
the sum of the peak
0005
voltages of Cl and
NOTE: VI IS A DUO TRIODE TO BE
C2. Since they are
OF SPECIAL DESIGN
series aiding, 10,8016 TI
8016
000 volts is available between point

TELEVISION FOR TODAY
(Continued from page 50)

Cascading rectifier tubes to obtain the
desired high voltage is not usually attempted in conventional units. In the
circuit of Fig. 6, the 8016 tubes are connected so that their plates receive the
same potential, at the same time, from A and ground. A
the primary of Tl. If we trace the flow bleeder resistor
of current through the first 8016, we chain from point
find that the electrons flow down A to ground will
through the primary, through the low - make available advoltage power supply to ground, and ditional voltages
then up through Cl to the cathode of for the focusing
the 8016. In this way, Cl becomes and accelerating
charged to essentially the peak voltage electrodes of the
of the retrace pulse appearing across cathode-ray t u b e.
the primary of Tl. The polarity of the Separate filament
voltage across Cl is as indicated, with windings for the
the ground end negative and the other 8016 tubes are necplate positive. Let us assume that this essary because of
peak voltage is 5,000 volts. Actually it the different d.c.
RADIO -CRAFT
for
MAY,
947
I

t

807

HMO IJ K.V.

a'
TO DISCHARGE

HORIZ.

TUBE

DEFL.
COILS

J
PEAKING
CONT

40
8+30011

Fig.

6-An "inductive- kick"

U

CONT.

-

B-3-5V.

Type of voltage- doubling power supply.
69

METROPOLITAN'S-\,
4 GREAT VALUES!
The New Model 111
AC -DC QUALITY

MULTITESTER

size volt -ohm
nilliammeter w.lh features

A new pocket

never before available in an
instrument of this size and
r

Voltmeter: 0-1
50
volt, A.C. Volt.
U.
111- :1U.
Voltmeter
Output
vol,.
0.10-100 500-1060
D.C. Milliammete: 0 -111
IOU milliamperes. D.C. Am.
0 -1 -10
ampe^".
perms:
Ohmmeter: 0.500- 100.000

PADID'ELE(TRDDI( (IRCU . 15
and the tickler L3 has 75 turns wound
close to the ground end of L2.
Bias for the suppressor grid is supplied through a 220,000 -ohm resistor
and a bias battery. The battery voltage
may be adjusted by listening to the signal on another transceiver and adjusting for highest modulation strength
with least distortion.
H. O. NORTHFJRN, Chattanooga, Tenn.

LOW- VOLTAGE RECEIVER
Here is a circuit of a low- voltage receiver that I find to be sensitive and selective. I have applied a positive voltage
to the control and screen grids and use

D.C.

meter:
cons.

I

ll

ohms: 0.1 megnhnt. Decibel
Meter: -8 to .55 d0. The
scale is calibrated for line
of 500 ohms Impedance. For ether impedances correc
thin harm
supplied.
se (tied alutr'a
ate,0
Model
111P, In poratile
Including testing lends and complete tn
atntetiona
$19.85

ei

Model IIIA. open face,
pieta with Instructions

shown, cent-

$16.85

The New
Model B -45

Battery
Operated

SIGNAL
GENERATOR
for

ái
leal

lr.

Rnor..1,

p

u;,r

ä1v1

1tr.

and Tel :vision R.+rlvem.

Mr.

1:,
i

rai

.taa

g

n,.wc%,

crlf cunm0.rvl

e

.noi `

L.vl. n.

....

i.l..d

$27.75

N'<i"

The New Model 200

MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE
TUBE TESTER

A.C. -D.C. V.T.V.M.
is a circuit of a vacuum -tube- 4.5V +
voltmeter that I have found useful for
the suppressor as the control grid. In measuring a.c. and d.c. voltages up to 500
this way, the set works with only 4.5 volts. A 6SN7, a GAGS, and a 1 -watt
volts on the various elements.
neon lamp are used in a voltage- regulatEMMITT A. BARNES, Gulfport, [iú88. ed power supply, and a GSQ7 acts as
(This is a type of space -charge de- meter amplifier and rectifier.
The GSN7 .is connected as a grid -contector. Performance may be improved
trolled rectifier with its grid voltage deby using a 6 -volt battery.- Editor)
rived from the output of the supply.
Any changes in the output voltage are
CARRIER TRANSCEIVER
neutralized by changes in the internal
I get good results with the following resistance of the rectifier. A 6AG5 was
4 -tube carrier- current transceiver. The used as the voltage regulator, but a
transmitter is a 6SJ7, suppressor-modu- 6J7, 6K7, and similar tubes can be used
lated by a 25L6. For receiving, a 6SJ7 with equal results. The bias on these
regenerative detector works into the tubes is critical and should be adjusted
25L6, which has a pair of headphones to give 250 volts between A and B.
switched into its plate circuit. A 50 -mh
When the ranges are changed, the
r.f. choke and a pair of 500-µµf condens- meter should be brought to zero by aders prevent r.f. voltages from entering justing the 1,000 -ohm control with the
the a.f amplifier and power supply.
leads shorted together.
The transmitting coil consists of 160
LEON MEULER, Bronx, N. Y.

Ili

turns of No.

rliakteall
tube tester
curacy In ela.
A

..

mpl.,.

o:gc tubas ,Ioder

Log

o

.e REJECTscale. Absolutely NO DANGER of 1IA11., ou.+
dtulios 'Knott"
esta
.75d
all
117 filament volts.

GOOD

3

lotsto

$49.85
53.85
52.85
56.85

Meter In sloping counter rase

3' Meter In
4'

s

a'

hand -rubbed parrying cue ..

Meter In sloping counter ease

41'2- Meter in hand -rubbed carrying ease

VM Automatic

28

enamel wire on a
i 1 -inch form with
a tap taken off at
50 turns from the
bottom end. All of
the receiver coils
are wound on a
common I ti -inch
form with No. 32
enamel wire. The

coil L2 is
w -o u n d with 300
grid

IMEG

turns and covered

with a thin layer
of tape or waxed
paper. L4 has 100
turns wound over
the grid end of L2,

6.3v

I6z 350v.

FILS

/

6SN7

BulitIn Amplifier

I

6SJ7"

pC 7pORLINE

a

S

CI

I

$16.85
3.95
29.85
28.75

VM record changer only
Base for

above

Complete unit with simplifier
Lots of

6

l

'2{°N

tone dualür- laurt".lt1"rurnanre.

or more

ORDERS FILLED SAME DAY
Terms: 25,7. Deposit. Rai::... C.1.
will, order.

I
m

o

.25

yt

r50K

S2

.

C

000'

T ÁoOS T

1

Write for FREI New 7947 Cofalog

ELECTRONIC & INSTRUMENT
MURRAY ST.,

Sept

CS

S1,54S3,54

01

GANGED

T

CO.

2516

25L6

DET.

OSC.

6SJ7

6SJ7

NEW YORK 7, N.Y.
A
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l

50MH

S3

MIKE

METROPOLITAN
6

2 MEG
0007

BIAS

r

_

L4Q

RECEIVED!
1

W. NEON

Above-The v.t.v.m. Ranges are-from points to 4 -500 volts, 100
volts, 10 volts and I volt. Below- Carrier-current transceiver.

One of the finest auto-

matic clan
at
price that
penne its
substantial resale prof.
It. Usually
lls
for
630.75. Powerful 3tube amplifier with 5'
Alnico 3 speaker. Pre hiainn a tematic
rte
naitive pick.
one

I

6AG5 6SJ7

6SJ7

CHANGER

with

fiere

g

B
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ADDING A PHONO PICKUP

Many commercial radios are fitted
with phono input jacks that connect directly to the grid of the first a.f. stage
without a volume control. These sets are
rewired as shown. Rl (50,000 to 500,000
ohms) decreases the phono input to
approximately the same level as the
output of the detector and the 0.00025-µf
ri. filter condenser between the arm of
the volume control and ground serves
as a high- frequency scratch filter.

1

IF.

/

FREE

send for

it now!

\

-.

w--.

3 MEG

wt-uu

ttP.D.r.sW.o

00025

OK

.oK

.005

V.C.

EVERYTHING IN RADIO
FOR EVERYONE IN RADIO!

RI

CI

P10- 40

T.00025

N JACK

In some sets, the volume control is the
entire detector load. In this instance,
a 500,000 -ohm resistor may be connected
in the hot lead of the phono input circuit.
FRED W. RODEY,

Send for your FREE copy of the handiest,
most complete Buying Guide for Everything in
Radio! Packed with the latest, finest values in radio and
electronic supplies
parts, tubes, test instruments, communica
fions receivers, Ham gear, Public Address equipment, home
radios, tools, books
more than 10,000 items of nationally
known, guaranteed quality
the world's largest and most
complete stocks. For fastest service, expert help, lowest prices,
depend on ALLIED! Send for FREE Catalog now .. .

...
...

Berwyn, Ill.
SAFETY POWER SUPPLY
Here is a system that I use to obtain
d.c voltages from an a.c. line without
using a transformer or having one side
of the line connected directly to the
chassis -undesirable in many applications. It is useful in supplying fixed bias
for amplifiers and transmitters and other applications where up to 120 volts
is required.

...

Everything in radio and electronic
supplies to serve the needs of engineers, servicemen, dealers,
soundmen, amateurs. and builders. Complete stocks of all the
leading makes. Guaranteed quality. Lowest prices. Get everything you need from one dependable source -ALLIED -Radio's
Leading Supply House for everyone in Radio!
MORE THAN 10,000 ITEMS.

II7V.AC

The filter constants will depend on the
amount of filtering required.
In the circuit shown, the chassis is
positive. The polarity may be reversed
by reversing the connections to each
diode section. Any double diode such
as a 25Z6, 50Y6, or 117Z6 may be used
as long as the correct heater voltage is
applied. The 6H6 may take its heater
voltage from the 6.3 -volt line of an
amplifier or transmitter and will work
well in circuits where its current ratings are not exceeded.

New 1947' radios
and radio -phonos.

miners and Amateur
station equipment.
Time payment plan;
trade -ins accepted. Ex.
pert Amateur Service:

men! Handsome
styles. Wonderful
performance. Outstanding complete

HANDY RADIO BOOKS
Radio Formulas and

OktNnary of Radio

ALL

MAY,

These radio reference aids provide Yalu.
able data Quickly:

150
10c
25e

Parallel Reeletanee and Series
Capacitance Calculator. No. 37440,,250

..... ...25e

BOOKS No. 37 -735

31.00

R -F Resonance and Coll

Winding Calculator. No. 37 -955

250

w
E ALLIED

good absorbent photographic blotting

Denison, Texas

B

HELPFUL CALCULATORS

DaIa.......10c
Terms.... ..15c

Radle Circuit Handbook
Radio Builders' Handbook
Simplified Radio Servicing
Radio Data Handbook

CLEANING CONDENSER PLATES

paper, cut into strips about '/z inch
wide, is then passed between each pair
of condenser plates. This absorbs the
unevaporated gasoline along with any
dirt which may be present.
C. J. WHITTON,

line of radio values!

Entirely new line of complete Packaged Sound Systems for every public address requirement. New
styling, new design features. Everything in amplifiers, speakers,
microphones, accessories. New intercom systems. New professional-type sound apparatus. Everything for the Souadman!

Bancroft, Ont., Canada
Condenser plates of the present -day
radio are so closely spaced that we can
no longer use the old stand -by (a pipe
cleaner) for cleaning them.
Wash between the plates with white
gasoline, using a soft -bristled brush. A

Radios for radio

NEW P. A. EQUIPMENT.

JOHN A. DEwAR,

for
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placed in holes drilled at different dis-

NOVEL CIRCLE CUTTER
An efficient circle cutter for light
metal and wood can be made from a
pulley from an old Atwater Kent radio.
These pulleys were used to gang two
or more variable condensers mounted on

tances from the center so that several
sizes of holes may be drilled.

twist drill is inserted in
the center hole and the set screws tight-

I have constructed a convenient load

JOHN HAYNES,

Doe Ran, Missouri.

BATTERY TESTER

the panel.

A 14-inch

ened to hold it in position. A small bolt,
selected to make a tight fit in one of
the holes near the outer rim of the
pulley, is ground to a triangular point
for cutting. One nut is run up on the
bolt before it is inserted in the hole and
another is run up from the bottom to
hold the bolt in place. The length of the
bolt can be adjusted by changing the
position of the two nuts. If a larger
pulley is available, the bolt may be

for testing dry batteries. It consists of
a 10,000-ohm potentiometer housed in
a small box fitted with pin terminals or
phone tips along its bottom edge. The
tips are spaced so that they will fit into
the voltage jacks of the tester. Pin
jacks, for test leads, are mounted in
the top of the box. The dial of the potentiometer is calibrated directly in
standard battery voltages. Resistance
values are shown in figure below.
MAW.!.

RED

TIP JACK

+
LS

-

s5x; 4.5= 30a;ß -100n; 45- 4,100a;

"

PHONE TYPE TIPS

90= 9,300x.

Min.

Standard Resistance Current Service
Voltage
L5
4.6
6.0
45.0
90.0

Ohms
30
100
4,700
9,300

The table also gives the normal cur-

rent that is drawn from batteries under load and the minimum service volt-

age. This voltage is 80 percent of the
normal value, and is the discard point'
WILLIAM B. THORNE

St. John, N.B., Canada
REPLACEMENT TRANSFORMERS
Replacement power transformers
with 6.3-volt filaments are often hard to
find. Distributors sometimes have a
large stock of power transformers with
2.6 -volt filament windings. These may
be used instead by connecting one side
and the center tap of the 2.5-volt winding in series-aiding with the 5-volt rectifier winding to give 6.25 volts. Other
transformers are designed for use with
1.5-volt tubes. These can be made to give
the necessary filament voltage by connecting the 1.5-volt and 5-volt windings
in series. In either case, the rectifier
tube may be replaced with a 6X5 or
similar tube.

PROTECTING DRAWINGS
When constructing a piece of apparatus from a schematic drawing
which you do not want marred and wish
to save, it will help if you cover the
diagram with a sheet of tracing paper
tacked to your workbench or held on a
clip board. In this way connections may
be crossed off on the tracing paper as
they are wired and the drawing will
remain clean. This is especially helpful
when building several copies of the same
circuit, as the paper can be changed
easily and always may be checked
against the original schematic.

BUY ACCURACY
BUY DEPENDABILITY

A BUY SUPREME -ACY
your nearest SUPREME Jobber for
a demonstration of Model 599 -A Tube
and Set Tester (above). Model 561 -AF
b RF Oscillator. Model 546-A Oscilloscope, Model 592 Speed Tester. Ask to
see the complete line of SUPREME
equipment.

Tube and Set letter

-.3
--3

Condenser Checker-Ohmmeter provides
last method of checking leakage of both
Palter and electrolytIc
Tests most commonly
Battery Tester
used de portable batteries et í.5H.5/
6.0/45/30 volts. English reading Be.
place. Geed sure.

-

t4M

Testing

-

PAT CLEMENS,

Columbus, Ohio

Clrcult Ineorperatee

incuit.
or oven and modernized
lleakage. and noise
CChecks (orWort.
tests between elements.
Power supnhy -100-133 volts-30 /60
voltages and Ow
cycles.
qucncles

on

e
quest

WRITE FOR\
NEW

SUPREME

INSTRUMENTS CORP., Greenwood, Miss., U.S.A.

CATALOG

Egbert Depsrtgtesls

72

1.2
3.6
4.8
36.0
72.0

Houston, Texas

As

SPECIFICATIONS
OC Volts
S ranges 0 /6 /13 /l50 /600 /1300
volts. 1000 ohms per volt.
AC Volts
ranges 0 /15/150/600 volts.
OC Current
ranges 0/6/60/600 mHllamp.
lts.
output Volts -0/15/130 /600
Ohmmeter
ranges 0 /200 /30.000 ohms and
0/2/20 men/Ants.

Voltage

CARI, G. BLANYER,

n &uying Veal equipment

S99 -A

Ma
300.0
150.0
60.0
9.6
9.7

6

TO BE AHEAD

Mod.)

e<...,vvv

THE AMERICAN STEEL EXPORT CO. Inc..
Madison Are., New York 17. N. Y.. U.S.A.

NEW SIGHT FOR MAGIC EYE
Life can be restored to electron -ray
indicator tubes such as 6U5, 6G5, and
6E5, provided the filament is in good
condition. Rotate the tube slowly over
the flame of a candle for about 3 minutes and allow it to cool slowly in an
area free from cold drafts. The tube
will glow more brightly, though not u
brightly as a new tube.
Other types of tubes can be given a
new lease on life in the same manner.
JOHN POTTER,
Lebanon, -Cori n.
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AN ECONOMY TRANSMITTER
(Continued fronti page 21)
on 1%-inch, low -loss. forms. The 10meter coil is 11/2-inch in diameter and
may be mounted on an, old tube base.

ADJUSTABLE BALLASTS

AMPLIFIER COIL TABLE
BAND
Bo

40

.20

WINDING

TURNS
30
20
10

8
IO

6

WIRE SIZE
No. 16 en.
No. 12 tin.
No. 12 tin.
No. 12 fin.
No. 10 tin.

SPACE
Inch
311/g inch
31/2 inch

4

3

3

,Ova

inch
inch

These coils are center tapped and
wound on ceramic forms 21 inches in
diameter. The link coils L2 are wound
with well -insulated wire around the
center of Ll. The number of turns is
adjusted to load the final amplifier
fully with a low- impedance line attached.

1.

I.
4.

-

for

Exact Adjustments made

List Price $1.50

"A"

Ballasts

K, L, M, BK, BL,
or BM

6 through 42

A, B, C, D,

"B" Ballasts

K, L, M, BK, BL,

45 through 105

A, B, C, D,
51, 52, 53

"C" Ballasts

or BM
All 4 prongs

80 through 350

R, R4, R8, L, L4, L8

rfF

COMPARE!

LOOK!
Alnico

5

Magnet,

=

25

each

for

Alnico
P.M.

each

s fear

volume
.;1
1

$7.00
5

Magnet,

$10.00

sizes in stock, at money-

ASSORTED VOLUME
AND TONE CONTROLS
(less switches)
15

.02
.05
.1

.25
.001

595

.002
.005
.006
.5

MAY,

Mid.

o
100
I

12

4

16

20
24
30
50

s s

8
10
16

450

Superior Tube Tester

400 ft.

wire in assorted colors
and gauges, solid a
stranded in 2 to 4 feet
lengths, per pkg. ....

$28.40
39.90
59.85
39.50

99c

1216s.

6.50
22.50

Pr,ce

VDC
25v
25v
50v
150v
150v
150e
150v
150v
450v
450v

.25
.55
.38
.35
.38
.38
.40
.50

.38
.43
.55
.60

450v

40

450v

.88
.49

15v

Duals

-16

150v

20 -20
30 -30
40 -20

I50v

50.30

(approx.) of

8 -8

ISCv

I30v
I50v
450v

.58
.65
.70
.70
.76
.65

10.10
450v
.70
20.20 -20
150v
.99
discount on all electrolytin If
purchased in lots of IO or more.
Mica Condensers. all sizes, Re each.
10oó

RADIO PARTS

$2.00

A gold mine of parts for repairmen, amateurs. and experimenters
.
sockets. condensers, resistors. transformers,
coils. hardware. wire. etc.. etc. An outstanding bargain
in usable parts! Send $2.00 cash. check or M.O. today:

(Pay small express charges on receipt.)
Minimum Order $3.00 -20eó with Orde, Balance C.O.D.-WRITE FOR CATALOG.

ELECTRONIC PARTS, Inca

1947

.08
.08
.26

"Illinois"

Superior Voltohmmeter
McMurdo Silver " SPARX"

Signal Tracer
970 Vomax

Model
Model

.10
.12
.17
.08
.08

450v

16

WIRE

$3.39
2.49

TEST EQUIPMENT
670
905

.08

20
100

PHONO SUPPLIES
Webster No 50 Changer.. 21.17
Webster No. 56 Changer 26.66
43.20
Webster No. 70 Changer
Free $2.50 permanent needle with
each changer,

.08

Illinois" Electrolytic.

I

Phono Motor & Turntable
Crystal Pickup Arms

Per 100
f 6.50
6.50
8.00
9.00
13.50
6.50
6.50
6.50

Price Ea.

.01

T9

1

Y.

BUY!
Mln.

control

and
MEG. longh switch
shaft, ea. 59
6 for$3.25

Money KITS Saving
Insulated
nsu ate
Resis100 tort, /, a 2 $1.95
SUPPLIES
Watt
PRONG Universal
ss o r t ed Wire
non sync. VIBRATORS $1.39
2 0AWound
1.95
resistors
Minimum order, 6
Assorted
2.50
OZ4 TUBES, each
50 Popular
1.07
Mica
Condensers
Minimum order, 6
A
o r t ed Tube
20 Sockets
1.00
SPARK Plug SUPPRESSORS 11
See our Catalog for full line of
1.00
Assorted Trimmers
20
auto aerials.
.45
I.F.'s 455 KC.

Model
Model

G, H,

CONDENSERS
Tubular Paper (SOO V. Test)

Volume Controls

SPEAKERS
6

F,

Manufacturing Co.
Hamilton Parkway Brooklyn 19, N.

4111 Ft.

i

G, or H

F,

J. F. D.

PRECISION

5r

each

TO REPLACE AC -DC RESISTANCE TUBES
Beginning with
With Numbers
Ending with

USE JFD

BALLASTS

AUTO RADIO

has shown that the ionization of the E
layer-on which nighttime long -distance
medium -wave reception depends
is
maintained by the arrival of meteors
and meteoric dust in the upper atmosphere. Analysis of the radar echoes
shows that meteors and meteoric dust
would produce exactly the effects observed. The work done also clears up
another point which had up to now
never been satisfactorily explained.
Every dx fan knows by experience that
the behaviour of the E -layer is much
less liable to eccentricities in the latter part of the night. This is because,
wherever he may be, an observer is
after midnight on the forward side of
the earth as it moves along its orbit.
When you walk fast through rain your
face becomes wetter than your back because it is driving into the stream of
raindrops. Similarly the forward side of
the earth receives more meteors and
meteoric dust than the other and the
E-layer covering it is more strongly affected by their arrival.

RADIO -CRAFT

Larger Insulating Surface

saving prices.

(Continued from page 38)

.

Air'Cooled Perforated Shell

3. longer Life, Heavier Resistance Wire

All other

TRANSATLANTIC NEWS

AC-DC

Resistance Tubes!

Vat

Phone operation
If low- or medium -mu tubes are used
in this circuit, they may be cathodemodulated with only 20 watts of audio
power. Any conventional amplifier supplying this power may be used if its
ot:tput transformer has a 500 -ohm secondary. This is connected in series with
the filament center tap and ground as
shown in Fig. 2. If the audio quality is
mushy, the filament by -pass condensers
should be reduced to .003 or .002 µf.
Any power supply capable of giving

the correct voltages with good regulation may be used. Fig. 3 shows the one
actually employed with this transmitter.
Switch S -1 is the exciter switch, S -2 filament switch for high -voltage rectifiers
and S -3 the plate power switch. The
switches are interlocked so that high
voltage cannot be applied to the 866's
till the filaments are hot.
With a little ingenuity and a well stocked junk box, the average ham can
duplicate the performance of this rig at
similar or perhaps lower cost.

Exert Duplicate

3000

ReP'e`e

tio g

Dept. CS 622 W.

dolph
73

KING OF TUBE CHECKERS

NEWARK HAS MORE RADIO

(Continued from page 22)

BARGAINS THAN EVER BEFORE
DUAL CONTROL

OAK
RECORD CHANGER

2

-Post Model

-

record

a temorkobly
means

bigger

that

low price
profits

for

limited--

servicemen.

11

.......................49

SINGLE CONTROL
5

Plays

records. A slurdY,
10" and 12"
changer
dependable

BOXES

2.Channel box
for intercom.
Parts alone
PA, Ham
worth many
woe 4.
Pl. rotary
limes the
switches,
Pricer
deck,
pl.
deck,
recessed
double
2-triple
light, socket
mole connector,
and bulb
pilot
cover,
wolf resistor, with ter kne of
t14
cables, 5
a pointer
pt.
ftt. cl boa
terminals. All
10 a
ns dual
A hat buy for 1
only. ......

110 volts AC

Quantity. A

den°e buy
at ONLY ...............

a 4
2'. Two 3-deck,
light,
2.12
pt. recessed

BOXES

pl. rotary
switches, pilot
cable. With
bakelita knobs. connectors, 3 lt. S -wires
cable Velvet
alvet Only
SINGL
.. 39`h
switch,E2BOX, as above, but with
on role
e cables°
Only
SNGLE BOX
33
connector ton, high frequency buzzer.
strips. Parts
several ch.
alone worth and
twice os much.
Only
Onl
aJ

39

f

I

WAR SURPLUS TRANSMITTING and SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES
1C21

1l121A
14423

x.75

.20
.20

2.25
2.63
1.50
2021
.60
2X2/879 .90
JAP1
3.00
5AP1
9.00
6AK5
.90
2AP1
2C40
2C44

614

l0Y

872A/872 2.25 958A $ .75
884
.75 959
.75
921
.75 1616 3.00

$1.50 250TH $9.00 808 $3.00

809
810
7150 33.00 811
VR9O
800
2.25 813
100TH 4.13 801A
1.73 814
VR105
.75 802
1.58 815
VRISO
9.00 816
.75 803
204A 60.00 804
6.75 826
211
1.13 805 " 3.75 828
217C
7.50 807
1.05 8298
351G
75TL

1.50
1.95
2.25
.75

304TH 12.00
304TL 3.75

8306 $5.25
832A 4.05
1.50
836
3.38
837
838
3.75
.75
4.50 843
2.25 845W 3.75
3.00
.60 860
90.00
2.25 861
.60
9.00 864
1.50
3.00 865
1.50
2.63
1.95
6.75

922
923
927
931A
954

.73

.45
1.05
1.88
.75
.75
.75
.75

955

956
957

PHONE and MICROPHONE ASSEMBLY
Dynamic type, adoptable for code practice sets,
mobile equipment, PA systems, home recording, etc. Mike handset with 50 -ohms impedance.
Mike and Phones terminate in 5 -wire male
plug, 3 ft. cord with female receptacle facili
toles disconnection. Special Value
$195
at Only

1619
.75
1624
.90
1625
.75
1626
.60
1629
.27
2051
.90
8005 3.15

8016

HALLICR

'ample::...

S -3e

5-40 complete.

SX -42

NRO -S TINATIONAL
NC -2490

speaker

NC -46

CRYSTAL PICK -UP

I

A rare bargain' Brand New, High Fidelity,
Famous Make crystal pickup. Featherweight,
Tangent Head, 7" mounting center.
While they lost, only

I04

.53

completa

with

with

withsPeak
less speakerrobes,
and

$47,50
89,30
275.00

complete
complete,

age.
All these high -power arcs of course
develop an excessive din. To reduce the
noise as much as possible, a special
soundproof box is mounted around the
sphere-gap. The high -voltage supply to
this test equipment has a solid metal
enclosure installed to protect the operating personnel from harmful X rays
originating from the rectifier tubes. The
maximum number of safety devices

306,71

must be installed for the protection of
the operator.

101.44
107,40

EFFICIENT TEST AND REPAIR

Power supply
..
NAMMARLUND

H O -129X
SP -400X

units are designed to provide a maximum of 100,000 volts and 1 ampere.
In switching such high voltages, it
was necessary to develop a special
means of applying and disconnecting the
power to the tube under test. This unit
consists of a double- sphere gap. The
spheres are adjustable to obtain the desired voltage breakdown value. The triggering voltage for this sphere -gap
switch is obtained from a separate rectifier unit which provides approximately
50 kilovolts to the center sphere to initiate the arc discharge.
During the operating cycle the arc is
turned on and off at 60 -cycle and approximately 1000 -cycle rates. After the
arc is initiated by the triggering gap,
it will continue as long as voltage is
applied. To stop the arc discharge and
remove voltage from the tube, a stream
of high -pressure air is directed at the
sphere gap by an automatic switch at
the instant it is desired to remove volt-

BENCH
(Continued front page 22)

173'23
342.00
198.70
98.70

the rear. Four duplex receptacles in the
base of the instrument panel have been
placed in the most logical positions. The
Write: 2424 W. 55th St., N.Y. C. OR 3234 W. Madison St.,Chicago
Supreme Trans
Transmitter 995O
450.00
soldering iron plugs into an outlet under the working surface so the iron
be used anywhere on the unit withCHICAGO can
NEW YORK
out dragging the cord under or over ob323 W. Madison St.
stacles. Outlets in the rear of the panel
Chicago 6, III.
for instruments bring up the total to
ELECTRIC COMPANY INC
eight. All wiring is shielded and can be
New York City Stores- 115 -17 W. 45th St. & 212 Fulton St.
grounded.
5. Last but by far the least of our
problems is to incorporate all of these
A WATER WATTMETER
ideas into an attractive piece of equipATTENTION Amateurs ment. The Ser -V -Lux is a smooth,
measurement
Accurate microwave
Experimenters- Inventors
finished
with a high- frequency water calo- streamlined, custom -built unit,
Cut your cost on radio supplies and equipment in half.
which indicates r.f. power in in a soft white duco set off with satin
rimeter,
Clip coupon today.
terms of temperature rise of water finished aluminum trim and hardware.
Hundreds ,d "hard to get" war
surplus items along with the best
We have used two of these units for
through which v.h.f. waves are passed,
In standard brand equipment -all
eighteen months in an actual radio servat great sayings to you. Tot
Institute
by
Polytechnic
revealed
the
is
know your particular requirement
ice business, and the results are beyond
i MMI DLATE DELIVERY.
of Brooklyn.
expectation. Business has increased and
TO
SEND THIS COUPON
The newly-invented device is imcomments of customers are highly
portant with the increasing use of very the
satisfying.
NIAGARA RADIO
apin
airplane
radiation
high frequency
SUPPLY CORP.
160 Greenwich St..
proach- control, television, radar, and
New York 6. N. V.
More than 300,000,000 phonograph
frequency modulation broadcasting.
in 1946,
NamO ...
It will enable engineers to improve records were manufactured of
Audio
Add rare
the design of high- frequency equipment according to Wm. O. Speed
ac- Devices, Inc. This figure, Mr. Speed
because
it
distances
specific
for
co,
curately measures the power of the says, triples the pre-war, output. He
MAIL ORDERS FILLED FROM EITHER NEW YORK CITY OR CHICAGO

RME.45 tom
RME -84 complete.
Pleta.e

anodo Por
i

t

+,

radiation.

74

predicts a larger output for 1947.
1947
for MAY,
RADIO -CRAFT

PROMPT SERVICE ON ALL
SPEAKER AND PHONO PICKUP- REPAIRS
DEAF ECTIIOtlelaM
YOKE

DYNAMOTORS

IA

(Navy

caode

5.

for

Dy -B)

MAY

DC

LEooNE

ray Mho

so

20V.

tRPUt,

hr
4S,

Baye.

73,

#26. 27

3.95

Filter

2 -R.F.. Antenna and
g 2-

dar

Ose.

and free-edge
Less voice coils

3s

coils. 10 sold

asstd.

C

-tea

2,95
.17
1.00

78, F)(1. 6Y3. 8H8,
oSEAN,
2610742.
.39
6C3, 0E5, 6.17. 65A7, 69E7 or 12SA7
.49
II 1A7, SAS. 11G5/6US or
.59
GRILLES.
Flocked musical deSPEAR
own gilt
5
" sq
Speaker Grille Cloth, gold or silver weave. sq. ft.
.20
SELSYN SYNCHRO.TRANSMITTERS- 115V. 60 cycle
Cut lu pairs as
. & follower. 344ti15 -4a.
3.75
SELSYN Control
ers (22,71011
57.5400
Trie(oa
1.95
Wall 'Nagle Switch (C -Il). S.P.D.T.. 3A/125V
.39
RADIOMAN'S HARDWARE TREASURE. Approx. 1000
etc.
.49
Clear ACETATE for dials,
dows. etc. (.015'H

4

SERVICEMEN'S KITS

1

1.09

60

77,

SPECIALS

2.49

DC

outPut:300Vdf 135MÁ
3IOV0355MA. Black
crackle finish,
ith tg. hue B it.x.314
Coaxial Cable. RG13 /1.1. 74 ohm, double cop.
outside
.420' 0.D.
with connectors. 20 ft leng
PHONO 91OTORS!-110V. A.C. quiet rim -drive motor
and 9' flocked turntable
Ir- Turntable Felts. Brown
Brand new RCA
r
Loren In xca... car
Ideal Perfc detector.
for
TURKS: teed
condition.
alfion, but nut in r¢5i¢á'.iriól;e
Guaranteed

Minimum Order 52.00 -20% Deposit Required en all
orders. Please Add sufficient Postage. WRITE
DEPT. RC.5.

4.

llmpitic l IUuled
ne

.98
2.00

E

3"53' -.1O

7k7-.45

5.8a'15 B^9 - -.Os

sheet

.20 asstd.

':CPt3C1MF.NTAL TUBES

research.

.rPowert Transformt.r

.r r73.

22^535^-2.09
12^512^

Unahilided

slue &

model R-02.

base

95, 52

100
5.93

i

n9

3

m

(Max length 4^)

*Des
2 9-wafer Socket.: 13 asstd. 4 to 7 Prong
10-Voltage
standard.
lHtapped.
Included
1-,Shield
s:wattages
13 aastd.for coils. tubes,
I
C
-Mica Padders nd Trimmers! 15aeatd.,
g 12
(nel- multiple and ceramic bau type(
d Tone Controls: 10 assts.
2 14-Volume
iro wound and Carbon. Less switches
g 15-Mire -wound Resistors: 13 aaetd. ohm
ages. 5 to 20 watts: Incl. enameled and
rdohme
...
F Coils: 6 asstd.. including shielded
II
andd lug -tuned. Peaks Unmarked
Windows: 12 .std. ekes, IncL
2

hlgh

t

wes

Per Inch

..3-Heavy duty bar. a 'at 49.25/115.
4-Pace 44.8510704. h Rh
S5- Polished.
Vesta/16.84V high
Polished bar, 9/16.d4.81/2.. 20 f.
.70-Face 14.144x"r41' high
S

Upp1LsNICO
S

c
=

r
I

t

'.hh. pollee

9/18'

1

.9..

...
14k'

10-,1 ICO V,Wahoe, polea 1Mí4.'524'4'
11- Horseshoe ea. pole 11 /16. O.D.. lye'
12 -4slml lar to $ 5) a,.84h7 n9'
14- Polished hvy duty bar. 3't11'w14 (mag
netised leng'hwlse, wide or narrow lades)
15- Polished Block, 3-x23' 'x144'
Used wide cr nano.. Ha.. (wt.
gnellsed
1vexl5//16.85/te'
groove

In-FlatBar..

?Les
thick

8.12
.95
.33
.35
1.03
.10

rie.,

1.29
2.43
1.95
.49

The network call sign is VJA6, and
control is carried on from the Canberra
power station, some hundreds of yards
from the main transmitter, to which it
is connected by remote control. The
main transmitter is a crystal -controlled
unit, operating on 2.86 megacycles, and
consists of a 6L6 oscillator, link-coupled
to two 805's, link- coupled to tuned feeders, current feeding a full -wave antenna
approximately 120 feet in height.
The 805's are operating under 1,580 volt plate -modulated conditions, and
have no difficulty in putting a 500 -watt
signal on the air. Filaments are in
"stand -by" at all times, permitting immediate operation by remote control at
the power station. The modulated output is obtained from two 805's in class-
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The main control station

for
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.98
5.95

a hillside. The idea of making the whole
laborious journey again was heartbreaking. He decided to ask for help
through his radio, which had come
through unscathed. He contacted headquarters, and planes were sent to biscuit -bomb him with supplies, with
which he was able to finish the job.
There are two control stations. At
Mount Stromlo, the Commonwealth Solar Observatory, is a small 60 -watt
transmitter, keeping constant touch
with the widely-spread forest patrols.
A 500-watt station in Canberra controls
Mount Stromlo and also keeps in touch
with the engineers maintaining roads
and bridges and with all the vehicles
that work about the town itself.
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CANBERRA'S MOBILE RADIOS
(Continued from page 34)
B, working in 1250 -volt conditions. Power supply is from the mains.
The main receiver has a crystal -con-

trolled oscillator frequency and uses
the transmitter antenna. The output
can be switched from the speaker to a
T -filter network (1000 cycles), operating an electric relay and bell -call system. This power supply also comes from
the mains.
Cars carry a transceiver unit, whose
transmitter sections consist of an 1F5
crystal oscillator (2.86 megacycles), capacity-coupled to a plate- módulated,
shunt -neutralized twin triode, 1J5G,
used as a single triode. There are approximately 200 volts at the plates, and
the output is approximately 2 watts.
The modulator section consists of a
carbon microphone feeding a 1F6, and
transformer -coupled to a 1J6G in class B, working at about 160 volts. A 1,000 cycle generator is incorporated, to permit transmission
of the call note.
The receiver section is
crystal -controlled and has a
reflexed i.f- stage and grid leak detector, with a 1F5
operating at around 150
volts, driving a midget
speaker. The power supply
of the whole transceiver is
from a 6-volt storage battery and a vibrator.
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MAKERS OF CONES AND FIELD COILS
DEY STREET. NEW YORK 7. N.Y.

65.67

WORTH 2- 0284.5
OF RADIO PARTS

12,000 SO FT

The cars have fishing-rod aerials for
general use. These give satisfaction up
to approximately twelve miles, after
which it is necessary to use the sectionalized thirty -foot pole provided, which
permits operation over a distance of
fifty miles.
CODE OSCILLATOR
Presented herewith is a circuit of a
code -practice oscillator that can be used
with a speaker or several pairs of headphones. It uses the amplifier section of a
117N7 as a Hartley oscillator, using a
push -pull output transformer as the
inductance. A 1-megohm variable grid
leak provides variable tone control. No
volume control is used on the speaker,
but one may be added if desired. Jacks
are provided for several pairs of phones,
which are connected in parallel. A volume control in the output circuit seta
the volume level to the phones.
CALVIN SMITH,

North Troy, N.Y.
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MECK T-60 TRANSMITTER

Get ready for SUMMER FUN ON 2
Abbott TE -411. Transmitter- Receiver. Complete with
tubes -$58.78. Abbott 110 V AC, power pack- $22.50.
EL 8 Volt Vibrator, pack-614.97. EL Combination
110, AC /6 V DC input. Delivers 300 Molts DC at IOU
Ma. 6.9 at 4.75 A-$27.00. Abbott 5 element high gain
beam. All aluminum. Complete, ready for easy assembly
^$14. Its

Compact) 15" x 11" x 9' metal cabinet contains complete 60 watt input phone -VW Xmltter. 110 Volt
With all tube. and 10 meter coils, less only
W$
microphone and crystal

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS. AMATEUR TRANSMITTERS, TEST EQUIPMENT-All Makes, All Models.
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Plane St.. Dept. C. Newark 2. N.J.
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For Call System or
Phono. Amplifier

$2.95
Complete with tubes
Ready to Operate

Compact -wired

Uses 35Z5 -50L6.

N. J. INDUSTRIAL CO.
309 ELM ST.

(If troubled with residual magnetism,
why not demagnetize the core in an a.c.
field ?-Editor)

G.E. MODEL TC -3 TUBE TESTER

own 6 tube
AC -DC two band BC
receiver with this fa-

cabinet.

Chicago, Illinois

of

Build your

Earn money for that new

winding.

flash -over

In these and other Stromberg- Carlson
models using wired remote -tuning systems, the armature of the on -off relay
on the main chassis sometimes sticks
because of residual magnetism in the
cores. To restore operation, remove the
coils and file down the cores so that
there will be a 1/32 -to 1/16-inch air gap
between them and the armature, which
will then rest on the insulating washers.
File the faces at an angle so that they
will be parallel to the armature. This
will not shorten the core too much.
WILLIAM FORD, JR.,
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Colo. Springs, Colo.

W2AVA

Crystal soolrelled frasueney standard. Easily connected
--rem beat with WW1' -and your receiver Is
Fit
Freq. Meter! Complete unit with crystal,

SIGNAL CORPS EQUIPMENT

SCR -522

its contacts.
OTTO WOOLLEY

441 #eitri9on,

HARRISON SELECT SURPLUS

-e easily adapted to efficient Hem use.
There are lots of these used units around,
lime we have been discriminating enough

GE LB530

If the battery charges too slowly or
refuses to take a charge, check the control switch for high- resistance contacts
in the a.c. or charge positions. Poor contacts here will hamper charging action.
Replace the switch or clean and tighten
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ttt re are some exceptional bargains In

TECHNOTES
(Continued from page 56)

NEWARK 5, N. J.

Coast-to -coast television will become
a reality before the end of 1948, say
Bell Telephone engineers, who report

that nearly three -quarters of their
transcontinental co-axial cable is "under

In the January 1947 issue of RADIOCRAFT there was a Technote regarding
the tube short indications given on the
Model TC -3 and TC -3P tube testers.
This is a situation which has arisen with
the development of newer tubes having
a high plate-to- cathode capacity.
The model TC -3 tube checker was
originally engineered for high sensitivity on the four short test positions.
Because of this high sensitivity, tubes
with very slight base or interelectrode
leakage will, at times, indicate a direct
"shorted" condition. For all practical
purposes, however, these same tubes will
perform satisfactorily in the average
radio receiver.
If it is desired to reduce the sensitivity of the short test in the Model TC -3,
the following modification may be made:
Withdraw the equipment from the
case by removing the twelve nickelplated screws from the edges of the
.panel. Solder a 1- megohm, lh -watt resistor directly across the tubular paper
condenser which is wired to the test
switch. The capacity of this condenser
varies in different production models
from .01 to .005 i f but it should be
easily located since it is the only tubular
condenser on the test switch. Replace
the equipment in the case.
This modification will cause the
"short" indicator to glow with a resistance of approximately 250,000 ohms
or less present in tested tubes. Key positions and index settings will not be affected by this modification.

ground."
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PREMIER

SERVICING
(Continued from page 28)
Leaky or noisy by -pass condensers
can be found by moving them around
while the set is operating. This may be
best done with an orange stick or insulated rod. (A screw driver might slip
off and cause a short.) Any condenser

SIGNAL GENERATOR

00025

.0001

o

Fig.

3- Substitution

box for r.f.

capacities.

that causes the slightest noise should
be replaced.

Checking the volume control
Volume control trouble is one of the
easiest faults to find. Move the knob
up and down. If the control is faulty,
there will be a noisy burst from the
speaker. Turn the knob slowly, from
maximum
position.
to
Scratching noise, or points where the
set cuts out completely, may be noticed.
If you think that the control is the
cause of the set being completely dead,
connect "hot" and center lugs. If the set
begins to play when the control is shunted, you know that it is open. This test
works for most circuits, but fails for
minimum

some.

Quick resistor tests
Someone has said, "There is only one
pimple way of testing a resistor -with
a multirange ohmmeter." Here is another quick, very effective, method of
testing the small resistors in a set. The
set is turned on and a station tuned in.
The leads of a multimeter, turned to
the highest d.c. voltage range, are put
across the suspected resistor. The voltage selector switch is turned down the
scale, stopping
ANY R.F.,

at each position to note

I.F.,O R A.F. iRANSFORMEIf

NEW! EXCLUSIVE! BAND SPREAD DIAL.
AWAY OUT IN FRONT and UP ON TOP
this brand -new PREMIER SIGNAL
GENERATOR is in demand from COAST to
COAST.
CHOCK-FULL
found only in

super-features usually
the most expensive unite,
PREMIER is an outstanding value.
NO OTHER low priced signal generator has
the famous MICROMASTER BAND SPREAD
DIAL. Total ncale length approximately 60
inches. Spring loaded drive eliminates all
backlash, and result is split-cycle tuning.
BANDS: 75 Kc to 50 Mc on FUNDAMENTALS. 46 to 160 Mo on powerful 3rd
harmonic.
400 CYCLE Pure sine wave Audio Signal.
FOUR STEP, ladder type, accurately calibrated Attenuator.
COMPLETE LINE FILTER.
TRIPLE SHIELDING throughout. Leaks
is reduced to the absolute minimum.
ACCURACY. Better than 15,
In stock now for immediate delivery.
complete with
coaxial

4-A

quick check method for r.f. coils.

if there is any improvement in the set's
performance. Of course the meter is
watched to see that it is not driven off
scale.

This test is the same as the substitution method. The various resistors of
the multimeter are shunted across the
resistor in question.

Open or shorted coils
Much time is used up checking r.f.,
a.f., and i.f. coils for continuity or winding resistance with an ohmmeter.
Here is a faster way of finding the
trouble, one that actually shows the
working condition of the coil instantly.
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TEST

CHANGEPS

INSTRUMENTS -TUBES

RADIONIC RADTONIC
EQUIPMENT COMPANY

EQUIPMENT COMPANY

TRIBUNE THEATRE ENTRANCE
Dept. 105.170 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK 7,N. Y.

TRIBUNE THEATRE ENTRANCE
Dept. 105.170 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK 7, N. Y
PHONE WO 2-0421 -CABLE "CHANSLOR"

PHONE
Fig.

of

WO 2 -0421-CABLE

"CHANSLOR'r

Your finger serves as the test instrument. Be very careful not to touch
more than one part of the circuit at a
time. It is especially important to watch
the other hand. It should not contact
the chassis or any other part of the set.
There is danger of shoçk. Touch the
moistened finger to the grid of the tube
following the coil under test. If the
circuit is working properly between that
point and the speaker, a loud, clear click
will be heard. Next touch the primary
terminal of the coil, the one connected
to the plate of the preceding tube. A
loud, clear click here indicates that the
coil is working perfectly. Refer to Fig.
4 for the points to be touched.
In a.e. d.c. midgets with dynamic
speakers an open field coil often causes
94 7

trouble. It is an easy matter to check the
field strength. Hold a small screw driver
in front of the cone, within about tk
inch of the pole piece. If the screw
driver is strongly attracted, the field
coil is O.K.
One of the best ways to check a magnetic speaker is to have a small test

speaker with long flexible leads mounted
on the service bench. If small alligator
clips are provided on the leads, the test
speaker can be connected quickly in
parallel with the one in the set. The set
speaker cone can be held in tightly with
the hand to prevent it from operating.
Common sense is the greatest aid to
speedy servicing. Note symptoms and
make first the tests which seem most
likely to apply in the particular case.
77

TELEVISION FOR TODAY
(Continued from page 69)
eration is limited. In a sense, the relatively poor regulation is advantageous,
since it decreases the possibility of fatal
injury to anyone accidentally touching
the high -voltage terminals. For the
serviceman, it is suggested that the following be committed to memory:
All high voltages must be turned off
before any work is done on a television
receiver. High -voltage terminals do not
have to be touched to prove fatal; the
voltage can span small distances. The
only safe method of repairing a highvoltage unit is by substituting components or by resistance measurements.

NEW PIEZO CRYSTAL

Two more titles in this popular new
aeries are rolling off the press. The two
the others,
latest- described below -likereliable
techgive you the most recent,
nical information and are as modern
cars.
and
in appearance as 1947 radios
The type is fresh, clear -cut, easy to read.
The books are bound in flexible covers,
smartly designed. In short, everything
connected with these volumes is up-tothe-minute and practical to the nth degree. You'll find them constructive helps
in building up your knowledge of radio.
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NO.31 RADIO QUESTIONS

RADCRAFT PUBLICATIONS, Dept.

Here are the answtrs to questions most
frequently asked of the "Question Box"
editor of RADIO- CRAFT. The material

selected is well diversified and chosen for
practical application to workaday problems. Circuit diagrams are supplied with
the answers.
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A book for the amateur operator who
builds his own. Practical and down-toearth, it tells you how to build trans-

mitters, receivers, and other ham gear.
Construction data on a 430-me transmitter, an IIK -240 c.w. transmitter, a
miniature communications receiver, an
acorn-tube preamplifier, and many others.
Whether you're an amateur now, or just
studying for your ticket, you'll want
this book.
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ELECTRICIANS! RADIOMEN!

AND ANSWERS

SEE YOUR DEALER
IF HE CAN'T SUPPLY YOU. USE COUPON

25 West Broadway. New York 7, N. Y.
Send me the volumes (50c each, postpaid) checked. My

In past years the use of quartz and
Rochelle salt crystals has been well
established and is now well-known. A
new crystal known as ADP (ammonium
dihydrogen phosphate) has been used
in some war-time electronic devices.
The new crystal is free from nonlinear response and hysteresis effects
and is unusually stable with temperature, often a weakness of piezoelectric
crystals. Furthermore, it cannot dehydrate like Rochelle salt.
ADP is stable at temperatures as
high as 100 °C as contrasted with the
limit of 55°C for Rochelle salt. It is also
effective at low temperatures, although
it shatters at the extreme low of -125°C.
In the normal range, ADP has a larger
electromechanical coupling than other
crystals. a measure of its effectiveness.
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WORLD -WIDE STATION
LIST
(Continued from page 35)
Station

Location

That's

Schedule

CORI
COKG

6.450
8.950

0790 to 2345
1830 to 2325

P1C1

7.250

1130
2130

to

1230; 1630 to

OZF

9.520

1330

to

1800

Trujillo HI IN
Trujillo HIIZ

0.240
6.310
6.480
6.190

1600 to 2230
22.55

to
to 2400
to 1800

Twopef or t
MFGERED by C.E. or equiv.

3.930
4.100
6.280
9.960

1800 to 2230
1800 to 2280

4mfd /SOWVDC. ten for
lomfd /000WVDC, two for.
'
20mfd /600WVDC, two for ,.
4mfd /000WNDC. TLA two for
or
Tubular 0.1mfd /600WVDC,
ten for
Tutus
0.lmfd /800WVDC,

Santa Clara

Bantlano

CURACAO
Willemstad

DENMARK
Copenhagen

DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC
Ciudad
Ciudad

Free.

VACUUM

1600
1600
1600

iwu Ìonale

Quito

HCJB

12.440

1800
0545
2230

to 2230

ta 0845:

1200

to

1000;
2330; Sundays.
1630: 1700 to
0500 to 1200:

1400
0700

to
to

11600

to

2200
1330

HCJB

15.110

EGYPT
Cairo

JCPA

7.190

1500

Cairo

SUX

7.860

2400; 0200 to 0300
1200 to 1600

London
London

GRR
GSL

6.070
6.110

London

GRW

6.150

London

GRM

7.120

London

GSW

7.230

to

2230

to

7:

2230

to

2300 to 0030
1500 to 1745; 1900 to
0030
1445 to 1500; 1900 to
2215: 2330 to 2345
1145 to 1215; 1445 to
1515
0100 to 0115; 0120 to
0330: 0600 to 0645: 9700
to 0730; 0745 to 0900;
1045 to 1130; 1230 to
1430; 1530 to 1715

London
London

owl
GSU

7.260

0030

London

GRJ

7.320

London

GSC

9.580

0000 to 0015; 0645 to
0700; 1045 to 1815
1100 to 1315: 1330 t.

London

CRY

9.600

London

GWO

9.620

7.250

to 0200: 0630 to
0645; 0700 to 0800; 0815
to 0900; 1045 to 1300:
1320 to 1700; 2345 to
2400

London

GVZ

London

G

London

GRG

London

GVW

London

London

RH

GSD
GSN

GVX

London

G9F

London

GWG

London

OSO

9.640
9.820

$10. llmen
5/16'x1%' DlaTerminals. ,TAIt"

6.40

TRANS 1100VCf 212ma Col6s0
NAVY SP3' SYNCHROSCOPE NEW COMPLETE 59.50
Ext Cord Hvy Duly 0.16' & Male & Fern Plug 1.00
1.25
WE Crystals boxed New IN21.22 -23. 3 for ..
4.50
WESTGHSE Dual AN IND 2OOmlcroatitp...,
2.95
GE METER 21/2' WC OneMllllamo
GE METER 2t/2 B'C Five Amp RF
3.50
GE METLR 248' WC One Amp RF
3.95
GE DNI 145- MTR ONEMa /l00ohms
2.95
1.69
MICROPHONE T17 (LN) PB Carbon & CD
DAVEN ATTNTR "T" 600 /e00ohm 300B/
4.95
IOPOS
DAVEN ATTNTR
5000ohrf 6000 /1OPOS 1.45
DAVEN ATTNTR "POT" 50000ohm 6009f
4.95
30Poe
.79
DAVEN 13CKT SW 2SPDT /3SPDT /3SP3P ITV
TOM F.LF.CTRONIC
19.95
1.107 -F COMP
.
C
9.95
WE MIKE DYNAMIC2O' CABLE & STD
GE DOOR INTERLOCK SAFETY SWITCH. 2

GS!
G WR

London

GSP

London

GRD

15.450

London

GVP

17.700

London

GRA

17.710

London

Ova

17.730

London

GSG

17.790

London

GSV

17.810
18.020

London

CVO

19.080

London
London

GSH

21.970

GS1

21.530

London
London

GST
GRZ

21.550
21.640

London

GVT

21.750

London

GSK

26.100

1.90
2.20
/1500WVPC
ten for
1.50
3mfd /330VAC /1000WVDC. GEPyranol
1.25
4mfd /330VAC /1000WVDC.
CD
Dykanol,
ISmfd /330 VAC /1000WVDC, CEPynnol
2.93
2mfd /2000WVDC, Avx &WSL two for
4.25
3mfd/2000WVDC, Avx&W.L two for
5.00
2mfd /5000WVDC. CD. two for
14,50
807 JAN GTD NEW 2 for
2.00
829/3E20 Boxed Gtd New
2.90
3BP1 B. xed JAN New Gtd & Socket
2.99
SBPI5CP1 New God
3.95
2C20 Boxed New IOWatt IIVNF 2 for
1.80
W.E. 703A camp Door Knob Tube New
5.95

RELAY

to 2030

SWITCH

....

S Y

to 0500: 0830 to

0845; 0900 to 1430
1030 to 1245; 1300
1500
0500 to 1215
Indian beam, 0500
0815
1030

to
to

to 1130
Central American beam,
0600 to 0900
0100 to 0500; 1030 to
1130
0615

to 1000

....

1.85

1.00
1.75
1.95
2.50
1.95
1.25
1.75
2.35
3.49
1.95
1.05
2.95
2.00
8.90
7.40
1.25
1.80
3.55

RADIO EQUIPMENT
-C-2 Units Pow.
er Supply Furnishes all Voltages for Equip
ment Inpt 343Watts 117.5V 60cy Contains 4E11
& Plate Trans Chokes etc. Trans- Recelver Ant.

Match Section Pulse Shaper, Mod. RF Oscillator Range 154 -186Mr Superhet RF&IF
Stages Video Amp Tuning Eye ele. Frog can
be lowered to 144- 148Me. "TAB" Price 549.95

$1.49
.98
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

& STORAGE BATTERY NEW
V
/40AH -SO9 Output IS6V /30ma. 3V/375
ma/1.5V/200ma 7.SV /20ma. NAVY MAN-

VIBROPACK

...

..
UAL NEW COMPETE TBY
8 9.08
OSCILLOSCOPE 3' KIT 30P1 Includes Transf

115V/60 cV Fri 375VCT /lIOma. 132V,
5V /3A, 2.8V/3.25A
6.3V /2.75A. New
Tubes 3ÚP1 C'av 5Y30T Root 2V3GRCCt.
Condors, Choke. 1 w &lIV supply Complete
TAB" PRICE
16.95
FOXBORO MECHANICAL RECORDFT with
110V /OOay Motor Meth to Elect Record InR ($200)
89.95
VT127A Tube New & Connectors Two for
5.98
SELEN IT &T 6138AVI F.W. 85V/2.4Á
6.95
COPPER OXIDE WST RECTOX F.W. 12V/
1.25AMP
..
3.40
..
MAZDA *323/3V/190mn (LP81.85) Four for 1.00
1.00
Mazda *49 Mtnbyv 2V /OOma (15c) 10 for
0
NE 15 451 Neon Giolamp I /2SWatt 10 for

.79
.75

.s0
1.00

.

1.80
4.95
7.50
3.50
2.00
2.50
7.95
1.30
2.85
.90

CIDtONOUS

MOTOR
OOCOryy/10V 24RPM S.P.
SWITCH. EXCEL.
LENT FOR AUTO.
MATIC
KETCH,

EXPERIMENTAL
WORK, TIME DELAY.

FLASHER

PRODUCTION

TESTING, CLOCK
100'6
f

GOVT.

..TAB"

Cost

187)

EXTRA
SPECIAL.
.
3 1.82
ANTENNA SECTIONS SC M30:
.

I

for

AOTO5YN5

Brand new
overseas

BENDIX

govt sealed and Inspected packed
synchro- transmitters AC. II 5v.

cans,

In
60

operation. Continuous heavy duty. Precision accuracy made for gun fire control. Cost govt 590
each. 5 lbs. each. "TAB" special two for $14.95.
ey.

ton 51.ÓÓ

COLLAPSIBLE

to 1030

to

BC.748A&2XTALS

1.38
5.95

RC- 148

.97

l.5mf(1/1 500 TLA, 2 for
0.02mfd /000WVDC Tubular. 10 for
O.Imfd /1000WVDC, 5 for
0.03mfd/400WVDC. 15 for
O1 4O.1 &Olmfd /400WVDC. 5 for
..
001 &.000mfd 1000VT /600WVDC,
0 for
2mfd'000WVDC TLA OIL. 2 for
23mmfd /I0000í' Wise New. 3 for
6mfd /1500WVDC OIL. 2 for
.Olmfd 2 500 Mira 153.40), 2 for
.01mfd /5000V Mica (85). 2 for
.0003mfd /10O00í' Stirs ( 1421 SANGAMO 02
.000ISmfd /2000OVW EFF AVX1790.404 Mica
00000mfd /500V AV)/ Mira
CONDENSER KIT Silver&Mica. 50 fer
CONTROL RIT ADJ 50to2meg Pots. 10 for
STROROFT ASH FLASH CONDSR 32MFD /880
VAC /2000VDC
1625 )S807) Boxed New 2 for
446A/2C40 Lighthouse Tube (LP813.50)
956, 957, 958A. 959 4 Socket ea.

UNIT

1OMeg TENKV MAGOMAX MFAt
12Mel 12KV MF.GOMAX MFA1

Resistor Klt 15T45&1Watt SOto2meg, 100 for
W.W. Resistor Kit 20 for
Knob Klt Asst with Bushings. 25 for
Rotary Switch Klt. 6 for
Socket Kit 25 Asst Ceramic. Mica. B. etc
BM-53 Telephone Remote Control for Trans.
mitter. Also TL
Trnnaf line to line 500. 333.250. 200. 125
50ohma plus over
minus IDS Cased
ADOR Mfgr
MicroBER
MU Leaf SPDT
15A /I25V
2 for
Bias Trans 00, BO. 70V !Amp Cased GE
34 Boxed New GM ld50e. 5 for
6AK5 axed New Gtd 681, 10 for
BAGS Boxed New JAN 44810. 10 for
050. 2X2. 101000/1641. 60E7. 1E7G
5L0. SOLO, 3523. 12SQ7. 120117. 2 for..
WE 717.A Door Knob Tube New. 2 for

TIME DELAY 115V/10Amp
1.49
NEON SIGLITE V4/GT Dual Tel Plug
3
for
1.00
PRECISION 1?ó /Onemeg resistors. 3 for 2.45
SHALLCROSS TEN POINT DECADE

0800 to

0400; 0500

SPRAGUE
SPRAGUE

CU FTM
13.95
12 &24VInpt. 275V /II0ma
& 12V 3A New Navy PMfleld
1.95
DYNAMOTOR 12 &24Vinpt, 500V /5oma 1.95

New Zealand beam, 0500
1930
0100

TUNING
FT243

B.C.

DYNAMOTOR

0100 to 0500; 0600 to
0700; 1700 to 1845
Middle East beam. 0600
to 1115: 1200 to 1600
New Zealand and Australian beam. 0800 to

0100 to

for
200kc DC -15A STANDARDS 200ko plus over
minus
tory
SC
A27 PHANTOM ANTENNA NEW W/
MANUAL

VARIAC 200CU /860Watt. New.. _514.95
TRANSTAT 88to132V/18.2A II0V. New 29.50
BLOWERS L.N. 115V /60cy Dual 200

to 1315; 1615 to 1845

0815
0100 to 0500;
1215

L"

........... ...........

2mfd /5500WVDC1 Wat INFRTEEN
$ 7.95
2m10/12500WVDC, Wet
25.00
Imfd /25000WVDC Wet INERTEEN
75.00
O.Smfd /000WVDC Bathtub. 5 for
.95
2m91 /600WVDC. TLA. 2 for
.79
0.5 &0.Smfd/600WVDC. Bathtub. 5 for
.95
01 &O.Imfd /800WVDC. Bathtub. 5 for
.9s
0. 540.25&0.25mfd /600WVOO. Bathtub. 4
for
1.00
0.3mfd /600WVDC Tubular. 5 for
.95
.Olmolded'OOOWVDC paper. 10 for
.90
.05mfd /molded /0005í17)C paper. 10 for
1.15
.05 &.05mfd /300WVDC ll. 15 for
1.00
.O1mfd /300WVI)C molded paper. 14 for
.98
25mfd /200WVDC molded paper. 14 for
.98
Ó.1mfd /400WVDC molded paper. 10 for
.75
.25&.25 &.25mfd /4O0Wí'DC, yathtub. 5 for 1.00

1700

0100 to 0500: 1500 to
1730; 1800 to 2230
1215 to 1600; 1700 to

2.00
2.50

for.01mfd

GR

2300
0600 to 0645; 0700 to
0900; 1000 to 1130: 1143
to 1200; 1230 to 1430
11.700 0600 to 0715; 0830 to
1015; 1130 to 1600; 1800
to 2230; 2300 to 0030
11.750 1215 to 1600; 1815 t0
1200
11.820
2200 to 0030; 0100 to
0500: 11130 to 1430; 1700
to 2030
11.930 0515 to 0530; 0000 to
0630: 0700 to 0730; 0745
to 0000
12.090 2300 to 1615; 1700 to
2030
15.110 0000 to 0400: 0600 to
1015: 1100 to 1315; 1500
to 1600
15.180 2300 to 1200; 1230 to
1745
15.260 0400 to 0430; 1030 to
1900
15.300 0000 to 0900; 1045 to
1330; 1400 to 1430; 1700
to 1800
15.310 2345 to 0030; 0100 to
0500; 0600 to 0815: 1290

London

GRQ

88 s4

Tubular

1415; 1430 to 1530; 1615
2345 to 0030
1230 to 1600: 1800 to
2230; 2300 to 0030
0045 to 01.0: 0200 to
0300; 0600 to 0630; 0700
to 0900: 1045 to 1400:

'to 2300;

11.68D

London

London

808 JAN.CItC New (It'd fil.
5V,4amp, plate 1500V /200 watts
'UHF"
(List 67.75) 'TAB" price 52.75(a.
Two for
with bocks, &
$5,
caps
Television Pulse Tranaf for
BTO
5 1.49
Navy Sea Trunks LN. 22'x
3.00
Power Rheostats Assmn't
25 &50W. 0 for
4.95
W$0-2 Comparrt&Locks 55.4
4.50
Rotary
Coupler Conat
3.95
pe<B a

01L CONDENSERS

Quito

ENGLAND

3

Buy

Rated 140watte output each

mntf/1lstOprlce

0 /18"D

I:Ie9etronie l'arts

RCA

CONDENSER 50-

VACUUM

IECUA DOR

Ciudad Cuenca
HC5EH
Quito
BClA
Quito
HC1B
Quito
HCJB

A

100.

CONDENSER

List price j124 0 DÌmeneÌorU
4 D416' x 14a' D,a. 9/16Terminals TAD' apeow

alone

Monsignor Novel H12T
HITA
Santiago

London

"TAB"

New Guaranteed

* * * *

TELESCOPIC

ANT.. AN30 12
to 9 fret 51.49
955 JAN Gtd Two for
$1.44
WE Dynamic
872A JAN C.td New & Socket Two for
5.75
mike
B00Á JAN 001 New & Socket Two for
59.95
2.00
EDISON
TIME
31124 HV Rectifier 2000V/60
3.00
DELAY RELAY 115V /10AMP
TRANSF & CHOKES UTC- 115X /BOcy 3200
51.49
RF Choke 2.SMH /500ma HAMI.UND CH500
VCT & Tap 1560VCT /200ma & Two Chokes
.69
AO
JAN A$5.99
& 2 2mfd /2000WVDC
Sockets 24 for
Cndere&866A'a &Trxf. .525.95
52 Min. order FOB N.Y.( Add Postage all
GE Vacuum delay
Sw
1200VCT /350
TRNSF
orders and 2526 deposit Worth 2 -7230. Send
15000 /IOAmp
3.95
PRI103.120V /SO eT 6.99
for
catalog
Specialists
99.
in
International
RF Choke IMH /300ma
TRANSF
RsoOFCI. MoLCT /BAmp
Export, School. College & Industrial trade.
NATIONAL, 3 for 5 89
3.50
RP Choke 20M11/SOOma
Moneybaek "TAB" Guar
Guarantee.
PRIEZ
VARIABLE
.97
AVTO
TRANSF 115/160/170/180V 1.95 Amp 92.95
25'3 JAN Its' Met 16500V (83.40) 2 for ..51.50
6.BV4V /1OA, 6.5 /0A, 5V /3A. V /3A
3.95
6Á1.5 Boxed New GUI 3 for
2.25
UTC. BLe PP 3800ohm CT 18 t 45 Watt Sec
OHO, 3A4. 6C4 JAN Gut New OSO 2 for
1.23
2.5. 8.5, 15.5. 62. 2500hm 111F1
OSAT, OBRO. OSE?. BYO. OJO. 9008 New
..84
írrC LINE AUTOFORMER L.V M- 11 /SOWatt 3.95
OAG7. SSQ7, VR105, VRI5O (1.953.20) 90e
Up to 10/500, 280. 187, 125. 100, 83, 71
2
y
62, 50ohm
5 98
5Y3GT Rectifier New OW 69e 2 for
1.00

An American shortwave broadcast
foundation, financed largely by Federal
funds, is proposed by Secretary of State
"TAB"
Marshall to stimulate broadcasting to
foreign countries.
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MULTI -STATION INTERCOMS

it Train You Quickly -at
Home

-in Your Spare Time

-to

Make More

cable with the required number of conductors will do just as well. Twisting of
the wires is unnecessary and shielding
is an added expense that yields no advantage. (Other sound men may dispute

Money

in the Fastest Growing

Industry in the Worldl

that statement. -Editor)

SAlp irco TSAN
fMotif V OW/CS?
or14010.5
RADIO
Ghirardi's
Famous RADIO
PHYSICS COURSE
cells yen

OA'y/

et.
compland

it is complete!

36 BIG COURSES
IN ONE!
YN\teawV

FOR BEGINNERS!
No previous experience needed
Send coupon today! Examine Ghirardi's big,

972 -page RADIO PHYSICS COURSE for five full
days. See how this one giant book at ONLY $5

can give you complete, basic training to pave the
way for a brilliant future in Television, Radio,
Frequency Modulation, Facsimile, Broadcasting,

Communication. Servicing. Industrial Electronics,
etc. Prove to yourself that training doesn't need
to be expensive to be really good!

9 OUT OF 10

RABE RENGAN".
Actually, this famous book has given more
people their start in Radio -Electronics than any
other book or course ever published. On an actual
survey among 517 men already in radio, 724 of
them -9 OUT OF 10-answered that Ghirardi's
RADIO PHYSICS COURSE is their choice as the
finest, easiest to understand training on the mar ket -apd far better than any other book or
course they have ever seen I

LEARN FAST!
LEARN RIGHT!
. as fast u you as read!
You'll be pleasantly surprised how RADIO PHYSICS
COURSE helps you master
'objects that other courses
make seem very complicated
starting with Basic Electricity
-over 300 pages
takes
you through the entire RadioElectronics field Everything
Is made crystal dear. Nothing
is emitted or condensed. You
buy it for only $5 evmplete
ON
OUR MONEY -BACK
GUARANTEE. You progress
as fast as spare reading time
permits. litany etudenta have
completed It In
few weeks.
972 page.. 508 illustrations
and 856 self -test review Que.dms make study doubly easy.
Rush coupon. You cannot loses

-it

-

a

MAIL ORDER -Rush Coupon
Deist.
232

RC -57, Murray H11I Books. Inc.
Medium Ave.. New York 16. N. Y.

ISwro. d and e5 (g5.50 foreign) for Ohlmnll'a
972 -page RADIO PHYSICS COURSE book; or send
C.O.D. for g5 plus postage (no foreign
In either event, if not satisfied. It Is understood I
may return book In 5 day. for complete refund of
my money.
Name

Address
City

a

.....

..
Zone

.

Sule

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE
80

I

(Continrted froh, page 33)

For outdoors, the cloth- covered cable
is not usable. Ideally, weatherproofed
wire such as that used by the telephone
company would be best, but, so far, the
author has never seen any nlultiwire
cable of that type. Practically the only
type available and feasible is rubber covered. Use the best grade, in which
each conductor is covered with color coded rubber, with a heavy over -all live rubber sheath. If there is a shield
beneath the sheath, use it as the common
lead, but if possible, save money by getting unshielded cable with the proper
number of conductors.
Cable should be kept off the ground
as much as possible, since soil is chemically bad for rubber. It can be suspended between trees, but, if there is
any tendency for the tree to sway in the
wind, be sure to leave plenty of slack.
If it can be fastened along the top of a
high fence, that is ideal. Outdoor installation is tedious, and hazardous if
not done right, so run cable as much as

possible indoors.
Indoors, running the cable is just a
matter of keeping it out of sight and
possibility of damage as much as possible. If feasible, running it along
mouldings is better than on baseboards.
Vacuum cleaners, carpet sweepers, and
other such instruments are lethal to
cable if they tangle with it.
Methods of going through doors and
windows are varied. A hole right
through the window frame or doorjamb
in an inconspicuous spot will often
suffice. One good tip is to find the telephone cable, if possible, and follow it.
Usually, if the telephone cable is at all
large, the holes through which it travels
are large enough to allow the intercom
cable to be squeezed through too. If it
is necessary to enlarge any of these
holes slightly, use the utmost care, as
most telephone companies are singularly unfriendly toward anyone who
damages their cable.
After the cable has been laid, it must
be connected to the junction boxes. Make
a tabulation of the code colors and assign each a number. Connect each color
to the correspondingly numbered box
terminal. If the same type of cable is
used to 'connect each station to the junction box, the color code will be complete
for the whole installation.
Servicing intercoms is very easy. If a
station fails to operate, the first thing

ROTA -BASE

"prong"
NEW HANDY LAS. DIAL actually gives
Miene. Simply tun, the
picture of radio tube
her desired on the ROTA -BASE
dial to the tube
Instantly indiand complete correct connections are more
valuable
cated on the "prong" diagram.
time lost thumbing pages or on lengthy readings.

Filament, grid, plate,cathode etc.. to ORE TTHANN
e1
R ven.
300 tube types
Order NOW,
n
sent C.O.D.
ghtful y pleased.
¢yl refunded If ou are not
MFG. CO.ióas ÁngNeslsiJeGiif.

dë

Televisi

1947!
Amateurs, Experimenters,
Radio Servicemen

a

a a

h :ya

teta to the secrets of post -war television. Vision
h Laboratories now brings you in Its
R
new series of television booklets complete and
detailed plans for the construction of a 5- or
7-inch
television -FM receiver! The plans in
these books incorporate all of the latest defeatures
plus a detailed parts list. There
sign
is no need to wade through textbooks to get
this necessary information. These booklets furnish you with all of the information needed
for the construction of television receivers.
sweep alignment generator, etc.

At a new low price
due to great demand "Design and Construction of a Modern
5- or 7 -inch TELEVISION RECEIVER" and "Design and Construction of a Visual -Alignment

NOW AVAILABLE

SWEEP SIGNAL GENERATOR."
Caen booklet contains: Many pages of theory and

practical design information. Detailed sketches.
layout photographs anda schematic diagrams.
In
furnished with an
addition,
each
11 a 17 inch wan chart working diagram.

C

SPECIAL TELEVISION COIL

KIT Including 10 matched
coils for above Television
Receiver. Complete line of
TELEVISION AND FM
COILS -Write for particulars!

(I
L
S

P.O. BOX
Enclosed is

#52, Kew Gardens
S

15, N. Y.

(Cheek or Money Order):

Quantity:
..

Television Receiver Booklet at $1.75

a.

Sweep Generator Booklet at 21.75 ea.

Television Coll Rit 54.95 ex

1

Name

Address
City
State

Order direct or through your local distributor!
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Here's the
Way to Bigger Pay

A

Complete Practical Set of

RADIO
Study
Refeence

ffor Only

and $
Books

Yours FREE
To Try? Days

-a

NOW
new 1947 set
of practical, "down to
earth" books for the
man who wants to get

ahead in RADIO and
realizes he must know
BRAND
modern
radio and teleNEW
vision to handle a bigEdition
job.
"Applied Pracger
1947
tical Radio" gives the
JUST OFF
radio worker the informs PRESS Con he needs to advance in his
job or radio business. Yet, this
great set is written simple enough
for the beginner. This is the only set of its kind
in America today.

APPLIED PRACTICAL RADIO
Tells All in 3 Handy Volumes
Ilere is practical, working knowledge of RADIO
as it is used TODAY -trom
basic -principles to latest
advances in Television. The
facts are boiled down, inf
cluding the "know how" to
year of Con,
construct, install and service all types of Radio and
Television apparatus. sultation Service
Unique picture instruction 8. Tech Bulletins)
method takes equipment
included
apart to show what makes
it work and how to keep it
going.

FREE!

1

Everything New in Radio
Made Easy
The hundreds of interesting up-to-the -minute subSects covered include Frequency Modulation, Tele10 to
GUARANTEE
vision, Auto Radio, Public
Address Systems
Multi Sel must e rn 10
Band Receivers. High Frelime, ils cost Or
quency and Short Wave
1

-

everything In radio today
from A to Z. Almost 1000
pages with 600 Illustrations and new diagrams.

Coyne sends money
bock on its return.

at end of

1

yea.

Send No Money -See Books Free
But don't take our Word for what tl
ran
n for yap ---se them yourself. du st till Aun .nx P..n
hr
loss and mall it today. Coyne
sends you
APPLIRD PRACTICAL RA13,O" to look over
Backed by
7 days FREE.
It you feet set
Coyne School's
Isn't everything we ny AND

\'ARE, hot. return It st our

20 years of
Radio shop
experience

expense and you owe nothing.
If you keep the eat you need

Par only

$2 after 7 day- and
$3 per month gate roupon). You
Can't lose on this offer. so don't
delay -send that coupon NOW.

Dlvlsion,

Dept

CHICAGO I7,

57

ILL.

tubes light, take a station from another
location and substitute it for the suspected one. If it fails to work, the cable
must be gone over.
To check the cable electrically, remove the plugs of all stations from their
junction boxes, and check terminals
with an ohmmeter ,for shorts. To find
opens quickly, short any two conductors
at one location and see if an ohmmeter
across the corresponding terminals of
another station shows the short. Repeat this until the trouble is located.
The amplifiers are much less complicated than ordinary radios, and
servicing them is therefore a simpler
problem. Since there are very few cornpcnents in any of them, the most
trouble will be found in tubes and filter
condensers. Always check the outgoing
cable connections in each amplifier unit.
If possible, 'a miniature cable clamp
should have been used in assembling
them to keep the cable and a.c. cord
from being pulled.
A final touch, which will add a professional air and inspire trust, is the
preparation of a small instruction
manual. Two pages or so will suffice.
Manipulation of the controls should be
explained clearly and inclusion of information about the privacy and versatility of the system is good advertising.
If the person who makes and installs
the system does not intend to service it,
a paragraph or two headed "For the
Serviceman" will help him understand
the units. A schematic of the amplifiers
and remotes should always be included,
together with cabling information.
Speaking of advertising, it is always
a good idea to install a cable with
enough conductors to accommodate the
maximum number of stations allowable
with a particular system, even though
that number may not be in use. Invariably, purchasers are highly pleased
with intercoms after they become accustomed to using them, and often they
decide to add more stations. If the cable
is already large enough, it need only be
tapped or extended to add units, but if
not, entirely new cable will be needed.
.
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FREE TRIAL COUPON
EDUCATIONAL BOOK PUBLISHING DIVISION,
COYNE ELECTRICALS RADIO SCHOOL Dept. 57.71
500 s. Paulina St., Chicago 12. III.
Send me Cosa.'. n
e.Volume Set. "APPLIED
PRyACTICAL RADIO. for FREE examination. Alter 7

f

S ..'
TREMOR
5- PM. Alnico 5...
IV PaaS COND. 000 -.005. .01. 02 odd..
FILTER COD. 20.20 mrd. ISOY. (.Special) 10 for
MALLORY 50.10 450,. 20 25v. F.P. Cond....
inchPM.
7

ico

35

a5 and l$3ess DHRKb to total E10.75e 0r itVrgay 50.7
M price In 7 day.. Include 1
FRLF. W
Ica
Uon SenIce. Teehnleal Bulletins
d 10 o t Cuse-

TRESOR SPEAKERS' O

NAME
ADORES,
TOWN
D send C.O.D.
tee. same money

.69
MALLORY 40.20 RFD. 150v. P.P. C"nd
.59
SPEAKER ORILLE CLOTHS Aast'd 6-x6'
1.35
D IAL CORD KIT-100 Pt. Asat'd a 6 Spring
.99
K IM. KIT -20 As.t'd Set Sewer A Spr. Types
3.25
PHONO AMPLIFIER -3 Tube (Less Tubas)..
RADIOS-5 Tube Super '47 Model........Net 18.95
Write Today for Bargain 5011eä0

r.

lll

ACE

Pa

RADIO -CRAFT

ZONE.... STATE..
50.78 plus è.O.D.
guarantee
7 day WWI]

for

MAY,

RADIO DISTMSUTINS CO..

I947

Am

1.89

.07
.50
.BS

Pasad.RS Ea, Cal.
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VARIETY'S SPECIALS
FOR THIS MONTH
Limited quantities for immediate
shipment. AU guaranteed and wiU
be sent in order received while
stock lasts.
ASTATIC Phono Pickups complete
with L70 crystal & Hardware.... P $1.98
5 -INCH

ed

PM SPEAKER complete with mounttransformer for 50L6 or
$2,49
$23.00....

36L6 tubes, 10 for

ea.

I.F. INPUT & OUTPUT transformers, 10 for $6.40
PHONO KIT (Contains motor, turn tab.e, pickup arm complete) ....

.59
ea.

$5.95

PLASTIC KNOBS (White, Red, Bed Mahogany
and Tan) (in lote of 100 $4.25)
.05
Slip-on type 1% in. with 1s in. shaft
ea.

ANTENNA LOOPS 8:5% Primary
and Secondary (10 for $3.60)....

e39

ea.
PUNCHED RADIO CHASSIS (for 8 or lem
tubes)
10 x 3% x 1%, 10 for
.45
$4.20

es.
VARIABLE CONDENSERS
-gang, front
section cutplate 162 mmf, rear section 420
mmf -2 trimmers long side rotor shaft xtension %" dia. x %" long$1.45
knurled, 10 for $12.50

-2

ea.
R.C.A. CABINETS -Beautiful inlaid veneer
with grill cloth. Inside measurements 13 x
11% x 8,,5" deep. Speaker baffle for 5"
speaker. Robber feet $4.95 ea. 3 for $14.00

Guaranteed Volume Controls
...48c
10 for
$4.45
$5.45
With Switch ...59c
10 61r
Leas Switch

500,on0,
1

met,

11)0,000,
2

mese.

50,000,

25.000

duns;

%

Meg,

FEDERAL SELENIUM RECTIFIER
99c
6 or more
ea.
Less than 6
$1.09 ea.
RESISTOR & CABINETS. All wool
construction, 6 drawers, 24 compactmente
Complete with 100 assorted 1fu W
and 1 W resistors

$3.89

$7.95

Bargain! Guaranteed!
100Assorted Bypass Condensers,600 V
Value

On the Question Box page of the February 1947 issue the values of Cl, C2
and C3, in the intruder alarm, were not

shown. Cl is a 1 -id paper condenser
with a working voltage of at least 450.
C2 and C3 are identical units connected
in a voltage dividing network. Each is
made by connecting a 500-µµf mica condenser in parallel with a 500 -µµf variable trimmer. A 2 -gang variable of large
capacity might be used for each of these.
We thank Mr. Lewis P. Lane, of Ojia,
Calif., for calling our attention to the
omitted values.
RADISO SERVICEMEN: SPECIALS

COYNE ELECTRICAL
SCHOOL

Radio

in

is to check whether the cable has been
damaged, or the amplifier is bad. If the

RADIOMEN!

$11.00

...

Special $6.95
SOLE OUTPUT
10 for $4.95

TRANSFORMERS.

,53
ea.

SUPERIOR

Model 670
Super -Meter
Combination VoltOhm Milliammeter plea
Capacity Reactance Inductance and Decibel
A

Measurements.
Complete with test leads and

instructions

$28.40

Write Dept. C -5, for our FLYER. 21M/.
Deposit with order required. Please add

sufficient postage. Excess will be refunded.

'r/aa.:ete, ELECTRIC Co., Inc.
601 Broad St.,

Newark 2, N. J.
81

-->JOBBERS-DEALERS<--AND SERVICEMEN!

IF YOU NEED TUBES
WE'VE GOT 'EM!

-

Send us a trial order. This will convince you
we merit your patronage, based on low
prices, quick delivery and FULLY GUARANTEED TUBES. The following is a sample
of our bargains always in stock:
Lots of

Lots of

Typo

1H5GT

lU5
1V

5U4G

5W4GT
5Y3GT
5Y4GT
6A7

6A8GT
6AB7
6AC7

6BA6
6F6GT
6H6

Typs

Cash

Each

65e
39
60
50
50
40
45
62
62
69

55c
35

7I7

50c
50
50
60
45
50
60
50
53
50
50
50
50
68
63
62
42
60
65
65

40e
40
35
40
40
40
49
42
45
39
39
40
39
50
60

45

6J5GT
6K6GT

48
63
69

6K7
6K7GT

60

61E8

6L5G

6SA7GT
68F7
6817
68K7
6SK7GT
68L7GT
6SQ7
6SQ7GT
6U7G

6V6GT
6X5GT
7.44
7B6

ID

Eaeh

69
50
75

6C6

10

Emit

60
60
65
50
65
50
55
60
60
60
50
60
83
55
69
50

50
40
45
37
37
60
44
65
65
42
50
40
44
50

39
50
44
54
40
45

7C6
7.64
7X7

7AF7
XXL
I2A8GT
12J7GT
12Q7GT
128A7GT
1286/7GT
I2SK7GT
24A
25L6GT
25Z5

25Z6GT
27

35L6GT
35Z3

35Z5GT

56

43
45
47

49
48
38
52
45

56
75
77
80

45
48
50

45
40
40

90
66
92
65
51
67
45
40
58
85
75
75
75
54

60L60T

84/6Z4
117Z3

12AT6
12BÁ6

I2BE6
SOBS

32L7GT

90
(ALL TUBES FULLY GUARANTEED)

51

38
60
60
42
60
60
65
60
45
44
89
38
45
60
45
45
45
42

80

Get Our
SPECIAL PRICE LIST
on

TRANSMITTING TUBES!
XTRA SPECIAL BUYS!
Complete Assembled and Tested 2 -Tube Wireless. Phono Oscillator
S
Less Tubes
Special $3.95
1625 TRANSMITTING Beam Power, Amplifier. Same as 807 except 12.6 volt filament medium
19e ea.
7 pin base

Tuning Indicator-TrL
(Magic Eye) tube
829 Push Pull twin-unit.
Beam power amplifier tube
1629

$2.25 ea.

Western FAectrle Thermistor

50c ea.
No. D- 163903
Standard make -20 MFD-20 volt 15e ea.
....
FP plug in type cond

Standard make 6 Volt 4 prong.
Auto Vibrator

NeYwkace

SENCO RADIO,

Inc.

96 WARREN ST.. N. Y. 7. N. Y.

TEL CORTLANDT 7.6065

tv

II
TI- OUTPUT

iKW.

P

PHONE

JACK

TRANS.

T2- NIA
TRANS.

T

$1.19 ea.

WRITE. WIRE OR PHONE FOR OUR SPECIAL
QUANTITY PRICES
C.O.D.,
25% deposit on

f

1100 muf

2

15c ea.

.Ball .

*
*
*

*
*
*

29c ea.

Buss A.C.M.
fuse holder

B2

CODE OSCILLATOR
Upon reading about Mr. Gnessin's
very unique code practice oscillator in
the June, 1943, issue of RADIO-CRAFT, I
was determined to discover if such a
hookup would work on the radio frequencies as well as the audio. The result
of this experimenting is a midget signal generator for i.f. and r.f., covering Klystron Osc. Tube Parabolic Reflectors,
from approximately 450 to 1800 kc.
2K25/723AB, oper- 15 inch, spun Alum.
Fin. Ideal for
Many diagrams of signal generators ates on 3 cm. New Alzak
1200 MC and up.
were studied before any attempt was in cartons,
$2.19 ea.
made to make this one. A small yet effi- each
$5.75
$3.95 pr.
cient oscillator was desired. The smaller
Mike Buttons
signal generators were all a.c.-d.c., and Microphone
Carbon -T -24
this type of unit was undesirable as
T- 30- Contact Type
to talk
I" -Round
there is always the possibility of short- Push
$1.29
Button
Three
for
ing out the line in aligning another
Meter Rectifiers
a.c.-d.c. set. Other designs used a bulky Microampere
Meter
power transformer to avoid this setup.
0 -200
98c
Full Wave
This again was undesirable because of Bed
the space a power transformer would 23/4"e
$3.29 Half Wave
69e
require. The only way out seemed to
be by the use of 6 volts on the plates Air Trimmers
Resistors
of the various tubes.
12 Asset
1/2 and I watt
First, an audio oscillator similar to
$1.19 500 Asá t $7.95
the one in RADIO-CRAFT was constructed
Knobs
A 6SN7 was used in this part of the Mica Cond.
$1.95
25 Ass't
circuit. After this section was completed
.98
25 Asset
end
of
ri.
tested,
construction
the
and
Hardware Ass't
2 lbs.
was started. The r.f. oscillator consists Vibrators
2 Volt, 7 Prong Syro
Bolts, Springs,
Nuts,
of a 6F5 triode, hooked up similarly to For GE
Lugs, Washan electron -coupled oscillator.
$1.69 ers, etc.
Portable
$1.49
The set is tuned by means of a midget
Type
Fuse
Panel
Neon Panel
condenser with its two sections connectHolders 4AG
ed in parallel. This was done to give
Lights
greater frequency range. A double -pole Two for
.98
98c Ten for
double-throw switch changes the oscilPlate Trans20 Henry
lator from high to low frequency. The
former
500-ohm potentiometer gives adequate 300 Ma Chokes
IIOV. -60 cy Secattenuation. A phone jack provides for
1500 V.C.T.
$3.95 ondary
the feeding of the output to a shielded Two for
250 Ma
$6.95
greater frequency range. A double -pole
cable. The i.f. coil has 150 turns of No. Electrolytic
Volume Controls
Capacitors
30 enamel wire and the broadcast coil
iii Meg. with Switch
40 -40 mfd.. 150 V
90 turns of No. 28 enamel. Both are
Two
for
$1.29
$1.95
close-wound on 1%-inch forms and Five for
tapped one -third the distance from the
WRITE FOR CIRCULAR
bottom.
FEATURING RADIO COMPONENTS
The entire unit was built into a cigar
AT BARGAIN PRICES
box measuring 5% x 9 x 2%. The a.f.
SALES CO.
AMERICAN
part was put in the bottom of the box,
Chicago 9. III.
1811 W. 47th St.
leaving the top for the r.f. section. By
can
components
planning,
the
careful
easily be made to fit in a cigar box of
PUT YOUR EXTRA MONEY
average size. This signal generator has
INTO
been used for quite some time and has
never given the least bit of trouble durBONDS
SAVINGS
U.S.
ing the whole period.Bernd Falk

61.95

5" Dynamic Speaker 350 ohm with Output Transformer
Volume Controls 5í Meg or 50,000 ohms with switch
Volume Controls 1 Meg without switch

Gang Variable Condensers 420/162 MMFD
#5 Magnet
Tubular Condensers .01 -600V. (per hundred)
6' Line Cords, 18 Gauge with finest plug

.39
.24
.78
1.22

2

5" PM Speaker Alnico
ALSO TUBES.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS.

BROOKS RADIO DISTRIBUTING

3.95
COAXIAL WIRE. ETC.

SEND

FOR

LIST

`"

CORP. 80 Vesey St., New York (7), N. Y.
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RISCO HAS IT
The PARTS

A SMALL RECORDING
STUDIO

PRICES

AT THE

(Continued

V. M. MIXER

WALNUT BASE., $4

GEF]ttmo RECORD
CHANGERS. $22.50
DI:TROI.A RECORD
CIIANG1.1SS, $14.50
OAK
, HANGERS, $20.00
riA,:GER.S,251 85

$16.50
.

Att.x_ed to Any Radio

is 50 r.m.s. volts and in Fig.
150 r.m.s. volts. This voltage is
read with an a.e. voltmeter across the

Fig.

RISCO
RECORD
PLAYER

rlayo

10'

d

amplifier output, This voltmeter should
have a flat frequency characteristic
over the audio range and should not
materially load the output circuit. If the
meter is connected across a 600 -ohm
line, as in Fig. 2-b, it may be a commercial db or v.u. meter, calibrated in
decibels or volume units, respectively.
(Zero db equals 600 milli -watts from a
600 -ohm circuit.) The v.u. meter is
calibrated in volume, units and is carefully designed to follow the average
audio level. It is also calibrated in
some cases, in db.
In the interest of economy, an output
level indicator may be made by connecting a d.c. milliammeter and a rectifier. The rectifier may be a copper oxide or a vacuum -tube diode, or a 1N34
germanium crystal diode maybe used. To
make the meter follow the average level,
a capacitor may be connected across the
rectifier load, or a sensitive meter used

12-

$9.95

with Lunt In ampli
u,.l tot . $15.95
L -70
SHURE
ASTATIC

ALLIANCE PHONO MO9- TURNTABLES

PICKUPS

CRYSTAL

$2.95
$1.95

6 TO A BOX

ASTATIC

ASTATIC

Nylon Cartridges, $3.25

Cartridge. $1.45

L -70

Phono Amplifier
3 TUBE AC -DC
Wired Vol. A Tone $2.95
Control
Uses 12807. 5016, 3575.

S9

(Implete with
5

3

tubes and

inch speaker in kit form.

$7.50

Wired and Tailed ...$8.00
6- PM $1.95

OXFORD 12- 6.8 ALNICO V $5.95
Claronlat Vol C W ,SW any

Electrolytic
nser Special.
í1).10.10-450V ....590 CD- 20.20.150V
49E
(D- 20.40.150V
...550 CD- 30.50 -150V
BSc
Mallory 10.3507 ...230 Mallory 30- 30.150V 49e
Rpr.gue 8- 500V -FP ..450 liprsgue 40- 450V-17P 59e
Aen,vn% 6. 8.4501 ..520
Arroyos 16 -50V
.49e
Mercury 20- 20.150[' 399 Pyramid 30- 30 -t50V 444
45gb discounts on all radio tubes -FREE CATALOG

25.0

on C.O.D. orders to
ORDER DIRECT FROM

u rated
THIS AD

2 -a

2 -b,

Easily atta.
to any radio,
1..o.y duty
motor.
,21 pickup . high
out walnut finish

TORS.

EXAMINATION

Volume level indicators
With a crystal cutter of the type described, the signal voltage required in

-

Ce

7 DAYS FREE

page 31)

)oosted on the recording and de- emphasized when the disc is played back. The
de- emphasis reduces the scratch, resulting in a quieter recording.

CHANGER
FLAYS 10. and 12.
Records at the same
Lime.

Abo,.

from

ect's

a

RISCO ELECTRONICS
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
22 Warren St New York 1, N. Y.

1

2

RADIO FACTS
AND FIGURES
AUDELS RADIOMANS GUIDE- 914 Pages, 633 Illustrations, Photos, Wiring Diagrams, 38 Big Chapters,

covering Radio Theory, Construction, Servicing, Including Important Data on Developments In Television,

Electronics and Frequency Modulation, Review.
Questions and Answers, Calculations & Testing.
Highly Endorsed -Indispensable for Ready Reference
and Home Study.

PAY ONLY $1 A MONTH
Step up your Own skill with the facts and figures of
your trade. Audel. MeehanlCR Guides contain }Rao
lira' inside Trade Information In a handy form.
}ltlly Illustrated and Easy to Understand. Highly
Endorsed. (cheek the book you want for 7 Gaye'

$4 COMPLETE

Free Examination.

son

- -- CUT
- --11/11
MAIL ORDER
Send No tIoney. Nothing to pay postman.

to

11.434

HERE

-.

AUDEL, Publishers, 49 W.23 St..

Please send rte postpaid for FREE EXAMINATION books
marked la) below. If I decide to keep them I
to
mail $1 in 7 Days on each book ordered and further
ItSt monthly on
book until l have paid price.

MAY SPECIALS

eh

SCARCE TUBES

Otherwise. I WS returnthem.
RADIOMANS GUIDE, 914 Pages
. . $4.
ELECTRICIANS EXAMINATIONS, 250 Pages . 1.

All types _4000 to 80.. off
All Popular Brands-New -Guaranteed -5,aled Carton
024, 1LA6, 1LNS, 1P3. 2A3. 524, GAS, 258, 6E5,
6F5, 628. 655. 688. 6P5. 607. 758, 754. 768,
755. 757, 7C5, 7E6. 707, 12Ae, 12E5. 1227, 1287,
1223. 1407, 1457, 2557. 2519. 25T5. 2525. 2526.
30. 32L7. 33, 35, 35AS. 3574, 3523,
45.
60ÁS, 5075. SS. 57. 58. 7017. 71A, 54.
117M7,
11723, 11726. IDS. KIEL
and many others.

.

ELECTRICAL
....

7,

3.

...

11 SPECIALS 11
I -Five tube "All American" Kit: SOLO.
3525. 19SA7, 128X7. 12M27
..S3.25 Per kit
2-Five tube Miniature" Kit: 5011.
35W4, 12AT8, 12BA6. 12BE6
.$3.25 per kit
3-2575 (Same as 2525) List price, $3.20.

-OAKS
5 -EIABIS
4

6-4.150T
7 -IRS.

155, ITS, 354
t pAS7ORN TUBES: Noe. 954. 955. 956.
0- REARING AID TUBES: Noe. 501E W
500AX

10-7174 Transmitting Tuber

11- Transmitting

689
Sec
69e
59e
490

220

.

.

.

49c each
69c each

Tubes: EX -34 and V7.127 9S0 each

.

.003

.01

-

'Tae

$

6n

12e
12c

SHUNT TO MANE METER

Fig.

32
43

3-Output

0-IMA

meter rectifiers, three types.

with a heavy shunt, or both. Fig. 3
shows several output meter circuits.
Figs. 2 and 4 show their proper con (Continued on page 84)

32

.03
.05

.

..
700
Pgs..

a

400 Volts 600 Volva

.003

REFRIGERATION & Air Conditioning,
Pg.
POWER PLANT ENGINEERS Guide, 15110 Pages.
PUMPS, Hydraulics &Air Compressors. 1658 F. gs.
WELDERS GUIDE 400 Pages.
.
.
.
.
BLUE PRINT READING 416 Pages . . . . .
SHEET METAL WORKERS Handy Book 388 Pgs.
SHEET METAL PATTERN LAYOUTS, íl00 Pgs.
AIRCRAFT WORKER, 240 Pages
MATHEMATICS & CALCULATIONS,
MACHINISTS Handy Book 1600 Pages . . .
MECHANICAL Dictionary, 068 Pages

each
each
each
each
each

499 each

150 volts
10 MED er 450 vlts
16 MED fir 450 voila
20 MFD e1 150 volt.
MED

10

R

COPPER OXIDE RECT.

CONDENSERS
Price You Can't Seat.
Individually boxed
Fully Guar.
salves for n year. "The American Radio
lst (hol m in a Condenser."
Brand -new

At

WIRING DIAGRAMS 210 Pages
.
. . 1.
ELECTRICAL DICTIONARY,
Terms . 2.
POWER CALCIILAT IONS. 425 Pgs. 2.
HANDY BOOK OF ELECTRICITY, 1340 Pages 4.
ELECTRONIC DEVICES 216 Pages
2.
ELECTRIC LIBRARY 1t vol., 7000 Pgs., $1.50 vol.
OIL BURNER MADE, 384 Pages . . .
UI
. 1.

400 Volte 600 Volts

12e
12c
12e
12e
12e
.1
14e
14e
129
25
240
24e
Special Diseounte On All Large Orden

Minimum Tube Order-4 do..
Minimum Co,denser Order -1 e
205. deposit required o all Dar den
We ship anywhere - Wota n f)
catalog

RED -HOT P A SPECIAL
50

COMMERCIAL RADIO

! ! !

Watt RCA Power AmplIAer. Type 42881. 4- Á- 15 -602]u ohm output. highest mad its dr 1u1e RCA brand
low Units; rases 4 -0U:'s , *anplrtr with tubes sells Dar

S112.00
Only One

-

$85.00

BC -957A Receiver Indicator from SCR -547
with diagrams. sells for $16.no
$99.95
Only One -947 -A Maenetroo Transmitter from SCR -547
with diagrams. less metric, as-is
$25.00
40 tubes
SI 0.00
Roth SCR-547 Units, as -is. o
Cash or Money Ord.
er. Sent F.U.R. 1Vaehington. D. C.
EDWARD ERSLER. 1615 Que St.. N.W., Wash. 9, D. C.

$6 BRATTLE ST., BOSTON 8, MASS.

0

4.
4.
4.

I.

2.
1.

4.
1.
2.
4.
4

DIESEL ENGINE UMANUAL, 400 Pages
.
.
2.
MARINE ENGINEERS Handy Book. 1280 Pages 4.
1.
SHIPFITTERS Handy Book 272 Pages
MECHANICAL DRAWING COURSE, 160 Pages L
MECHANICAL DRAWING & DESIGN. 480 Pgs. 2.
MILLWRIGHTS & Mechanics Guide, 1200 Pgs. 4.
CARPENTERS & Builders Guides (4 vols.).. 6.
PLUMBERS & Steamfitters Guides (4 vols.) . 6.
MASONS & Builders Guides (4 vols.)
.
6.
MASTER PAINTER & DECORATOR. 320 Pgs. 2.
GARDENERS & GROWERS 'GUIDES (4 vols.) 6.
ENGINEERS and Mechanics Guides
Nos. 1, 2, 3. 4. 5, 6, 7 and 8 complete . . . 12.
Answers on Practical ENGINEERING
.
1.
ENGINEERS & FIREMANS EXAMINATIONS . L

Nane
Address--__
Occupation

1
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000 «FERRET"
CAN OFFER YOU
THESE REAL HIGH GRADE
PRECISION INSTRUMENTS
AT POPULAR PRICES!
All Metal Cases- Black Wrinkle Finish

nection in the circuit. The resistor It
should be great enough to prevent
damage to the 1 -ma meters. For Fig.
2 -a, 150,000 ohms and, for 2 -b, 60,000
ohms, would be a safe first approximation. Transformers used in coupling the
amplifier to a cutter or speaker must
be of the highest quality in order to reduce distortion to a minimum and to
provide a wide frequency response. This
is particularly true when the output
tubes are beam tetrodes with or without
negative feedback. A high order of
negative feedback cannot be applied
around a poorly designed transformer.

RESISTORS
IS
OUR
BUSINESS
z WATT -1 WATT - 2 WATT

ANY QUANTITIES
ANY TOLERANCES
Immediate Delivery

'RI

-

Model 600

Wt.

12

RESISTORS KIT
$2.05 each

lbs.

e

SIGNAL GENERATOR:

110 -120 volte. 60 -60 cycles. RANGE: 166 K.C.
to 56 M.C. in 5 bands. AUDIO: 400 cycles,

sine wave. 10 volte output. R.F. OSCILLATOR: Electron coupled for stability.
Ceramic, no drift, coupling con$49.95
denser. .8 volt R.F. output.

and Not Mlaed 10
Caca. 10W):4)

6O pesa t _ watt and 40
Assorted

4b

en

CUTTER IMPEDANCE
VALUE

SOOn

ELECTRONIC PARTS
AND COMPONENTS

C

400

MOD. CONSTANT VELOCITY

VALUE C

bai

(10,000 cps)

20 20 (10,000 cps)

CONSTANT AMPLITUDE

4c

Fig.

4- Compensating

LEGRI S COMPANY, Inc.
848 -850 Amsterdam Avenue
New York 25, N. Y.

network considerations.

One of the photos shows a collection of
high- quality transformers capable of
the highest fidelity.

Model 620 -TEST

SPEAKER. FIELD
IMPEDANCE: 600, 1000, 1500, and 2500 ohms.
INPUT: Match any single tube or tubes in
push -pull. SIZE: 12" long, 6A" wide, 9"
EIGHT: 6 lbe.

$19.95

hached.

Model 610

-A

U D 10 OSCILLATOR :
110 -120 volts, 50 -60 cycles. RANGE: 20- 24.000
cycles. OUTPUT: Low impedance, 26 volts.

DIAL: 8 to 1 vernier, multi -colored, red and
white scale, easy to read. OVER -ALL DIMENSIONS: 12" long. 6 ,4" wide, and
9" high. WEIGHT: 10 lbs.

$69.95

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE
LITERATURE ON COMPLETE LINE
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Terms: 20%
with Order, Balance C.O.D. Satisfaction
Guaranteed or Money Refunded.

Compensating networks
When the cutter is of the magnetic
type, the connection may be as seen in
Fig. 4.
A magnetic or dynamic cutter has a
natural constant -velocity characteristic
-the stylus amplitude varies inversely
with frequency. If the output is adjusted for the correct stylus amplitude
at 1,000 cycles, the resultant amplitude
at 60 c.p.s. would be so great as to cut
into the next groove, and so it is conventional to limit the amplitude of the
stylus motion. This is done by connecting a network between the amplifier and
the magnetic cutter to impart a constant- amplitude characteristic below a
certain turnover frequency. This frequency is usually near 500 c.p.s.
The network consists, in its simplest
form, of a series- connected capacitor as
shown in Fig. 4-a. The impedance of the
transformer is chosen to match the impedance of the cutter. With C connected
as shown, its reactance at a very high
frequency will be so low as to constitute,
effectively, a short circuit and cease to
exist electrically. At some frequency,
its reactance will increase to a point

-,
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There are some things that
cannot be generally told...

things you ought to know...
amazing discoveries of the

hidden processes of man's
mind and the mastery of

life's problems. Write today to: Scribe V.Z.N.

ROSICRUCIANS

(Aatoac) San Jose

California

Competition le Increasing. Write for Catalogue for
low price. quality Parr.. Test Equipment, Radio
Kite. and Radio Receiver..
RADIO DEALERS SUPPLY COMPANY
135 Liberty St., N. Y. 6, N. Y.
Name

COMPANY

Warren St.. New York

FOR THEO RADIO SERVICE MAN

BARGAIN PRICE LIST!
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Where it is equal to the impedance of

the cutter. At this point the voltage
across the cutter will be reduced by a
factor of 2 (6 db). As the frequency
decreases, less and less voltage is imWITH
pressed across the cutter and more and
ABSOLUTE
FIDELITY
more across the capacitor C.
The slope of this decrease in cutter
AMPLIFICATION
voltage with frequency will be approxiDESIGNED RF A.
SHANEY
mately 6 db per octave, which is correct
to impart a constant-amplitude char A new 'amplifier development now enables you to
acteristic to the cutter stylus.
dearly identify all the instruments in a full orchestra!
The value of C determines the point
After 20 years of audio research and development. we
at which the transition from constant
velocity to constant amplitude takes
can now place in your hands a new means to make the.
place. If a very high frequency is
most fascinating, uplifting, and enjoyable journey into
chosen for the turnover point -10,000
realm.of perfect sound reproduction-through the
e.p.s., for example-the cutter becomes
medium of the most satisfying musical amplifier the
a eonstant-amplitude device below that
world has ever known.
frequency and will record in the same
if you are one of those discriminating persons for
manner as a crystal. The value of C
whom anything less than the best is a dissappointwill be found in the table in Fig. 4-c.
ment, you are one for whom the ACA -100DC Amplifier
It is possible to vary the effect of this
series condenser by shunting it with a
was designed. Send for literature.
resistance of the proper value. For instance, the value of Rl may be selected so that in the circuit in Fig. 4-b,
the cutter becomes a constant ampli398 5KOADWAY, NEW YORK 13, N. Y.
tude device down to some predetermined
Send 3c stamp for A. C. Shaney's new booklet "20 STEPS TO AMPLIFIER PERFECTION"
A. C. SHANEY'S FM -AM AMPLIFIER MANUAL IS STILL AVAILABLE AT 25c
low frequency, and then becomes constant-velocity again. This would result
in a bass -boost cutting characteristic
which would be effective if a record is
to be played on a turntable with appreciable rumble, as the playback amplifier
can be adjusted to reduce its low -frequency response and this would in turn
sefiely 9peal
reduce the playback turntable rumble.
tern9eLei
If the cutter has serious peaks in its
response curve, it might be feasible to
Distributors Enjoy Selling Them
reduce this effect by shunting the cutter with a resistor such as R2 in Fig.
Because they make friends and build business
4 -b. This would have the effect of damping the peaks in the cutter's response
The
GUARANTEE enables the Disand also reducing the effects of these
changes being reflected back into the
tributor to immediately Replace any defective Speaker with a
network and the output tubes. Of
new one.
course, the impedance of the cutter for
calculating C is the parallel combination of R2 and the cutter. The impeSaves Time
Money For The
dance of the cutter at some frequency
is usually supplied by the manufacturer.
SERVICE
In low- impedance output circuits, it
may be necessary to use 'electrolytic
capacitors for C, due to the impractical
size of the large values. There is no
d.c. polarization voltage, so two electrolytic condensers of twice the necessary
Inc.
capacity can be connected in series opposing; that is, the plus terminal of
2232 University Avenue
St. Paul 4, Minnesota
one connected to the plus terminal of
the other, and the two negative terminals used to connect the resultant capacitor in the circuit.
Power limitations
10 "HOWTO- DO -IT' BOOKS
NEWS ABOUT
It is worth while noting that too
of thane toc timely text boose,
clearly written. profusely Illus.
much bass boost, with a magnetic cutTHE LATEST IN RADIO
ted, contains over
w,mla.
of
eat the,eno 'abb
ter, may result in the driven reed hit'ru
Informationn peeked Into thé c handy
PARTS -EQUIPMENT- ELECTRICAL
books. Excellent for reference -ideal
tin- the pole pieces. Also, the travel on
for technical library. Your money
DEVICES -brought to you in our
back If not sunned.
a magnetic cutter becomes nonlinear
monthly bulletins. ABSOLUTELY
for
50c
5
BOOKS
with extreme stylus motion. It is thereFREE! No obligation.
10 BOOKS for $1.00
fore unwise to exceed the manufacturer's rated input level.
Sent to You Postpaid
WRITE TO
-Now To Make Four
tionary (Leading Terms)
The crystal cutter can be ruined by No.Doer!.
Short Wave Sets
No. 6-Now To Have Fun
MANUFACTURING DIVISION
No. 2 -Now To Make The
With Radio
the application of too high a voltage.
Most Popular All -Wave L No. 7 -Now TO Read Radio
and 2 Tube Receivers
Diaonms
HERBACH & RADEMAN, INC.
nen
Current
If there is danger of the application of Noyor
pnnannR
Ne. 6-SimplefElectreaal Ex.
ELECTRONICS SPECIALISTS
oerimen
4-All About Aerials
too high voltage to a crystal, a protec- No.
No. 5-Beginners,
R- Beginne Radio Dieel evielem
512 MARKET ST., PHILA. 6, PA.
DEPT. B
Remit by check or
nney order-reaister letter if you
(Continued on page 89)
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annoying and frequent
trouble is encountered in almost

BEST

BUYS IN RADIO,

HAM EQUIPMENT
AND P. A.

SYSTEMS.

SEND FOR YOUR COPY
of this new free book designed to save
you money. Select the new Lafayette
radio or famous -make ham equipment
you want at thrifty, low Lafayette
prices. Do as thousands today are doing make the big FREE Lafayette
Catalog your buying guide. You save
valuable time when you "shop" by
mail. And you save real money on
everything you buy. Every item in the
great Lafayette Catalog is value-priced!
Don't be without this book another
day. It's FREE just mail the coupon
for your own copy. See what you get!
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MORE SMASH BUYS
National Radio Distributors

AVERY

CATALOG HOW
All

INSTALL A WAVE TRAP!

all low- priced commercial receivers,
especially since the advent of multitude
of radio range transmitters located
along the constantly expanding airways
systems in this country. On tuning in
stations, especially near the low -frequency end of the dial, we encounter
squeals, whistles and "da -dit, da- dit,"
or "dit-da, dit -da," in an unending
stream, sometimes so strong that the
received station's music or speech is
completely garbled, or its entertainment
value destroyed.
This type of interference is recog
nized by every good service man as the
signal put out by the nearest airways
beacon transmitter leaking through the
mixer stage into the ii. amplifier, which
is probably peaked on the beacon's frequency.
One way to get rid of it, the oldest
and easiest way when it works, is to
detune the i.f. stages from the original
frequency and peak them at least ten
kilocycles away from the interfering
signal. That's fine if the oscillator circuit of the set has a low- frequency padder that will allow for re- tracking. But
remember that it is sometimes necessary to remove the i.f. much farther
than ten kilocycles, to get rid of the
unwanted interference. Many cheap
sets, however, are designed to track
with a specially cut oscillator tuning
condenser section at the i.f. recommended by the manufacturer. Throwing the
i.f. off this frequency, therefore, causes
the set to function poorly or-in many
cases -not at all.
The most logical and most efficient
method of eliminating this interference
is to insert a wave trap in the antenna
circuit of the receiver or in the grid
circuit of the mixer stage. The old way
of doing this was to simply disconnect
the aerial lead where it joined the set
antenna post and connect a coil and
condenser in a parallel -tuned circuit in
series with the antenna and the set.
(Fig. 1) This left exposed
leads-including the antenna coil which was generally
unshielded
which picked
up sufficient signal to make
TO RECEIVER,

-

the hookup

Famous National Radio Kits
NOW- Immediate Delivery from
stock
COMPONENT PARTS
MOUNTED
ON CHASSIS FOR EASY WIRING
All Radio Kits complete, Including

beautiful plastic cabinet, built -in
loop antenna, new Alnico speaker,
and full instructions for assembly.
For 110 -125 volts AC /DC.
White Plastic Cabinets now
ilable. 11.00 additional.
MOE
DL N.R.
TU RF. SUPERHLETERODYNE. use. 1.23A7
12SK7, 125Q7. SOLO & 3025 tubes.
Your net 511.05
Kit of 3 Matched tube.
net
4.50
MODEL N.N.41-5 TUBE 'TWO BAND" Your
StIPERRErERODYNF.; uses Tubes
above.
RAND 1- 550 /1000 K.C.
Band a-e /1n Megacycle.
Your
Kit of 5 Matched nines
net 51 so
MODEL N.R. -1-8 TUBE SUPERHETERODYNE.
uses 2.
1251C7, 12S47. 12BQ7. 351.4
3525 tubes.
Your net 513.73
Kit of 0 Matched tubes
Your net
5.50
MODEL N.R.1 -4 TUBE T.R.F. usas 12SK7.
12SJ7

-7

Kit

of

3525 tubes.
tubes

4 &Matched

YYournett513.50

NOW! IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

THE NEW TRANSVISION

TELEVISION KIT
If

you can use a soldering Iron you can assemble this
kit. Step by step instructioos Include
wiring. scbematia
and pictorial diagrams. Finished sot is guaranteed to
operate satisfactorily. if dlrecttona are followed exactLv.
This kit Is complete Including 17 tubes. T'
tube, finished front panel, pre-tuned RF unit. picture
solder.
wire, 60' of low loss lead -In and specially dalgned
Television antenna. THERE IS NOTHING ELSE TO
BUY. Punisloos for sly televi,lon channels. Price Complete

$159.50
J

Please

Include 25% with order. We will ship balance
C.O.D. Write for New Free Catalog. Just Out.

Tivoli

2

-6015

Cable address:

National Radio Distributors
899 r Southern Blvd., New York 59,

Ruf -Koat

Inspection Lite
Dial Belt Kit

Hardware Laboratory

-

GC RUF -KOAT
INSPECTION

G -C

for
serai oing.

Lieht
hard

Only wrinkle finill air
ish that
MT. no w baking
Beady
required.
to use, gives professional wrinkle

-

up
to - sae

comm. Perfect for repairmen. ex-

p e rimenters.

eta

110 -20

AC -DC No.
705.

List $1.50

finish. No. 60 -2.
?{, pt. ..List 45.

GC SERVICEMEN'S

ib

gadio

100 511TH AVENUE, NEW YORK 13, N. Y.
110 Federal

SL. Boston 10 Tk 24 Central Ave., Newark 2, N.J.

LAFAYETTE RADIO, Dept. JE7
100 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N. Y.

Please RUSH big free radio catalog.
Enclosed It Check

City

86

-

D

.- -.....

Money Order

Zone

D

for PA System

Stale.....

LITE

Ideal

tltles,

RADIO WIRE TELEVISION INC.

N. Y.

DIAL BELT KITS
practically
Fig.
worthless. On the other hand
Fine woven replacement for all sets. Easy
anto Install. Supplied in kits of varlous
thére is generally little room left in the
Ruth steel boa. No. O-25 -klí f 25
List $6.70
average set to install a wave trap on
G -C HARDWARE
the chassis where the leads may be
short and the installation shielded sufLABORATORY
ficiently to get maximum results.
20 clear glass Jars of over
1000 essential electronic
This calls for some ingenuity on the
hardware Items; ideal for
sorvIcemon, eta No. 6801.
part of the radio man. Many small sets
$12.03
List
have the antenna coil mounted on top
At leading Jobbers
catalog todayl
complete
for
Write
of the chassis near one corner with quite
SEE OUR EXHIBIT -BOOTH z 96
a bit of space above the coil and the
1947 RADIO PARTS CONFERENCE
May
-16
Stevens Hotel. Chicago
I top of the cabinet. In these cases induc' tive coupling may be used without the
RADIO DIVISION DEPT. D
necessity of even making an electrical
Co., Rockford, III., U.S.A.
GENERAL CEMENT Mfg.
connection. Simple wave traps are con3,000 products
over
of
Manufacturers
structed of one coil of an old i.f. transp,acpol <,tie,
í -,':e, oil, es
former with a suitable trimmer con1947
MAY,
for
RADIO -CRAFT
I

LAFAYETTE

ENARDER

hells

1

Ì

13

Un

e

denser across it and mounted as close
to the grid end of the coil as possible
and cemented in place with coil cement
freely applied. (Fig. 2). Being duo lateral wound, they take
up little space and will fit

Learn

about this modern dynamic approach
to rodio servicing with ONLY BASIC TEST
EQUIPMENT.

.. Fully described in a 120 page book
available From your Precision Distributor or
factory at 35e.
.. Schools are invited to inquire regarding
quantity orders from our Educational Division.

O N

P R E C I S I
APPARATUS COMPANY INC.
ELMHURST 4, N. Y.
Mono /o

TILIVISION

RADIO

of One Toff Equipment
ELECTRICAL
LABORATORY

;; OIrO

SUPER DRILL

GRINDER

`,er

a.r

.

Pa tpaid

Order Todayl
Sharpen, round .hank doll. from
,. ,r
I- I/16" ,n dl.o.Ier. up I. 11" Ima (;rInd, w
olddrdulne m. on ldulerem poinr.oew,
Slag load or pother grinding .heel.,

r

ti

,IIONETIACk GUARANTEE
Dept. 5 -11.

A. D. Mc BURNEY
939 W. nth St.
Los Angeles 14, Glie.

ADIO TUBES
Most Critical Types inStock 50L6,1A7,35Z5,ete.
Brand New, In Sealed Cartons
1008/. GUARANTEED
Repairmen and Dealers. Write For
Available List at Trade Discounts

RADIO -EXPERTS
176

E. 33rd

St., Dept. C. Paterson

4.

N.

L

OPPORTUNITY AD-LETS
Advertisements
this section cost 20 cents a cord
In

for each Insertion. Name, address and Initials must
be included at the above rate. Cash should accomPanY all classified advertisements unless placed by
an accredited advertising agency. No advertisement
for less than ten words accepted. Ten percent discount Oa issues, twenty percent for twelve issuer.
Objectionable or misleading advertisements not accepted. Advertisements for June, 1947, Issue must
reaeh us not later than April 28, 1947.
Radle -Craft
New York 7. N. Y.
25 W. B'way

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES AND SELF- INSTRUCtlon books slightly used. Sold. Rented. Exchanged. All
subjects. Satisfaction guaranteed. Cash paid for used
courses. Complete information and 100 -page Illustrated
bargain catalog Freel Write- Nelson Co.. Dept. 39. Chicago 5. Ill.
WE REPAIR ALL TYPES OF ELECTRICAL INSTRUments. tube checkers and analyser.. Bamboo Instrument
Co. (Electric Meter Iaborateryl, 140 Liberty Street, New
York. N. Y. Telenbono- BArclay 7 -4239.
MAGAZINES (BACK DATED
FOREIGN, DOMESTIC,
arts. Books, booklet.. subscriptions, pin-ups, etc. Catalog 10e (refunded). Cicerone's. 863 First Ave,. New

I-

York 17. N.

Y.

AMATEUR RADIO LICENSES. COMPLETE CODE
and theory preparation for passing amateur radio examinations. Home study and resident courses. American
Institute. 101 R'eet 83rd Street. New York City.
Bea our ad on pago 96.
FREE WHOLESALE BULLETLN, TUBES. PARTS.
Bargain prices. Renshaw Radio Supply. 8313 Delavaa
City. Kansas City. Kansas.
AGENTS WANTED-MALE-POWER MOWERS. SPEcial deal -sample. ROTACUT, M -2133. Ex. Spring., Blo.
RADIO MEN-LOWEST PRICES IN AMERICA. RIG
Stock. Write for latest Catalogue. McGee Radio -1330
Broadway. Denon. Colorado.
-PRESTI MAILING LISTS. TRAIL 1000 RADIO -BERVIcemen- Dealers $10.00; 000 Radio EQUIP. MFRS. $5.00;
55 RADIO AMPLIFIERS MFRS. 53.00' 49 RADIO TUBE
MEUS, $3.00, HOUSE OF BUTTE 60 E. 42nd St.,
New York 17, N. Y.
101311.1)
RADIO, PHONOGRAPH. COMBINATIONS,
complete kits: catalog. Radier. 69220. 21st Ave., Brooklyn 4, N. Y.
A GREAT MONEY SAVER. COMPLETE KIT WITH
Tubes. $10.95. Detail? Radio, 9418 Ave. A., Brooklyn.
New York.
UNIVERSAL MIDGET RADIO TOOLS. DANDY SIX teen piece set. Midget Pliers. Diagonal Cutter.. Four
Midget End Wrenches, Needle -nose Pliers. Screwholder,
Six Punches A Chisel. Round File. Midget Crescent
Wrench $14.8:. Remit today. New Catalog Free.
UNIVERSAL TOOL COMPANY RAS IT. 1527 Grand,
RC, Kassa. City. Missouri.
25 YEARS EXPFRISNCE IN RADIO REPAIRING AT
your fingertips fa $1.00. I've repaired 9500 radios and
have perfected (*stem you can follow step by step. My
methods are far simpler than any other course published.
Requires nc calculations. Total price $1.00 postpaid or
COD. Monebak guarantee. Roes Radio Company,
14615 -J Grand River. Detroit 27, Michigan.
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the end of most solenoidwound antenna coils. The
i.f. coil should be from an
ANLGRD COIL
old transformer of the
same frequency as that of
Fig 2
the set in which it is used.
If the antenna coil of your set is in
an inaccessible place or is a duo -lateral
coil wound on a wooden core, it may be
impossible to couple the wave trap inductively to it. The next best bet is to
wire the wave trap in series with the
grid circuit of the antenna stage. Break
the connection between the grid coil
and condenser and the grid prong of
the mixer tube or the r.f. tube (whichever is the antenna stage in the set)
and connect the wave trap in series,
as shown in Fig. 3.
WAVE TRAP
If fairly heavy
d,,1
tinned copper wire
is used and the
leads kept short
RI OR CONK
and direct, no trouTUBE
ble should be exFig. 3
perienced with extra wiring capacity in the circuit.
To adjust the wave trap for maximum efficiency, connect a standard
signal generator to the antenna and
ground connections of the set, set it to
the frequency of the interfering signal,
which will usually be the intermediate
frequency of the set. Adjust the output
of the signal generator to a value high
enough to be heard clearly in the set
speaker or cause a good deflection on
an output meter across the secondary
of the speaker output transformer. Adjust the trimmer condenser on the wave
trap until a MINIMUM of sound is
heard in the speaker or a MINIMUM
deflection is obtained on the meter.
This adjustment should be fairly
critical or sharp and should reduce the
signal from the generator to a very low
value, sometimes causing it to disappear at the original signal level from
the generator. In this case turn up the
generator level control until a reading
is obtained and continue to adjust for
MINIMUM response.
To get sufficient rejection of the unwanted signal and to trap a frequency
band only as wide as the unwanted
signal, the wave trap circuit must have
a high Q. The trimmer condenser
should have good quality mica and good
insulation at its terminals. Also the
ratio of capacity of the trimmer to the
inductance of the coil must be high
enough to get good circulating currents
in the trap circuit at the frequency of
the unwanted signal. The usual i.f. coil
has a good enough set of characteristics
to pass the requirements for the coil
but the Q of the trap circuit can generally be raised by removing a few
turns from it and using a 15 -75 µµf
condenser to tune it, thus raising the
Q of the entire trap circuit.

,.

"Servicing by Signal Substitution"

1947

(Continued on page 96)
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ARMY RADIO PHONES

They're Weather-Water and Shock Proof
When we say they are made to Army specifications, that's enough assurance they must be
of best quality. These Army Radio Phones
are perfect and were O.K.'d by Signal Corps
Inspectors. These Dynamic Mikes and Receivers, were used on aircraft and tank intercommunication systems. Use them for recording, for hatterylesa phone, for pocket size set
loud speaker or talk through your radio set.
We bought a good many of these Radio Phones.
they are brand new, and cost a great deal
more than you can get them for.
A complete dynamic hand mike,
2 earphones, headband, cord set
A wonderful buy for only

The New

NATIONAL NC -173 RECEIVER

tube Superhet 540 KC to 56 Mc: voltage regulated circuit with AVC amplifier, X'tal filter. noise
limiter, General covens. plus bsndepread. S meter
adjustable for phone or CSV. Completely modem in
a streamlined grey finish cabinet with smooth surface
and round corners. 110 -120V or 220 -290V 50 -80
op headphone. can
cycles. Phonograph, mike
A 3

be e
r
NC--1nT Receiver
NC
NC -173

Jack.

$179.50
$10.00

TS Speaker

450 MC BC -645 A
15 TUBE I.F.F.
Easily converted to a voice-Cut'-transmitter-receiver;
15 tubes including W.E. 316A door knob. These units
are brand new and can be converted for use on the
420 -450 Mc ham band; 460 -970 Mc eitleens radio;
450 -460 Mc fired and mobile and 470 -500 Mc television. Supplied complete with tubes and
conversion diagram; lees power SUPPLY. T
5

$14.9

RELAYS

NIGMIA 2000 ohm
sealed; will

SPDT plug -In. Hermetical'

operate 1 tc

4

MA

95e

AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE
STABILIZER

Raytheon 60 watt regulator. Delivers 115 VAC from
any line between 95 -130 volts. -1 %. An CI
exceptionally good buy. Brand new
W

10.95

....

Free and (Late Gyro.
Complete In metal nee
ready for We
SCHWEIN
24 V. DC.

Operates

METERS
O.E. 3. type DO -41 round bakelite case
0 -1 MA black face wild white lettering
GRUEN 2a round bakelite we 0 -3 MA
with sale

from

$5.00
`y

4¡3.50
T

$1,95

TRIPLETT Model 625 -N
Volt- Ohm -Milliammeter

DC voltage ranges with dual sensitivity (10,000 and
20,000 ohms /volt) provide for double the number of
fun nestle readings. AC voltage ranges at 10,000
ohms /volt permit checking many audio and high
impedance AC circuits. Ideal for checking television
circuits. Ranges DC Volts 0- 1.25/5/25/125/500 /2500
20.000 ohms /volt;

0-2.5/10/50/250/1000/5000,

1O,00Ó

ohms /volt; AC Volts 0- 2.5/10/50/250/1000 /5000 at
10.000 ohms /volt; DC Mleyamps 0 -50; DC Ma
0 -1/10 /100 /1000 DC Amps 0 -10: 0 -400 ohms; 050,000 ohms; 0 -10 megohms. Capacity check of paper
condenser, I. poesible by following data in IM,truc-

tlon book. 50. banana plug, test leads included. Long
readable 5' sale are Compact. molded insulated case,
0x51/2a254'. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.
,$44.10
Your Cost
Model 629-Carrying Case far Model 625N

$5.15

1(21505-

Com pieta

If not rated 25% with order, balance C.O.D.
All prices F.O.B. our warehouse New York.
No order under $2.00
We ship to any part of the globe

LEEDS RADIO
75 Vesey St.. Dept. RCM
New York

COrtlend 7 -2612

City

7
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HIGHBRIDGE'S BEST BUY
NEW DYNAMIC

TELEVISION KIT
f

'

HOME -BUILT SOUND EFFECTS
(Continued (rom page 27)

tff

AMERICA'S
TOP QUALITY

AMPLIFIER

a saw. Any noisy tool will record well,
and the sound can be bigger than life
if amplified.
To turn on the lights, use an electric

switch. Taking the telephone receiver
¿/
f

.

'

1

I

A reputation for: quality is our most
priceless. asset. The' performance and
operation of the Newcomb Deluxe K.
Series of amplifiers form outstanding
proof of the reason for that reputation.

L
COMPLETE
With Tubes-Parts-Cabinet

$15950
I

Exclusive Mail Distributors
Check These Outstanding Features:
Throe stages of video I.F. muplifieat ion -3.7 MI
I

arlOwidth.
Receiver may be aligned easily without use of
Ivial generator.
Complete resist sure and voltage analysis chart for
rosy (rouble ohooting supplied with each kit.
if transformers are slug tuned for high gala and
maximum efficiency.
Safety interlock switch supplied with each unit.
Simplicity of operation -only 5 controls on front
'

Schematic diagrams aro broken dam into simple
circuits for ease in wiring.
Picture is very stable -does not junio or tear on
even under unusual receiving conditions.
4 Channels -- provisions for alx.
Seventeen tubes Including large picture tube.
. picture tuba is set en Inches in diameter and gives
picture 26 square inches in size.
All tarts are unconditionally guaranteed to be
electrically and mechanically perfect.
Set comes completo with all- necessary informer ion
sheet. pans. drilled and punched chassis. beautifully finished front panel and modernistic cabintt.
Hardware and other necessary items are also Included. NOTHING ELSE TO BUY.

Fig.

6-A

fan motor and dowels make wind.

off the hook and replacing it is very

convincing if done close to the mike.
To strike a match, a special trick increases the effect. Strike the match
about 4 inches from the mike, then
quickly move it very close to catch the
flaming noise as the head barns.

- ,Incorporated in every K- Series model is
- a combination of features never before
features
-,,offered ín any amplifier
thot spell top quality in sound repro.

.

.

duction.
glance at Newcomb specifications will
convince the man who knows -and cores.
A

Write for literature

Making our noises work
For the radio workshop or the "home -

PRODUCTS CO.

broadcaster," what to do with the various noises he has recorded presents no
problem. Others may be embarrassed
with a wealth of canned sounds. As a

Dept. C, 6824 Lexington Avenue
California
Hollywood 38

SONAR SOUND DETECTION UNIT
In Original Overseas Packing
for defecting underwater sounds within an
Rochelle salt xtal as the
urea of 15 miles. Using
GO ft.
active unit the sound la transmitted up
table. Completely enclosed In a solid rubber sheath.
Originally used in harbor defense. Coupled with
audio amplifier It has many valuable

Ideal

$7.95

flees.

PP

SELECTRON SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

.85
.90

50 to 99
6

to 49
to

I

5
Quotations on larger

1

quantities

furnished upon request
FOR: * AC -DC Portables
Power Supplies
Console Rados

USEFUL

*

Typos of Reet. Tubes

(Urea ¡Instant
Replaces Tube
Requires Less
Jade to Loot

' -j

-

*

*

Intercom

Replaces 29

Reception -Requires No "IVerm DO& Socket -Prolongs Life of Set
Space -Increases

The

Life

Setaltivity

of the Set

alk

NEW BATTERY
BOOSTER
Powerfu l -Emc lentEconomical
A rmfpacf. lightweight.

automatic. constant voltage battery charger which
Is especially
od to
help car, truck or tractor owners keep 6 colt storage
batteries fully charged. 4.:4"15". Weighs 4 lbs.
packed. Operates on 105 -120 v AC 60 Cy. DC 6 v
4.2 amp. Complete with 6 ft. AC cord with mold. .l
rubber plug and 6 ft. DC cord with alitcater clips
P

$9.27

NEW Na. 631P1 /SNA Claus atrobntron tuba.
Each
WO

By -Pass Condensers,

10

63.25

Varieties. Special-$4.95

Vision Research lahoratory design and construction
d motion, 5 or 7 inch television receiver Instruction

Fig.

7-Rainmaking

is easy with this machine.

suggestion, amateur plays may be improved by properly used sound, amplified or recorded. The modern "radio
script" type of play can be immensely
heightened in interest if genuine radiotype sound effects are used. Enthusiastic
sound -effects recorders have even used
the sounds as a subject for an evening's
entertainment, making a guessing game
with prizes for participants naming the
greatest number of effects correctly. It
is surprising indeed how many sounds
may be misinterpreted if the listener's
mind is not directed by the contextual
material.

Book and complete set of coils. Special $6.95.

All Prices FOB

New

York City. N.

Y.

HIGHBRIDGE RADIO - TELEVISION
& APPLIANCE CO.
340
343

88

CANAL
CANAL

NEW YORK I3.
NEW YORK

Airlines are testing a "block signal"
method which will light a red or green
light on the pilot's instrument board,
telling him whether or not he may enter
the next "section" of the airway.

Radolek's big Free Profit
Guide Catalog and Profit
Bulletin supplements keep

you abreast of the
rapidly changing radio
situation. Buying from
P.adolek means greater

values, better service

SOUND SYSTEMS

and more profits. Make

FREE

Rodolek your buying

CATALOG

headquarters.

Large Stocks
Fast Service

RAñncé$
¡1
I

SEND TODAY!

/
it Baying
Grid, )

i

RADOLEK CO.. Dept. C t17
Eol W. Randolph Si.. Chicago 6. 111.
Please and your FREE Profit Guide Catalog.
Name

.

Address

SAVE AT RADOLEK

RADIO -CRAFT

for

M A Y,

1947
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SMALL RECORDING STUDIO
(Continued from page 86).

Nationally Known AUTOMOBILE

tive circuit should be provided. Neon
bulbs connected in series can be placed
across the crystal so that, in the presence of too much voltage, the bulbs will
fire and their resultant low resistance
will protect the crystal cutter. The
small % -watt neon bulbs have a firing
voltage of approximately 70 volts. It is
essential that the bulbs do not fire during the application of normal cutter
driving voltage, or distortion will result.
In the final analysis, what is really
expected of a cutter is a recording
which, when played back, sounds as
like the original material as possible.
Each recording setup requires individual attention to obtain the best results
of which it is capable. Each sot of requirements and conditions is different;
it rests on the user to take maximum
advantage of the equipment he has so
that he may produce good necordings.

ANTENNAS

Side Cow1-3 Section 66"
Sturdy Rust Proof

Top Cowl (Fender Mount)
3 Section 56"

54.75 LIST

55.95 LIST

52.13 NET

-4

Deluxe Side Cowl
Sturdy Rust Proof

Section 100"

$7.75 LIST

52.58 NET

Universal Cowl or Fender
Mount 3 Section 68"

53.36 NET

55.95 LIST

52.1,8 NET

All are complete, ready for installation
All are chrome plated

THREE TUBE PHONO

AMPLIFIERS

Complete
and

I

with

I7z66r.

tubes

I

LA4-I

t.

CONDENSERS
os

E3

$4.49 ea.

",.

i

:00

t

DC Buffer Condensers

CENTS EACH
100 FOR $12.50
19

-

10 FOR $1.50
1000 FOR 5100.00

PORTABLE PHONO CABINETS
Beautifully covered in leatherette.
Dimensions 13" x 153/4" x 71/4"

$4.95 ea.

STREAMLINED ELECTRIC IRONS
List for 7.90 reduced to the

VIBRATOR AMPLIFIER
This six -volt battery -powered amplifier is very compact and is easily constructed on a 714x514x214-inch chassis.

so

nsafloe ally low price in lots of

for

6

$2.98...

$1.12 ea.

5" UTICA OR CHANELLOCK DIAGONAL CUTTERS

A COMPLETE LINE OF TUBES ARE NOW AVAILABLE

It uses a pair of push -pull

6V6 beam1Vrite for our latest Catalogue
power pentodes driven by a cascade connected 6SC7. A push -to -talk switch on
the microphone reduces the drain on
the storage battery when the amplifier
612 W. Randolph, Dept. "C"
Chicago 6, Illinois
is on stand -by operation.
The 6SC7 is connected in a standard
cascade circuit with a fader -mixer in the grid circuit ut the
second half of the tube. This permits gradual switching
from microphone to phono pickup.
A novel phase inverter is used. A 2000 -ohm loading resistor is inserted in the screen grid lead to one of the 6V6's.
This grid is capacity-coupled to the control grid of the other
Removable Self-Starter Strip exposes ends of Labels for you to peel!
6V6. With 260 volts on the screen grids of Class AB1 6V6's,
DON'T PICK. USE SELF- STARTER STRIP TO PEEL LABELS
the screen current for each tube swings from 2.6 ma at no
signal to 6.5 ma at maximum signal This variation in screen
current is converted to variable voltage drop across the
2000-ohm resistor. The grid of the second 6V6 gets its excitation from the variable screen voltage. This phase inversion
system makes it possible to take full advantage of the 6SC7's
amplification.
The power supply uses a synchronous vibrator feeding
into a resistance- capacity filter. A push- to-talk switch closes
DON'T PICK. USE SELF- STARTER STRIP TO PEEL LABELS.
the low- voltage circuit through the coils of a relay, made
from an old vibrator.
-Edgar Dunn, Johannesburg, South Africa
(This amplifier is worth trying without the vibrator feature, as an ordinary a.c. or a.c. -d.c. amplifier. Editor)

RADIO PARTS COMPANY

CODE CARD SYSTEM

r

TAPPED OUTPUT

6SC7

SIM

6V6

- t 00000,

TDNf

LIKEWISE ON FIAT SURFACES

6V6

d

Parnts

Pending

QUIK- LABELS code Wires, Leads, Circuits. Relays, Parts, etc., faster and
cheaper.
Pre -cut to exact size, QUIK- LABELS corne on handy aida,
Ready to use. they stik -puik without moistening, replace slow and smell
string tags. roll tapes. decals. stencils, metal tabs, etc. Resist dirt, Beale%
oil, abrasion.
*Self Starter Strip automatically exposes ende of Labels
far you to grasp instantly -no more finger- picking.

W. H. BRADY COMPANY

Establistml ans

Manufacturers of Self -Sticking Tape Products
STREET, MILWAUKEE 9, WISCONSIN
I'm interested. Send me all the facts on QUIK -LABELS.
802 Ne 3rd

Name

Title

PLEASE ATTACH TO YOUR COMPANY LETTERHEAD

In British form of "printed radio" the circuits are deposited in grooves
on plastie plates. The inventor claims that 180 seta per hour can be made
by the process.

RADIO-CRAFT

for

MAY,
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10 METER CONVERTER ,.

EASY -TO -BUILD OSCILLOSCOPE
(Continued from page 24)

27 to 30 MEGACYCLES

a sinubinding
another
the vertical amplifier, various patterns called
Lissajou figures will be obtained. These
figures are helpful for frequency calibration or comparison.
To obtain a trapezoidal pattern for
determining the percentage of modulation of an amateur transmitter, the
connections to the rear panel should be
made as shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 11 shows

to external sweep and applying
soidal signal to the horizontal
posts on the front panel and
voltage of different frequency to

Designed for Army surplus receivers such as the BC 342, BC 348, BC
312, etc. Uses a single 6SA7 fixed oscillator at 16 megs. Adjust plate
output and grid input signal for maximum. Calibrate and tune the
entire band on your receiver. The power for the converter comes from
the receiver. Our special adapter secures the power from the receiver
by a plug -in arrangement. When this is not possible instructions will
indicate the correct tapping point. In ordering be sure to mention the
model receiver.
Complete unit

('on, plete I n atructions and

wired and

$1.00

plans

tested.

518.00

Kit of parts
and plans for
complete operation

R.F. PICKUP LOOP AT
%MITTER FINAL

512.00

BROADCAST BAND CONVERTER
100 KC

to 1550 KC

Cash. Check or M.O.

5051

N.

HO

SEeOF

A

TIME and MONEY
SAVERS for SERVICEMEN!
No. 100 C -Kit of 100 By -pass and Buffer Condensers. $20.00 Value $5.82
No. 101 R -Kit of 100 % -Watt Re1.95
sistors
No. 102 K -Kit of 100 Assorted radio
knobs.- plostic and wood

-Kit

screw- pushons

-

5.91

assorted Trimmer and Padder condensers
3.93
real Buy
Thousands of radin and sound equipment parts and supplies. Tubes, Record Changers Amplifiers, Speakers.
etc. Write for Catalog No. 29.

of

50

-A

-913

FM Tuner
Type
Permeability
tested oscillator assembled,

mixer that tunes in the 88 to 108 MC FM broadcasts. Enjoy noise free high fidelity radio reception. FMT output feeds into usual FM I.F. amplifier which you can easily build, or into the older

FM -45 receivers (I.F.) to change them to the
new FM band. All parts, including a standard
metal tube, are combined into a single compact
unit measuring only 2%" x 11/2" on chassis. to
which you connect aerial wire and three voltage
wires. It works right every time. It will save you
headaches and lots of work, as compared with
trying to make a VHF oscillator-mixer with
usual clumsy parta available. The FMT is calibrated to feed into 10.7 MC and other I.F. Introductory Price $6.50 (less tube) postpaid. State
I.F. used. Complete directions and drawing with
each

unit.

Est. 1922

J -M -P

MAKE MORE MONEY
in "CASE IN"

$1.00

e.

25c
WORDS

addet #Qad5uattezi

IN

CANNON -BALL

s,ent..cay
9a"t

Heavy

bar

m.9-

trates Complete Can-

non-Ball line. Write
clan.
C. F. CANNON COMPANY
SPRING WATER, N. Y.

90

profitable tested
order
rder plane. conbusiness secrets, dozens of practical tested formulas.
d
successful
sch mn
actual experlences of men who

-

a

U.

S.

order,

Memos,
or coin.

money

Money Back
Guarantee
23.

I

-A few more

common Lissajou figures.

After having built and become familiar with the operation of a scope
and its capabilities as an instrument,
anyone having one will discover new
uses for it daily.
POWDERED IRON CORES

Make your own high "Q" I.F.-R.F. or
Antenna coils! Range 100 kc to 50 mc.
$2.00 pp
KIT No. 1 -18 Pieces. 3 Types
O

'

O

O

Also, perm. tuning cores -1700 kc to 635 kc
$3.25 pp
KIT No. 2 -12 Pieces, 3 Types

MAGNA -METAL PRODUCTS CO.

N, Y.

PEN -OSCIL-LITE

Extremely convenient test oscillator for all nuls
Sell
servicing. alignment
as a sen
ilea audio to ver
on Bred
Range from 700
don megacycles .h.f.
Output from zero to 125 V.
Write for
Low in
st
Used by Signai Coros
Information.

"ll

38

I

New York 17. N. Y.

70 E. 45th St.

COMPANY
New York

26RA. Ansonia Station

shoe-

than
e
capital.
25e
postpaid.
Send

$10

NATIONAL PLANS
e

torte

have started on

"MEAT"!
B

of

copy

NO ADS
ALL

you
real

dol-

fidential

string-with leu

TEXT

GUARANTEE

-

THE
cet
money -makes
now

VALUE

40.000

satisfaction. Unusually
sensitive. Noted for fidelity and clarity of
tone. Folder R -5 illus-

Fig.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS!

Jefferson Ave.. TOLEDO 2,0910

Phones to give absolute

Mfg. Co.

Milwaukee 10, Wis.

ORDER TODAY

SOUND EQUIPMENTCO.
911

T*

complete fully

A

SPECIAL

No. 103 T

100 percent modulation. Fig.
shows overmodulation and 11-c a
condition of less than 100 percent modulation. Patterns similar to 11 -d are due
to phase shift in the speech amplifier.
The value of an oscilloscope in servicin? receivers was shown fully in two
articles (The Scope -A Repair Tool.
January and March RADIO-CRAFT).
11 -b

515.00

FM

MILLION RADIOPARTS

set

pattern for

CIefk St., Chicago 40, III.

Th

for modulation tests.

some trapezoidal patterns.
In Fig. 11 -a we have the standard

Write Dept. CM

THOR ELECTRONICS

IO-Connocfions

Fig.

A valuable unit for owners of Army -Navy surplus receivers. Uses a
single 6SA7 which secures its power from the receiver with which
it is used. The special adapter to secure power is supplied with the
unit. An improved feature incorporates an aperiodic tuned antenna
circuit for low noise level. Also tune in tae long wave band to hear
aircraft beacon and weasher reports.
"BE SURE TO SEND RECEIVER MODEL NUMBER."
Tried and tested with BC -312. 342, NC 100 -ASD, BC -34S. and others.

GENERAL TEST EQUIPMENT
Buffalo 9, N. Y.
Argyle Ave.

Learn RADIO

pay Job or
Train at home. In spare time, for a glint -under
our
start a butanes. of guar own without capital plus Horne
proven 2 -way method: you receive Lessons
Shop Practice Including 9 kits of radio part. to main
in spare
hundreds of teats. Many students earn money
time while learning. Write for FREE book "Tour Opportunities in Radio"' to
Hollywood Radio & Television Institute,
(gstablihed 19291
Les Anlilas 14. Calif.
Dopt. F2, 810 W. 6th St.

RADIO -CRAFT

for

MAY,

I

94 7

TEST OSCILLATOR KIT

Supplies I.F. and broadcast frequencies modulated or unmodulated complete with tubes, chassis
and metal cabinet punched and all parts mounted
ready to wire. RTO -100C $14.75.
Wired and tested
$20.25
RECEIVER SPECIAL, Wiloox type F3 axed tuned
superheterodyne, ideal for use with a high frequency converter. Complete with coils, tubes. 110
volt 60 cycle power supply and complete in-

structions

sabio tEbirtp -libe Nearg

Founder
Modern Electric'

Electrical Experimenter
Radio News
Science & Invention
Radio-Craft
Short-Wave Craft
Wireless Association of America

PHONO PLAYER KITS, Table Model. dual tube
amp. five inch speaker, light weight crystal pick-

Add Postage.
Send for special bargain list.

HALLMARK ELECTRONIC CORP.
$92 Communipaw Ave.
Jersey City 1, N_.1.

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS
If

you cannot get to the Government Sales of
War Surplus Radio Equipment, the next best
thing to do fs to buy our SPECIAL $25.00
GOVERNMENT RADIO SURPLUS ASSORTMENT. We buy large quantities all over
the country, divide those items we don't have
in large quantities into choice assortments for
which we know you would gladly pay $25.00 if
you could see them.
On a deposit of $5.00 we will ship you C.O.D.

THE ABELL DISTRIBUTING CO.
Biddle Street, Baltimore

Maryland

2,

PREPARED ASSORTMENTS
GUARANTEED FIRST QUALITY
100

1008
1913
1919
1920
1929

Some of the larger libraries In the country still has
copies of ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER on ale for

Interested readers,
Interesting Radio Articles In the May. 1913 issue of
the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER.

W'au }testators All Insulated
52.95
Watt Resistors All Insulated
3.95
Watt Resisten Ail Insulated.
.45
2 Watt Resisters All Insulated.
3.95
200 Volt raper condensers......
2.ae
Mica
9ll
Dry Elleectrolytic Filter Condensers.
75
25 et. Rolls Hookup Wire-Arita color.. 1.95
Volume and Tone Controls -No Switches 1.95
ft. Spaghetti and Vinvlite
95
Coils I.F.. R.F. Ant.
3.95
d Ow..,
Wafer and Ceramic Rand Switches
3.90

loo

400 MILLION U.S. RADIOS?

nnsen

Auto Supptessore

Electrical
Elemeents Fusee.

Tact.

2.99
5.00

during the next decade we can -confidently look forward to a future in
which there will be between 400 and
500 million radio sets of various types
in this country. Even this will not be
final saturation; because by the end of
10 years several new types of radio receivers-for instance television combined with radio sound sets, and many
others -will have made their appearance.
Add to that replacements of obsolete
radios and even the most pessimistic
radio man must admit that saturation in
this country is-for practical purposes

-distant and

unreal.

Six American railroads were using either carrier or high- frequency radio by
the middle of the past summer. Most
frequent use has been in freight service.

TELEVISION "ORGAN"

SEND FOS TUUTONE COMFLeTu RADIO ANO
ELECT[ /CAL LIST

_FT%

Terms: 25
deposit requited with ruler. Balance
C. D. Marchandlw sent
tt full
mitt s, ce ...moan.. Order.

TRUTONE PRODUCTS CO.

303 W. 42nd St.

Dept. CA

New

Yort

18, N. Y.

EASY TO LEARN CODE
It It

nay

Affords the quitter and most practical method yet developed. For beamnen or advanced s t u d e n t a.
Available
from beginner'.
alphabet to typical messages on all
subject.. Speed cange 5 to 40 WPM.
Amays ready -no

tapes

ENDORSED BY THOUSANDS!
e.
literally ttak thehp ace a f an
wrdntnretor and nwex n.On `to
inn
and master rode without fur.
tSer
istanre `Thousands f su resaful opc tore have
Write today for conveniento rental psand purchase Plane.

t>pw

INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY
Dept

RC.

for

Brand new army mine detectors; portable, will detect metallic and nonmetallic objects; very sensitive; using
955 tube in detecting head; two tube
amplifier using two INSGT; headset;
or microphone. Also 150 micro meter;
power supply, 345V, one 6-V or two 3 -V
batteries. Complete with instrument less
batteries. Packed in original casea. Shipping weight Ins lbs.

THIS MONTH'S RADIO BARGAINS
INTERPHONE AMPLIFIERS
complete with tubes and Dynamotor
$2x50
WIRE- 14. 16, 18, 20, 22 gauge
up to 60 ft. lengths. Per lb. .
ZO
AUTO ANTENNA -3 section 64"
side cowl
125 MFD.

-2

mount

insulators

CONDENSERS at 350

150

.25

Volts C.D.
MFD. CONDENSERS at 10 .25
Volts
.5 MFD. OIL FILLED CONDENS.05
ERS. 400 Volts
BY -PASS CONDENSERS, ASSORTED SIZES -per hundred.. 1.5D
BUFFER CONDENSERS .01
12.00
1600 Volts per hundred C.D.
500

RADIO CENTER

s

Sheelcan Rd..

F.O.B. DETROIT

Write us about your needs

tint

4701

AN -PRS -1

No order under $5.00 -please mend
check or money order. Orders shipped
C.O.D. subject to 20'f advance deposit.

to learn or Increase speed

e lth an Instrucngraph Code Teacher.

RADIO -CRAFT

MODEL

(Continued from page 17)

1

50
50
50
20
10
10
loo
10
20
20
60

DETECTORS

A Treatise on Wireless Telegraphy,
by Hugo Gernsback..
The Quenched Spark Gap, by H. Winfield Secor.
Building Large Spark Coils, by Hugo
Gernsback.
The Vacuum Detector, by H. Winfield Secor.
How to Make a Loud -Speaking Telephone.
' The Tuft's College Wireless Society.
35-mile Transmission with Half Inch Spark Coil.

t1;y//3

100

MINE

1930
1908

(bal-

ance 820.00) freight collect,
large quantity of Government Surplus Radio Items subject to your Inspec000. If, after Inspecting, you are not more than set.
lolled, return to us. freight charges collect and all It
will have cart you will be freight charges. Sou should
be able to dispose of a few of the items that you may
not need for the entire cost. This Is the cheapest way
can sell you War Surplus Radio Material.
Oeur warehouses are fined with thousands of choice
Government Surplus Radio Item. Lot of theta we do
not hove in sufficient quantity to advertise nationally
and the cost of Inventorying, Itemizing, corresponding, etc.. would only increase their cost to you; thereforo we make this offer. If you wish to mention a few
items you desire, we will endeavor to include them in
this assortment. State whether you wish 'Ham" or
Commercial assortmeaL

5 E.

Radio 8, Electronic
Government Surplus

HUGO GERNSBACK

$14.50

up. attractive two tone cabinet and quiet rim
drive motor. Model RCP4. complete
$15.95
Wireless Phono Player, tune it in on any radio.
Model RC5W, complete
$14.35
Phonograph Attachment, plays through any
radio. Model RC6A, complete
$9.85
Tubes are supplied with all the above kits.
AMPLIFIER KITS-3 tube RM. $3.80: 2 tube
KC2, $2.60: 1 tubo RC1, $2.10: phono oscillator
kit RC1W, $2.90. Tubes extra.
RADIO TUNER KIT, complete with tubes HRT
160C
$7.45
TUBE SPECIALS. 12AT6 5.65; 12SA7 $.65:
2525 3.65; 82L7 $1.35; 351.6 8.65; 85W4 8.60;
50B5 $.85. 50L6 $.70; 117N7 $1.45.
Terms-Cash with Order er C.O.D. with 20% Desalt.

Ztgo

an abernsbath Publications

Chieape 40.

MAY,

Radio et Electronic Surplus
2530 E. DAVISON AVENUE
DETROIT 12, MICHIGAN

Suggested by Grego Baaehuek, New York City

III.

1947
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DEALERS! SERVICEMEN!
These VALUES mean
PROFITS for YOU!

COMMUNICATIONS

All merchandise offered below is BRAND NEW,
and FULLY GUARANTEED. Our enormous stocks
and facilities enable on to ENO you IMMEDIATE
DELIVERIES on all merchandise listed.
TERRIFIC BUY FOR P.A. MEN!
Asiatic R -3 Crystel Handmike. with $4.50
6 ft. R.C. Mike Cable

AN INSTRUCTOR LOOKS AT RADIO -CRAFT

WILLARD

2 -VOLT

STORAGE BATTERY

-

Exact replacement for
brand ROW
blts
each

Willard

6.volt

battery,

GE ports -

$2.75

`P

(3 -cell)

brand

new

storage

$7.95
P

$2.20
Magnetic Pickup
41.94
Shure Magnetic Cutting Head. Bpewal
Telegraph Key Sig. Corps 5.39
Vibrator for Portable & Parnl
7.prong
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Dear Editor:
Why do I buy RADIO-CRAFT? It cannot be because it is "too darned technical" for my pocketbook knows that I
prefer the technical magazines. Having
been in the radio field as an engineer for
well over forty years I would have no
interest in a magazine that catered too
much to the screwdriver and plier type
of serviceman.
My interest in RADto-CRAFT is solely
that of a teacher interested in seeing
how others attempt to inform, and to
instruct, the mixed audience of RADIOCRAFT. When some of the instructors
"talk down" to their audience they are
sloppy and careless, but most of them
give us something very well worth reading, and prepare their material with
great care.
Your policy seems sound when I think
of where your magazine fits into the

MILD DEFENSE

OF

present picture. During the war I
thought you were a bit short of proofreaders; and that you were compelled
to fill space with articles that were
thrown together without care, but as
things return to normal you should be
able to select material with more discrimination. In general, sketches thrown
together with parts missing or not properly identified are very provoking, even
when one has no intention of using
the material they must be still more
annoying to those who would build what
is imperfectly shown and described in
the article.
RADIO -CRAFT does not go to extremes.
It very obviously keeps the rank beginner in mind at times, but its policy indicates to me that it believes that the beginner wants to grow.
THOMAS J. MACKAVANAGH,
Washington, D. C.
;

AM ERICAN RECEIVERS
and material difficulties -real or imag-
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I have had such good luck with the
I would very much like to hear a "good"
GENUINE MAJESTIC
European set with better frequency re- Electric Guitar I made from instrucI RADIO PARTS SERVICE sponse than those receivers.
tions in your (1946) Radio Electronics
I
Reference Annual that I am enclosing
must
not
be
feedback
Degenerative
2.
NEW YORK 7, N.Y.
53 VESEY STREET
regarded as a magic cure -all. How is a a photo of the complete project.
"More than 10.000 satisfied Radio
resistance -capacity loop or degeneration
"EL" GRIMSHAW,
Dealers and Servicemen since 1940"
in a cathode leg to compensate for nonNorth Andover, Mass.
phase-shift, audio frequency -modELECTRONIC VOLT- OHMMETER linear
ulation, transient and complex interSC
110 VOLTS AC 20 RANGES
modulation distortion in audio systems?
0/5/10/50/100/500 /1000/5000 volts DC and
Real quality is obtained not by phony
$1185 lapping
AC. 0- 1.000.000.000 ohms In six overrehires. Sensitlatty: over MILLION
"bass boost" or high -frequency cut-off
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Anyone Can Build Our
NEW MODEL S -5C RADIO
Our model S -5C uses the universally tweeted super heterodyne circuit containing the following tuber
128A7, 1281(7. I2SQ7 50L6, 3525 and tunes from 550
K. to 1800 Sc. Model S -5C
. complete kit less
tubes. With Bakelite cabinet and brand new Illustrated instruction sheet, showing simple. detailed,
step -by -step diagrams.

OUR INSTRUCTION SHEET COVERS

EVERYTHING

Pictorial Diagram

Schematic Diagram

Photo-

Step- by-Step wiring Instructions.
Available at your local distributor
or write to us for catalog M
Other Models Available

graphs
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New York 6, N.Y.

-AMAZING NEW
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It would be well for the shop owners
to fight such a plan by any manufacturer or jobber and voice their objections
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them were published In the past. but the subject Is
about extmusted.
Payment is made on publication.

Address
'
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West Broadway,

CARTOONS.

New York 7.
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Come to the Great

SHOPS OF
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-where yoti'learnbydoing"
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RADIO
.in.
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a Few Shozzf Week4-

Prepare For A Good Job Now With
A Lifetime Future]

Trained Radio men needed now. Get Radio
training and be ready for a real future. Learn
on actual equipment at Coyne. Free employment
service to graduates. Many earn while learning. If you are short of money, ask about Student
Finance Plan. Now added Training In Electric

(We have felt there is not enough
available material on sound and amplifiers. What do other readers think?

Refrigeration. We are also equipped to train
those who qualify under G. I. Bill. Men with
Physical Disabilities may qualify for training
at no cost to them for tuition and subsistence.
SEND COUPON FOR FULL DETAILS

-

Editor)

Dear Editor:
I think your paper is swell but let's have
a little more on how to build radio equipment and a little less on the subject of
commercial and war radio equipment and
the like. Thanks.

B. W. COOKE, Director. Radio Division

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
500 S. Pauline St., Dept. 37.8H. Chicago 12, Ill.
Send Big Free Book; also details about Coyne PartTime Employment and Student Finance Plan.
Send G. I. Bulletin
Physical Disability

NAME

BRICKBATS AND BOUQUETS
Dear Editor:
I have read your magazine for many
years, but gradually it is becoming
worse and worse as far as the amateur
radioman, experimenter or set builder
is concerned. Its only interest is to the
serviceman or technician. Therefore you
are just out one more subscriber.
G. L. Rutz,
(No address)
Dear Editor:
I have the following bouquets and brickbats for your magazine.
I find the Question Box, Radio Electronic Circuits, and Try This One departments very interesting. I feel, however, that
you publish too many audio amplifier drcuits in this department. Very satisfactory
amplifiers can be designed by the experimenter from readily available information
(tube manuals, books, etc.).
JosEPH E. STEUBEL,
Kentland, Indiana

ELECTRONICS -TELEVISION

MERRICI,
Hollyburn, B. C.
PETER

AGE

TELEVISION
KIT...A HIGH QUALITY
TELEVISION RECEIVER
ready for Easy,
Rapid Assembly
ENGINEERED
BY

TELEVISION
SPECIALISTS

$3.00 FOR CARTOON IDEAS

RADIO-CRAFT prints several radio cartoons ever,
Readers are invited to contribute humorous
radio Ideas which can be used In carton form.
It Is not necessary that you draw
sketch. unless
you wish.
IDEAS NOT WANTED:
No electrical or radio definitions wanted. Some of
month.

'

their respective jobbers.

We will not use a tube that is being
distributes on the consignment plan, and
we will not do business with a jobber
who is consigning tubes, if there is one
we can find who does not.
G. E. RENFROE,

y
it at home. In
bins, In bee,
etc.lob of fun-real entertainhotels,

office..

CONSIGNMENT COMING?
Dear Editor:
We are expecting some of the radio
tube manufacturers to begin consigning
tube stocks to radio shops, as was the
practice before the war.
This will be a direct blow to all the
better radio shops throughout the country, who have had to purchase their
tubes outright during the war, many of
them at black- market prices. It will also
greatly stimulate the backyard mechanic
and the number of new shops opening
up over the country. It will also increase
the price of tubes and parts to us all,
for the manufacturer and jobber will
naturally lose money on many of these
consignment accounts, which must be
made good by those that are able to

Easy -to-Assemble: No knowledge of television required. COMPLETE easy -tofollow INSTRUCTION SHEET gives
you all the knowledge you need.

-

This Kit INCLUDES SOUND, all component parts, and the following:

Specially designed Television
Antenna.
A $30.00 Brilliant Lectrovision seven - inch Picture
Tube . . . plus ALL other
tubes.
Pre -tuned R -F unit.
Finished front panel.
All solder, wire and 60 feet
of low loss lead -in cable.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Operates on 110V.; 50-60 cycles A.C.
Price: complete with ALL tubes. $159.50. Shipment
will be made Immediately after receipt of order.
525.00 deposit required on all orders. balance C.O.D.
We believe that the comparative quality of this set
Is superior to other available sets. It has been seclaimed by major television schools throughout the
country.

DEALERS: You an cash
Information write to:

ADDRESS

CITY

WIRELESS PHONO

~TATS.....

Wire so fine that 1,000 feet of it
reeled on a spool is invisible to the
naked eye is reported by the Westinghouse Lamp Division. The wire was ordered by the Bell Telephone Laboratories for a new amplifier tube.

RADIO -CRAFT
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yymikeesftoo

$3.49

4.49
1.48

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
jobbery, Welt. for Quantity Discount. on Amplifier.

Oc(llaton.
CONSTANT ELECTRIC, Dept. C
112 amnesia Street
rooklyn 21,

1947

In

on

this kit.

TRANSVISION, INC.

OSCILLATOR

Transmit. recordings from phono nickel or voice
from
radio without see of wires up to 500 ft.
Complete en, less tubes
Above kit
elnhlM
d tested
Tubes for above kit (128A7. 3525)

i

and

386 North Ave.

For

full

DppZ;

New Rochelle. N. Y.

deposit. Please chip
Enclosed find 5
Transviston Television Hits C.O.D. to

Name
Address

N.

Y.

City

le State
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

REALLY HIGH-POWERED-

Abell Distributing Company

Radio Engineering
Library

NOTE:
The Library comprises a selection
of books culled from leading Mr.
Craw -Hill publications in the radio field.

especially selected by radio specialists of Mc-

Graw -Hill publications
to give most complete, dependable coverage of
facts needed by all whose fields are grounded on
radio jundamenta.e
avasiable at a special price and terma
THESE books cover circuit phenomena, tube theory, networks, measurements, and other subjects -give specialized treatments of all fields of
practical design and application. They are books
of recognized position in the literature-books you
will refer to and be referred to often. If you
are a practical designer, researcher or engineer
in any field based on radio, you want these books
for the help they give in hundreds of problems
throughout the whole field of radio engineering.
6 V 0 LU M ES, 3319 PAGES, 2289 ILLUSTRATIONS

I. Eastman's FUNDAMENTALS OF VACUUM TUBES
Terman's RADIO ENGINEERING
3. Everitt's COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING
4. Hund's HIGH FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
5. Heoney's RADIO ENGINEERING HANDBOOK
2.

days.

fer

less than books boughta separately.prAdd these
this
standard works to your library now; pay sm:,ll monthly
Installments. while you ono the books.
10 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION -SEND COUPON
McGraw -Hill Book Co, 330 W. 42nd St, New York 10
Send me Radio Engineering library, 5 vols., for 10
examination o approval. In 10 days of will bend
monthly (111
cents postage. and aid.
paid.
{2é
60
Postpaid.
orders accompanied by remittance ofw the antninaga
stallment.)
ddays'

la

o
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Resonance-free ball bearing tone arm
Easily operated -any child can do It
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Join our customer list today.
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1300H REVIEWS

ATTENTION at last
A 25 Watt
"High Fidelity" Public Address Amplifier

RADIO OPERATING QUESTIONS ment Printing Office. Paper covers, 6 x 9
AND ANSWERS, by Arthur R. Nilson inches, 199 {Pages. Price 35 cents.
and J. L. Hornung, Eighth Edition. PubThis is one of a series of small busilished by McGraw -Hill Book Co. Stiff
cloth covers, 5 x 8 inches, 434 pages. ness manuals prepared for the use of
veterans and former employees of warPrice $3.50.
civilian organizations. It assumes
The new edition of this standard work time
the reader is already a skilled rasupplies specimen answers to questions that
and does not concern itself with
asked in U. S. Government radio opera- dioman
technical features of maintor examinations, as did the former edi- purely
and servicing. The 19 chapters
tions. There are three appendices, cov- tenance
from selecting a location to credit
ering radio abbreviations, radio regu- range
management
and the special problems
lations, radio laws, and
new feature
in this issue-the American Standards of expansion. Coverage of all angles of
small radio business is so complete
Association's authorized graphical sym- the
that
the established as well as the befor
bols
radio and electronic equipment. ginning
dealer or serviceman
All schematics in the book have been might wellradio
make use of the book, with
redrawn to conform to the new A.S.A. profit
to himself.
radio-electronic symbols.

-a

ATOM SMASHERS, A Story of Discovery, by Raymond Francis Yates. Published by Didier. Stiff cloth covers,
5 Vz x 8l/2 inches, 182 pages. Price $2.00.
A story of man's exploration of the
atom, written in the most popular style,

this narrative begins with Democritus
and continues to the experiment at Los

Alamos.
The style is one that will be appreciated by juvenile readers as well as
adults. Several highly scientific pieces
of apparatus, such as the Wilson cloud
chamber and the cyclotron, are so easily described that the reader not only
understands them, but fails to realize
that the subject is difficult.
The book is illustrated with numbers
of good photographs and drawings, well
placed to explain the subject.

ESTABLISHING AND OPERATING
AN ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE AND
RADIO SHOP. Prepared by Donald S.
Parris and Associates, under the direction of B. B. McCoy, United States Department of Commerce. Published by the
Superintendent of Documente, Govern-

S.+

List $110.00

'4995

Model PH 25

NET

Manufactured by
Atomite Electronic & Radio Corp.

Incl. Tubes

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
-2

SPECIFICATIONS

Tuhea
-6507, 2 -6L 1 -6N7, 1 -5U40
Channels-13) 2 -Mie High Gain 125Dß 1 -Phone 87DB
Itrelwnse --40 -12000 cycles plus or minus 1 db
Output Imp- 2 -4 -8- 15 500 ohms at both "Speaker
Terminals," Strip or sockets. handles 2 Microphones
Output Power-25 Watts 3% DIAL 35 Watts peak.
Bum level 571)8 below output
Duty -- Continuous-Protection -Fused Z amp slow

SELECTING AND OPERATING A
BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN, by Gustav
E. Larson, Robert H. Johnson, and Walter Magnus Teller. Published by Prentice -Hall, Inc. Stiff cloth covers, 6 x 8%Z
inches, 364 pages. Price $3.00.
While only 9 pages of the book directly concern the man who plans to start
an electrical appliance and radio repair
shop, the radio repairman or would-be
radio repairman may well find interesting the three chapters on small business
in general. It is also interesting to compare the prospects and problems of
other small businesses with those of
radio repairing.
The space given to starting an electrical and radio business is so small that
the treatment is necessarily rather general, but some specific cost estimates are
given. The bibliography is interesting,
as it must have been made up by compiling the books on the author's desk at
the moment. Three magazines are mentioned, but all are largely concerned
with appliances rather than radio serv-

,

blow.

Case-Steel two tono black and silver crackle. Blue
panel -white letters.
Capacitors-011 coupling condensers & hermetically
sealed electrolytic filter condensers.
Buckets-Output and rectifier sockets ateaUte.
Dimensions-5'4 x 10 x 1455 Inches.
Power Input -110 -125 Volte, 60 cycles.
Phono Top and Tubes_

64.95
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optnents in rodio and
electronic parts and devices, newest ham gear,
gadgets and bargains.
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BURSTEIN- APPLEBEE CO.,
1012 McGee St., Kansas City 6, Mo.
- . -Send me your new FREE catalog.
-Send me
pairs of phones at
$2.49 plus 20c pair postage.
I
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S
in payment.
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Suggested by Grego Banehuck, New York City
"I want 100,000 radios fo give away on our radio show
If you can build them for 50c each."

1EAr

RADIO -CRAFT

-

for

MAY,
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;

STATE

Specializing in the design and Assembly of
Physics Demonstration Apparatus, Electronic
Equipment and Special Teat Equipment. Consulting Service on Applied Physics and Elect ronics.

./
P

I

ADDRESS

1947

CARLOCK LABORATORIES
of

Applied Physics and Electronics

CLINTON

MISSISSIPPI

95

DIRECTORY

RODIO SCHOOL

PREPARE NOW FOR SKILLED JOBS IN RADIO AND F7.ECTRONICS

through RP2. At the instant VI is triggered by a negative pulse, V2 grid is
driven positive. V2, of course, conducts
heavily, and C discharges through the
low-impedance plate-cathode path of
V2. This voltage change occurs rapidly,
depending on C and V2's plate im-

INTENSIVE COURSES- Thorough, technical
education for progressive men and women.

r

RADIO TECHNICIAN -The MRI General
Course. Includes F.M. & Television. Prepares
For FCC Broadcast licenses.
2. RADIO 6 TELEVISION SERVICING-Pre
Pores for employment os Repairman on Stand.
and Broadcast, F.M. B. Television Receivers.
3. RADIO COMMUNICATIONS- Prepares for
FCC Operators' License. Leads to position as
Merchant Marine or Flight Radio ORicer;Com.
mercial Operator.
4. FUNDAMENTAL RADIO MATHEMATICS
The MRI Preparatory Course. Required pre.
Paining for students locking a basic mathematical background.
1.

E>

Licensed by the State of New York

MELVILLE RADIO INSTITUTE,
45 West 45th St., New York 19. N. Y.
GENTLEMEN:

RC

Send me FREE information

about
BOOK REVIEWS
(Continued front page 95)

Name

MOST -OFTEN- NEEDED 1946 RADIO
DIAGRAMS and Servicing Information,
by M. N. Reitman. Published by Supreme Publications. Heavy paper covers, 8 x 101/2 inches, 192 pages. Price

Address

MELVILLE RADIO INSTITUTE
45 W. 45th 5f.. N. Y. 19. BR 9.5000
"Woo Radio School

Mareard Br Rada M«."

RADIO- TELEVISION TECHNICIAN'S COURSE
New Classes starting every 6 weeks.
Women Students invited.

Approved for veterans -Public Law No. 946 and No.
Write for Free Bulletin on Courses

16.

HOLLYWOOD SOUND INSTITUTE, Inc.
Dept.

1040 N. Kenmore Ave., Los Angeles

Complete Radio Engineering
Course. Bachelor of Science Degree. Courses also in Civil, Electrical, Mechanical, Chemical, Aeronautical Engineering: Business Administration, Accounting.
Secretarial Science. 63rd year. Enter June. Sept.,
Jan.. Mar. School now filled to capacity. No applications can be accepted until further notice.

III

RADIO ---I
ANeOL

INDIANNA

MO 1-2345

B

PRACTICAL
TECHNICAL

TRI -STATE COLLEGE

pedance.
There are numerous other practical
applications to which the multivibrator
circuit may be adapted. No attempt has
been made to describe all of them.

your school.

-

I

MULTIVIBRATORS
(Continued front page 58)

TRAINING

FOR YOU

Specialize in Electronics. Ratite. Electricity. R- frlaer.
anion. Sleeting aid Air Conditioning, or Welding.
Prepare In one year for position as Technician. or In
Iwo additional years secure your B. S. Degree In
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING with major in Ma
0 5 y r Electronics.
write for booklet "Career Building
1

1

.

1

1

MMIL AUK£Ei14.0
ÇCHmL or ENGINEERING
INSTITUTE"
"A TECHNICAL

RC -547 N.

Broadway and

E. State.

Milwaulo.. Wis.

$2.00.

More than 300 schematics of 1946
model receivers are printed in this book.

Many of the diagrams are accompanied
by complete service and alignment data.
In some cases parts lists and replacement data are given, and there is also
a certain amount of information on record changers.
The book is carefully compiled, and
in spite of the large amount of material, excellent utilization of available
space has made it possible to print all
the diagrams large enough to be easily
read in practically all cases.

INSTALL A WAVE TRAP!
(Continued from page 87)

R.d.f. beacon signals leaking through
the i.f. of the set are not the only headencountered in the way of interAMERICAN RADIO INSTITUTE
SOUND RECORDING SCHOOL aches
lei West 63rd St.. New York 23. New York
ference of this type in sets with no preA practical 9 month.' course in Sound Fundamentals.
Recording. and Sound Transmission measurements: in
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Address

City-State
Chicago,

Ill.

This le my first subscription to your rgaatne and
as long se it continues to han such fine articles, you
can
unto
subscriber.
It is the answer to

technician's prayer, and spy one who misses your
is dieing valuable material.
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Berkeley, Calif.

*Occupation

(S.rvic. Mgr., etc.)
Empioy.d by
'Business or professional classifications are required to serve you better. Each subscriber
will profit by writing one of the following classifications In space Indicated.
INDEPENDENT SERVICEMAN- DEALER SERVICEMAN- SERVICE
MANAGER- DEALER -DISTRIBUTOR JOBBER
State your trade or occupation if not listed
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VIBRATOR DATA BOOK.
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CHECK THIS LIST OF CONTENTS
V ibrator Structures
Mallory Standard Vibrator
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Types
Selection of Correct Vibrator
Power Transformer
Characteristics
Typical Vibrator Characteristic
Data Sheets
Power Transformer Design
General Procedure in Designing

Transformers
Examples of Transformer
Design
Design Considerations for Other
Applications
High Frequency Vibrator Power
Supply
Timing Capacitor
Considerations
Design Practices and Methods
of Interference Elimination
Vibrator Power Supply Circuits
Procedures
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Mallory believes in giving service beyond the sale.
That's why it backs its products with helpful technical
literature-outstanding books like the Mallory Technical Manual,
the Radio Service Encyclopedia and others.
Now comes another important Mallory publication: the first of
its kind in the world. It's the Vibrator Data Book, a comprehensive
manual that tells you everything about vibrator power supply, systems

that Mallory has learned in sixteen years of building better vibrators
and vibrator power supplies. Does your shop service auto radios?
The Vibrator Data Book is an absolute must for you. Do you handle
other types of equipment powered from a DC source? This volume
very definitely belongs on your work bench.
The price? Only $1.00. The supply? Limited at present. Better order
now from your Mallory Distributor before the first edition runs out.
See Your Mallory Distributor for a free copy of the

1917 Replacement Vibrator Guide

P.R.MALLORQInc.
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